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Foreword

In contrast to the situation for other gas-solid reactors such as
fluidized beds, the rotary kiln reactor has so far lacked an authorita-
tive treatment in a single book. Process engineers, operators, designers,
researchers, and students have struggled with a widespread collection
of papers, from many industries, with key articles and classical contri-
butions that are over forty years old and difficult to access. At the same
time, new applications for the kiln have arisen, new fuels are being
used, and new tasks—such as waste incineration—are being applied to
kilns originally designed for other uses. Much improved understand-
ing of bed processes has been developed in the past decade or so, and
tools for design and analysis of existing operations, such as compu-
tational fluid dynamics, have evolved from rare to widespread use.
There has been a pressing need for these developments to be brought
together and assessed such that the kiln engineer, for example, can
appreciate what can be achieved from different types of mathematical
modeling and so that the fluid-particle researcher can understand what
has been accomplished by recent research and where further effort is
needed. The timely publication of this new book, Rotary Kilns: Trans-
port Phenomena and Transport Processes, by Akwasi Boateng, admirably
fills this gap.

Written by an engineer gifted in his understanding of the funda-
mentals of fluid-solid systems and their mathematical modeling, and
having extensive experience in rotary kiln practice, the book provides
the reader with a unique vantage point from which to analyze rotary
kiln processes. The book provides a clear exposition of kiln behav-
ior and of the bases and assumptions of the various mathematical
models used to describe it. Examples are provided for the purposes of
illustration.

In terms of the content, Rotary Kilns: Transport Phenomena and Trans-
port Processes provides chapters devoted to the kiln’s basic descrip-
tion and to its numerous applications. Several chapters on freeboard

xv



xvi Foreword

processes, aerodynamics, combustion and flames, and heat transfer
are linked to a detailed exposition of bed processes, including par-
ticulate behavior, granular flow models, mixing and segregation, and
heat transfer and their effects on kiln performance. Overall mass and
energy balances, measurements, and site surveys are presented in the
penultimate chapter, after the reader has been well prepared by the
prior treatment of the individual processes, rather than at the begin-
ning of the book. The final chapter contains practical information on
several key rotary kiln processes in the minerals industry. An extensive
appendix is included.

Readers will find this book starts most topics at a very basic level.
Some examples of this are the chapters on combustion and on mass
and energy balances. Soon, however, the complexities become evident,
such as in the chapters on granular flow and segregation.

This book will become a benchmark for the study of rotary kiln
phenomena, for the design of new rotary kiln processes, and for the
modeling and analysis of existing processes. It will be an indispensable
addition to the bookshelves of engineers in the cement, lime, pulp and
paper, and mineral industries. It will prove invaluable to researchers
and academics studying the complexities of solid-gas flows, mixing,
and transport processes.

Paul Watkinson, Ph.D.
Vancouver, British Columbia

October 2007



Preface

The author was born in Ghana in a little village called Kentikrono,
now a suburb of Kumasi, the Ashanti capital. After a brief stint as
an engineering cadet in the merchant marine corps of Ghana, he
accepted a scholarship to study marine engineering in the former
Soviet Union. Changing fields, he pursued studies in mechanical engi-
neering in Moscow specializing in thermodynamics and heat engines
where he redesigned a turbo-prop engine for hydrofoil application. He
pursued graduate school in Canada, thereafter, and completed a MS
in thermo-fluids mechanics at the University of New Brunswick with
a thesis under J. E. S. Venart on energy conservation in greenhouses
using thermal night curtains to prevent low-temperature nighttime
infrared radiation heat losses through polyethylene roofs. He accepted
a faculty position at the University of Guyana in South America, where
his wife hails from, and taught undergraduate thermodynamics and
heat transfer. His research in fluidized bed thermochemical conver-
sion of rice hulls to provide bioenergy and utilization of the rice hull
ash for cement applications earned him a faculty Fulbright award to
the United States where he spent a year working in Dr. L. T. Fan’s
laboratory at the department of chemical engineering at Kansas State
University. Upon an invitation to Canada, he joined Dr. Brimacombe’s
group at the Center for Metallurgical Process Engineering at the Uni-
versity of British Columbia, where he pursued a Ph.D. in rotary kilns
under the sponsorship of Alcan Canada. His dissertation, Rotary Kiln
Transport Phenomena—Study of the Bed Motion and Heat Transfer, super-
vised by P.V. Barr, presented some pioneering works on the application
of granular flow theories for the modeling of particle velocity distribu-
tion in mineral processing kilns from which heat transfer within the
kiln bed could be adequately and sufficiently solved.

After a brief stint as an Assistant Professor at Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania, he joined Solite Corporation, a rotary kiln lightweight
aggregatemanufacturingcompanyinVirginiafoundedbyJaneandJohn
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Roberts (Swarthmore ’39) as a research and production engineer. At
Solite, he developed a two-part training manual on rotary kiln trans-
port phenomena for project 10-10-10, an operational campaign pro-
moted by John Roberts to increase production and product quality by
10% and also reduce fuel consumption by 10%. After Solite restruc-
tured in 1997, the author returned to Pennsylvania and joined Fuel
and Combustion Technology (FCT) founded by colleagues from the
UK, Peter Mullinger and Barrie Jenkins, who, having also completed
their Ph.D. works on kiln combustion had developed methods of opti-
mizing turbulent diffusion flame burners to match cement and lime
kiln processes. When FCT’s owner, Adelaide Brighton Cement, was
acquired by Blue Circle Cement, the author joined the process group of
Fuller-FL Schmidt (FFE) Minerals, now FLS Minerals in Bethlehem, PA,
where he participated in works leading to the design of several large
direct-fired mineral processing kilns including limestone calcination,
vanadium extraction, soda ash production, and so on. He later worked
for Harper International in Lancaster, NY, a lead provider of indirectly
heated, high-temperature, rotary kilns employed for niche applications
including inorganic materials. After Harper, he became a consultant
to the industry providing process expertise including training to the
rotary kiln community where he was dubbed “the kiln doctor.” He is
now a senior Research Scientist with the Agricultural Research Service
of the USDA pursuing research in biofuels and bioenergy.

Rotary Kilns: Transport Phenomena and Transport Processes, is a culmi-
nation of the author’s work in rotary kilns in both academic research
and in industry. It captures the author’s experiences in production,
process design, commissioning, and more importantly, attempts to
bridge the classroom and the rotary kiln industry. The focus of Rotary
Kilns: Transport Phenomena and Transport Processes is to provide the
process engineer and the researcher in this field of work some of the
quantitative descriptions of the rotary kiln transport phenomenon
including freeboard and bed process interactions. The latter combines
the transverse bed motion and segregation of granular materials and
the resultant effect of these phenomena on the bed heat transfer.
Although other bed phenomena, such as axial segregation (sequential
banding of small and large particles along the kiln length) and accre-
tion (deposition or growth of material onto the refractory wall forming
unwanted dams) are also not well understood, these are only qualita-
tively described. However, these phenomena can be better explained
after careful elucidation of the transverse bed motion, segregation, and
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heat transfer. The work has been divided into sequential topics begin-
ning with the basic description of the rotary kiln operation followed
by fluid flow in rotary kilns where the freeboard phenomenon is pre-
sented. Here the similarities of fluid flow in conduits are drawn to
describe the characteristics of confined flows that manifest themselves
in combustion and flames typical of the rotary kiln environment.

In Chapter 4 the granular flow phenomenon in rotary kilns is pre-
sented. In rotary kilns, often the material being processed is composed
of granules, hence the underlying theories for such flows are important
to the bed motion, gas-solids reactions, and solid-solid reactions that
take place in the bed. With the knowledge of these flows, it is only pru-
dent to cover mixing and segregation as they develop in rotary kilns.
This is accomplished in Chapter 5. The severity of mixing phenom-
ena impacts greatly on the quality of the product since it influences
the thermal treatment of any granular material. Mixing and segrega-
tion determines the extent to which the rotary kiln can be classified
as a continuous stirred reactor. The flame is the heart of direct-fired
kilns, thus combustion and flame is treated in Chapter 6. The types
of flames developed in rotary kilns depend on the flow distribution
in the freeboard, which, in turn, determines the heat fluxes to the
charged material and also emissions. Treatment of heat transfer in
freeboard is therefore a logical sequence and this follows in Chapter 7
by a review of the fundamentals of process heat transfer. Many math-
ematical models have previously been applied to describe freeboard
heat transfer in rotary kilns including one-dimensional zone models,
and two- and three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Some of these are presented including recent developments. Freeboard
treatment is followed by bed heat transfer in Chapter 8. Like fixed
bed heat transfer, rotary kiln bed heat transfer is composed of particle-
to-particle conduction, convection, and radiation. However, superim-
posed on this phenomenon is an advective transport component that is
generated due to granular flow that sets apart rotary kiln heat transfer
from packed bed heat transfer. Some existing packed bed models and
their extension to rotary kilns are presented here. Following the bed
heat transfer, the mass and energy balance is established in Chapter 9
by considering the kiln operation as a thermodynamic system that
interacts with the atmosphere. A simple mass and energy balance is
presented for a lime kiln. Having established all the above, it is only
prudent to present some specific mineral processing applications for
which the rotary kiln has been the main workhorse in Chapter 10.
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Some of the processes discussed include lime making, cement making,
carbothermic reduction kilns, and lightweight aggregate kilns.

The author is indebted to the many students both in the colleges
he has taught and in industry where he has lectured. He is grateful
to Solite Corporation, which gave him an unprecedented opportunity
to test his theories and mathematical models on large rotary kiln pro-
cesses in the early years. He is also indebted to FCT, FLS Minerals,
Harper, and all the many members of the family of rotary kiln opera-
tors particularly Utelite Corporation, Graymont, Inc., and others who
gave him an unparalleled education beyond the classroom. Finally, the
author is indebted to Dr. Gus Nathan, Dr. Phillip Shaw, and Dr. Peter
Cooke for the critical feedback they provided on the manuscript for
this book.

A. A. Boateng, Ph.D.
Royersford, PA

aboaten1@gmail.com



1
The Rotary Kiln Evolution and
Phenomenon

This chapter introduces the reader to rotary kilns as an alternative to
other unit operation devices. Here, the history and evolution of the
rotary kiln and some processes that have found applications over the
years are presented.

1.1 The Rotary Kiln Evolution

Rotary kilns have been synonymous with cement and lime kilns
probably because of the history of their evolution and development.
It has been reported that cement deposits characterized by Israeli geol-
ogists in the 1960s and 1970s place cement making at 12,000,000 BC

when reactions between limestone and oil shale occurred during spon-
taneous combustion to form a natural deposit of cement compounds
(Blezard, 1998). Between 3000 and 300 BC the cement evolution had
continued with the Egyptians who used mud mixed with straw to bind
dried bricks to carry out massive projects such as the pyramids. This
evolution continued with the Chinese who used cementitious mate-
rials for the building of the Great Wall. Projects such as the building
of the Appian Way by the Romans later led to the use of pozzolana
cement from Pozzuoli, Italy, near Mt. Vesuvius. However, it is reported
that the technology that uses the burning of lime and pozzolan to

1



2 Chapter 1 The Rotary Kiln Evolution and Phenomenon

form a cementitious admixture was lost and was only reintroduced in
the 1300s. In the United States, projects such as the construction of a
system of canals in the first half of the nineteenth century, particularly
the Erie Canal in 1818, created the first large-scale demand for cement
in this country that led to various cement production businesses to
compete for the market share. By 1824 Portland cement had been
invented and developed by Joseph Aspdin of England; this involving
the burning of finely ground chalk with finely divided clay in a lime
kiln yielding carbon dioxide as an off-gas (Peray, 1986). In these early
days, stationary kilns were used and it is said that the sintered product
was wastefully allowed to cool after each burning before grinding. The
history of cement (Blezard, 1998) has it that in the late 1870s one
Thomas Millen and his two sons, while experimenting with the man-
ufacture of Portland cement in South Bend, Indiana, burned their first
Portland cement in a piece of sewer pipe. This perhaps marked the first
experimental rotary kiln use in America. By 1885, an English engineer,
F. Ransome, had patented a slightly tilted horizontal kiln that could
be rotated so that material could move gradually from one end to
the other. The underlying principle of this invention constitutes the
rotary kiln transport phenomenon we know of today.

Because this new type of kiln had much greater capacity and
burned more thoroughly and uniformly, it rapidly displaced the
older type kilns. It has been further mentioned that the factor that
contributed to the tremendous surge of Portland cement between
1880 and 1890, reportedly from about 42,000 to 335,000 barrels,
was the development of the rotary kiln (Blezard, 1998). Like most
early inventions in the United States, it is said that Thomas A. Edison
played a role in furthering the development of the rotary kiln. He
is credited for introducing the first long kilns used in the industry
at his Edison Portland Cement Works in New Village, NJ, in 1902.
His kilns are believed to have been about 150 ft long in contrast to
the customary length at that time of 60–80 ft. Today, some kilns are
more than 500 feet long with applications ranging far wider than
cement and lime making. By the 1900s, most of the advances in
the design and operation of cement and lime kilns had undergone
a systematic evolution since the days of the ancient Egyptians. By
this time, almost countless variations of patented kilns had been
invented and promoted although some of these never found useful
applications. It is fair to say that kilns have evolved from the so-called
field or pot kilns that were crudely constructed of stone and often
on the side of hills, to vertical shaft and rotary kilns with each
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evolution step carried out with the improvement of labor intensive-
ness, productivity, mixing, heat transfer, and product quality in mind.

Following cement, other industries also joined in the bandwagon.
For example, the rotary kiln process for making lightweight aggre-
gate (LWA) was developed by Stephen Hayde in the early 1900s in
Kansas City, Missouri (Expanded Shale, Clay, and Slate Institute). In
the expanded shale industry, natural lightweight aggregates had been
used to make lightweight concrete since the days of the early Greeks
and Romans, but it was not until the discovery of expanded shale,
manufactured by the rotary kiln process, that a lightweight aggregate
with sufficient strength and quality became available for use in the
more demanding reinforced concrete structural applications.

Currently, rotary kilns are employed by industry to carry out a
wide array of material processing operations; for example, reduction of
oxide ore, reclamation of hydrated lime, calcining of petroleum coke,
hazardous waste reclamation, and so on. This widespread usage can
be attributed to such factors as the ability to handle varied feedstock,
spanning slurries to granular materials having large variations in par-
ticle size, and the ability to maintain distinct environments, for exam-
ple, reducing conditions within the bed coexisting with an oxidizing
freeboard (a unique feature of the rotary kiln that is not easily achieved
in other reactors). The nature of the rotary kiln, which allows flame
residence times of the order of 2–5 s and temperatures of over 2000 K,
makes such kilns a competitive alternative to commercial incinera-
tors of organic wastes and solvents. However, the operation of rotary
kilns is not without problems. Dust generation, low thermal efficiency,
and nonuniform product quality are some of the difficulties that still
plague rotary kiln operations. Although the generally long residence
time of the material within the kiln (typically greater than one hour)
aids in achieving an acceptably uniform product as the early users had
intended, there is considerable scope for improving this aspect of kiln
performance. In order to achieve this improvement a more quantita-
tive understanding of transport phenomena within the bed material
is required; specifically of momentum transport, which determines
particle motion and energy transport, which, in turn, determines the
heating rate for individual particles. This book seeks to present the
quantitative understanding of the transport phenomena underlying
the rotary kiln.

Fundamentally, rotary kilns are heat exchangers in which energy
from a hot gas phase is extracted by the bed material. During its passage
along the kiln, the bed material will undergo various heat exchange
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Gas flow

Material flow

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of countercurrent flow rotary kiln
configuration.

processes, a typical sequence for long kilns being drying, heating, and
chemical reactions that cover a broad range of temperatures. Although
noncontact (i.e., externally heated) rotary kilns are employed for spe-
cialized work, most kilns allow direct contact between the freeboard
gas and bed material as shown in Figure 1.1. The most common con-
figuration is counter current flow whereby the bed and gas flows are in
opposite directions although co-current flow may be utilized in some
instances, for example, rotary driers.

1.1.1 Comparison of the Rotary Kiln with Other Contactors

As can be seen from the history of its evolution, the design and
operation of rotary kilns have undergone a systematic evolution since
the days of the ancient Egyptians. Improvements include reduced
labor, increased productivity, mixing, heat transfer, and product qual-
ity. Mineral processing kilns can be classified as vertical, horizontal,
or other miscellaneous mixed types (Table 1.1). At one extreme, verti-
cal kilns operate in the packed-bed mode whereby the material being
processed (calcined) is charged from a top hopper and contained in a
vertical chamber in which the static bed moves, en bloc, downward
in plug flow. An example is an annular shaft kiln schematic shown in
Figure 1.2.

Here the charge can be either in countercurrent or in parallel flow
to the combustion gases that transfer heat to the solids (e.g., limestone)
as the gas flows through the particle-gas interstices. To maximize heat
and mass transfer in such devices, ample voidage within the particulate
chargeisnecessary.Thisensuresuniformcirculationofhotgasesthrough
the packed bed. Feed particle size and distribution must be selected
to ensure an optimum voidage. Typically, particle size greater than
50 mm (2 in.) is normal for shaft kilns leading to a typical charge void
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Table 1.1 Typical Features of Rotary and Other Contact Kilns

Vertical Kilns Horizontal Kilns Other/Mixed

Traditional
shaft-type kilns

Conventional long wet, dry
rotary kilns

Fluidized-bed type kilns

Indirect gas-fired Direct or indirect fired Gas suspension type
kilns or flash calciners

Large capacity,
mixed feed,
center burners

Noncontact externally
heated small capacity kilns
used for niche applications

Rotary hearth with
traveling grate or
calcimatic kilns

Parallel flow
regenerative type

Modern with recuperators
such as cooler type,
preheater kilns and internals

Horizontal ring type,
grate kilns, etc.

Annular or ring
type

Cylindrical Cylindrical,
rectangular, etc.

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of annular shaft kiln.
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Gas flow

Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of a fluidized-bed calciner.

fraction of about 45 percent. At the other extreme to packed beds,
as encountered in vertical shaft kilns, are fluidized bed contactors or
related kilns whereby the charged particles are suspended by the hot
gases in a dilute phase (Figure 1.3).

In fluid-bed suspension kilns, the void fraction can be on the order
of 60–90 percent. The hot gases perform two functions, that is, they
fluidize or suspend the particles, and, at the same time, they transfer
heat to the particles. Although heat transfer is extremely efficient at
the gas-particle level, a tremendous amount of energy is required to
keep the bed in suspension and to move the charge. Since fluidization
is a function of particle size, feed particles can only be fed as fines.
Additionally, because of vigorous mixing associated with fluidization,
attrition and dust issues can be overwhelming. In between these two
extremes are the horizontal rotary kilns (Figure 1.1) that offer a distinct
environment for combustion gases (freeboard) and the charge (bed).
Unlike packed bed vertical kilns, some degree of bed mixing is achieved
by kiln rotation and associated phenomena although not to the extent
achieved by fluid-bed suspension kilns. Rotary kilns have evolved as
the equipment of choice for most minerals processes because they
provide a compromise between the packed and suspension bed type
mode of operation thereby allowing large capacity processing with few
process challenges.

In spite of the distinctions described herein, most kilns, vertical
or horizontal, when used for thermal processing, for example, calci-
nation, oxidation, reduction, and so on, in a continuous operation
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will have distinct zones along their axial length. These will include
a preheating zone where the particles are preheated, a combustion
zone that normally coincides with the location along the vessel where
the combustion or the flame is situated, and the discharge or cooling
zone behind the flame. The extent of the intended reaction and, for
that matter, product quality, is most influenced by the conditions in
the combustion zone where heat must be supplied to the solids, for
example, in limestone calcination well above the dissociation tem-
perature. For product quality purposes, it is important to ensure that
the temperature in the calcining zone is uniform, with no hot or cold
spots and that it can be controlled within a tolerable limit. Of all the
furnace types described above, one can say that the rotary kiln offers
the best potential to control the temperature profile.

1.2 Types of Rotary Kilns

Several rotary kiln designs have evolved, each specific to the process
application it is intended for. They also come in several forms and
shapes. Although the majority consist of straight, cylindrical vessels,
dumbbell-shaped designs (Figure 1.4) take advantage of the benefits
that variable drum sizes can bring to process application. With regard
to internal kiln fixtures, most direct fired kilns are lined with refractory
materials for several reasons but the primary purposes are to insulate
and protect the outer shell, in high temperature applications, from
thermal damage and to save energy. Kilns may also be equipped with
dams to increase the material dwell time or with lifters and tum-
blers (Figure 1.5) to aid the materials to flow axially and in some
cases to improve particle mixing achieved through surface renewal.
Table 1.2 presents some of the energy-saving advantages of using lifters
in various applications and processes. Some of these savings can be
substantial.

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of a dumbbell-type rotary kiln.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of kiln internal fixtures: trefoil (left) and
J-lifter (right).

Table 1.2 Advantages of Using Lifters (Data in Imperial Units)

Before Lifters
Installed

After Lifters
Installed

Percent
Change

12 × 250 ft LWA kiln Added 3 rows of lifters + 3 dam

Product rate [STPD] 650 970 47

Specific heat consumption
[MBTU/ton]

2.6–2.8 2 –35

Exit gas temperature ��F� 1200 730 39

Kiln speed [rpm] 1.6 2.7 70

11×175 LWA Kiln Added 3 rows of lifters + 1 dam

Capacity [TPD] 550 625 14

Specific heat consumption
[MBTU/ton]

2.53 2.24 –12

Exit gas temperature ��F� 1050 850 19

Kiln speed [rpm] 1.75 2.3 31

Owing to the poor thermal efficiency of earlier long kilns and the
need for fuel efficiency, most designs are aimed at maximizing mixing
and heat transfer. To accomplish this, kilns are often equipped with
heat recuperators, such as preheaters, in which part of the energy
in the exhaust gas is recovered to preheat the feed before it enters
the kiln. Although coolers are often used to cool the product for safe
material handling, they are also used to recuperate the energy, which
would otherwise go to waste, as in the earlier-day kilns, to preheat the
combustion air and/or to provide other energy needs. Of the modern
day rotary kilns the following can be distinguished: wet kilns, long
dry kilns, short dry kilns, coolers and dryers, and indirect fired kilns.
Some of these are discussed on the following page.
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1.2.1 Wet Kilns

Wet kilns are those that are usually fed with slurry materials. Wet kilns
are usually long with kiln lengths on the order of 150–180 m (about
500–600 ft). The feed end is usually equipped with chains that serve
as a heat “flywheel” by recuperating the heat in the exhaust gas for
use in preheating the feed to assist the drying. Chains are also used
to break up any lumps that the material might form during the tran-
sition phase of changing from slurry to solids upon drying. In the
cement industry these kilns are often not efficient and are becoming
a thing of the past replaced by long dry kilns. Nevertheless, there are
certain applications that are not amenable to the alternative use of
long dry kilns, for example, lime mud kilns found in the pulp and
paper industry and some food applications.

1.2.2 Long Dry Kilns

These are shorter than wet kilns with lengths on the order of 90–120 m
(about 300–400 ft). For long dry kilns, as with wet kilns, the drying, pre-
heating, and calcination all occur in the one single vessel (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6 Wet, long cement kiln. (Courtesy of FLS Minerals.)
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However, they work well when the feed particles are large. The reason
for the relatively shorter length is that the feed is dry with a moisture
content the same as granular solids rather than slurry. Applications
include lime kilns and lightweight aggregate kilns where the mined
stones are crushed to about 1.3–5 cm (0.5–1.5 in.) before feeding them
into the kiln.

1.2.3 Short Dry Kilns

Short dry kilns are usually accompanied by an external preheater
or pre-calciner (Figure 1.7) in which the feed is dried, preheated, or
even partially calcined prior to entering the main reactor (kiln). As a
result the thermal load on the kiln proper is reduced. Hence kilns
equipped with preheaters or precalciners tend to be short, on the order
of 15–75 m (about 50–250 ft) depending on the process. The shorter
kilns are those in which the entering feed material is almost calcined.
Applications include cement and some lime kilns. Because of the large
feed particle size encountered in limestone calcination, modern lime
kilns are equipped with preheaters which function as a packed bed of
stone with a countercurrent flow of kiln exhaust gas rather than the
typical cyclone preheaters in cement kiln systems.

1.2.4 Coolers and Dryers

Some coolers and dryers can be in a form of contactors such as
the rotary kiln itself, although some are packed-bed contactors such
as grate coolers. Rotary coolers can be either in-line or attached
(Figure 1.8), the number of which is determined by a simple formula

N = � × �D+d +2�/�d +1� (1.1)

where D and d are the respective diameters of the kiln and the
cooler. However, attached coolers place extra mechanical load that
must be accounted for in design calculations. They also present
maintenance challenges. Rotary coolers and dryers would normally
be equipped with tumblers and lifters, which cascade the material
well above its angle of repose to take advantage of better solid-gas
contact.
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Figure 1.7 Cement kiln equipped with cyclone preheaters.
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Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of an attached cooler arrangement.

1.2.5 Indirect Fired Kilns

Indirect fired kilns are those heated externally. They are usually
designed for applications where direct contact between the material
and the gas providing the heat source is undesirable. In this case, the
heat source is external to the kiln (Figure 1.9). Any internally flowing
gas that is in the freeboard is used for purging any volatile or gas that
arise from the bed as a result of chemical/physical reactions. Because
of their low thermal efficiency, externally heated kilns are small, typi-
cally up to 1.3 m (50 in.) diameter and are used for niche applications
such as calcining of specialty materials.

A unique feature of indirect-fired rotary kilns is multiple and com-
partmentalized temperature control zones, which can be electrically
heated or gas fired individually. Therefore, they provide the capability
of achieving high temperatures. In some cases, for example graphite
furnaces, they can attain temperatures on the order of 2400 �C. The
zones can also facilitate tightly defined residence times and controlled
atmosphere including flammables. Typical applications include cal-
cination, reduction, controlled oxidation, carburization, solid-state
reactions and purification, including waste remediation on a small
scale, that require extremely high temperatures and tight control.
Materials processed in indirectly fired rotary kilns include phosphors,
titanates, zinc oxide, quartz ferrites, and so on. These are usually small
in quantity but with a high margin of commercial materials that are
economical to process in small quantities.
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2
Basic Description of Rotary
Kiln Operation

As seen in Chapter 1, unit operation equipment and other compo-
nents are added together to form the rotary kiln system for material
processing. Perhaps the most important is the rotary reactor, which
forms the heart of any process and therefore warrants due attention.
The rotary reactor is usually a long horizontal cylinder tilted on its
axis. In most rotary kiln process applications, the objective is to drive
the specific bed reactions, which, for either kinetic or thermodynamic
reasons, often require bed temperatures that, for example, in cement
kilns may approach as high as 2000 K. For direct fired kilns, the energy
necessary to raise the bed temperature to the level required for the
intended reactions, and in some instances, for example, the endother-
mic calcination of limestone, to drive the reactions themselves, origi-
nates with the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels in the freeboard near
the heat source or burner. This energy is subsequently transferred by
heat exchange between the gas phase (the freeboard) and the bed as
was shown in Figure 1.1. Heat transfer between the freeboard and
the bed is rather complex and occurs by all the paths established by
the geometric view factors in radiation exchange (Figure 2.1). All these
manifest themselves into a combined transport phenomenon with
the various transport processes coming into play in one application.
Often, because the analytical tools for handling freeboard transport
phenomena have been the subject of considerable research. The ability

15
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Figure 2.1 Radiation heat exchange in the cross section.

to simulate the freeboard conditions tends to exceed the ability to
accurately determine conditions within the bed. For example, the zone
method (Guruz and Bac, 1981) for determining radiative heat transfer,
and commercial software for calculating fluid flow (and occasionally
combustion processes as well) are well established. Thus the synergy
between the freeboard phenomenon and the bed phenomenon, that
is, the intended function of the process, gets distorted. One generalized
model for estimating bed conditions is the well-mixed phenomenon,
synonymous with the continuous stirred tank.

Numerous descriptions of the rotary kiln bed phenomenon have
been proposed this way (Wes et al., 1976; Brimacombe and Watkinson,
1979; Tscheng and Watkinson, 1979; Gorog et al., 1981; and others).
All of these assume that, at each axial position the bed is well mixed
in the transverse plane, that is, the bed material is isothermal over any
transverse section of the kiln. However many kiln operations suffer
considerable difficulty in achieving a uniform product, one example
being lime kilns, which experience chronic problems in preventing
dead-burning of larger particles while fully calcining the finer parti-
cles. Evidence such as this, as well as operator experience, suggests
that substantial transverse temperature gradients are generated within
the bed. Thus, the well-mixed assumption, although expedient to the
modeling of rotary kiln bed transport phenomena, is clearly deficient
because one cannot ignore the motion of the bed in the transverse
plane or the effect of this motion on the redistribution within the bed
material of energy absorbed at the bed-freeboard interfacial surfaces.
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In order to link the freeboard phenomenon to the bed phenomenon,
the features of the bed should first be addressed.

2.1 Bed Phenomenon

During the thermal processing of granular materials in rotary kilns,
heat transfer within the bed material occurs by the same mechanisms
as in any packed bed, such as shaft kilns. Heat transfer paths at play
can be particle-to-particle conduction and radiation, as well as inter-
stitial gas-to-particle convection (Figure 2.2). However, the movement
of the particles themselves superimposes an advective component for
energy transport, which has the potential to dominate heat trans-
fer. Hence the key feature of a rotary granular bed is the motion
in the transverse plane, which sets the axial flow in motion and is
dependent upon the rotation rate, degree of fill (volume of the kiln
occupied by material) and the rheological properties of the particulate
material.

Since the reactor is usually cylindrical and partially filled, gener-
ally it possesses two dispersion mechanisms, one in the axial direction
that is characterized by an axial mixing coefficient, and the other in

1

2

3
1

3 4

Figure 2.2 Bed heat transfer paths. 1. Internal conduction. 2. Particle-
to-particle conduction. 3. Particle-to-particle radiation. 4. Interparticle
convection.
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the transverse direction, often associated with a radial mixing coef-
ficient. The axial mixing component is attributed to the mechanism
that results in an overall convection, and causes the bulk of the mate-
rial to move from the inlet of the cylindrical drum to the outlet with
an average velocity equal to the plug flow velocity. The radial mixing
component, however, involves mechanisms at the smaller scale that
cause local constraints on individual particles and result in velocity
components both in the axial direction and the transverse direction.
Both axial and transverse mixing coefficients tend to increase with an
increase in kiln rotational speed. For low rates of rotation, one expects
a spread in the residence time distribution due to the influence of the
velocity profile (Wes et al., 1976). The effect of the drum size, particle
rheology, and drum internal features are therefore major design con-
siderations. The effect of the drum rotational speed on the transverse
flow pattern is illustrated later. For now we present the features of the
rotary reactor as a contactor by providing a quantitative description of
the dispersion mechanisms, the resultant effects of which are critical
to bed heat transfer during material processing.

2.2 Geometrical Features and Their Transport Effects

The key geometrical feature is the vessel size, given in terms of the
cylinder diameter and kiln length related by the aspect ratio, that is,
the length-to-diameter ratio �L/D� and also the slope. Other pertinent
features include the internals, such as constriction dams and lifters,
that impact the residence time. The empirical relationship developed
by the US Geological Survey in the early 1950s relating the residence
time and the kiln geometry has become a design mainstay even to this
date (Perry, 1984). It is

�̄ = 0�23L

sN0�9D
±0�6

BLG

F
(2.1)

where s is the slope (ft/ft), N is the kiln rotational speed in revolutions
per minute (rpm), L and D are the respective kiln length and diameter
in ft, G is the freeboard gas velocity defined here in units of lb/hr/ft2,
and F is the feed or charge rate in lb-dry material per hour per square
foot of cross sectional area. B is a constant depending on the material
and is approximately defined as B = sd−0�5

p where dp is particle size.
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Because the vessel is partially filled and rotating on its horizontal
axis, the freeboard or open space above the bed depends on the bed
depth and, for that matter, on the kiln loading (% Fill). The shape
of the free surface (the interface between the bed and freeboard) is
dependent upon the operational requirements, that is, the feed rate,
the drum rotational rate, and the material properties. As a result, the
sizing of the rotary kiln depends on the application, typically, the feed
rate (capacity) and related transport properties such as temperature,
gas flow rates, and bed material velocities that ultimately will deter-
mine the residence time. For example, in dry processing applications,
cylinder length-to-diameter ratios on the order of 5–12 are typical
depending on whether the heat exchange is contact or non-contact.
Such L/D ratios can result in residence times in the 20–120 minute
range depending upon the kiln rotational speed, the type of internal
flights, if any, and the slope in the longitudinal direction, typically in
the range of 1–3�.

The movement of a charge in a rotating cylinder can be resolved
into two components mentioned earlier, that is, movement in the axial
direction, which determines residence time, and movement in the
transverse plane, which influences most of the primary bed processes
such as material mixing, heat transfer, and reaction rate (physical or
chemical), as well as the axial progress of the charge. Although this
linkage between particle motion in the transverse plane and particle
velocity in the axial direction was established several decades ago,
the literature generally deals with these two types of bed motion as
independent phenomena until recent advances in the characterization
and application of granular flow theories could be applied to powder
processing in such devices (Boateng, 1998).

2.3 Transverse Bed Motion

Depending on the kiln’s rotational rate, the bed motion in the trans-
verse plane may be characterized as centrifuging, which occurs at
critical and high speeds. This is an extreme condition in which all
the bed material rotates with the drum wall. Cascading, which also
occurs at relatively high rates of rotation, is a condition in which the
height of the leading edge (shear wedge) of the powder rises above
the bed surface and particles cascade or shower down on the free sur-
face (Figure 2.3). Although operating the rotary kiln in either of these
conditions is rare because of attrition and dusting issues, certain food
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2. Slumping
3. Rolling
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5. Cataracting
6. Centrifuging

Figure 2.3 Bed motion in cross sectional plane. Froude numbers (Fr) are given
for each of the different modes. (Henein, 1980.)

drying applications take advantage of the high particle-to-heat transfer
fluid exposure associated with the cascading mode and the separa-
tion effect caused by the centrifugal force component. For example,
starting at the other extreme, that is, at very low rates of rotation
and moving progressively to higher rates, the bed will typically move
from slipping, in which the bulk of the bed material, en masse, slips
against the wall; to slumping, whereby a segment of the bulk material
at the shear wedge becomes unstable, yields and empties down the
incline; to rolling, which involves a steady discharge onto the bed sur-
face. In the slumping mode, the dynamic angle of repose varies in a
cyclical manner while in the rolling mode the angle of repose remains
constant. It has been established (Rutgers, 1965) that the dynamic
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similarity of the rotary drum behavior, and hence the type of trans-
verse bed motion that occurs during powder processing, is dependent
upon the rotational Froude number, Fr, defined as

Fr = �2R/g (2.2)

where the critical condition for centrifuging implies Fr = 1. The ranges
of Froude numbers for the various modes are shown in Figure 2.3.

In the rolling mode (Figure 2.4), where rotary drum mixing is max-
imized, two distinct regions can be discerned, the shearing region,
called the active layer, formed by particles near the free surface, and
the passive or plug flow region at the bottom where the shear rate is
zero. The particular mode chosen for an operation is dependent upon
the intent of the application. A survey of various rotary drum type
operations (Rutgers, 1965) has indicated that most operations are in
the 0.04–0.2 range of N-critical, which is well below the centrifuging
mode and probably the cascading mode as well.

The geometric features of a typical rolling bed are depicted in
Figure 2.5. The bed is subtended at the continuous angle of repose �.
The free surface is subtended at 2�. Hence the bed cross section occu-
pied by material can be defined by this angle. The chord length, Lc, the
longest distance traveled by particles on the free surface (path of steep-
est decent), can also be defined in terms of this angle. The fraction of
the cross sectional area occupied by material is the kiln loading. This
is usually defined as the volume percent occupied by material in the

Figure 2.4 Rolling bed.
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Figure 2.5 Rolling bed fill geometry.

vessel. Granted that the kiln length is constant, the degree of fill is the
percent of the cross sectional area of the cylinder occupied by material
(% Fill). The fraction filled defining the bed depth, and based on the
geometry, relates the angles at any transverse section as follows:

fc = 1
2	

(
2 cos−1

(
R

R−H

)
− sin

[
2 cos−1

(
R

R−H

)])
(2.3)

Seaman (1951) developed an approximation for the theoretical res-
idence time of a shallow bed (lightly loaded kiln) and a theoretical
relationship for the kiln volumetric flow rate for deep beds (heavily
loaded kilns). Nonetheless, no clear definition has ever been given for
the range of operation encompassed by the two cases of kiln loadings.
Seaman’s approximations led to the conclusion that kilns should be
considered heavily loaded when the fractional cross sectional fill of
solids exceeds approximately 5 percent.

As shown in Figure 2.4, two regions of the transverse plane can be
discerned: (i) the active region near the top of the bed where surface
renewal occurs, and (ii) the passive region beneath the active region.
The active region is usually thinner than the passive region because
particles there are not restricted and they move faster. Because the bed
is constrained within the cylinder’s geometrical domain, the laws of
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conservation of mass (i.e., particles going into the active layer must
come from the plug flow region) requires that the depth of the active
region be lesser than that of the passive region. This is due to higher
particle velocity there, although there is more to this phenomenon
than simple mass conservation. Most of the mixing in the drum cross
section and also dissociation reactions occur in the active region. The
deeper the active layer, the better the mixing. In order to increase the
active layer depth, it is essential to increase kiln speed. Tracer studies
have shown that particles move forward along the kiln only through
the active region (Ferron and Singh, 1991). The kiln’s longitudinal
slope is usually small (1/2–3/4 in. per foot which is equivalent to 3–4�)
and far less than the material angle of repose (typically 36–40�). Hence
forward motion cannot be sustained by the gravitational component
of the stresses alone indicating that the kiln’s axial slope assists this
forward motion but does not drive it. Therefore, for every kiln rev-
olution, the bed material makes several excursions (possibly 3 or 4)
in the cross section, thereby resulting in an axial advance. Increasing
the kiln speed will result in an increase in the number of excursions
and ultimately in increased mixing. Kiln speed increase, however, will
decrease the residence time of the material, since the bed will move
faster axially. It is therefore important for the kiln operator to know,
based on the nature of the application, what the critical residence
time should be in order to achieve the desired product quality. Process
control by kiln speed is therefore critical if one can provide adequate
mixing and maintain sufficient residence time to process the material.

Studies involving rotary kiln bed behavior have resulted in many
ways of estimating how the bed will behave at any given opera-
tional condition. One such tool is a bed behavior diagram (Henein,
1980) which presents a typical behavior for a sand bed for a 41 cm
(1.35 ft) diameter pilot kiln (Figure 2.6). Given the angle of repose,
kiln geometry, and speed, users of such diagrams can predict what
bed behavior to expect within the kiln cross section. However, since
these delineation curves were generated from room temperature exper-
iments, their industrial use has been limited. Despite this shortcoming,
the bed behavior diagram can be helpful for the drying zone and, for
the most part, the preheating zone of long kilns. In the calcination
zone, however, any softening of the material that increases stickiness
or agglomeration of the material will result in an increase in the angle
of repose. Because of the importance of mixing on product uniformity,
we will elaborate further on rolling bed behavior.
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Figure 2.6 Bed behavior diagram. Mapping of bed behavior regimes for dif-
ferent operation conditions. (Henein, 1980.)

2.4 Experimental Observations of Transverse
Flow Behavior

The key step in almost all particulate processing applications is solids
mixing. Mixing is primarily used to reduce the non-uniformity in the
composition of the bulk to achieve uniform blending or as a first
step to improve the convective/advective and diffusion components
associated with heat transfer to a particulate bed in thermal processing.
Some of the observed flow and transport phenomena in rotary kilns
that have provided insights into particulate flow behavior, which lead
to accurately stating the mathematical problem or modeling the rotary
kiln transport phenomena, are described. Dependent upon the bed
depth and the operational conditions, the flow behavior constrained
in the transverse plane can be purely stochastic, purely deterministic,
or a hybrid of both; hence mixing can either be modeled by a random
walk for very shallow beds (Fan and Too, 1981) or by a well-defined
bulk velocity profile estimated by shear flows similar to boundary
layer problems (Boateng, 1993). Early workers used tracer particles to
observe and characterize mixing (Zablotny, 1965; Ferron and Singh,
1991; and others). Lately, such works have been extended to the use of
nonintrusive techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR;
Nakagawa et al., 1993) and positron emission particle tracking (PEPT;
Parker et al., 1997).
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For bulk processing, fiber-optic probes have been used in the past
to establish bulk velocity profiles that have allowed estimates of the
parameters necessary for bulk convection heat transport (Boateng,
1993). Boateng used experiments on the continuous flow of granular
material in the transverse plane of a rotating drum to elucidate the
rheological behavior of granular material in rotary kilns. Additionally,
for the first time such work provided data for mathematical modeling
of granular flow in the boundaries of a rotary kiln. Using granu-
lar materials that varied widely in their physical properties, specifi-
cally, polyethylene pellets, long grain rice, and limestone, the mean
depth and surface velocities were measured using optical fiber probes
(Boateng, 1993; Boateng and Barr, 1996). From these, granular flow
behavior including the velocity fluctuations and the linear concentra-
tion of particles could be computed. The rotary drum used consisted
of a steel cylinder of 1 m diameter and 1 m length. It had a glass end
piece with a center opening providing access for flow measurements.

In light of the shape and thickness of the active layer, experiments
confined to the observation of the general behavior of material flow in
the cross section could be carried out. It was found that the transition
of particles from the plug flow region of the transverse plane, where
material moves in rigid motion with the cylinder, to the active layer,
where particles are continuously shearing, not only depends on the
material’s angle of repose but also on the physical properties (such as
the coefficient of restitution of the material). Because shear stresses
generated in the induced flow involve collisional elasticity, particles
with a relatively low angle of repose, for example, polyethylene pellets,
experience an easy transition from the potential energy position in the
plug flow region to kinetic energy in the active layer. Conversely, low
coefficient of restitution materials, such as rice and limestone, have a
relatively high friction angle and the energy dissipation is lower than
that for polyethylene pellets. As a result, high potential energy is built
up during the transition and is accompanied by material buildup prior
to release into the active layer. Flow instabilities result, which manifest
themselves into formation of multiple dynamic angles of repose with
unsteady velocity distribution at the exposed bed surface.

The active layer depth and bed flow properties depend on the coef-
ficient of restitution of the material. The flow properties of interest
include granular temperature, which is a measure of kinetic energy in
random motion of particles, and dilation. Granular temperature was
found to be high at regions of low concentration with high mean veloc-
ity. These experiments also characterize the shape of the active layer to
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be parabolic irrespective of the material used. However, its thickness
depends on the physical properties of the material and the operational
parameters such as rotational rate.

After transferring from the plug flow region into the active layer,
particles accelerate rapidly up to around mid-chord of the surface plane
before decelerating with streaming, kinetic, and gravity effects playing
various roles in momentum transfer. Increasing the degree of fill pro-
vides a longer chord length for material to travel and, for larger kilns,
the velocity at the exposed bed surface can become fully developed by
mid-chord. For deep beds, surface velocities can reach as high as 4.5–
7.5 times the drum speed. Similar observations have been observed
using nonintrusive flow measurement techniques (Parker et al., 1997),
reproducing some of the results obtained by Boateng (1993).

2.5 Axial Motion

Axial dispersion is dependent upon transverse dispersion. For each
excursion within the cross section, a particle on the free surface travel-
ing on the chord length makes an axial move either backward or for-
ward. This is due to the random nature of flow within the active layer.
The forward advance is based on the cylinder slope in the axial direc-
tion as well as the apparent forward angle resulting from the transverse
flow pattern. Some of the geometric relationships to the residence time
for particles traveling from one end of the kiln to the other have been
derived by various investigators since Seaman’s work (1951). Although
these derivations lack the rigor of a true granular flow, they have com-
bined key empirical relationships to provide design formulas still in
use today. Nicholson (1995) assembled some pertinent formulas that
have been used to characterize axial bulk movement in kilns that are
purely based on geometrical considerations. The major ones are from
the early works by Seaman who calculated the material flow properties
in the axial direction based purely on geometry of the equilibrium
position (Figure 2.5).

For a small kiln slope 
, and the dynamic angle of repose �, the
expression for the axial movement per cascade zo, is given as

zo = Lc �
+� cos ��

sin �
(2.4)

where � is the bed angle relative to the axial plane (Figure 2.5).
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The number of cascades per kiln revolution mentioned earlier, Nc,
might be estimated as:

Nc = 	

sin−1
(

Lc
2r

) (2.5)

where r is the radius of the particle path in the bed. Multiplying
the axial transport distance per cascade by the number of cascades
per revolution and the kiln rotational speed yields the average axial
transport velocity, uax, for a particle at position r anywhere in the
radial plane.

uax �r� = nLc

(

+� cos �

sin �

)⎛⎝ 	

sin−1
(

Lc
2r

)
⎞
⎠ (2.6)

where n is the kiln rotational speed. For lightly loaded kilns (10–12
percent fill or less) one can make the following approximation

sin−1
(

Lc

2r

)
→ Lc

2r
(2.7)

The mean axial transport plug-flow velocity, uax, at a point along
the kiln length can be calculated by the expression

uax = 2	rn

(

+� cos �

sin �

)
(2.8)

The average residence time can be estimated from Equation (2.8)
knowing the kiln length, L,

�̄ = L sin �

2	rn �
+� cos ��
(2.9)

For beds with a low degree of fill and no end constriction dams,
one can practically assume a uniform bed depth throughout the entire
kiln length �y = H� and, � → 0. The residence time expression can be
reduced to

�̄ = L sin �

2	rn

�̄ = L� sin �

Lc� tan �
(2.10)

It can be easily recognized that Equation (2.10) resembles the empir-
ical formula for the determination of the average residence time, Equa-
tion (2.1), established by the US Geological Survey.
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One can also determine the maximum capacity of the kiln by the
same geometrical considerations if the flow area can be estimated.
From the geometry (Figure 2.5) the chord length can be expressed as

Lc = 2
(
r2 − r2

o

)1/2
(2.11)

udA = 4	n

(

+� cos �

sin �

)(
r2 − r2

o

)1/2
rdr (2.12)

Integrating Equation (2.12) from r = ro to r = R gives an expression for
the average volumetric axial transport rate as

q = 4	n

3

(

+� cos �

sin �

)(
r2 − r2

o

)3/2
(2.13)

For beds with dams, and therefore a nonuniform bed depth along
the kiln length, the rate of change of bed depth can be estimated in
terms of the subtended angles as

dro

dz
= 3q sin �

4	n cos � �R2 − r2
o�3/2 − 


cos �
(2.14)

Nicholson (1996) found good agreement between such theoretical
calculations and experimental data for cylinders with and without
constrictions at the discharge end.

Several early and recent investigators have derived variations of the
throughput, axial velocity, and residence time expressions (Hogg et al.,
1973; Perron and Bui, 1990) but Seaman’s expressions given here have
found most practical applications and are recommended for use in
industrial kilns so long as there are no true granular flow models to pre-
dict the bed behavior as are available for fluids of isotropic materials.

2.6 Dimensionless Residence Time

Using the same geometric considerations by Seaman, dimensionless
residence time and flow rate may be derived (McTait et al., 1995) as
a function of f(y/R). Recognizing that this derivation might be conve-
nient for estimating these parameters for all kilns. Using Lc = y�2R−y�
and sin � = Lc/R, the dimensionless residence time can be expressed as

�̄d = �̄nD tan 


L sin �
= sin−1 ��2−y/R�y/R1/2

	 ��2−y/R�y/R1/2 = f �y/R� (2.15)
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Similarly, using As = R2�−Lc�R−y� a dimensionless volumetric flow
can also be expressed in terms of the bed depth, recognizing that
q�̄ = LAs, which is

qd = q sin �

nD3 tan 

= 	

4
��2−y/R�1/2 − 	

4
�2−y/R� �1−y/R�y/R

sin−1 ��2−y/R�y/R1/2 (2.16)

and for the condition of uniform bed with no surface inclination in
the axial direction, that is, dy/dz → 0,

qd = 	

6
��2−y/R�y/R1/2 (2.17)

Although averaged or plug-flow estimations can be deduced from
the geometry of the kiln using the equilibrium angles, the actual res-
idence time can completely differ from these estimates. This is due to
the random nature of solids motion alluded to earlier. For each cascade
or excursion, a particle can move forward in line with the forward
geometric projection as discussed, or backward due to several factors
including changing material dynamic angle of repose. Evidence of this
lies in the situation where large agglomerated particles (notoriously
known in the industry as logs) which form in high-temperature kilns
have been observed to travel back and forth without being discharged.
Also in the cross sectional plane, particles in the plug flow region can
emerge in the active layer in a sequence following the birth-death
phenomenon, that is, entirely by random walk (Ferron and Singh,
1992). Hence residence time is a result of axial dispersion, which in
turn depends on transverse dispersion and is truly a distribution func-
tion. It is not surprising, therefore, that residence time has been the
subject of many tracer experiments. Parker et al. (1997) using the
PEPT for particle imaging have shown that the distribution of axial
displacement follows a Gaussian distribution. They have observed in
their experiments a one-to-one relationship between the radial entry
of a tracer particle and its exit within a bed of industrially processed
materials.

This notwithstanding, the variance � ′ over the average path traveled
by particles on the free surface (some fraction over the chord length,
Lc) might be included in the geometric derivations from an operational
standpoint (McTait et al., 1995).

These relationships between residence time and bed depth can be
plotted and used in tandem for kiln design. Given the diameter, kiln
slope, and desired L/D, the residence time and the feed rate that will
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Figure 2.7 Dimensionless residence time and flow rate for 3.66 m diameter
kiln with L/D = 10� slope = 3�, and material angle of repose = 40�.
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Figure 2.8 Calculated mean residence time and variance for 3.66 m diameter
kiln with L/D = 10� slope = 3�, and material angle of repose = 40�.

result in a desired bed depth at a specified kiln speed can be calcu-
lated fairly well using these relationships. Combined with process data,
these can be manipulated to achieve optimum kiln size and operating
conditions. A plot of the dimensionless residence time and flow rate for
a 3.66 m (12 ft) kiln, L/D = 10, a kiln slope of 3�, and 40� angle of repose
operating at 1 rpm are shown in Figure 2.7. From these the actual res-
idence time and related variance and also the maximum volumetric
flow rate for a typical industrial material with 1600 kg/m3 �100 lb/ft3�
bulk density can be estimated for design purposes (Figure 2.8).
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3
Freeboard Aerodynamic Phenomena

This chapter presents the rotary kiln freeboard aerodynamic
phenomena, drawing parallels with fluid flow in conduits. The goal is
to describe the characteristics of confined jets that determine burner
aerodynamic mixing and, in turn, combustion efficiency, and flame
shape and its character. Having described the flow field, the effect of
turbulence on dust pick-up from the bed’s free surface will also be
discussed.

Fluid flow through the kiln freeboard comes from several sources,
including combustion air, combustion products, and the air infiltrated
into the vessel. In direct-fired kilns, especially those with pulverized
fuel (p.f.) combustion systems, the fuel, for example, pulverized coal,
is introduced from a pipe. Burner pipe nozzles range from 25–61 cm
(10–24 in.) diameter in size and the kilns (combustion chamber) into
which the fuel is discharged are typically 2.4–6.2 m (8–20 ft) in diam-
eter. Hence with a chamber much larger than the burner pipe, the
fuel emerges as a jet. The freeboard flow phenomenon near the com-
bustion zone therefore exhibits the properties of jets, how they are
entrained, and how they mix with the surrounding fluid. Therefore,
the gross pattern of flow in the region near the burner is determined
by the geometry or the physical boundaries surrounding the burner,
typically involving a jet confined in a cylindrical vessel and by the
manner in which the fuel is discharged. In order to prevent pulver-
ized fuel from settling in pipes the conveying air (primary combustion
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air) is introduced at a high velocity, typically greater than 30 m/s. For
direct-fired rotary kilns the primary air usually comprises about 25% of
the combustion air requirements. The secondary air makes up for the
remaining 75% of the combustion air. The latter may be introduced
through the inlet surrounding the primary air or from discharge cool-
ers that recuperate some of the energy in the discharge product and
return it into the kiln to improve combustion and fuel efficiencies. In
the region further away from the combustion zone, the flow field is
made up of combustion products and any other gases that are released
as a result of the bed reactions. The combustion products must be
induced into air pollution control devices to be cleaned up before dis-
charge into the atmosphere. Atmospheric discharge is accomplished
by an induced draft (I.D.) fan, which, as its name implies, induces gas
flow through the kiln and controls the overall pressure drop across
it. Because the I.D. fan pulls gas through the kiln, the kiln system is
under suction and establishes a negative pressure drop across it. The
fan’s electrical current draw is usually a good indicator of the pressure
drop and for that matter the gas flow rate. The higher the pressure (i.e.,
more negative) the greater the fan amperage. Owing to a slight vac-
uum, air infiltration into the kiln is almost always evident, originating
from the joints between the cylinder and around the fire hood. Infil-
tration air also comes from several sources including kiln attachments,
intended or unintended open access points, such as cleavages around
burners, take-off pipes, holes, and so on, with the quantity dependent
upon the efficiency of the seals around these curvatures. Kiln seals are
therefore a big design and operational challenge, the most prominent
being the point between the stationary fire hood and the rotating
cylinder. It can be rightfully said that the kiln is like a big conduit and
the I.D. fan drives the flow through it. The flow area (kiln freeboard)
depends on the kiln loading or the degree of fill, thereby determin-
ing the turbulent intensity of the freeboard flow in the region further
away from the combustion zone. Near the feed end the high turbulent
kinetic energy can result in increases in dust generation and discharge
through the exhaust. In the near field, however, the interaction of the
primary air jet and secondary air in a confined environment introduces
intense mixing involving recirculation eddies that return combustion
products into the flame region, a phenomenon that underlies mix-
ing, the mainstay of turbulent diffusion flames found in rotary kilns.
Such flow properties exhibited by confined jets underlie the freeboard
aerodynamic phenomena and will be described further in more detail.
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3.1 Fluid Flow in Pipes: General Background

Gas flow downstream from the entry region in kilns follows funda-
mental principles similar to the generalized pipe flow laws. However, it
is more complex in the near field involving entrained jets. These prin-
ciples are based on the ideal gas laws that demand that PV/T = constant

for a nonreacting gas. Therefore, changes in any of the variables P� V ,
or T will result in a change in the others and will affect the demand
on the I.D. fan. Most theoretical considerations in fluid dynamics are
based on the concept of perfect fluids thereby requiring that the fluid
is frictionless and incompressible. The no-slip condition in an incom-
pressible fluid means that two contacting layers acting on each other
exert only normal or pressure forces but not tangential forces or shear
stresses. However, this assumption falls short in real fluids since they
offer internal resistance to a change in shape. This results in the con-
cept of viscosity whereby the existence of intermolecular interactions
causes the fluid to adhere to the solid walls containing them. Because
shear stresses are small for fluids of practical importance such as that
encountered in rotary kilns their coefficients of viscosity are small and
agree with perfect fluids. For more on the outline of fluid motion with
friction the reader is referred to Schlichting (1979).

The nature of viscosity can be best illustrated by the velocity distri-
bution between two plates, that is, Couette flow (Figure 3.1). The fluid
motion is supported by applying a tangential force to the upper plate.
Here, the fluid velocity is proportional to the distance, y, between the
plates such that

u �y� = y

h
U (3.1)

The frictional force per unit area or the frictional shear stress, �, is
directly proportional to velocity, U , and inversely proportional to the
spacing h yielding

� = �
du

dy
� (3.2)

where the constant of proportionality � is the dynamic viscosity in
units of kg/m · s, a property of the fluid. In all fluid motion where
frictional and inertia forces interact, such as gas flows in rotary kilns,
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Figure 3.1 Couette flow.

kinematic viscosity, �, is defined as the ratio between the dynamic
viscosity and fluid density.

� = �

�
(3.3)

These frictional laws that define the viscosity can be applied to flow
conditions in cylindrical pipes, in part, similar to conditions in rotary
kilns. Fluid flow in conduits were first described by Reynolds’ early
experiments that identified the flow regimes as laminar and turbulent.
For pipes, rotary kilns included, these are characterized by the relation-
ships between pressure drop and flow rate. Laminar flows are charac-
terized by the first Reynolds’ principle, which states that the pressure
drop of a flowing fluid is proportional to the flow rate at low veloci-
ties. We explore this principle in kilns in several ways. For example,
a common practice of the industry is the use of a pitot tube for flow
measurements during kiln audits. At high velocities, however, the pres-
sure drop of a flowing fluid is proportional to roughly the square
of the flow rate, that is, for turbulent flows. The transition regime
between laminar and turbulent flows is defined by the Reynolds num-
ber, Re = uD/�. In laminar flow the fluid moves under the influence of
an axial pressure gradient and the individual fluid layers act on each
other with shear stress proportional to the velocity gradient. Because
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there is no pressure gradient in the lateral direction the flow is stream-
lined, which by definition means that for each streamline the velocity
is constant. The flow is accelerated by pressure and retarded by shear
stress as shown in the classical Couette flow situation (Figure 3.1).
Under these conditions the equilibrium condition in the flow direc-
tion, x, requires that the pressure forces acting on the cylinder cross
section, that is, �p1 −p2�	y2 must be balanced by the shear stress acting
on circumference 2	yl · � resulting in

� = p1 −p2

l
· y

2
(3.4)

Invoking the friction laws, Equation (3.2), and noting that the u
decreases with y results in

du

dy
= −p1 −p2

�l
· y

2
(3.5)

This, upon integration, leads to the velocity distribution

u �y� = p1 −p2

�l

(
C − y2

4

)
(3.6)

The integration constant can be obtained by invoking the no slip
condition at the wall, that is, u = 0 at y = R for C = R2/4 therefore
resulting in a parabolic velocity distribution over the radius as

u �y� = p1 −p2

4�l

(
R2 −y2

)
(3.7)

The maximum velocity is at y = 0, the centerline, i.e.,

um = p1 −p2

4�l
R2 (3.8)

The volume flow rate can be evaluated recognizing that the volume
of the paraboloid of revolution is 1/2 times the base times the height
which leads to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation of laminar flow through
pipes (Schlichting, 1979) as follows:

Q = 	

2
R2um = 	R4

8�l
�p1 −p2� (3.9)

Equation (3.9) restates the first Reynolds’ experimental characteriza-
tion indicating that for laminar flows in conduits and pipes, the flow rate
is proportional to the first power of the pressure drop per unit length.
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Equation (3.9) also states that the flow rate is proportional to the
fourth power of the radius of the pipe.

For two flows of different fluids, different velocities, and different
linear dimensions to be dynamically similar, it is necessary that the
forces acting on the fluid particles at all geometrically similar points
have a constant ratio at any given time. If we assume a simplified fluid
flow, such as incompressible flow that has no elastic and gravitational
forces, then the similarity of flows may satisfy the Reynolds’ crite-
rion that the ratio of the inertia and frictional forces is the same. The
Reynolds’ analogy can be derived by resolving the forces on a control
volume in a steady parallel flow in the x-direction, where the mag-
nitude of the inertia forces per unit volume is �u
u/
x. The resultant
shear force in a control volume �dx ·dy ·dz� is 
�/
y�dx ·dy ·dz�, which
is, on a per unit volume basis, equal to 
�/
y. Invoking Equation (3.2)
into it gives �
2u/
y2. Consequently, for a condition of similarity, the
ratio of the inertia forces to the frictional (viscous) forces, identified
as the Reynolds number, must be the same.

Inertia Forces/Friction Force = �u
u/
x

�
2u/
y2
= �U2/d

�U/d2
(3.10)

Re = �Ud

�
= Ud

�
(3.11)

thereby establishing the Reynolds’ principle of similarity as was earlier
derived.

Most practical flows are turbulent. The type of flow for which
Equation (3.9) applies exists in reality only for small radius cylin-
ders and for very slow flows with Re < 2300. The Reynolds number
of the flow in large cylinders and vessels encountered in practi-
cal engineering applications such as rotary kilns are higher. With
pipe diameters in the 2–5 m range, the Reynolds number after uni-
form velocity is attained in rotary kilns is typically on the order
of 1�5 × 105 (Field et al., 1967) which falls well into the turbulent
regime. For turbulent flows, the pressure drop is no longer directly
proportional to the mean velocity but approximately proportional
to the second power of the velocity. During transition from lam-
inar into the turbulent regime, the velocity distribution becomes
unstable in the presence of small disturbances. After the transition
the laminar or the streamline structure disappears and the veloc-
ity at any point in the stream varies with time in both magni-
tude and direction as turbulent eddies form and decay. At this
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Figure 3.2 Qualitative comparison of laminar and turbulent velocity
distribution.

point the ability of the fluid to transport momentum, energy, and
mass in the mean flow direction is greatly enhanced (Figure 3.2). How-
ever, a considerable pressure difference is required to move the fluid
through the kiln. This is in part due to the fact that the phenomenon
of turbulent mixing dissipates large quantities of energy, which, in
turn, causes an increase in the resistance to flow.

Theoretical relationships between fluid flow rate and pressure drop
for turbulent flow in pipes of interest similar to that established for
laminar flows are not readily available. However, empirical relations
based on experiments have been fitted long ago by pioneers such
as Blasius and others to provide quantitative assessment of frictional
resistances in terms of Re (Schlichting, 1979). The velocity profile for
turbulent flow in large pipes can be characterized as

u

U
=
( y

R

) 1
n (3.12)

where n is derived from experiment. The correlation between the shear
stress at the wall and the flow velocity has been described as

�0 = 0�03325�ū7/4�1/4R−1/4 = �u2
∗ (3.13)

where

u

u∗
= 8�74

(yu∗
�

) 1
7 (3.14)
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and
yu∗
�

> 70 is a condition for purely turbulent friction. The expres-
sion for friction velocity can be derived as

u∗ = 0�150u
7
8

(
�

y

)1/8

(3.15)

From which the local skin friction coefficient can be expressed as

C′
f = �0

1
2 �U2

= 0�045
(

UR

�

)−1/4

(3.16)

Although these relations have no direct application to determining
flow in the turbulent regime of the rotary kiln, they can be of help in
estimating dust loss and wall heat transfer coefficients.

3.2 Basic Equations of Multicomponent
Reacting Flows

Consistent with the objective of this chapter, it is important to return
to the type of flow encountered in the freeboard of the rotary kiln
and address reacting flows. The freeboard flow of interest involves the
reacting flow type, which is almost always multicomponent, composed
of fuel, oxidizer, combustion products, particulates, and so forth. The
thermodynamic and transport properties of multicomponent react-
ing fluids are functions, not only of temperature and pressure, but
also of species concentration. The basic equations that describe the
simplest case of reacting turbulent flow include conservation equa-
tions for mass, concentration, momentum, and enthalpy equations as
well as the associated reaction and equations of state for the system
(Zhou, 1993),

Continuity Equation:

�


t
+ 



xj

(
�uj

)= 0 (3.17)

Momentum Equation:




t
��ui�+ 



xj

(
�ujui

)= − 
P


xi

+ 



xj[
�

(

uj


xi

+ 
ui


xj

)]
+�gi

(3.18)
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Concentration Transport Equation:




t
��Ys�+ 



xj

(
�ujYs

)
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xj

(
D�


Ys


xj

)
−ws (3.19)

Enthalpy Transport Equation:




t

(
�cpT

)+ 



xj

(
�ujcpT

)

= 



xj

(
�


T


xj

)
+wsQs (3.20)

Arrhenius Equation: ws = B�2YFYox exp �−E/RT� (3.21)

Equation of State: P = �RT
∑

Ys/Ms (3.22)

We will examine how some commercially available computational
tools are used to solve such a system of equations but for the kiln engi-
neer, perhaps the physical interpretation underlying these complex
equations are most important. The similarity parameters inferred from
these equations might allow the engineer to make some judgments of
what aspects of the flow matter in burner design and operation. Using
the momentum and the energy equations, similarity parameters for
reacting flows can be obtained as follows:

1. For fluid flow, the Euler number might be defined as the ratio of
the pressure head and the velocity head and is expressed as:

Eu = P�
��U�

2 (3.23)

2. As we saw earlier, the Reynolds number represents the ratio of the
inertial force and the viscous force, that is,

Re = U�L

��
(3.24)

3. The Mach number is a similarity parameter defined as the ratio
between kinetic energy and thermal energy.

Ma =
√

U�
2/2

cpT�
≈ U�

a
(3.25)
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4. For heat transfer within the fluid the similarity parameter of impor-
tance is the Peclet number, which is the ratio of heat convection
and heat conduction. We will revisit heat transfer modes later but
for the purposes of flow characterization, the Peclet number is
defined in Equation (3.26) below, where it is also given as the prod-
uct of the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number, Pr (kinematic
viscosity �= thermal diffusivity)

Pe = ��U�cp/L

��T�/L
= U�L

��/
(
cp��

) = Re · Pr (3.26)

5. There are two dimensionless parameters for freeboard combustion
and they are the Damkohler I and II, which compare, respectively,
the time it will take the reacting fluid to travel the combustion
chamber to the reaction time; and the time it takes the reacting
molecules to diffuse to the reaction front and the reaction time.

a. Damkohler I – (heat of reaction)/(heat of convection) = (flow
time)/(reaction time)

DI = ws�Qs

��U�cp/L
= �f

�c
(3.27)

b. Damkohler II – (heat of reaction)/(heat of conduction) =
(diffusion time)/(reaction time)

DII = ws�Qs

��T�/L2
= �d

�c
(3.28)

We will treat freeboard combustion later on but suffice it to say that
the flow patterns encountered in the combustion zone of a rotary kiln
play the most important role in efficient combustion, particularly with
pulverized fuel combustion. As the Damkohler numbers indicate, the
time scale of combustion involves the diffusion time and the chem-
ical reaction times. Since the reaction will occur when the reactants
(air and fuel) are brought together, diffusion is the rate controlling
time step in the combustion process. In turbulent diffusion flames,
the controlling measure is the mixing time scale induced by the recir-
culation eddies of the primary air jet. The conventional wisdom in
combusting fluid is that “if it is mixed, it is burnt.” As a result, much
of the combustion characteristics can be inferred and characterized by
the mixing strengths without even resorting to the solution of the full
systems of equations presented here in Equations (3.17–3.22). We will
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begin with the characterization of the properties of jets as introduced
from a primary air pipe into the larger kiln surroundings and discuss
the mixing of the flow in the confined region of the kiln as it induces
the secondary air from within.

3.3 Development of a Turbulent Jet

It was mentioned earlier that the sources of fluid flow in rotary kilns
are the primary air, secondary air, combustion products, and infiltra-
tion air. Usually the combustion system is such that the primary air
issues from a burner nozzle as a jet into an open tube or into a tube
surrounded with secondary air prior to combustion. The primary air
nozzle tip velocities can be anywhere between 20 m/s and 100 m/s
depending on the firing rate. The secondary air into which the pri-
mary air is discharged is at a relatively lower velocity, typically in the
range of 5–15 m/s (Table 3.1).

The aerodynamic structure of the jet is therefore similar to a sub-
merged free jet (Figure 3.3) except that the structure is distorted due to
the boundary constraints of the kiln tube. Unlike a free jet, which has
an infinite source of air to entrain, the confined jet (Figure 3.4) has
a limited source of entrained fluid. Therefore, when the jet fluid (pri-
mary air) emerges from the nozzle, a surface discontinuity is formed
between it and the surrounding fluid (secondary air). This disconti-
nuity results in an unstable surface with waves developing on it that
enlarge as they move downstream. They eventually grow into eddies
that extend inward to the boundaries of the kiln roughly halfway

Table 3.1 Typical Values of Primary and Secondary Air Velocities
and Temperatures

Cement Kiln Lime Kiln Aggregate Kiln

Primary air
Percent of total flow 25–30 15–20
Temperature, K 375
Velocity, m/s 60–100 20–45 20–30

Secondary air
Percent of total flow 70–75
Temperature, K 750
Velocity, m/s 5–15 5–10 5–10
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Figure 3.3 Turbulent free jet.

Figure 3.4 Turbulent confined jet.

between the horizontal axis and the outermost points. The boundary
becomes distorted such that at any point within the volume occupied
by eddies, there will be encountered at some time unmixed fluid from
outside the jet, and at other times, fluid that is a mixture of jet fluid
and the entrained surrounding fluid. For submerged jets, the unmixed
surrounding fluid can be non-turbulent while the jet fluid is turbulent.
The turbulence in the mixing region of the jet results from velocity
gradients that are introduced by the large-scale eddies in the shear
flow. If one considers a time-mean velocity component in the direc-
tion parallel to the axis of the jet, one will find in the turbulent free
jet a characteristic sequence of development within the tip of the noz-
zle. By about eight nozzle diameters downstream the mean velocity
profile is fully developed (Field et al., 1967). The stages of develop-
ment include the potential core, which progressively diminishes in
cross sectional area up to a second region, the transition region, which
extends about 4–5 nozzle diameters before the fully turbulent region
(Figure 3.3).
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The theory of jets is not the subject of this work. The flow field
can be fairly accurately predicted using computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) software to mathematically model the conservation equations
presented for reacting flows. However, successful analytical predic-
tions of the behavior of jets have been made elsewhere by using
certain assumptions concerning mass and momentum transfer, for
example, Prandtl’s mixing length theory. Such theories can provide
useful expressions for the boundary layer velocity profile of free jets
that can be applied without the rigor of CFD. However it might be
said that the general characteristics of jets that have applications in
rotary kiln combustors are turbulent diffusion jets for which analyti-
cal solutions can be challenging and might require added experience.
They can be distinguished from laminar jets by the random fluctua-
tions of the velocity that are superimposed on the mean velocity field
and also by the fact that energy dissipation occurs through eddies of
various sizes including up to and below the 0.1 cm level and in which
dissipation is predominantly by the process of molecular diffusion.
Some of the velocity and concentration measurements carried out by
early investigators such as van der Hegge Zijnen (1958), Ricou and
Spalding (1961), and so on are still applicable today for establishing
velocity profiles for free jets. For example the transverse velocity and
concentration profiles can be established by the relationship for plain
and round jet respectively as:

ū

ūm

= 0�5
(

1+cos
{

	y

2x tan 

})
(3.29)

ū

ūm

= 0�5
(

1+cos
{

	r

2x tan 

})
(3.30)

where  is the jet half-angle, typically 5�5� for free plane (Equa-
tion 3.29) and round (Equation 3.30) jets. In any plane perpendicular
to a round, free jet axis a relative measure of the entrained ambient
fluid was established by Ricou and Spalding (1961) as the ratio of mass
flow at x� mx, to the mass at source, m0, that is,

ṁx

ṁ0
= 0�508

(
�a

�0

)1/2 (x

h

)1/2
(3.31)
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For round jets, particularly pertinent to primary air discharge in
rotary kilns, Ricou and Spalding derived the following equation,

ṁx

ṁ0
= 0�32

(
�a

�0

)1/2 x

d0
(3.32)

Equation 3.32 is applicable to all values of Reynolds numbers at the
nozzle greater than 2�5 × 104, and holds only for x/d0 ≥ 6. At shorter
distances from the nozzle Ricou and Spalding expect that entrainment
�ṁx/ṁ0 − 1� proceeds at a lower rate of travel along the jet axis and
increases progressively until it stabilizes at a constant value.

3.4 Confined Jets

Perhaps the most applicable aerodynamic phenomenon to the rotary
kiln combustion system is the confined jet. Unlike the free jet with
its unlimited supply of entrainable fluid, when a jet is confined in an
enclosed environment the free supply of surrounding fluid available
for entrainment is cut off. The pressure within the jet increases with
distance from the nozzle instead of remaining constant as it does in
free jets, and the gas entrained in the region near the nozzle originates
from the edge of the jet further downstream before the points where
the jet impinges on the enclosing wall. The flow of gas back toward
the nozzle and close to the surrounding walls is known as recirculation
(Figure 3.4).

Recirculation plays a very important role in the shaping of turbulent
diffusion flames encountered in rotary kilns. By the entrainment
action of the confined jet the reactants are mixed with further
secondary air and with recirculated combustion products. Within
the jet the entrained fluid is mixed with the jet fluid by turbulent
diffusion as described earlier. For example, in pulverized fuel combus-
tion, the return of the combustion products by entrainment to the
nozzle increases mixing and also the particle residence time in the
reaction zone, thereby improving the heterogeneous gas–solid com-
bustion reactions. Granted that such processes are characterized by the
Damkohler numbers, Equations (3.27) and (3.28), the increased diffu-
sional mixing will result in more complete combustion. Several studies
including recent works at the International Flame Research Founda-
tion (IFRF) in Ijmuiden, the Netherlands (Haas et al., 1998), have
established a direct correlation between flame shape, intensity, and
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heat flux with the extent of recirculation eddies in direct-fired pul-
verized fuel rotary kiln combustors. Because of its importance in tube
combustion including rotary cement kilns, and the lack of computa-
tional fluid dynamic capabilities at the time, early flame researchers
proposed simple theoretical treatment of the confined jet problem
based on analytical and empirical relations of free jet entrainment.
Some of these early works at IFRF dating as far back as 1953 have been
well documented and are still in use today. The confined flame theory
established by Thring and Newby (1953), Craya and Curtet (1955),
and those that appeared later from the work of Becker (1961) have
been used in establishing the optimum aerodynamic characteristics of
confined flames. In the rotary cement kiln where the secondary air is
introduced at lower velocities compared with the primary air, one can
assume that the secondary air is introduced as a stream with negligi-
ble momentum and that it is wholly entrained by the primary air jet
before any recirculating gas is entrained. Based on this assumption,
Craya and Curtet developed a relation between the momentum ratios
known as Craya-Curtet parameter using the similarity laws between
free and confined jets. The parameter has found useful application in
rotary kilns where it is used as a qualitative measure of the extent of
recirculation of entrained gases. It serves as a surrogate to characteriz-
ing rotary kiln flame shapes and intensity without the rigor and the
complexity of using CFD. The Craya-Curtet parameter is defined as
(Jenkins and Moles, 1981):

M = 3
2

R2 +R+ KR2

�r0/L�2 (3.33)

where R is the discharge ratio, q/Q ; q = �u0 −ua�r0
2; Q = ua�L−�∗�2 +q;

K is a factor relating to the shape of the velocity profile; u0 is the jet
velocity and ua is the surrounding fluid velocity, �∗ is the boundary
layer displacement thickness defined as 1�74/

√
Re� L is the half width

of the combustion chamber (rotary kiln) duct; and r0 is the radius of
the jet nozzle.

While this parameter varies between unity and infinity, experience
has shown that for short and intense flames encountered in cement
kilns, the recirculation is such that the Craya-Curtet parameter
M ≥ 2�0. Flames with M between 1 and 2 are characterized as long
flames with the intensity suitable for processes such as rotary limestone
calcination kilns. For flames with M ≤ 1�0, the entrainment is such
that the flame tends to be long and lazy. The Craya-Curtet parameter,
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Equation (3.33), is essentially the ratio between the primary air jet
momentum and the secondary air momentum and is a measure of the
aerodynamic mixing of the two streams. High primary air velocities
will return more combustion products to the burner nozzle and will
result in attached flames associated with high Craya-Curtet parame-
ters. The parameter can also be changed by altering the secondary air
conditions. We will return to the use of the Craya-Curtet parameter
for qualitative assessment of mixing, flame shapes, and flame intensity
later on in the discussion of freeboard combustion.

3.5 Swirling Jets

The use of swirling jets has long been one of the practical ways of
inducing mixing and improving burner effectiveness in rotary kilns.
The increased flame stability and intensity associated with swirls
are due to improved recirculation vortex (vortex shedding) which, like
high velocity primary air jets, returns hotter combustion gases to the
flame front where they become entrained in the primary air fluid prior
to ignition and this enables the transfer of energy to the incoming
reactants. Swirl burners typically seek to stabilize the flame by estab-
lishing a central recirculation zone (CRZ) and an external recirculation
zone (ERZ), as depicted in Figure 3.5.

Pulverized fuel combustion swirl jets improve particle residence
time in the combustion zone, and consequently improve combustion
efficiency. Increasing the swirl number and thereby the jet angle moves

Centerbody

ERZ

ERZ

CRZ

Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram of the effect of swirl on jet aerodynamics. CRZ,
central recirculation zone; ERZ, external recirculation zone.
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the external recirculation eddy (vortex shedding) closer to the burner
in most kiln flames and results in flame attachment. Essentially,
swirl can provide conditions that can approach a well-stirred reaction
zone in combustion systems. The centrifugal effect of the swirling jet
induces a reduced pressure along the axis close to the burner and an
increased pressure further downstream resulting in an axial recircula-
tion eddy. The intensity of the swirling jet is characterized by the swirl
number, defined as the ratio of the angular momentum to the linear
momentum flux

S = L̇0/
(
Ġ0d0

)
(3.34)

The nozzle flux of angular momentum, L̇0 and the flux of linear
momentum Ġ0 might be calculated as

L̇0 = 2	�
∫ r0

0

(�u �w)nozzler
2dr (3.35)

Ġ0 = 2	
∫ r0

0

(
P +��u2

)
nozzlerdr (3.36)

where d0 and r0 are the respective nozzle diameter and radius, and P is
the static or gauge pressure. P is included to allow for pressure varia-
tions due to centrifugal forces. Often times geometrical swirl number
is defined in experimental setup as

Sg = r0	re

At

Q2
�

Q2
T

(3.37)

where re is the radius at which the tangential inlets of the swirl vanes
are attached with respect to the center axis and At is the total area of the
tangential inlets. Q� and QT are the tangential flow rate and total flow
rate respectively. It is found that S is directly proportional to Sg (Chat-
terjee, 2004). By altering the flow field and hence the strength of the
recirculating zones, the flame can be induced to reside predominantly
in either the recirculation zones or the shear layer between the zones.

3.6 Precessing Jets

Instead of using swirl generators, another method of generating vor-
tex shedding, which has been found to increase radiant heat transfer,
is by precessing the jet stream. A precessing jet flow can be gener-
ated either by an axisymmetric nozzle which utilizes a natural fluid
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Figure 3.6 Precessing jet nozzle.

flow instability (Figure 3.6) or by a motor-driven mechanical nozzle
(Nathan et al., 1996). The precessing jet nozzle provides a new method
of mixing fuel and air together in a way similar to variable turbulent
swirl generators. It has been established that this method of mixing has
significant beneficial effects on combustion and on processes requir-
ing combustion by significantly reducing pollution and simultaneously
increasing radiant heat transfer. The invention is described in a patent
(Luxton, Nathan, and Luminis, 1988) held by Adelaide Research and
Innovation Pty. Ltd., of the University of Adelaide, and marketed to the
rotary kiln industry as Gyro-Therm™. In its simplest form the nozzle is a
cylinder with a small concentric inlet orifice at one end, and an axisym-
metric lip at the other end. When the dimensions of the pressing jet
nozzle fall within certain criteria defined by the Strouhal number, the
jet flow through the inlet orifice is subjected to an unstable lateral deflec-
tion and attaches asymmetrically to the internal wall of the cylinder.

The exit lip at the nozzle exit then deflects the emerging eccentric
jet so that it wobbles or precesses at a large angle to the nozzle axis
(Nathan, Hill, and Luxton, 1998). The dimensionless Strouhal number
of precession is defined as

Stp = fpde/ue (3.38)

where f is the frequency of precession, de is the exit diameter, and ue

is the mean exit velocity. In the lower Strouhal number flow regime,
Stp < 0�01, the cold-flow mixing characteristics are somewhat analo-
gous to that of a fully pulsed jet. Here the time scale of the precession
is large in comparison with the time scales associated with the move-
ment of the entrained ambient fluid, so that there are no significant
asymmetries in the pressure field surrounding the local jet. Under
these conditions the dominant effect of the precessing motion of the
jet is the superimposition of additional shear stress on the stresses that
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already exists in the stationary jet. It has been established (Nathan
et al., 1996) that the additional shear relates to the product of the
rotation rate and sine of the jet deflection angle. Cold flow velocity
measurements within 10 nozzle diameters of a precessing jet oper-
ating in the low-Stp �Stp = 0�002� regime have shown that the radial
spread of the instantaneous jet, which is based on the jet half-width
and phase-averaged at the precession frequency, is about three times
that of a non-precessing jet. Schneider (1996) showed that at the low-
Stp regime a precessing jet flame has been observed to be shorter and
less luminous than either conventional jet flames or those at higher
Stp. By contrast, for high Strouhal number flow �Stp ≥ 0�01� the time
scales associated with the precessing motion of the jet is comparable
to time scales associated with the motion of entrained fluid within the
region of space through which the jet precesses. Under these condi-
tions, a low pressure zone is generated in the region between the jet
and the nozzle axis, which also precesses with the jet. In such cases
large streamline curvature can be observed in the phase-averaged flow
field, along with a rate of decay in the mean velocity field which is
an order of magnitude higher than that of a non-precessing jet flow
(Schneider, 1996). Here, the largest scale of the turbulent flow is that
of the path described by the motion of the precession, so that the
phase-averaged radial spread of the instantaneous jet is now some
seven times that of a non-precessing jet. Nathan et al. (1993) and
Nathan and Luxton (1993) found an influence of the modified mixing
characteristics on both the radiation heat flux and on NOx emissions
for both open and confined flames. They claim to have demonstrated
a reduction in NOx emissions on the order of 50–70% and a simulta-
neous increase in flame luminosity, an attribute that is important in
radiation heat transfer in rotary kilns. It is proposed that due to the
large eddy created by the precessing action described herein, natural
gas can undergo cracking prior to combustion to generate soot par-
ticles which, in turn, proceed to combustion in a manner similar to
pulverized fuel. In so doing the soot-laden flame emits radiant energy,
a component of the heat transfer mechanism that is enhanced by the
rotary kiln curvature. For example, it has been claimed that the first
installation of a PJ burner at the Ash Grove Cement Plant in Durkee,
Oregon increased the rotary kiln product output by 11%, increased
specific fuel efficiency by 6%, and reduced NOx emissions by 37%
(Videgar, 1997). This prompted the promotion and positioning of the
Gyro-Therm™ as a low-NOx burner, however, subsequent installations
at other locations have received mixed results in NOx emissions.
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3.7 The Particle-laden Jet

An air jet laden with particles such as that found in primary air issu-
ing from a pulverized fuel pipe for combustion in cement and lime
kilns may be synonymous with a jet of fluid with density greater than
air provided the particles are small enough that one can consider the
fluid to be homogenous. Under such conditions the effect of the solid
burden may be accounted for by simply assuming an increase in the
gas density and a reduction in the kinematic viscosity. A concomitant
result will be an accelerated turbulence and an intensification of mix-
ing and the entrainment phenomena associated with it. Equation 3.32
applies in such situations whereby m0 might be increased by the factor
�0/�a owing to the presence of suspended solid so that the effective
change in air entrained per unit volume of jet fluid might increase
by a factor of ��0/�a�

2. When the particles are not small enough to
behave like a homogeneous fluid, a relative motion occurs between
the particles and the surrounding air as a result of gravity or as a result
of inertial forces resulting in the damping of the turbulence since the
drag between the dust and the air will extract energy from the turbu-
lent fluctuations. One important estimate is the distance at which a
particle in a particle-laden jet will travel before coming to rest. This
distance is defined as the range �, a product of the initial velocity of
the particle and the relaxation time �R

� = U0�R (3.39)

The relaxation time is defined here as the time taken for the relative
velocity between particle and gas to fall to 36.8% of its initial value.
For a perfect spherical particle, the relaxation time is defined as

�R = m

6�	rp
(3.40)

where m and rp are the mass and radius of the particle, respectively, and
� is the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding fluid. With these defini-
tions, one can estimate that coal particles with diameter of 80 micron
injected at 60 m/s will have a range of about 150 cm, some 150 nozzle
diameters for a 1-cm nozzle pipe, and will have little effect on the jet
(Field et al., 1961). However, if the particles were finer, for example,
40 micron size, then the range would only be 30 cm which would
have a damping effect on the jet due to turbulent energy transfer. The
relaxation time is a measure of the shortest timescale of turbulence to
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which the particle could respond. As mentioned earlier, smaller eddies
would have rapid velocity fluctuations and the particles would not
have time to accelerate to the velocities within the eddies. However,
if the eddies are large, then the particles can follow the streamlines
without any appreciable slip and the suspension would tend to behave
as a homogeneous fluid. It has been shown that increasing the fluid
temperature shortens the relaxation time and thereby reduces the size
of the eddy to which particles respond. When it falls within the same
range as the timescale of the eddies, some damping of the turbulence
can be expected, thereby reducing the eddy viscosity (Field et al.,
1967). The concomitant result will be a decrease in the rate of entrain-
ment and the rate of spread of the turbulent jet.

3.8 Dust Entrainment

We have examined the effect of kiln aerodynamics on fluid mixing
and combustion. It is equally important to look at the aerodynamic
effect on dust carryover from rotary kilns processing mineral materials.
Although the principles behind particle motion are related to granular
flow which will be covered in Chapter 4, the interaction of the flow
of fluid in the freeboard and the active layer surface of the kiln bed is
an aerodynamic phenomenon.

The principle behind dust pickup is known as saltation and was first
established by Bagnold in his study of sand dunes in deserts (Bagnold,
1941). If the particles are heavy enough and the gas velocity very
high, the gas flow over the bed surface will induce a motion known
as saltation in which individual grains ejected from the surface follow
distinctive trajectories under the influence of gas velocity, resistance,
and gravity. Because of their large size, these particles fail to enter into
suspension. Instead, once lifted from the surface, they rise a certain
distance, travel with the freeboard gas velocity, and descend; either to
rebound on striking the surface or embed themselves in the surface
and eject other particles (Figure 3.7).

The two principal underlying phenomena for saltation are: (i) that
the layer behaves, so far as the flow outside it is concerned, as an
aerodynamic roughness whose height is proportional to the thickness
of the layer, and (ii) that the concentration of particles within the
layer is governed by the condition that the shear stress borne by the
fluid decreases, as the surface is approached, to a value just sufficient
to ensure that the surface grains are in a mobile state (Owen, 1964).
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Incident particle
Reflected and ejected particles

Figure 3.7 Concept of particle saltation (after Owen, 1964).

The first principle follows the analogy of the aerodynamic behavior
of surface roughness and the velocity profile in the fluid outside the
saltation layer follows the friction law

U

u�

= 2�5 log
(

2gy

u2
�

)
+D′ �y � h� (3.41)

where U is the freeboard velocity at height y above the free surface, h
is the thickness of the saltation layer, and D′ is a constant. For wind
over sand dunes, Owen (1964) fitted several experimental data pre-
sented earlier by Bagnold and others and established that D′ = 9�7.
The second principle postulates that the closer one gets to the surface
the greater the amount of horizontal momentum transported verti-
cally by the particles. Since the shear stress (the momentum transfer
rate) must be constant throughout the saltation layer, the proportion
carried by the fluid decreases. The skin friction �0 required to initiate
movement among otherwise stationary grains is defined by the ratio
� relating the hydrodynamic force on the surface to the weight of the
particle

� = �0

�pgdp
(3.42)

Bagnold (1941) determined two threshold values of �, a lower
threshold value for which grain movement is first detected �� = 0�01�,
and an impact threshold at which saltation would be maintained �� =
0�0064�. Hence the shear stress required near the surface to sustain an
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equilibrium saltating flow is �0 = 0�0064 �pgdp. Finally, it may be stated
that the saltation can be prescribed by the relationship

O
(
10−2

)
<

�gu
2
�

�pgdp
<O�1� (3.43)

where the lower limit is required for surface mobility and the upper
limit by the condition that grains do not enter into suspension.

The active layer surfaces encountered in rotary kilns are not station-
ary; rather, there is already a surface mobility due to the continuous
surface renewal imposed by the particle cascades or excursions. The
situation is even harder to model when kiln internals such as lifters
and tumblers are installed. Nonetheless the aerodynamic condition
expressed in Equation 3.43 is applicable by making modifications to
the surface mobility through the density, perhaps, proportional to the
granular dilation which we will discuss later in Chapter 4. Dust entrain-
ment in rotary kilns requires several regimes of increasing freeboard
velocity for a specified cut size distribution of particles. The velocity
regimes include the two threshold saltation velocities, the minimum
velocity required to pick up a saltating particle and transport it. Sood
et al. (1972) used 2–2.5 times saltation velocity as the dust pickup
velocity to estimate the entrainment for the design of a rotary coke
calciner. They estimated the saltation velocity (in units of ft/s) using
what they term a functional form of a dimensionless analysis relating
the field parameters as
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where us = ms/As and the terminal velocity given by
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]0�5

(3.45)

where for the turbulent flow in the freeboard, 103 ≤ Re ≤ 105� CD =
0�44, that is, Newton’s law regime. The dust pickup can be estimated
by these correlations in the absence of CFD or without developing a
true granular flow for the active layer as Udust = �2 – 2�5�Usalt. That is,
the dust entrainment velocity can be approximated by 2 to 2.5 times
saltation velocity.

Other correlations for dust entrainment in rotary kilns have
appeared in the literature (Li, 1974) but these are not easy to use for
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estimating dust generation. Tackie et al. (1990) attempted to model
dust entrainment in a rotary kiln by coupling a simplified form of the
Navier-Stokes fluid dynamic equations in the freeboard and the saltat-
ing friction factor assuming a saltating layer of 2 cm. The predicted
entrainment rate (defined, Rs) for a 3.5 m diameter kiln was presented.
The model validation is not known and, to the author’s knowledge,
has not found any practical application in industrial rotary kilns.

3.9 Induced Draft Fan

The total flow through the kiln is induced by the large induced draft
(I.D.) fan located at the outlet of the kiln system and prior to the
stack. I.D. fans are called dirty fans because unlike forced draft fans
for primary air, and other uses, I.D. fans handle the gases produced
by combustion, dust that might be entrained and not collected in the
bag filter, the excess air, and any infiltration air that occurs up to the
fan inlet. As mentioned earlier, infiltration air comes from all sources
including leaks directly into the rotary kiln and can be as high as 20%
of the total gas mass flow through the kiln. This makes determining
I.D. fan requirements more of an art than an exact science. Knowing
the total mass flow, volume flow rate (e.g., ACFM) can be estimated
and with some knowledge of the pressure drop (static pressure, given
in units of in.-H2O) across the system beginning from the hood to the
fan inlet, the fan’s performance or the required size can be estimated
from readily available fan curves and/or calculations.
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4
Granular Flows in Rotary Kilns

We have stated in Chapter 2 that axial flow of a particulate material in
a rotary kiln must pass through the active layer. Chemical reaction, for
example the dissociation of limestone in lime kilns, are initiated and
take place there. Hence any quantification of the transport processes
in a rotary kiln must begin with establishing the depth of this layer.
This notwithstanding, only a handful of quantitative predictions for
the depth of the active layer have appeared in the literature, probably
because of the complexity of analyzing granular flows. Granular flow
is a form of two-phase flow consisting of particles and interstitial
fluid (Hunt, 1997). When sheared, the particulates may either flow
in a manner similar to a fluid, or resist the shearing like a solid. The
dual nature of these types of flows makes them difficult to analyze.
There is no deterministic description of the granular flow behavior
unless it is approximated by the laws governing conventional non-
Newtonian fluid flow as has been done for slurry flows. However, such
an approach does not adequately represent the flow behavior because
the flow properties such as consistency and the power law exponent
associated with non-Newtonian flows are not easily measurable in
rotary kilns. The early attempts to model granular flow in kilns include
Pershin (1988), who, using results from a series of experimental trials
on a small rotary drum, was able to mathematically model the shape
of a cascading bed and, as a result, predicted the boundary between
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60 Chapter 4 Granular Flows in Rotary Kilns

the active layer and the plug flow region with a reasonable degree of
accuracy. Pershin’s model was based on the fundamental principles of
the equilibrium theory that hypothesizes that, if motion is steady in a
gravity field, then the system should assume the position of minimum
potential energy and, as a result, the system’s mass must be reduced by
moving some of the material beyond the boundary of the system. The
model was unique at the time because, for the first time, it provided
explicit mathematical expressions that could be used to calculate the
centroid of the plug flow region, its area, and consequently the mass of
material in the active layer. Although the model fell short of predicting
the flow in the active region, where the material is in some form
of kinetic motion, an application of mass balance in the transverse
plane could offer knowledge of the average mass velocity in the active
layer. Unfortunately, Pershin’s experiments were conducted at very
high speeds of rotation (about 20 percent of critical speed) and the
accuracy of using the model to predict slower flows, for example, the
rolling or slumping modes found in industrial kilns, is questionable.
Additionally, the problem of quantifying the flow in the active layer
for purposes of determining heat transfer cannot really be addressed
by this methodology.

4.1 Flow of Granular Materials (Granular Flows)

The rapid deformation of bulk solids, such as sand, mineral ore, coal,
grains, ceramic and metal powders, and so on, is termed granular flow.
This definition covers the movement of materials in a wide array of
mineral and materials processing applications including heat treat-
ment, drying, cooling, ore reduction, and others. The description of
the dynamic behavior of these materials involves aspects of tradi-
tional fluid mechanics, plasticity theory, soil mechanics, and rheology
(Savage, 1989). Despite the fact that granular flow has been applied
to the study of gravity flow in hoppers, rockfalls, snow avalanches,
mudflows, and so forth in recent years, it has not found application
in rotary kilns. However, it has long been recognized (Singh, 1978)
that particle diffusion in rotary kilns proceeds by interparticle collision
suggesting that granular flow behavior based on either the dilute or
dense-phase kinetic theory might be a logical modeling step. Ferron
and Singh (1991) showed experimentally that the magnitude of the
axial diffusion coefficients lies between that of liquids and gases and
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that the modeling of the axial flow goes beyond Seaman’s equilib-
rium approach. They employed the dilute gas kinetic theory analogy
to describe rotary kiln transport phenomena such as mass and heat
transfer. Although similar models such as the dense gas theory were
being explored at the same time in solving problems associated with
chute flows, debris flow, and avalanches (Savage, 1989), the approach
did not catch on for rotary kiln characterization.

The primary challenge in granular flow modeling is not in setting
up the conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy, but
in establishing the stress/strain relationship for the particulate mass
as this relationship depends on the flow regime and vice versa. Davies
(1986) has compared the observed behavior of granular materials,
subjected to shear stress, with other common types of flow behavior
(Figure 4.1). The figure depicts the shear stress as a function of the
dilation factor �̄ expressed as

�̄ =
(

�∗

�

)1/3

−1 (4.1)

Here, � is the volume concentration of solids (or solids fraction) and �∗

is the corresponding value at the minimum possible void fraction that
the material can maintain. For granular materials in a static condition,
the particles fit together into a rigid grid. This means that some degree
of stress can be sustained without inducing a flow. However, as the
stress approaches some critical level, the particles begin to ride up on
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of granular flow behavior with other flow types
(Davies, 1996).
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one another and the grid commences dilation. At the critical stress,
the dilation �̄ reaches a maximum and the material begins to flow.
Once this occurs, the shear stress shows an incipient steep decline with
increasing strain rate and it is this initial behavior that distinguishes
granular flow from Bingham or dilatant plastic flow behaviors. Beyond
a certain rate of strain the stress begins to increase again and the
granular flow behaves like a dilatant plastic flow, that is, a nonlinear
relationship between the shear stress and the rate of strain.

These fundamental aspects of the flow of granular material or bulk
solids, similar to the flow in rotary kilns, have been reviewed by Savage
(1979). Many theories have been considered in the effort to establish
appropriate constitutive relations for such flows. As mentioned earlier,
these theories extend from traditional soil mechanics to all types of
viscous flows. The most important conclusions that can be drawn from
these works to describe granular flow include the following:

1. Granular flow behavior extends beyond the critical state as defined
by traditional soil mechanics literature. As a result of rapid defor-
mation associated with the flow, inertia as well as shear-rate effects
must be considered.

2. The dominant effect on the two-phase flow arises from particle-to-
particle interactions whereas the interstitial fluid plays a minor role.

3. Because of particle-to-particle interaction, the transport processes
are assumed to be governed by a field quantity called granular
temperature, T̃ , which can be defined as the kinetic energy per unit
mass contained in a random motion of particles.

It is therefore common to assume that the state variables that
describe the rapid deformation response of granular materials would
border on the parameters that describe the behavior of fluids and
Coulomb type dissipation of energy (static). In view of the above it is
common to find that the theories governing granular flow are formu-
lated around the assumption of a continuum similar in some regard
to viscous fluids; however, the equilibrium states of the theories are
not states of hydrostatic pressure, as would be in the case of fluids,
but are rather states that are specified by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion
(Cowin, 1974). The advantage of continuum formulations over alter-
native particulate (stochastic) formulations is that use of continuum
is more capable of generating predictive results. Mathematically one
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can argue that any state variable, such as the solid fraction, �, can only
be either zero or unity depending upon whether a granule is present
or not. By using the continuum approach it is common to represent �
by a continuous function of position so that its value might represent
the average in the neighborhood of that position.

The mechanisms of momentum transfer (and hence stress genera-
tion) for granular flows include the following:

1. Static stresses resulting from the rubbing between particles (dry
Coulomb type rubbing), which is independent of strain rate.

2. Translational stresses resulting from the movement of particles to
regions having different velocity.

3. Collisional stresses resulting from inter-particle collision, which
result in transfer of both momentum and kinetic energy.

The relative importance of these three mechanisms will depend
on both the volume concentration of solids within the bed, that is,
the dilatancy factor ���, and the rate of strain. The static contribu-
tion dominates at high particle concentration and low strain rates. In
this situation the particles are in close contact and the shear stresses
are of the quasi-static, rate independent Coulomb-type as described
in soil mechanics literature (de Jong, 1964; Spencer, 1964; Mandl and
Luque, 1970; and Roscoe, 1970). Conversely, at low particle concen-
trations and high strain rates, the mean free path of the particles is
large compared with particle diameters and the interchange of particles
between adjacent layers moving at different mean transport veloci-
ties may dominate stress generation. This situation is analogous to
turbulent viscosity in fluid flow. At moderate particle concentration
and high strain rate, collision between particles as against translation
of particles to layers will dominate stress generation. This happens
because there are rarely any void spaces of sufficient size for the inter-
change of particles over any significant distances. The case pertaining
to low and moderate particle concentration was extensively studied by
Bagnold (1954), a condition called the grain inertia regime where the
dynamics of the actual particle collision become important. The appli-
cable kinetic theories follow either hard sphere models, which assume
that the interparticle collisions are instantaneous and therefore the
collision trajectory is determined by the rules governing rigid body
collisions (i.e., elastic, inelastic, etc.), or soft sphere models, which
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assume that particle collisions are of finite duration. Both models have
been used to describe the collisional interactions that give rise to the
transport of momentum and kinetic energy in granular flows. In this
grain inertia regime, the stress tensor is said to be strain rate dependent
(Campbell and Gong, 1986), and might be expressed as,

�ij ∝
(

dp
du

dy

)2

(4.2)

Equation (4.2) includes translational and collisional effects but not
static effects. However, most engineering applications (e.g., chute flows)
and other natural flow situations (mudflows, snow avalanches, debris
flow, etc.) appear to fit into a regime for which the total stress must
be represented by a linear combination of a rate-independent static
component plus the rate-dependent viscous component just described
(Savage, 1989). The flow patterns observed for material flow in rotary
kilns appear to fit these descriptions and the constitutive equations
for granular flow may apply within the relevant boundary conditions.

4.2 The Equations of Motion for Granular Flows

The equations of motion for granular flows have been derived by
adopting the kinetic theory of dense gases. This approach involves
a statistical-mechanical treatment of transport phenomena rather
than the kinematic treatment more commonly employed to derive
these relationships for fluids. The motivation for going to the for-
mal approach (i.e., dense gas theory) is that the stress field consists
of static, translational, and collisional components and the net effect
of these can be better handled by statistical mechanics because of its
capability for keeping track of collisional trajectories. However, when
the static and collisional contributions are removed, the equations of
motion derived from dense gas theory should (and do) reduce to the
same form as the continuity and momentum equations derived using
the traditional continuum fluid dynamics approach. In fact, the dif-
ference between the derivation of the granular flow equations by the
kinetic approach described above and the conventional approach via
the Navier Stokes equations is that, in the latter, the material prop-
erties, such as viscosity, are determined by experiment while in the
former the fluid properties are mathematically deduced by statistical
mechanics of interparticle collision.
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Equations of motion and the pertinent constitutive equations for
the flow of granular materials have been developed by Lun et al. (1984)
using the hard sphere kinetic theory of dense gas approach. In this
derivation a fixed control volume was considered in which a discrete
number of smooth but inelastic particles are undergoing deformation.
The resulting system of equations was given as follows:

1. Conservation of mass:
��

�t
= −	 · (��u) (4.3)

where �u is the velocity of the bulk material, � (equal to ��p) is the
bulk density, and � is the bulk solid fraction.

2. Conservation of momentum:

�
du

dt
= �b−	 ·P (4.4)

where b (a vector) is the body force, and P (a vector) is the total
stress tensor which, unlike continuous fluid flow, comprises the
three stress components mentioned earlier: (i) the static (frictional)
stress Pf , (ii) the kinetic stress Pk that arises from the translation (or
streaming) of particles, and (iii) the stresses resulting from particle
collisions Pc. It is perhaps worth pointing out that the translational
stress Pk is analogous to the Reynolds stresses for turbulent flow of
fluids.

In addition to mass conservation, Equation (4.3), and momentum
conservation, Equation (4.4), a third relationship that is required to
describe the flow is some form of energy conservation equation. The
total energy per unit mass of the granular material, E, may be broken
into three components (Johnson and Jackson, 1987):

1. The kinetic energy, Ek, associated with the local average velocity u

Ek = 1
2

�u�2 (4.5)

2. The pseudo-thermal energy, EPT, associated with deviations of the
motion of individual particles from the local average; EPT can be
represented by the kinetic energy definition of temperature as

EPT = 1
2

C2 = 3
2

T̃ (4.6)
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where c is the local velocity; C = c −u is called the peculiar velocity.
C2 is the mean square of the velocity fluctuations about the mean. T̃
in Equation (4.6) is the kinetic theory definition of temperature called
granular temperature (Johnson and Jackson, 1987) or grain tempera-
ture (Lun et al., 1984) which was defined earlier as the kinetic energy
per unit mass contained in the random motion of particles (Zhang and
Campbell, 1992). This must not be confused with the sensible heat
or the true thermal internal energy of the solid material, that is, the
enthalpy that might be required for heat transfer rather than momen-
tum transfer. The total kinetic energy flux q will therefore be composed
of the sensible heat flux qh, and the flux of the pseudo-thermal energy,
qPT. The former is related to the thermodynamic temperature gradient
and the effective thermal conductivity of the assembly of solid par-
ticles, while the latter is related to the gradient in the kinetic theory
definition of temperature, that is, the granular temperature or grain
temperature.

The conservation equation for the true thermal energy (sensible
heat) is now distinguished as

�
DEh

Dt
= −	 ·qh −Pf 
 	u+� (4.7)

where D/Dt is the material derivative. Pf 
 	u represents the rate of
working of the frictional component of the stress tensor, while � is the
rate of dissipation due to the inelasticity of collisions between parti-
cles. In Equation (4.7), it is implied that work done by the frictional
component of the stress tensor is translated directly into sensible heat
and does not contribute to the pseudo-thermal energy (granular tem-
perature) of the particles. It is worth mentioning that Equation (4.7)
is the energy equation for the sensible heat or the true thermal energy
transport and, since it does not influence the granular flow, is usu-
ally treated separately. In addition, the magnitude of the last two
terms in Equation (4.7) (i.e., dissipation of frictional energy) is small
compared with the thermal (thermodynamic) energy contribution to
energy intensive process devices such as rotary kiln and may therefore
be neglected during heat transfer calculations. Hence the conservation
of kinetic energy in the absence of the terms that do not influence the
flow field might be given as (Johnson and Jackson, 1987; Ahn et al.,
1991; etc.):

3
2

�
DT̃

Dt
= −	 ·qPT − �Pk +Pc� 
 	u−� (4.8)
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In order to solve for the foregoing conservation equations to estab-
lish the granular flow field they must be closed by plausible consti-
tutive relations for the stress terms, Pk� Pc, and Pf , the kinetic energy
flux, q, and rate of dissipation by inelastic collision, �, along with suit-
able boundary conditions. Applying these equations to describe the
flow of material in the transverse plane of the rotary kiln will require a
true quantification of the actual flow properties, for example velocity,
in the various modes of rotary kiln observed and described earlier in
Chapter 2.

4.3 Particulate Flow Behavior in Rotary Kilns

The rotary kiln is oftentimes considered to be a black box into which
materials are fed at one end and discharged at the other without knowl-
edge of what happens with the flow behavior in between. It has there-
fore been a great research curiosity to observe the flow patterns at the
various zones through experiments. But, unlike gas flow, which can
be visualized on a full scale setup, most particulate flow experiments
can only be observed through an end piece. Nevertheless, they have
successfully provided adequate information for flow modeling. Recent
noninvasive measurement techniques such as use of NMR (Nakagawa
et al., 1993), positron emission particle tracking (Parker et al., 1997),
and photonic sensors (Hsiau and Hunt, 1993; Boateng and Barr, 1997)
have provided sufficient evidence and boundary conditions for flow
modeling.

Using photonic sensors, and a 1 m rotary drum Boateng (1993)
characterized the flow behavior of high-density spherical polyethy-
lene particles (elastic material), non-spherical long grain rice (inelastic
material), and irregular limestone particles (industrial material). Visual
observations were made with regard to the slipping, slumping, rolling,
and cataracting as previously observed (Henein et al., 1983a). Henein
et al. had experimentally studied bed behavior diagrams and identi-
fied various types of bed motion. Boateng and Barr (1997) successfully
quantified active layer thickness, bed expansion, and dynamic angle
of repose within a wide range of the operational variables. The active
layer was quantified in terms of its shape, symmetry, and depth. Dila-
tion within the active layer was quantified by determining the solid
fraction there and comparing it with the plug flow region. In analyz-
ing the flow behavior some of the key parameters that characterize
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rheological behavior of granular solids, specifically the velocity par-
allel to the bed surface, the granular temperature, the solid fraction,
and the active layer depth, were computed. One objective of the exer-
cise was to compare the similarities between the rapidly flowing active
layer and other granular flow systems so as to establish and justify the
use of the constitutive equations developed for granular flow in kilns.
This was accomplished by estimating the mean value of the velocity
from instantaneous velocities of particles flowing past an optical fiber
probe unit, and the variance of the velocity fluctuation with which
the granular temperature, T̃ could be computed. Other granular flow
parameters including the solid fraction in the transverse plane, also
known as the solids linear concentration in the direction of the flow
(Ahn et al., 1991), could be measured. Also calculated was the mean
shear rate u/� where u was the local velocity difference between
the surface and the active layer/plug flow interface and � is the local
active layer depth normal to the surface plane. An overview of the
experimental results is discussed herein (Boateng and Barr, 1997).

4.4 Overview of the Observed Flow Behavior
in a Rotary Drum

The flow behavior patterns of polyethylene particles at various percent
fills (i.e., 3.3, 8.5, 15, and 29 percent) and operated at drum speeds
ranging between 1 and 5 rpm and also for rice grains loaded at 3.3,
8.5, and 10 percent fills and operated from 3 through 5 rpm have been
discussed in published works including Boateng and Barr (1997). The
results show that the surface velocity profile is parabolic (Figure 4.2)
indicating that particles accelerate rapidly from the apex (top corner
with maximum potential energy) up to a location around the mid-
chord and then decelerate. The deceleration is a result of the impact
of the rotating wall on the material at the base, as would be expected
in a confined flow. The mid-chord velocity could be observed to be
as high as 110 cm/s, about seven times the circumferential velocity of
the drum wall, and an indication of a very rapid flow of particles over
the exposed bed surface.

The parabolic nature of the surface velocity is consistent with
observations made by Singh (1978) who also used similar polyethylene
pellets in a rotary kiln experiment. One observation about the free
surface flow is that the symmetry in the velocity profile is quick to
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Figure 4.2 Measured exposed surface velocity profile in the active layer (15
percent fill and 5 rpm).

disappear with particle inelasticity and operational conditions. Hence
velocity profiles can be symmetric or asymmetric due to variations in
bed depth (or percent fill) and drum speed. For irregular and inelastic
materials, a considerable amount of energy is required for the particles
to rearrange themselves and in doing so pile up at the apex in order
to minimize energy. This potential energy buildup is subsequently
released very rapidly in a manner similar to an avalanche. For
inelastic industrial materials such as limestone, bifurcations in the
velocity profiles are quickly developed at the free surface. With regard
to the active layer depth several works have reported qualitative
characterization of it but Boateng (1993) was first to quantify it. For
example Henein et al. (1983a) reported the thickness of the active
layer for relatively deep beds to be about 10 percent of the bed depth
at mid-chord. However, with the help of optical fiber probes Boateng
(1993) showed that 10 percent is not always the case but, rather,
depends on the material. Measurements with polyethylene pellets
as the bed material showed the thickness of the active layer could
be as high as 30 percent of the bed depth at mid-chord (Figure 4.3).
However, active layer depths for most inelastic materials are generally
less. Hence the extent of the active layer thickness can be expected to
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depend on the physical properties of the material that determine the
ability of the granular material to shear under stress. Nonintrusive
measurements that have recently appeared have substantiated these
findings (Parker et al., 1997).

Analysis of the velocity profile as a function of depth shows some
agreement with inclined chute flow experiments with polyethylene
pellets (Savage, 1979). The behavior can be characterized as typical of
flows over rough surfaces depicting drag flows that are mathematically
classified as tractrix (from Latin tractum). Except for the regions near
the free surface, a constant shear rate �du/dy = const� is deduced
implying a uniform simple shear flow (Figure 4.4). Measurement of
the granular temperature, the velocity fluctuation, and the linear
concentration could similarly be made (Figures 4.5 and 4.6).

Like its counterpart in the kinetic theory of dense gases, that is,
thermodynamic temperature, granular temperature can either conduct
away from the free surface into the bed or vice versa. The profile
shown here indicates that there can be a granular temperature gradient
between the bed surface and the bulk bed in agreement with the
computer simulation of Zhang and Campbell (1992) for couette flow
of granules. It is observed that the granular temperature is high in
the regions where there is a mean velocity gradient and therefore it
is not surprising to see granular conduction into the bed burden. An
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increase in the drum speed from 1 to 3 rpm results in an order of
magnitude increase in the granular temperature. The profile for the
linear concentration (Figure 4.6) shows that there is also a gradient
between the surface and the bulk bed. Material dilation in the direction
normal to the bed surface is not very significant according to visual
observations through the glass end piece. This is not surprising for
rolling bed behavior; material balance calculations have shown that
bed expansion in the normal direction does not exceed 5 percent.
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4.4.1 Modeling the Granular Flow in the Transverse Plane

The flow behavior described can be modeled in several ways including
the use of the kinetic theory approach employed for avalanche and
debris flow. Ferron and Singh (1991) were first to apply such theory to
describe the observations in a rotary kiln using the dilute phase kinetic
theory. However, the experimental work described herein (Boateng
and Barr, 1997) suggests that dense phase kinetic theory might be most
suitable. The model described here employs the dense phase kinetic
theory constitutive equations developed for elastic or slightly inelas-
tic granular materials and applied to the boundary conditions of the
rotary drum. Following the experimental observations and measure-
ments described (Boateng and Barr, 1997) plausible solutions are found
by exploring the boundary layer flow similarities with the rolling bed
active layer flow.

4.5 Particulate Flow Model in Rotary Kilns

Plausible arguments can be made about the similarities of the active
layer flow and flows of isotropic fluid over flat plates. Additionally,
previous works on granular flow on inclined planes (e.g., chute flow)
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suggest that the constitutive equations derived for rapidly shearing
(slightly inelastic) granular material and based on the analogy of
kinetic theory of dense gases (Lun et al., 1984) are adequate in inter-
preting the experimental results. Although other theories exist, for
example, plastic formulations (Mandl and Luque, 1970), they have
not been widely tested for rapidly shearing granular flows.

4.5.1 Model Description

The domain for which a solution to the flow problem is sought is
depicted in Figure 4.7. As shown in the figure, two distinct regions,
(i) the non-shearing (plug flow) region, and (ii) the shearing region
that forms the active layer near the bed surface, can be discerned by
an interfacial boundary which is a few particles away from the zero
velocity line. At this boundary, particles are sustained by the dynamic
angle of repose. In the plug flow region the particles rotate with the
kiln as a rigid body and the strain rate in this region is zero. The
flow of particles within the active layer near the upper bed surface
is rather more complex since it involves all the aspects of granular
flow discussed earlier. In this region the material can acquire any of
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Figure 4.7 Granular flow calculation domain.
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the several modes described earlier, such as slumping, which is a slow
flow occurring when the bed inclination just exceeds the static angle
of repose of the material; rolling bed, for which the material is con-
tinuously sheared and the flow, as well as diffusion, is the result of
interparticle collisions. To model the flow in the cross section we will
focus on the rolling mode behavior because of its importance to indus-
trial kiln operation then later discuss the mode-to-mode transition
regimes using the rolling bed results. For the rolling mode the plug
flow region might be anticipated to behave as a rigid lattice of particles
rotating with the kiln wall without slippage. The velocity within the
plug flow region is a linear function of radius. Hence a solution for the
flow field is therefore required only for the active layer near the upper
surface of the bed. However, the location of the interface between this
region and the active layer is not known a priori and the model must
allow prediction of its location.

4.5.2 Simplifying Assumptions

The primary assumptions for modeling granularity in the transverse
plane of a rotating cylinder are as follows:

1. The bed material consists of cohesionless particles that possess a
relatively high coefficient of restitution. This assumption places
important emphasis on the role of interparticle collision on
momentum transfer and permits the use of the equations of Lun
et al. (1984).

2. Particles are spherical, rigid, and slightly inelastic, such as the
polyethylene pellets used in the experimental work.

3. The bed motion is in the rolling mode and the active layer is
considered to be thin relative to the bed depth (the ratio of the
active layer depth at mid-chord to the chord length was less than
0.04 in the experiments). The granular temperature in the active
layer is assumed constant in the radial direction at each bed surface
position.

4. The motion is essentially two-dimensional in the transverse plane
since the transverse velocity is several orders of magnitude greater
than the axial velocity. Also particle flux into the active layer at the
right quadrant is assumed to equal the particle flux into the plug flow
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region at the left quadrant (symmetry) and therefore only half of
the two-dimensional domain is considered.

5. The particle ensemble behaves as a continuum and the flow prop-
erties, for example, solids concentration, are assumed to be contin-
uous functions of position.

4.5.3 Governing Equations for Momentum Conservation

The governing equations for the flow field are similar to those derived
for conventional fluids, for example the Navier Stokes equations for
Newtonian isotropic material. However, in the latter case, flow prop-
erties such as viscosity are experimentally determined. For the case
of the dense gas theory and, by extension, granular flows, collisions
between particles play a significant role in the exchange of both energy
and momentum. Under these conditions kinetic energy conservation
must also be considered in the formulation along with momentum
and mass transport. The governing equations (Equations 4.3–4.6) can
be restated as (Lun et al., 1984)

��

�t
+	 · ��u� = 0 (4.9)

�
Du

Dt
= �g −	 ·P (4.10)

3
2

�
DT̃

Dt
= −	 ·qPT −P 
 	u−� (4.11)

where u is the bulk velocity, � = ��p is the bulk density and � is the
solids volume fraction. P is the total stress tensor, which consists
of both static and kinetic (streaming and collision) components.
The term qPT is the flux of pseudo-thermal energy defined by the
kinetic energy definition of temperature, T̃ , also known as granular
temperature (Johnson and Jackson, 1987), while � is the dissipa-
tion of pseudo-thermal energy due to inelastic collision of particles.
The kinetic contribution of the stress tensor might be given as (Lun
et al., 1984)
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derived by considering the pair distribution function in collision the-
ory. In Equation 4.12, S is the deviatoric stress which is given by,

S = 1
2

(
ui�j +uj�i

)− 1
3

uk�j�ij (4.13)

where �ij is the kronecker delta; that is, �ij = 1 for i = j, and �ij = 0 for
i �= j.

The flux of pseudo-thermal energy is expressed as (Johnson and
Jackson, 1987)
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The dissipation of energy due to inelastic collisions may be written
as (Johnson and Jackson, 1987)

� = 48√
�

��1−���p
�2

dp
T̃3/2 (4.15)

The nomenclature is consistent with existing granular flow liter-
ature (Lun et al., 1984; Johnson and Jackson, 1987; Natarajan and
Hunt, 1998) but key parameters in these constitutive equations can be
defined using the analogy of fluid flow as follows:

�b �= 256��2g0/5�� bulk viscosity for perfectly elastic particles; ��b is
the bulk viscosity for inelastic particles;

� �= 75m

√
T̃/�/64d2

p� is the granular conductivity;

�i �= 8�/��41 − 33��� is the granular conductivity for inelastic
particles;

� �= 1/2�1 + ep�� is the average value between the coefficient of
restitution of the particle, ep, and that of a perfectly elastic
particle, ep = 1.

� �= 5m

√
T̃/�/16d2

p� is the shear viscosity, where m and dp are
particle mass and diameter, respectively;
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�i �= �/��2−��� is the shear viscosity for inelastic particles;

g0 �= 1/�1 − �/�∗�1/3� is a radial distribution function at contact
during binary collusion or the dilation factor. In this term �∗ is the
maximum shearable solids volume fraction.

The reason for assuming that the active layer is thin relative to the
bed depth is to confine the domain for which a solution to the flow
problem is sought to the active layer, thus avoiding the computational
demands of solving for the already-known velocities in the plug flow
region. The obvious task is to develop approximate solutions analo-
gous to those of other thin flows, in other words, of boundary layer
flows. To do so it is necessary to normalize the governing equations
according to the dimensions of the kiln cross section and establish
whether these equations can be reduced to parabolic equations sim-
ilar to those for flow over a flat plate as suggested earlier. Recasting
Equations (4.9–4.12) into primitive variables yields the steady-state
continuity, momentum, and kinetic energy equations:

�u
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�y
= 0 (4.16)
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We can now invoke the simplifications derived from the thin flow
assumption to solve for the velocity distribution in the active layer.
This requires some normalization using  and H (Figure 4.8).

The coordinates appropriate to the active layer may be defined in
cartesian coordinates with field variables taken with respect to x and
y where, from assumption (iv), −L ≤ x ≤ L and 0 ≤ y ≤ −H . These
variables are , the depth of the active layer at mid-chord of the
free surface plane, and L, half of the mid-chord length. If the angle
subtended by the boundary interface is the dynamic angle of repose,
�, then tan � is the coefficient of dynamic friction and the stresses can
be normalized with the gravity term as (Savage and Hutter, 1989)
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Figure 4.8 Variables employed in the normalization of granular flow
equations.

�x� y� → ��L�x∗� ��y∗�

�u� �� →
(

��gL�1/2�u∗� �/L�gL�1/2��∗
)

(4.20)

�Pxx� Pyy� Pxy� → ��g cos ���P∗
xx� P

∗
yy� tan �P∗

xy�

For a detailed derivation, interested readers are referred to the pertinent
literature (Boateng, 1998). As /L → 0 the equations reduce to bound-
ary layer equations which, deleting the ∗ from the non-dimensional
terms has the form

�u

�x
+ �v

�y
= 0 (4.21)

u
�u

�x
+v

�v

�y
= sin �− sin �

�Pxy

�y
(4.22)

For this thin flow, the y-wise momentum equation becomes the over-
burden pressure

�Pyy

�y
= 1� and Pyy =

∫ 

0
� dy (4.23)
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It should be noted that, so far as nothing is said about the
stresses, which depend on the boundary conditions, Equations (4.21)
and (4.22) are similar to those derived for flow over a flat plate
(Schlichting, 1979). To solve for these equations the continuity equa-
tion can be rearranged as

v = −
∫ y

0

(
�u

�x

)
dy (4.24)

Substituting Equation (4.24) into the corresponding momentum
equation, an approximate solution similar to that obtained by von
Karman for flow over a flat plate can be sought (Schlichting, 1979).
Having demonstrated the similarity between the active layer flow and
boundary layer flow equations, one convenient solution approach is
to recast them into momentum integral equations and find simple
solutions by integration over the appropriate control volume. Such an
exercise provides additional highlights of the physical interpretation of
the complex granular flow equations as applied to the rotary kiln cross
section. It will also allow the use of some of the experimentally mea-
sured parameters for boundary conditions to the specific flow problem.

4.5.4 Integral Equation for Momentum Conservation

So far the problem has been dealt with by stating the continuum
equations for material flow and these equations have been reduced to
parabolic equations involving unknown stresses by using the geometry
of a rolling bed. It can now be shown that, if the flow behaves as
a continuum, then the same equations can be deduced by simply
considering material and momentum balance over a control volume
in the active layer of the bed (Figure 4.9).

By proceeding in a manner similar to that employed in deriving the
von Karman equation for a developing boundary layer, the system of
partial differential equations (Equations 4.21 and 4.22) can be reduced
to the ordinary differential equation

�
d

dx

(∫ H

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy

)
dx+ du�

dx

(∫ H

0
�udy

)
dx =∑

Fx (4.25)

It can be readily shown that Equation (4.25) can also be obtained
by substituting Equation (4.24) into the continuity and momentum
equations directly and integrating by parts. It should be emphasized
that, provided no statement is made about the stresses or the net
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Figure 4.9 Control volume for deriving integro-momentum equations.

forces acting on the control volume, the net momentum equation is
the same as that governing fluid flow, otherwise known as the Blasius
problem (Schlichting, 1979). In Equation (4.25), u�, the velocity at the
transition from the active layer to the plug flow, is a function of radius
only �u� = �r� but the radius for this transition requires knowledge of
the active layer depth, �x, at that distance, x, from the apex. From the
geometry in Figure 4.9 it can be shown that

r2 = �L−x�2 + �OB+�x�
2 (4.26)

cos � = �OB+�x�

r
(4.27)

where OB is the distance from the kiln’s centerline to the bed surface.
These geometric relationships will introduce nonlinearities in Equa-
tion (4.25) and an iteration procedure would be required in order to
solve for the active layer depth. Having now derived the momentum
conservation (Equation 4.25) in the active layer the next step is to
proceed with the evaluation of the force terms. The forces acting on
the control volume (Figure 4.10) include the body force and the forces
that are generated by the stresses described earlier. The net force is
equal to

−�w −dx+�Ndx+�gdx (4.28)

where �N is the overburden pressure and is given as

�N = Pyy +Pxx (4.29)
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Figure 4.10 Force (pressure) distribution on control volume.

The top face of the control volume can be considered the free sur-
face and therefore the shear stress is zero (plane A-A in Figure 4.9). The
normal stress at this surface is due to the forces exerted by the freeboard
gas. If there is no significant saltation of particles on the free surface,
then the normal stress at this plane is also zero and equating the net
momentum to the net force yields the integral momentum equation

�
d

dx

(∫ �

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy

)
+ du�

dx

∫ �

0
�udx = −�w +Pxxdy +�g sin � (4.30)

The second term on the left of Equation (4.30) would, in fluid flow,
be equal to the hydrostatic pressure according to Bernoulli’s equation.
For granular flow on an incline this term is equivalent to the driving
force parallel to the inclined plane and hence may be equated to the
overburden pressure in the x-direction, that is,

du�

dx

∫ �

0
�udy = Pxx (4.31)

Assembling the results obtained thus far yields the expression

�
d

dx

(∫ �

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy

)
= �g sin �− �w (4.32)

The final task before proceeding with its solution is to derive an
appropriate expression for the shear stress acting over the bottom
surface of the control volume, �w.

The shear stress is a combination of contributions from static and
kinetic stresses. The extent of each contribution might be determined
by the operational parameters, that is, the rotational speed, degree of
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fill, and so on. The various modes of bed behavior can therefore be
related to the stresses acting on the material within the depth of the
active layer. These modes can be mathematically described as follows:

1. Slumping bed: When the rotation and/or collision of particles are
constrained and if �u/�y > 0 then the shear stress is static and is
simply given as

�w = �g cos � tan � (4.33)

where � is the static angle of repose. This situation occurs for
slumping bed behavior where there is no interparticle collision con-
tribution to the shearing of the active layer (Henein et al., 1983b).
The corresponding momentum equation is

�
d

dx

(∫ �

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy

)
= �g sin �−�g cos � tan �

= g cos � �tan �− tan �� (4.34)

As Equation (4.34) indicates, if �>�, the flow is accelerated, while,
if �<�, the flow is damped. When � = �, it can be said that the flow
is indeterminate (Kanatani, 1979). Suffice it to say that damped
flow is the mode for slipping bed behavior.

2. Rolling Bed: From the flow experiments discussed earlier, it can be
said that the rolling bed is the situation where the kinetic stress
is the driving force for material flow, that is, when the bed is in
the rolling mode the material in the active layer is in a continuous
shearing mode. In this case all the aspects of granular flow come
into play and the shear stress is deduced from the constitutive
equations we have described earlier. Many forms of the shear stress
expressions exist in the literature, however, they are all variants of
the equation first proposed by Bagnold (1954), which is given as

�w = −ci�p

(
dp

du

dy

)2

(4.35)

where ci is Bagnold’s constant (Campbell and Gong, 1986). We can
now employ the stress/strain rate relationship from the constitutive
equations derived through the analogy of kinetic theory of dense
gases (Lun et al., 1984), that is,

�w = C′ du

dy
(4.36)
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where the apparent viscosity, C′, is a function of the dilation,
C′ = f��p� dp� ep� �� T̃� and is related to the properties of the bed
(Appendix 4A)

C′ = −�pdp g2���T̃1/2 (4.37)

where g2��� is a term relating the viscosity to flow properties such
as the coefficient of restitution of the particles, ��= �1/ep�/2�, the
solids fraction, �, and is derived in Appendix 4A as

g2��� =5
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Inserting this result for the shear stress in Equation 4.32 the momen-
tum conservation equation takes on its final form:

d
dx

�
∫ �

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy = �g sin �+ g2����pdpT̃1/2 du

dy
(4.39)

We notice that this equation involves the shear rate, dy/dy, in the
active layer, the particle dilation of the bed, the granular tempera-
ture, and gravity, all of which are granular flow characteristics that
were previously discussed under experimental overview. The equation
points to the fact that boundary layer analogy can be combined with
the constitutive equations of Lun et al. (1984) to arrive at a single
analytical model which can be used to predict the depth and velocity
of the active layer. It should be mentioned that although the kinetic
energy equation has been avoided in the derivation of the momen-
tum equations, its solution is required in order to obtain the granular
temperature for Equation (4.39). As will soon be shown, in this par-
ticular case, a corrector-predictor numerical technique may be used to
estimate T̃ to simplify the calculations.

4.5.5 Solution of the Momentum Equation in the Active Layer
of the Bed

Equations (4.34) and (4.39) represent the integro-differential equations
for the bulk material flow in the bed active layer. However, in order
to proceed further a suitable form for the velocity profile is required.
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In choosing this suitable velocity function, it is necessary to account
for the boundary conditions (i) at the free surface, and (ii) at the
interface between the active and the plug flow region of the bed;
and also to satisfy the requirement of continuity at the point where
the solution in the active layer is joined to the plug flow solution.
However, it is necessary to first consider the material balance for the
bed section being considered. The material balance at an arbitrary
x-position in the free surface plane establishes ṁAL = ṁPF (Figure 4.11)
or stated mathematically,

�AL

∫ �x

0
uAL �x� y� dy = �PF

∫ R

rx

uPF �r�dr (4.40)

Recognizing that the bulk density is simply the particle density
times the solid fraction �� = �p��, and that, within the plug flow region
u = �r, this equation simplifies to (dropping the subscript AL for veloc-
ity in the active layer)

�AL

∫ �

0
udy = �PF

∫ R

rx

�r dr (4.41)

which, after integration of the right-hand side, gives

�AL
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0
udy = 0�5�PF�
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(4.42)
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Figure 4.11 Material balance between active layer and plug flow region.
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In Equation (4.42) u = uAL�x� y� = f�y� is the active layer velocity
function which includes the actual active layer depth. At mid-chord,
the global material balance for the entire cross section is satisfied and
since the subtended angle there (i.e., �) goes to zero, Equation 4.42
reduces to

�AL

∫ 

0
udy = 0�5�PF�

[
R2 − �H +�2

]
(4.43)

In solving for the active layer depth and velocity using Equa-
tion (4.43) there are two possible constraints that may be used to
terminate the iteration, that is, either by ensuring that the mass flow
in the active layer is balanced at each x-position from the apex, using
Equation (4.42), or by ensuring that global mass in the active layer is
balanced at mid-chord using Equation (4.43).

4.5.6 Velocity Profile in the Active Layer

Application of integral methods for solving boundary layer flows
involves fitting the velocity profile to a polynomial form

U = a0 +a1y +a2y2 · · · +any
n (4.44)

where the degree, n, depends upon the number of conditions imposed
on the profile by physical constraints for example stress or velocities
at the boundaries. However, the experimental results indicated that
a parabolic profile would be sufficient to describe the shape of the
velocity profile in the active layer; hence only three conditions are
imposed on the profile, (i) the free surface, (ii) the yield line which lies
between the active layer and the plug flow region where deformation
of material occurs, and (iii) the zero velocity line which lies between
(i) and (ii) as a result of particle flow reversal.

4.5.6.1 Free Surface Boundary Condition
Following the fluid flow analogy, the most obvious choice for a free
surface boundary condition is to allow the shear stresses to vanish and
thereby force the shear rate to go to zero (i.e., du/dy = 0). Although
this condition has been used in chute flow calculations (Savage, 1979;
Campbell and Brenen, 1985; etc.) it forces the velocity profile to a
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shape that is inconsistent with the experimental results. This is con-
sistent with instability, a condition imposed by the large particle size
causing the continuum assumption to break down. Instead of null
shear stress we can impose a known velocity value as this is easily
measurable. The free surface velocity depends on the chord length
since it is the maximum distance that a particle can travel at a certain
fixed speed imposed either by the kiln rotation or by gravity (free fall).
Qualitatively, the surface velocity for a bed of material with a given
particle size will depend on three parameters, which are, the speed of
rotation, the kiln size, and the degree of fill. A correlation equation was
derived relating the surface velocity to kiln speed and fill, us = C0�R,
where the constant of proportionality, C0, was related to the degree of
fill and the rotational speed of the kiln, C0 = f (% Fill;�).

4.5.6.2 Conditions at the Interface Between Plug Flow
and Active Layer

At the yield line, continuity of flow in both the active layer and the
plug flow region requires that u = u�. The relationship between � and
� may be established by considering the Coulomb yield criterion, �s =
�yy tan �. Since tan � is constant, the ratio between the shear and nor-
mal stresses at the interface must also be constant. Because the normal
stress is the weight of the overlying burden, the number of particles
that the material can sustain between the zero line and the yield line
depends on the packing and must, therefore, be related to the degree
of fill. Hence, the ratio �/� represents the yield criterion and must be a
constant that is related to the percent fill. Experimental observations
indicate that this is indeed true and can be used to establish the two
boundary conditions. The argument is analogous to boundary layer
flows where the layer depth is usually related to a certain percentage
of the free stream. Gauthier (1991) gave a value of � = 0�75� for a
small batch reactor using Ottawa sand as the bed material. However, it
has been shown that when larger particle size ranges are involved, the
ratio lies between 0.7 and 0.9 depending on the degree of fill (Boateng
and Barr, 1997).

Inclusion of these constraints into the parabolic velocity profile
provides an analytical expression for the profile (Appendix 4B):

u
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Table 4.1 Coefficients Resulting from the Velocity Profile

�/� a′
1 a′

2

0.75 3�0−2�33� 4�0−1�33�

0.80 4�0−2�25� 5�0−1�25�

0.85 5�67−2�18� 6�67−1�18�

0.90 9�0−2�11� 10�0−1�11�

where � is the ratio between the velocity parallel to the bed surface,
us�C0�R� and u���rx�, that is, � = C0R/rx. The velocity profiles for the
range of values of �/�, may be given as

u

u�

= �+a′
1

(y

�

)
−a′

2

(y

�

)2
(4.46)

Pertinent coefficients are presented in Table 4.1.

4.5.7 Density and Granular Temperature Profiles

The analytical model for the momentum conservation equation (Equa-
tion 4.39) applied to the active layer flow also requires density and
granular temperature profiles for a solution. The density profile for the
bed active layer differs from that in the plug flow region because of
material dilation. In the plug flow region the solids volume concen-
tration, �, can be assumed to be constant and equal to the maximum
shearable solids concentration, �∗. The numerical value of �∗ depends
on the material packing, which in turn depends upon the material
properties and particle shape. For close packing of spherical particles,
the value can be as high as 0.7. However for most practical situations
it ranges between 0.59 and 0.62 (Savage, 1989). In the active layer, the
solids fraction is not always constant but may vary from that of the
plug flow �≈ �PF� at the interface to a very small quantity, �0, at the free
surface, as was determined for one of its components (the linear con-
centration profile) in the experimental results. The actual value for the
solids fraction should, therefore, be determined as part of the solution
of the granular flow equations because of its interdependency with
the granular temperature. For the present application a linear solids
concentration profile should be adequate because of the thinness of
the active layer. Such an approach has been previously employed in
similar calculations pertaining to sedimentation transport problems
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(Hanes and Bowen, 1985). By assuming a linear solids concentration
profile one can use the expression

� = �∗ − y

�
��∗ −�0� (4.47)

Here �∗ is the “at rest” solids concentration, which should equal the
packing in the plug flow region. Ideally, however, �0 is determined by
matching the stress generated by the bed surface velocity and the stress
due to the flow of freeboard gas. For sedimentation transport where
vigorous saltation of particles occurs due to turbulent ocean flow, the
value has been shown to range between 0.05 and 0.16 (Hanes, 1986).
In the rotary kiln situation, such vigorous saltation of particles is not
observed and the value of �0 is expected to be high for a rolling bed.
Based on the experimental data, the dilation in the active layer is less
than 5 percent over that in the plug flow region. Now, with respect
to the granular temperature, the experimental results indicate that
there is some granular conduction into the bed (Figure 4.5). Although
the profile follows the same parabolic behavior as the velocity profile,
it is very difficult to establish boundary conditions for the granular
temperature and a reasonable isotropic value may be applied. However,
with an iteration scheme, the values of granular temperature may be
computed as part of the solution of the flow problem.

4.5.8 An Analytical Expression for the Thickness
of the Active Layer

Substitution of the velocity profile, Equation (4.46), into the momen-
tum conservation equation, that is, the left-hand side of Equa-
tion (4.39), and carrying out the integration yields the result

d
dx

�
∫ �

0

(
u2 −u�u

)
dy = �

d
dx

[{(
�2 −�

)+ 1
2
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1�+ 1
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(
a′2

1 −2�a′
2 +a′

2

)

−1
4

�2a′
1a′

2�+ 1
5

a′′2
2

}
�

]
u2

� (4.48)

Substituting this result into Equation (4.39) yields

�
d

dx

[(
b0 +b1�+b2�2

)
�
]
u2

� = �g sin �+�pdpg2���T̃1/2 du

dy
(4.49)
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Table 4.2 Coefficients Resulting from the Integro-Momentum Equation

�/� b0 b1 b2

0�75 0�170 0�422 0�033
0�80 0�177 1�875 0�0
0�85 0�093 6�768 −0�601
0�90 0�833 −0�487 −0�593

where the coefficients bi are generated when the terms in a′
i are

expanded for the various values of the ratio �/�. Again by recognizing
that � = �p�AL, Equation (4.49) becomes

d
dx

[(
b0 +b1�+b2�2

)
�
]
u2

� = g sin �+dp
g2 �v�

vAL
T̃1/2 u�

�

= g sin �

u2
�

+dp
g2���T̃1/2

�ALu��

(4.50)

In Equation (4.50) (coefficients in Table 4.2), u� is a function of
active layer depth, �, that is, dropping the subscript, x,

u� = �r cos � (4.51)

where r = �H + ��/cos � which means that the velocity at the active
layer depth is given by

u� = −��H +�� (4.52)

Although u� is a function of �, the variables in Equation (4.50)
may be separated as if the right-hand side were constant, which is
consistent with the boundary layer fluid flow solution (Schlichting,
1979). In a numerical solution scheme, u� can be computed with a
previous value of � and then be updated. By carrying out the separation
of the variables, Equation (4.50) becomes

∫ �

0

[(
b0 +b1�+b2�2

)
�
]
d� =

∫ x

0

[
g sin �

u2
�

�+dp
g2���T̃1/2

�ALu�

]
dx (4.53)

When a boundary condition, � = 0�x=0 is employed at the apex (origin
of flow calculation), the final form of the integral equation becomes

1
2

(
b0 +b1�+b2�2

)
�2 − g sin �

u2
�

�x−dp
g2���T̃1/2

�ALu�

x = 0 (4.54)
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This is the quadratic equation required for the prediction of the
active layer depth, which in turn is substituted into the velocity profile
to obtain the velocity distribution in the two-dimensional domain.

4.5.9 Numerical Solution Scheme for the Momentum Equation

The velocity determination requires the prediction of the active layer
depth using Equation (4.54) at any x-position along the bed surface.
It also has to be substituted into the velocity profile in order to deter-
mine the velocity parallel to the bed surface as a function of bed depth.
The local velocity normal to the bed surface is then established by
solving the continuity equation given in Equation (4.9). Solving for
�x also requires the granular temperature, which is found by iteration.
The value of the granular temperature obtained after convergence is
an average quantity for each x-position in the active layer. The cal-
culation scheme is given in Figure 4.12. The procedure follows the
sequence whereby (i) the average granular temperature for the entire
depth at any x-position is estimated; with this value g2 ��� is com-
puted; (ii) Equation (4.54) is solved for a first approximation of �x by
neglecting the quadratic term; (iii) with the value of �x� u� is computed
and Equation (4.54) solved for an actual value of �x; (iv) knowing
�x, the velocity profile is computed, from which follows the calcula-
tion of the mass flow for the active layer at the i-position. This mass
flow is compared with the value in the plug flow region at the same
location using Equation (4.40) and this procedure is repeated using
an improved estimate of the granular temperature if the mass flow
for the active layer does not balance the mass flow in the plug flow
region. Otherwise, the solution is advanced to the next i-position until
mid-chord.

The stability of the solution procedure just described depends on
the choice of the granular temperature needed to initiate the solution.
Experiments have shown that there is an order of magnitude increase
in the granular temperature for each increase in kiln speed and there-
fore instabilities are likely to develop when a solution for successive
kiln speeds is required. Nevertheless, this problem is easily rectified
by a good initial guess for the granular temperature and the choice
of the mass balance convergence criterion. In order to use small con-
vergence criteria, which are required for low granular temperatures
(i.e., for low kiln speeds), small mesh sizes are required. In modeling
the 1 m diameter experimental rotary apparatus, 24 nodes were used
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Input: material
properties, kiln geometry,

operating conditions

x = xi
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Guess T, δx

Solve for δx

Calculate stress
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x = x + 1

x = xmax
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END

To global
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STOP

write Tx 
, δx

U(y); y = 0 ... δx

Figure 4.12 Calculation scheme for active layer depth and velocity
distribution.

between the apex and the mid-chord for all the kiln speeds solved and
the convergence criterion defined as the percent difference between
the mass flows in the active layer and the plug flow region was set to
0.1 percent.
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4.6 Model Results and Validation

The prediction of the velocity distribution for a 41 cm diameter pilot
kiln is shown in Figure 4.13. Validation of the model is carried out
using experimental results of the 1 m rotary drum (Figure 4.14). Here
predicted and measured active layer depths are compared for the mate-
rials studied. As seen, the model underpredicts at low degree of fill
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Figure 4.13 Predicted velocity distribution in the cross section of a 41 cm
pilot kiln.
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Figure 4.14 Predicted and measured active layer depth for a 1 m rotary drum.
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but better agreement is achieved for deeper beds. One likely reason
for the underprediction is the fact that the location of the yield line
is difficult to measure in shallow beds. Aside from the bed loading,
several factors affect the flow, most importantly the rheological prop-
erties of the processing materials. Some of these are presented here
(Boateng, 1998). The predicted active layer velocity and depth for a
41 cm diameter pilot kiln, a 1 m diameter rotary drum, and a 2.5 m
diameter industrial kiln are presented in Figures 4.15 (velocity) and
4.16 (depth).
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Figure 4.15 Active layer velocity as function of kiln speed. (a) 41 cm diameter
pilot kiln, (b) 1 m diameter rotary drum, and (c) 2.5 m diameter industrial kiln
(Boateng, 1998).
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4.7 Application of the Flow Model

The diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the predicted granular
temperature as (Savage, 1983; Hsiau and Hunt, 1993)

D̃ = dp

√
�T̃

8
(
ep +1

)
�g0 ���

(4.55)

The predicted results are presented in Figure 4.17. It should be
noted that this provides the effect of flow or mixing on advective heat
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Figure 4.17 Effect of particle coefficient of restitution (ep = 0�05−0�9) on
active layer diffusion (12 percent fill, 2 rpm) (Boateng, 1998); (a) effect on
granular diffusion and (b) effect on granular temperature.

transfer. The convective bed heat transfer can be calculated through
knowledge of the flow field. The mass transfer enhanced thermal con-
ductivity can be computed as �cpD̃ where D̃, the kinetic diffusion, is
computed from the granular temperature given by the flow model.
Hence the enhanced bed effective thermal conductivity can be calcu-
lated (Hunt, 1997; Natarajan and Hunt, 1998) and is several orders of
magnitude greater than that of a packed bed (Boateng and Barr, 1996).
Previously this was not possible to estimate.

Because the active layer velocity is about three or four times greater
than that in the plug flow region, mixing effects are confined to this
region. However, if fine or denser particles are used as tracers, then
the velocity distribution will help to determine the extent to which
the tracers will travel before percolating down. These scenarios will
be the subject of the next chapter.
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Appendix 4A

Apparent Viscosity

The term C′ from the constitutive relations of Lun et al. (1984)
represents the apparent viscosity if an analogy is drawn from fluid
mechanics. The expression C′ is derived in terms of the coefficient
of restitution of the particles, the solid fraction, particle size, and the
granular temperature as follows:

Pxy = �

�y

(
C′ �u

�y

)
(4A.1)

where C′ = C/2 and,
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Substitution of these equations into C′ yields
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where the term in the square bracket may be expressed as
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Similarly,

Pxx = Pxy −�pg1
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where g1 through g5 follow (Johnson and Jackson, 1987):
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Appendix 4B

Velocity Profile for Flow in the Active Layer

The velocity profile with the appropriate boundary conditions is:

u = a0 +a1y +a2y2 (4B.1)

at y = �� u = 0

at y = �� u = u� (4B.2)

at y = 0� u = us
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Substituting these boundary conditions gives three equations,
that is,

us = a0

0 = a0 +a1�+a2�2 (4B.3)

−u� = a0 +a1�+a2�2

These can be reduced to two equations

a1��+a2�2� = −us� (4B.4)

a1��+a2��2 = −�us +u��� (4B.5)

from which
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Substituting the coefficients gives
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Recognizing that us = C0�R and u� = �rx yields a ratio
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5
Mixing and Segregation

Thorough mixing of particles in the transverse plane of a rotary kiln
is fundamental to the uniform heating or cooling of the charge and,
ultimately, to the generation of a homogeneous product. However,
differences in particle size and density result in a de-mixing process
whereby smaller or denser particles segregate to form an inner core or
kidney of segregated material which may never reach the bed surface
to be exposed to freeboard temperatures. In this chapter an analytical
model and its numerical solution is developed which relates parti-
cle segregation rates to primary operating parameters such as rotary
kiln diameter, bed depth, and rotational speed. The model considers a
binary mixture of small and large particles in the continuously shear-
ing active region of the kiln bed. Continuum equations are employed
to describe the mixing and segregation rates in the transverse plane
of the bed that result from both particle percolation and diffusional
mixing. The granular flow model developed in Chapter 4 provides the
flow field needed for the convective terms for material concentration
and the diffusion coefficients. The percolation velocities are generated
using existing models that relate percolation to the probability of void
formation in the shear plane.

The rheological properties of the bed material can be expected to
change during the passage of a charge through a rotary kiln. Severe
changes can result in alterations to material properties, such as parti-
cle size, shape, surface character, and these ultimately may result in

101
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distinct changes to bed behavior. One such behavioral phenomenon
is segregation which, since it acts as a mechanism of de-mixing, may
influence heat transfer within the bed. Segregation may also influence
the rate at which particles are elutriated from the exposed bed sur-
face when, for example, large amounts of gas are being released from
the bed. Additionally, the effect of segregation on heat transfer is of
considerable practical importance since it may significantly influence
the degree of product homogeneity.

The main causes of segregation are differences in particle size,
density, shape, roughness, and resilience (Williams and Khan, 1973).
Although any of these may produce segregation under certain cir-
cumstances, most rotary kiln segregation issues arise from differences
in particle size (Pollard and Henein, 1989) and the work described
herein is focused on this phenomenon. The mechanisms by which
size segregation occurs might be classified as trajectory segregation or
percolation (Williams and Khan, 1973; Bridgwater et al., 1985).

1. Trajectory segregation: This is due to the fact that, for certain modes
of kiln operation, particles being discharged from the plug flow
region into the active layer may be projected horizontally from the
apex onto the exposed bed surface. This situation may apply in the
slumping, rolling, and cataracting modes, whereby different sized
particles are emptied onto the surface during material turnaround.
It has been suggested that the distance over which these parti-
cles travel is proportional to the square of the particle diameter
(Bridgwater, 1976), which means that finer particles will tend to be
concentrated at the mid-chord section.

2. Percolation: When a bed of particles is disturbed so that rearrange-
ment takes place (rapid shearing), the probability that a particle will
find a void into which to fall depends on the size of the particles
(Savage, 1983). Thus smaller particles will tend to filter downward
through a bed of flowing granular material while large particles will
simultaneously tend to be displaced upward.

Trajectory segregation has been identified (Bridgwater et al., 1985)
as the main cause of axial segregation or “banding” whereby parti-
cles of different sizes are selectively collected into bands occurring
over the kiln length. This axial segregation is not considered in the
present work and therefore not critically reviewed; rather, attention
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is focused on segregation in the transverse plane, specifically, perco-
lation. Although percolation theory, also known as inverse sieving
in granular flow models (Savage, 1989), is reasonably well devel-
oped, it has seldom been employed to model segregation patterns
encountered in rotary kilns. Instead, most of the rotary kiln litera-
ture characterizes the rate of segregation by a first or second order
type kinetic expression such as Nityanand et al., 1986; Pollard and
Henein, 1989

Sn = A× �Fr�b (5.1)

where Sn is defined as the normalized rate of segregation, Fr is the
rotational Froude number, and A and b are experimentally determined
kinetic parameters.

Size segregation in failure zones, for example, the active (shearing)
region of a rolling bed in a rotary kiln or gravity flow on an incline
(also known as free surface segregation), has been described by the
mechanism of percolation (Bridgwater et al., 1985; Savage, 1989). Size
segregation in such systems is considered as a random continuous net-
work whereby voids are randomly formed and distributed (Figure 5.1).

Sphere a, Da

Sphere b, Db

Void sphere, Dv

Figure 5.1 Random continuous network of segregating particles (Savage,
1989).
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For gravity flow on an incline Savage and Lun (1988) approached
the problem by considering three events:

1. The probability of voids forming that are of sufficient size for the
smaller particles to percolate into. The probability of such voids
forming has been given as

p �E� = 1

E −Em

exp
{

E −Em

E −Em

}
(5.2)

where E is the void diameter ratio which is defined as the ratio of
the void diameter to the average void diameter, that is, E = �D�/D�.
Em is the minimum possible void diameter ratio and E is the
mean void diameter ratio. Em = 0�154 is the value for which voids
in a packing will result in spontaneous percolation (Bridgwater
et al., 1971).

2. The capture of particles by voids in the underlying layer. For this
event the number of particles captured by a void per unit time is
dependent on the velocity differences between two neighboring
shear layers.

3. The establishment of a mass flux of small particles. When this
occurs the average percolation velocities in the plane normal to the
bed surface can be determined by material balance.

The proposed sequence of events is useful in exploring the possibil-
ity of employing the physically derived continuum equations required
to solve for the concentration gradients with a minimum probabilistic
input. The stochastic approach tends to conceal the detailed behav-
ior and the mechanisms that are the source of industrial problems
(Bridgwater, 1976). This may also be said about the characterization
of segregation by degree of mixing or by kinetic expressions such as
the one given in Equation (5.1). Such expressions will conceal all the
interparticle mechanisms in a single parameter that serves little or no
industrial purpose.

Although classification as applied to solids is synonymous with dif-
ferent sizes of the same material it should be pointed out that other
classifications, such as particle density or mass, and even particle shape,
can also cause mixing or segregation. It has recently been established
(Alonso et al., 1992) that size and density differences can, indeed,
be combined to reduce segregation through mutual compensation.
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5.1 Modeling of Particle Mixing and Segregation
in Rotary Kilns

It is evident from operator experience that thorough mixing of parti-
cles in the transverse plane of a rotary kiln is fundamental to achieving
uniform heating or cooling of the charge and, ultimately, to the pro-
duction of a homogeneous product. This is particularly so for processes
involving granular materials. In the modeling of granular flows one
generally assumes that particles are evenly sized and that mixing effec-
tively means that (statistically) exposure to freeboard will be the same
for all particles. Unfortunately, when significant variation in parti-
cle sizing occurs, there will be the tendency of small particles in the
active layer to sieve downward through the matrix of larger particles.
Therefore, the bed motion presented in Chapter 4 tends to concentrate
finer material within the core (Figure 5.2). Material within the core,
because it has very little chance of reaching the exposed bed surface for
direct heat transfer from the freeboard, tends to be at a lower temper-
ature than the surrounding material. Thus segregation can counteract
advective transport of energy and thus can promote temperature gra-
dients within the bed. However, the net effect might not necessarily
be negative because for a process such as limestone calcination where
smaller particles react faster than larger ones (at the same temperature),
segregation of fines to the cooler core may be essential to obtaining
uniform calcination of all particles. This suggests that particle size

y

x

Apex

δx

ω
ω

Figure 5.2 Segregated core at the cross section of a rotary calciner.
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distribution in the feed material might be optimized, if our predictive
capabilities for determining material mixing and segregation were well
developed.

With an adequate granular flow model, a logical extension is to
construct a mathematical model that will describe the phenomenon
of segregation and predict the extent and dimensions of the segregated
core which has become an integral part of processing real materials
in rotary kilns. It is not fair to say that the modeling of segregation
has not been addressed because it is a well known phenomenon in
applications such as rotary mixers and has been characterized in many
ways. Fan and Wang (1975) reviewed over 30 forms of mixing indices
that have appeared in the literature to characterize particulate mixing
and segregation in drum mixers. However, most of these characteriza-
tion parameters are probabilistic or statistical in nature and, although
often helpful, tend to conceal the details of the phenomenon and yield
little information on, for example, the effect of material properties
on flow and hence on segregation. Scaling factors are also difficult to
evaluate without a good grasp of the physical phenomena that drive
segregation.

We will consider a segregation model composed of a binary mix-
ture of small and large particles in the continuously shearing active
layer of the kiln bed. We will employ continuum equations to describe
the mixing and segregation rates in the transverse plane of the bed
that result from both particle percolation and diffusional mixing. The
diffusion coefficients and the convective terms for material concentra-
tion in the continuum equations can be obtained from the granular
flow model in Chapter 4. Percolation velocities are calculated along
with void formation in the shear plane (Savage, 1988). Finally, the
developed segregation model is applied in order to predict the size and
extent of the segregated core as well as to show the effect of segrega-
tion on material mixing and on the effective thermal conductivity of
the bed.

5.2 Bed Segregation Model

The mechanism of segregation as observed in rotary kilns indicates
that percolation is the primary cause of driving smaller size par-
ticles to the core of the bed. To model the phenomenon, several
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sequential processes must be used, including the following observed
conclusions about the phenomenon:

1. From a condition of uniform mixing of particles within the bed,
radial segregation proceeds very rapidly and is fully implemented
within 2 to 10 kiln revolutions (Rogers and Clements, 1971; Pollard
and Henein, 1989). The mechanism of segregation can therefore
be considered as a steady-state problem.

2. The segregation process is continuous and there is a constant dis-
charge of fines from the plug flow region into the active layer. This
discharge of fines occurs in the upper part of the bed toward the
apex and is followed by percolation normal to the bed surface as
material is sheared in the active layer.

3. The resultant segregated core, popularly known in the industry as
the “kidney” (or “tongue”) does not consist entirely of fine particles
but also contains a small amount of coarse particles (i.e., there are
concentration gradients even in the core).

4. The bulk velocity distribution in the active layer does not change
with addition of fines and the bed behavior (e.g., rolling, slumping,
etc.) remains unchanged with fines (Henein, 1980).

5. The percolation velocity of fine particles depends on the size of the
voids formed in an underlying layer; these voids are formed in a
random manner (Savage, 1988).

6. For particles below some critical size, spontaneous percolation may
also occur in the plug flow region thereby resulting in a possi-
ble collection of fines near the bed/wall interface (Bridgwater and
Ingram, 1971).

7. Downward movement of segregating particles in the active layer
is compensated by an equal volumetric upward movement of bulk
particles in the active layer in a phenomenon known as “squeeze
expulsion mechanism”, Savage, 1988).

Based on this information a credible mathematical model can be
constructed. We consider a control volume in the active layer that
accounts for the mass conservation of the sinking and/or floating par-
ticles. We restrict the analysis to the active layer because, in view
of (6) above, the probability of fines moving through the plug flow
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region is very low compared to the dilated shearing flow in the active
layer. The plug flow region can therefore be assumed to be imperme-
able. It serves only as the circulation path by which particles are fed
back to the active layer. This assumption therefore precludes sponta-
neous percolation from the model. The situation to model is shown
schematically in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b. For convenience, the
coordinate system used here is consistent with that in the flow model
where a Cartesian system is allocated to the active layer such that
0 ≤ x ≤ 2L where 2L is the chord length, and the origin is at the apex
of the bed.

Circulation through plug flow

Diffusion-like
mixing

Diffusion-like
mixing

Segregation

Segregation

CV
Drift Drift

Figure 5.3a Control volume for material conservation in the active layer.

kCJ(y,x )
[1–CJ(y–dy,x )

]

kCJ(y+dy,x )
[1–CJ(y,x )

]

wCJ(x,y )
wCJ(x+dx,y )

(y–dy,x )

dCJ

CV

dy
–r

(y,x )

dCJ

dy
–r

Figure 5.3b Mathematical description for material balance in control vol-
ume; the convective flux.
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We consider a simple binary system of two particle sizes, each of
the same density in the control volume. Since the calculation domain
is restricted to the active layer, the fine particles are assumed to be
larger than the critical size that causes spontaneous percolation. The
situation occurs when the diameter ratio of the small to large particles
exceeds the critical value, which, for a closely packed bed, has been
given as (Savage, 1988)

� = dps

dpL
≤ 0�1547 (5.3)

where dps and dpL are, respectively, the sizes of the small and large
particles for the binary system. By choosing the size ratio to be greater
than the critical value it is implicitly assumed that percolation will
occur only when the voids formed are larger than the smaller size
particle, dps, of the binary mixture. For the active layer of the rotary
kiln where continuous shearing is occurring, it will be further assumed
that void formation is a random occurrence and follows a probability
law. For generality we assign the term “jetsam” to sinking particles,
either due to size or density differences, and “flotsam” to floating par-
ticles which the fines displace (Gibilaro and Rowe, 1974). The model
is derived on a volume balance basis and the concentration terms
refer to volumetric fraction of jetsam in a given volume of solids.
The relationship between the volume fraction jetsam concentration
and the number of particles in the control volume can, therefore, be
expressed as

CJ = �
��3

1+��3 (5.4)

where � is the solids concentration, � is the particle number ratio,
nJ/nF, with nJ and nF being the respective jetsam and flotsam number
particles. This relation is developed in Appendix 5A for jetsam loading
of the kiln.

Following on with the continuum assumption, the control volume
required for the material balance is shown in Figure 5.3a. The equi-
librium concentration of jetsam within the control volume depends
on the interaction of three components: (i) convection (drift) caused
by the bulk velocity, (ii) diffusion-like mixing, and (iii) segregation
associated with movement through voids. The rate at which jetsam is
spread over the cross section is mathematically depicted in Figure 5.3b.
Of the three mechanisms shown, segregation is the only one that
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distinguishes jetsam from flotsam and it depends on the percolation
of jetsam into the underlying layer and subsequent displacement of
flotsam from the underlying layer as compensation. This compensa-
tion is what is termed the “squeeze expulsion” mechanism (Savage,
1988). Because the upward flow of material that compensates percola-
tion of jetsam may itself contain jetsam, the rate of jetsam concentra-
tion due to the segregation mechanism is represented by a nonlinear
concentration gradient.

5.3 The Governing Equations for Segregation

The governing equations for mixing and segregation are derived by
considering an equilibrium balance of material for the control volume
(Figure 5.3). First, particles drift into the control volume by convection
as a result of the bulk velocity in the active layer. The rate of jetsam
dispersion into and out of the control volume may be represented,
respectively, as AuCJ�x�y� and AuCJ�x+dx�y�, where A is the area normal to
the bulk flow, and u is the bulk velocity. The rate of diffusional mixing
is proportional to the concentration gradient and the effect of this
component in the x-wise direction of the active layer may be neglected
relative to the large advection term. The rate of diffusion-like mixing
at each x-position in the active layer is therefore given as −r�	CJ/	y�,
where r is the proportionality constant equal to the product of the
diffusion coefficient and the participating area in the control volume,
that is, D̃yA
s−1�. The rate of segregation for jetsam particles is given
by a nonlinear quantity, kCJ�1−CJ� where k is the product of the area
and the percolation velocity is given as Avp
m3s−1

�. By employing the
Taylor series expansion, the rates of jetsam outflow from the control
volume may be expressed as follows:

1. Bulk flow:

Au�y�CJ = Au�y�

[
CJ�x + 	

	x

(
CJ

)
dx+ 	2

	x2

(
CJ

)
dx2 +· · ·

]
(5.5)

2. Diffusion:

−r
	CJ

	y�y−dy�x

= −r

[
	CJ

	y�y�x

− 	

	y

(
	CJ

	y

)
dx+· · ·

]
(5.6)
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3. Segregation:

kCJ�y+dy�x

[
1−CJ�y�x

]
= k

[
1−CJ�y�x

][
CJ�y�x

+ 	

	y

(
CJ

)
dy +· · ·

]
(5.7a)

kCJ�y�x

[
1−CJ�y−dy�x

]
= kCJ�y�x

[
1−

{
CJ�y�x

− 	

	y

(
CJ

)
dy +· · ·

}]
(5.7b)

By expanding the terms given in Equations (5.5) through (5.7) and
substituting the rate of jetsam inflow of particles for the control vol-
ume, the net change of jetsam concentrations becomes:

D̃y

	2CJ

	y2
dx dy dz +vp

(
1−2CJ

) 	CJ

	y
dx dy dz = u�y�

	CJ

	x
dx dy dz (5.8)

The differential equation describing the movement of jetsam con-
centration in the active layer may be written as:

D̃y

	2CJ

	y2
+vp

(
1−2CJ

) 	CJ

	y
−u�y�

	CJ

	x
= 0 (5.9)

In arriving at Equation (5.9), the boundary layer condition whereby
ux � uy has been imposed; the y-component of the species convection
term has been ignored and thus the vertical movement of jetsam
occurs only by percolation or diffusion.

The diffusion flux in the active layer occurs as a result of parti-
cle collision in the continuously shearing active layer. The diffusion
coefficient and the bulk velocity are determined by the flow model
detailed in Chapter 4. D̃y is the kinetic diffusivity which had been
computed from the granular temperature as (Savage, 1983; Hsiau and
Hunt, 1993)

D̃y = dp

√
�T̃

8
(
ep +1

)
�g0

(5.10)

As well, u�y� is the velocity profile for the active layer which is
obtained from the flow model described in Chapter 4. At this point
the percolation velocity is the only remaining unknown component
required to reach a solution to the segregation problem. In order to
determine this velocity, the model developed by Savage (1988) for seg-
regation in inclined chute flow might be applicable to the situation
under consideration. It considers the probability for formation of a
void in an underlying layer with a size sufficiently large enough to
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capture the smaller particles within the overlying layer. The net per-
colation velocity for the smaller particles in the neighborhood might
be determined as (Savage, 1988):

vp = dps

(
du

dy

)
1(

1+��3) (vps −vpL

)
(5.11)

Here the percolation velocities for smaller (jetsam), vps, and larger
(flotsam) particles, vpL, are given by the following equations:

vps = dpL

(
du

dy

)
G �����

[
E −Em +1+ �1+���

�1+���

]
exp

{
�1+ �̄� �̄/ �1+��−Em

E −Em

}

(5.12)

vpL = dpL

(
du

dy

)
G �����

[
E −Em +1+ �1+��

�1+���

]
exp

{
�1+��/�1+��−Em

E −Em

}

(5.13)

The function G�����, in Equations (5.12) and (5.13), relates the
packing of particles around a void to particle size ratio � and particle
number ratio, �, and is given by the expression

G ����� = 4k2
LT �M/N��1+���

� �1+��

{
�1+��

(
1+�2 �2)

�1+���2 + E
2

kAV �M/N�

} (5.14)

where E is the mean void diameter ratio and Em is the minimum
possible void diameter ratio when spontaneous percolation occurs as
defined earlier. Here, M is the total number of voids in the neigh-
borhood, N is the total number of particles in the same region, and
kAV is the ratio of the mean voids sphere projected area to the mean
projected total area (Savage, 1988). The parameters M/N� Em, and kAV

are constants that depend on particle packing, and for which appro-
priate values can be chosen for the particle assembly. For example,
for the closest packing of spherical particles these values are: M/N =
2� Em = 0�1547, and kAV = 0�466 while for a simple cubic array they are,
respectively, 1.0, 0.414, and 0.63 (Savage, 1988). The parameter kLT in
Equation (5.14) depends on the geometry of the grid chosen for the
control volume and is defined as y = kLTD (Savage, 1988), which is the
mean particle diameter in the neighborhood. The number of particles
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per unit area, that is, the number density, is computed as a function
of the voids area ratio, eA, as

Np = �1+��

As �1+ eA�
(
1+��2) (5.15)

In the application of such a model to the rotary kiln, it must be
pointed out that, as a result of jetsam segregation, the values for
M/N� Em, and kAV are susceptible to changes because of rearrangement
of the particle ensemble. Nevertheless, it is possible to alter these con-
stants dynamically with respect to both time and space (e.g., for each
kiln revolution or material turnover in the cross section). With the
altered values of the constants the solid fraction for the segregated
core may be computed with the following relationship (Savage, 1988)

v = 2 �1+��
(
1+��3)

3kLT �1+ eA�
(
1+��2) (1+��

) (5.16)

It should be recalled that, although a constant value of the solids
concentration had been employed in the granular flow model, Equa-
tion (5.16) provides a means of determining changes in void fraction
due to segregation.

5.4 Boundary Conditions

The calculation domain for jetsam segregation and the percolation
process were shown in Figure 5.3. Owing to kiln rotation, an initially
well mixed binary mixture will follow a specific path in the plug flow
region until it crosses the yield line into the active layer. For the active
layer, material enters from the plug flow region with a given jetsam
concentration and then travels down the inclined plane in a streaming
flow. During this journey, jetsam particles sink when the voids in the
underlying layer are large enough for the particles to percolate. If this
does not occur they will pass the yield line again and recirculate. The
plug flow region serves only as an “escalator” and within this region
particles do not mix or percolate unless small enough to undergo spon-
taneous percolation; a condition that is precluded from the model.
The percolation process in the active layer is repeated for each mate-
rial turnover, and as the jetsam content in the core increases, fines
will no longer be visible at the exposed bed surface. Henein (1980)
had observed that the only time fine particles are seen at the top of
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the bed is when the vessel is loaded with 40–50% fines. The boundary
conditions for Equation (5.9) will, therefore, depend on the opera-
tional conditions of the kiln. For a dilute mixture of jetsam particles,
for example, the boundary conditions will be as follows

at x = 0� CJ = CJ0 (5.17a)

at y = 0� CJ = 0 (5.17b)

at y = x� CJ�1−CJ� = 0 (5.17c)

where CJ0 is the influx of jetsam particles at the apex (bed/wall bound-
ary). Condition (5.17b) indicates that, at the free surface, there are no
jetsam particles as all the fines in such a dilute mixture will percolate
to the core region, whereas condition (5.17c) is the result of the non-
linear concentration term which will render pure jetsam �CJ = 1� at
any boundary where particles are finally settled (Gibilaro and Rowe,
1974). It is assumed that this latter boundary condition can be applied
at the interface between the active layer and the plug flow region, thus
rendering the yield line impermeable to flotsam/jetsam percolation.
Nevertheless, the percolation process described above allows particles
at the interface to be replaced by those escalated by the plug flow and,
as a result, the most appropriate boundary condition for the interface
will be

	CJ �x� x�

	y
= 0 (5.17d)

5.5 Solution of the Segregation Equation

The basic expression describing segregation, Equation (5.9), with the
appropriate boundary conditions, can be solved when the bulk veloc-
ity, the percolation velocity, and the diffusion coefficients are all
determined a priori. The solution of the differential equation can be
achieved by considering the problem in terms of several specific cases.

5.5.1 Strongly Segregating System (Case I)

For a strongly segregated binary mixture of different size particles the
diffusion of jetsam particles in the vertical plane can be ignored. This
situation will pertain to a very dilute mixture where � → 0 and from
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Equation (5.4), although the gradient does not go to zero, the inference
is that CJ → 0. The differential equation for segregation thus becomes

vp

	CJ

	y
−ux �y�

	CJ

	x
= 0 (5.18)

The required boundary conditions are given in Equation (5.17). It
should be noted that Equation (5.18) is the same as that employed to
describe segregation in chute flows. It can be solved analytically by the
method of characteristics (Bridgwater, 1985; Savage, 1988). The char-
acteristic solution would normally involve choosing a characteristic
value, s, say, such that

dy

ds
= vp (5.19a)

dx

ds
= −u �y� (5.19b)

Substituting Equation (5.19b) into (5.19a) gives

−u �y� dy = vpdx (5.19c)

Recalling that the velocity profile for bulk flow in the active layer
was given in the flow model by the parabolic equation, that is,

u�y�

u

= �+a′
1

(y



)
−a′

2

(y



)2

This result can be substituted into Equation (5.19c), which, after
integration, gives

�y +a′
1

y2


−a′

2

y3

2
= −vp x+B1 (5.19d)

If the integration constant B1 is set to zero, the result is given as

�y + a′
1


y2 − a′

2

2
y3 +vp x = 0 (5.19e)

The solution of Equation (5.19e) at various x-positions will yield the
characteristic lines for equal jetsam concentration in the active layer.

5.5.2 Radial Mixing (Case II)

When the system contains mono-sized particles (i.e., particles are iden-
tified only by color differences) of uniform density, the percolation
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term in the differential equation can be ignored and the problem
reduces to that of diffusional mixing with drift. In this case, CJ = C

(color) and the resulting differential equation may be given by

D̃y

	2C

	y2
−ux �y�

	C

	x
= 0 (5.20)

This is the linear diffusion problem of Graetz (Arpaci, 1966). Analyt-
ical solutions to Equation 5.20 exist for several boundary conditions.
By employing the boundary condition discussed for the rotary kiln,

C �0� y� = CJ0

	C �x� x�

	y
= 0 (5.21)

C�x� 0� = 0

The solution for the diffusional mixing may be given as (Arpaci,
1966)

C �x� y�

CJ0
= 2

x

�∑
n=0

�−1�n

�n

exp
{−�2

nx/2s
}

cos �ny (5.22)

where, s = u/2D and

�n = �2n+1��

2x

� n = 0� 1� 2� � � �

5.5.3 Mixing and Segregation (Case III)

This is the complete solution to the mixing and segregation problem
and it describes the movement of jetsam particles by the mechanism of
mixing as well as segregation. The differential equation, as was given
earlier, is

D̃y

	2CJ

	y2
+vp

(
1−2CJ

) 	CJ

	y
−u �y�

	CJ

	x
= 0 (5.23)

Although Equation 5.23 is nonlinear, solutions can be found by
functional transformation (Ames, 1965). Analytical methods leading
to the solution of the equation are presented in Appendix 5B. The
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concentration of jetsam particles in the active layer is given by this
solution as

CJ �x� y� = 1
2

[
1−2

D̃y

vp

	

	y

(
ln Q̃

)]
(5.24)

where Q̃ represents the solution for the special case of diffusional
mixing (Case II).

5.6 Numerical Solution of the Governing Equations

In solving the governing equations by analytical methods, advantage
may be taken of the symmetry of the problem as was employed in
the flow model earlier in Chapter 4. Although the analytical meth-
ods suggested provide one avenue of approach to the problem, factors
such as geometry preclude their ultimate exploitation for various rea-
sons. For example, a recirculation term is required to furnish jetsam
particles from the plug flow region into the active layer as was shown
in Figure 5.3(a). Therefore, a finite difference numerical scheme may
be easily employed. We demonstrate the development of a numerical
solution of the derivative terms in the governing equations by dis-
cretizing the differential equations as follows (Anderson et al., 1984):

1. For Equation (5.18):

Ci�j = 1[
vp/�yj +ui−1�j/�x

]
{

vp

�yj

Ci�j−1 + ui−1�j

�x
Ci−1�j

}
(5.25)

2. Equation (5.20):

−
{

2D̃i[
�yj−1 +�yj+1

] 1
�yj−1

+ 2D̃i[
�yj−1 +�yj+1

] 1
�yj+1

+ ui�j

�x

}
Ci�j

+
{

2D̃i[
�yj−1 +�yj+1

] 1
�yj−1

}
Ci�j−1 +

{
2D̃i[

�yj−1 +�yj+1

] 1
�yj+1

}
Ci�j+1

= −ui�j

�x
Ci+1�j (5.26)
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3. Equation (5.23) is solved numerically either by linearizing the
nonlinear term and discretizing the resulting equation or by dis-
cretizing Equation (5.24) as an extension of the mixing problem.
In the former case, the resulting equation is

Ci�j = 1

2A1 +A2 +A3�

(
A1Ci�j+1 +A1Ci�j−1A3Ci�j−1 +A2Ci−1�j −dC2/dy

)
(5.27)

where,

A1 = D̃i/�yj

A2 = ui�j/�x

A3 = vi�j/�yj

The nonlinear term, 	C2/	y, may be discretized as

	C2

	y
=
[
Ci�j +Ci�j−1

]2 − [Ci�j+1 +Ci�j

]2

4�yj

+ �
∣∣Ci�j +Ci�j−1

∣∣ (Ci�j −Ci�j−1

)−�
∣∣Ci�j+1 +Ci�j

∣∣ (Ci�j+1 −Ci�j

)
4�yj

(5.28)

As in the case of decretizing fluid flow equations, Equation (5.27)
requires the appropriate “upwinding” and as a result Equation (5.28)
represents the upstream donor cell difference whereby � = 1 gives a full
upstream effect. For � = 0 the equation becomes numerically unstable
(Anderson et al., 1984).

It might be noted in the preceding development that Equa-
tion (5.25) is an explicit algebraic formulation because of the parabolic
nature of the differential equation. Thus, once the mixture con-
centration at the apex is given, the jetsam concentration along
the chord length can be computed by marching down the incline.
Equation (5.26) is the algebraic form of a one-dimensional diffu-
sion/convection equation (Graetz problem) and may be solved numer-
ically using the tri-diagonal method algorithm (TDMA; Anderson
et al., 1984). Equation (5.27) is an implicit algebraic equation for
the calculation of two-dimensional jetsam concentration in the cross
section; it may be solved by an iterative procedure, for example, the
Gauss Siedel method, whereby the nonlinear term, which is expressed
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by Equation (5.28), is computed using previous values of Ci�j. In all the
scenarios, a solution technique is employed whereby a set of calcula-
tions is carried out by marching down the inclined plane starting from
the apex to the base. The solution of this set of calculations repre-
sents the concentration of jetsam particles for a single pass or material
turnover in the cross section. Because there is no diffusion in the plug
flow region, particles are allowed to drift (or recirculate) from the lower
section of the plug flow/active layer interface to the upper section
interface. The second set of calculations for the next pass is initiated
with the convected concentration as the initial condition (boundary
condition). The calculation is repeated until the overall jetsam con-
centration in the cross section equals the jetsam loading. Because the
bed material circulates for about 3 or 4 times per each kiln revolution,
this approach allows for the estimation of the number of revolutions
required to accomplish complete mixing or complete segregation. The
solution method, therefore, represents a pseudo-transient solution in
a two-dimensional plane.

5.7 Validation of the Segregation Model

As was said earlier in the chapter, the objective of the segregation
model was to determine the extent and dimensions of the segregated
core and, as a result, estimate the jetsam concentration gradient. Val-
idation of the model has been carried out against the experimental
data of Henein (1980). In that work, a 40 cm I.D. drum loaded with
a prescribed jetsam concentration was rotated for some desired num-
ber of times and then stopped. The bed was then sectioned using
discs inserted normal to the drum axis. In each section the fines con-
centration was measured, beginning from the apex to the base by
sieving and weighing, or by simply counting, thereby mapping out
a one-dimensional representation of jetsam concentration as a func-
tion of chord length. In order to use the data we converted the two-
dimensional model result into the one-dimensional representation in
the experiment by averaging the jetsam concentration for all radial
nodes at each x-location as

CJx�av
=

j max∑
j=1

CJi�jAi�j/
j max∑
j=1

Ai�j (5.29)
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Figure 5.4 Predicted and measured profiles for jetsam concentration for a
40 cm drum: limestone, 3.11 rpm, 16% fill.

Predicted and measured radial segregation patterns determined for
the case of a strongly segregated system (Case I) based on relatively low
values of the jetsam loading is shown in Figure 5.4. The ratio of the
fine particle diameter to the coarse particle diameter was about 0.125,
which is below the threshold mark at which spontaneous percolation
could occur. However, in an experiment, fines will always be sifted
through the matrix of the plug flow region although this condition is
precluded from the model.

5.8 Application of Segregation Model

The model has been applied for the calculation of particle concentra-
tion profiles at the mid-chord plane of a 0.41 m pilot kiln section
(Figure 5.5) for which granular flow predictions were made in
Chapter 4. Because Case II is for complete mixing, no further discus-
sion on this scenario is carried out. Some results developed for the seg-
regated core (Cases I and III) are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Notice
the difference between a strongly segregated system (Case I) and
combined mixing and segregation (Case III). The result shows that if
diffusion is present then it will tend to spread jetsam concentration by
moving fines toward the top; and when percolation ceases (Case II) the
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Figure 5.5 Predicted jetsam concentration in the active layer at the mid-
chord position for the three cases described in the text: 0.41 m drum, 2 rpm,
12% fill, polyethylene pellets.
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Figure 5.6 Predicted jetsam concentration in both active layer and plug flow
region at mid-chord position (bed material: polyethylene; 2 rpm, 12% fill;
dpF/dpJ = 2).

bed will be well mixed. For higher jetsam loading, the strongly segre-
gated solution (Case I) is no longer applicable; rather, Case III must
give a more reasonable result. Also, there is symmetry between the con-
centration gradient in the active layer and that in the plug flow region
for Case I (Figure 5.6) due to the escalator role played by the plug flow
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Figure 5.7 Effect of kiln speed on jetsam concentration.

region. This symmetry is distorted when Case III is employed due to the
effect of the diffusion term in the governing equations, which tends
to spread jetsam in the radial direction of the active layer (active layer
mixing). The effect of kiln speed on segregation (Figure 5.7) indicates
there is very little effect of kiln speed on the concentration profiles.
This is because segregation results very rapidly and is complete by a
few revolutions since, for each kiln revolution, there are 3–4 material
exchanges between the plug flow and the active layer region.

The segregated tongue in a 2.5 m diameter industrial size kiln oper-
ating at 2 rpm is shown in the contour plot (Figure 5.8). The model
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Figure 5.8 Contour plots of jetsam concentration for Case I: 0.41 m drum;
2 rpm, 12% fill; jetsam loading at 20%; polyethylene.
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shows that smaller kilns tend to concentrate the fines to the center
of the kiln more than larger kilns. In order words, the distribution of
jetsam in a larger kiln tends to skew more to the apex, depicting a
more defined segregated tongue. The reason for the difference in jet-
sam distribution in the two kilns may be attributed to the fact that, for
the same degree of fill, the chord length in the industrial kiln is longer
than that of the pilot kiln and, as a result, most of the percolation
process occurs between the apex and the mid-chord.
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Appendix 5A

Relationship Between Jetsam Loading and Number
Concentration

Let the respective jetsam and flotsam loading be WJ and WF.

WJ = 1
6

nJ�d3
pJ�J (5A.1)

WF = 1
6

nF�d3
pF�F (5A.2)

The jetsam concentration at kiln loading becomes

CJO = WJ

WJ +WF
(5A.3)

CJO =
1
6nJ�d3

pJ�J

1
6nJ�d3

pJ�J + 1
6nF�d3

pF�F

(5A.4)

For equal density particles where �J = �F,

CJO = nJd
3
pJ

nJd
3
pJ +nFd

3
pF

(5A.5)
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By invoking a definition for number ration as � = nG/nF and � =
dpJ/dpF, we have

CJO = ��3

��3 +1
(5A.6)

Appendix 5B

Analytical Solution for CASE III Using Hopf Transformation

The differential equation for CASE III can be solved using Hopf Trans-
formation (Ames, 1965) as follows:

D
	2C

	y2
+� �1−2C�

	C

	y
−u

	C

	x
= 0 (5B.1)

Let, R�x� y� = 2C�x� y�−1 so that

	R �x� y�

	y
= 2

	C �x� y�

	y

	2R�x� y�

	y2
= 2

	2C �x� y�

	y2
(5B.2)

	R �x� y�

	x
= 2

	C �x� y�

	x

Substituting Equation (5B.2) into (5B.1) gives,

D
	2R�x� y�

	y2
= �R�x� y�

	R �x� y�

	y
+u

	R�x� y�

	x
(5B.3)

We can set R = 	S/	y such that

	R

	y
= 	2S

	y2

	2R

	y2
= 	3S

	y3
(5B.4)

	R

	x
= 	2S

	y	x
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Substitution of Equation (5B.4) into (5B.3) gives the Hopf transfor-
mation as

D
	3S

	y3
= �

	S

	y
· 	2S

	y2
+u

	2S

	y	x
(5B.5)

for which the first two terms can be rearranged as

	

	y

[
D

	2S

	y2
− �

2

(
	S

	y

)2
]

= 0 (5B.6)

We can integrate this equation by arbitrarily setting the function in
x to zero to yield a solution of the differential equation as

D
	2S

	y2
− �

2

(
	S

	y

)2

= 0 (5B.7)

and when the function with respect to x is introduced, the original
differential Equation (5B.1) becomes

D
	2S

	y2
= �

2

(
	S

	y

)2

+u
	S

	x
(5B.8)

It is desired to make Equation (5B.8) a linear equation of the form

D
	2Q̃

	y2
= u

	Q̃

	x
(5B.9)

where

T �x� y� = F�S �x� y��

	T

	y
= F ′�S �x� y�� · 	S

	y

	T

	x
= F ′�S �x� y�� · 	S

	x

	2T

	y2
= F ′′�S �x� y��

	S

	y
· 	S

	y
+F ′ �S �x� y��

	2S

	y2
(5B.10)

Substituting Equation (5B.10) into (5B.9) yields

D

[
F ′′�S�

(
	S

	y

)2

+F ′�S�
	2S

	y2

]
= uF ′�S�

	S

	x
(5B.11)
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Divide by F ′�S� for F ′�S� �= 0 so that

D

[
F ′′�S�

F ′�S�

(
	S

	y

)2

+ 	2S

	y2

]
= u

	S

	x
(5B.12)

By identifying Equation (5B.12) with (5B.8) we can write

D
F ′′�S�

F ′�S�
= −�

2
or F ′′�S� = − �

2D
F ′�S�

which can be integrated to give

F �S� = A exp �−�S/2D�+B (5B.13)

Set A = 1 and B = 0 and invert it to give

S = −2D

�
ln�F�S�� = −2D

v
ln Q̃

but R = 	S/	y so therefore

R�x� y� = − �2D/��
	

	y

(
ln Q̃

)
(5B.14)

Substituting Equation (5B.14) into (5B.2) yields the solution for the
jetsam concentration for mixing and segregation in the active layer as

C�x� y� = 1
2


R�x� y�+1�

that is,

C �x� y� = 1
2

[
1− 2D

�

	

	y

(
ln Q̃

)]
(5B.15)

where T�x� y� is the solution for the special case of diffusional mixing
given for CASE II.
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6
Combustion and Flame

The main function of the rotary kiln in the minerals and materials
industry is to convert raw materials (ore) into useful product materi-
als. The kiln also has become the workhorse in waste destruction and
remediation in the environmental industry. Most or all of these pro-
cesses involve some chemical or physical reactions that will occur at
economically rapid rates, if at all, only at high temperatures. We must
therefore get energy into the process as well as later extract it. In mate-
rials processing, it is often impractical to supply energy mechanically,
that is, by work, which means that heat transfer is usually the way to
drive these operations. We will treat kiln heat transfer in the chapters
that follow but for now we will examine the energy source and sup-
ply of the required heat. Although a handful of small-size indirectly
heated kilns might use electrical energy to process material, for most
large processing operations the dominant source of energy is fossil fuel
combustion. Therefore the flame that develops from fuel firing is the
heart of the direct-fired rotary kiln.

6.1 Combustion

Combustion is the conversion of fossil fuel into chemical compounds
(or products) by combining it with an oxidizer, usually oxygen in air.
The combustion process is an exothermic chemical reaction, that is, a
reaction that releases heat energy as it occurs.

Fuel+Oxidizer → Products of combustion+Energy (6.1)

129
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Here the fuel and the oxidizer are the reactants, that is, the sub-
stances that were present before the reaction took place. The relation
indicates that the reactants produce combustion products and energy
but as it is known in the “fire triangle”, there must also be an ignition
source for it to proceed. The amount of heat released during com-
bustion depends upon the type of fuel. Fuels are evaluated based on
the amount of energy or heat they release per unit mass, per vol-
ume, or per mole during combustion of the fuel. This quantity is
known as the fuel’s heat of reaction or its heating value and is usually
expressed in specific terms such as J/kg (Btu/lb), kcal/liter (Btu/gal),
kcal/m3 �Btu/ft3�, and so on. Physically, the heat released may be
characterized by the intensity of the flame and also by its luminosity.
The effectiveness of dissipating this heat may be judged by the flame
shape. Since the kiln operator has no control over the heat content of
the fuel (usually dependent on its source), the success of all kiln oper-
ations lies in the effectiveness of controlling the flame to ensure that
the temperature profile in the freeboard matches the intended mate-
rial process. In most combustion systems and for that matter in rotary
combustion chambers, the oxidizer is usually air but it could be either
pure oxygen or an oxygen mixture. For practical reasons we will limit
our attention to combustion of fuel with oxygen or air as the main
source of the oxidant. Chemical fuels exist in various forms including
gaseous, liquid, and solid forms. Common fuels that are burnt in most
kilns are either solids (e.g., coal or coke), liquids (e.g., residual oils),
or gases (e.g., natural gas, coke oven gas). Some kiln operations are
permitted to burn liquid hazardous wastes. In the United States these
may require either an incinerator’s permit or the Boiler and Industrial
Furnace (BIF) permit that allows use of some waste fuels to supplement
fossil fuels to produce useful industrial product. Waste fuels include all
types of solids such as used tires, contaminated grease rags, and liquid
solvents such as alcohols, esters, and so on, that may collectively be
called liquid burnable materials (LBM). Although some of these waste
fuels have energy contents that are comparable to coal or diesel oil,
solvents are usually lighter liquid fuels that can result in low luminos-
ity flame upon combustion. Some of the negative attributes of LBM are
high moisture content, low carbon content, and high concentration
of noncombustible impurities.

In the case of gaseous fuels it is common practice to analyze the
mixture for the component gases and to report the analysis in terms
of volume (or mole) percent. This is essential because most gaseous
fuels are mixtures of only a few chemical compounds. On the other
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hand, naturally occurring or commercially available organic liquids or
solids (including coal) can contain thousands of compounds, many
of which have very complex molecular structure. These are usually
analyzed for the weight percentages of the elements of carbon, hydro-
gen, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur that are present in the fuel, that is,
C:H:N:O:S. In kiln process design and operation it is common prac-
tice to establish mass and mole fractions of the intended fuel so as to
design the appropriate burners for the kiln process and to keep track
of emissions during kiln operations.

6.2 Mole and Mass Fractions

The amount of a substance in a fuel sample may be indicated by its
mass or by the number of moles of that substance. A mole is defined
as the mass of a substance equal to its molecular mass or molecular
weight. Gram-mole or pound mole of C:H:N:O:S is 12:2:28:32:32 kg or
lbm. The mass fraction of a component i, mfi is defined as the ratio of
the mass of the component, mi, to the mass of the mixture, m, that is,

mfi = mi

m
(6.2)

where the sum of the mass fractions of all components must equal
1, as

mf1 +mf2 +mf3 +· · · = 1 (6.3)

An analogous definition for the mole fraction of a component, i,
xi, is the ratio of the number of moles of i, ni, to the total number of
moles in the mixture, n, that is,

xi = ni

n
(6.4)

where n = n1 +n2 +· · · and n1 +n2 +n3 +· · · = 1
Thus the mass of a component i of a mixture is the product of the

number of moles of i and the molecular weight, Mi, that is, the total
mass is therefore the sum

m = n1M1 +n2M2 +· · ·
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Dividing and multiplying the right-hand side by the total number
of moles, n, and invoking Equation (6.4) defines the average molecular
weight, that is,

M = m

n
= x1M1 +x2M2 +· · · (6.5)

The mass fraction of component i is defined as follows

mfi = niMi

n1M1 +n2M2 +· · · or mfi = xiMi

x1M1 +x2M2 +· · · (6.6)

For a mixture at a given temperature and pressure, the ideal gas
law shows that pVi = ni�T for any component, and pV = n�T for the
mixture as a whole. The ratio of these two equations gives

xi = Vi

V
= ni

n
(6.7)

Similarly, for a given volume of mixture of gases at a given temper-
ature piV = ni�T for each component and pV = n�T for the mixture.
The ratio of these two equations shows that the partial pressure of any
component i is the product of the mole fraction and the pressure of
the mixture, that is,

pi = pni

n
= pxi (6.8)

Air, usually used as the oxidant in combustion, contains approxi-
mately 21 percent oxygen, 78 percent nitrogen, and 1 percent other
inert constituents by volume. Assuming 21 percent O2 and 79 percent
N2 by volume for ease of combustion calculations, we have 21 moles
of O2 and 79 moles of N2 present in combustion air. Hence 79/21 =
3�76 moles of nitrogen accompany every mole of oxygen that reacts
with the fuel in combustion. At very high temperatures some of the
nitrogen will react to form NOx but at moderate temperatures where
the nitrogen is treated as inert, the 3.76 moles of the accompanying
nitrogen will end up in the combustion products. Based on the fore-
going definitions and equations, the molecular weight of air can be
estimated based on the molar fractions on O2 and N2 as follows

Mair =∑
niMi = 0�79MN2

+0�21MO2
= 0�79�28�+0�21�32� = 28�84

(6.9)
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The mass fractions of oxygen and nitrogen are

mfO2
= nO2

MO2

Mair
= �0�21� �32�

28�84
= 0�233�

mfN2
= nN2

MN2

Mair
= �0�79� �28�

28�84
= 0�767 (6.10)

6.3 Combustion Chemistry

Following Equation (6.1), combustion will be a chemical reaction
between fossil fuel atoms (predominantly carbon and hydrogen,
i.e., hydrocarbon) and oxygen in air to form carbon dioxide and water
vapor. Methane, CH4, is the major constituent of most natural gases
and undergoes combustion reaction

CH4 +2O2 = CO2 +H2O�H�192 kcal/mol� (6.11)

For coal with C:H:N:O:S as constituents, the individual combustible
fuel fraction molecules will undergo combustion described by the
following reactions

C+2O2 = CO2 +�H�393�7 kJ/mol� (6.12)

2H2 +O2 = 2H2O+�H�285 kJ/mol� (6.13)

C+O2 = 2CO+�H�110�6 kJ/mol� (6.14)

S+O2 = SO2 +�H�297 kJ/mol� (6.15)

Suffice it to say that carbon dioxide is the product formed by com-
plete combustion. Incomplete combustion will yield CO, a toxic com-
pound, which can further be oxidized to CO2. The toxicity of CO
comes from the fact that when inhaled it forms oxy-hemoglobin in
the bloodstream which prevents hemoglobin from absorbing oxygen.

The coefficients in the chemical reactions of combustion may be
interpreted as the number of moles of the substances required for the
reactions to occur. For example, in the methane combustion reaction,
1 mole of methane reacts with 2 moles of oxygen to form 1 mole of
carbon dioxide and 2 moles of water. Although the number of atoms
of each element must be conserved during a reaction, the total number
of moles or molecules need not. Because the number of atoms of each
element cannot change, it follows that the mass of each element and
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the total mass must be conserved. Hence, using the atomic weights or
the masses of each element, the sums of the masses of the reactants
and the products must be balanced.

CH4 +2O2 = CO2 +2H2O

�12+4�1��+2�32� = �12+2�16��+2�2�1�+16� = 80 (6.16)

Additionally, there are 2 moles of water and 1 mole of CO2 in the
3 moles of combustion products. Therefore the mole fraction of water
and carbon dioxide in the combustion products are

xH2O = 0�667� xCO2
= 0�333 (6.17)

But there are 2(18) mass units of water and 44 mass units of CO2

in the 80 mass units in the products, so the mass fractions are 36/80
and 44/80 respectively, that is,

mfH2O = 0�45� mfCO2
= 0�55 (6.18)

Analogous fractions can be expressed for the other substances by
balancing their combustion equations. Because we know that in air
every mole of oxygen is accompanied by 3.76 moles of nitrogen, the
methane reaction in air can be written as:

CH4 +2O2 +2�3�76�N2 = CO2 +H2O+2�3�76�N2 (6.19)

Hence with air as an oxidizer instead of oxygen, there are 2 moles
of water per 10.52 moles of product, compared with 2 moles of water
per 3 moles of products.

Because the combustion products exit the atmosphere through the
stack, they are known as the stack gases or flue gases. Oftentimes the
flue gas composition is stated on a wet basis (wfg) or on a dry basis
(dfg) because under certain conditions the water vapor in the flue gas
may condense and escape as liquid water. When the water vapor con-
denses, the mass of the dry combustion product is used in estimating
the mass or mole fraction. The term higher heating value (HHV) of the
fuel, frequently used in the United States, refers to a heating value mea-
surement in which the product water condenses. As a consequence the
latent heat of vaporization of the water is released and becomes part
of the heating value. The lower heating value (LHV), frequently used
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in Europe, corresponds to the heating value in which water remains
as vapor and does not yield its latent heat of vaporization, that is,

HHV = LHV +
(

mH2O

mfuel

)
hfg �kJ/kg� (6.20)

where hfg is the latent heat of vaporization of water.

6.4 Practical Stoichiometry

When designing a burner for rotary kiln combustion, or for any com-
bustion chamber for that matter, it is important to establish the
amount of air required for the combustion reaction. This requirement
includes sizing the burner nozzle to an air velocity that will induce all
the jet properties appropriate to the operation, and ensure optimum
energy savings with minimum environmental pollutants. The aim of
practical stoichiometry is to determine exactly how much air must
be used to completely oxidize the fuel to the combustion products.
A stoichiometrically correct mixture of fuel and air is defined as one
that would yield exactly the products and have no excess oxygen if
combustion were complete. Knowing the stoichiometric amount, the
burner designer can decide how much excess air would be needed to
ensure the appropriate jet character and flame temperature, among
others. In general, one can write a balanced stoichiometric relationship
for any CHNOS fuel-air system as follows

CuHvOwNxSy +
(
u+ v

4
− w

2
+y

)
�O2 +3�76N2�

→ uCO2 + v

2
H2O+ySO2 +

[
3�76

(
u+ v

2
− w

2
+y

)
+ x

2

]
N2

(6.21)

The negative sign associated with w indicates that less oxygen from
air is needed for complete oxidation because atoms of oxygen already
exist in the fuel itself. In most situations it is convenient to nor-
malize the actual mixture composition to the stoichiometric mixture
composition for that fuel-oxidizer system. The normalization yields a
dimensionless number whose magnitude tells us how far the mixture
composition has deviated from stoichiometric conditions. The most
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convenient dimensionless number used in practical combustion is the
equivalence ratio, 	, defined as:

	 = mfuel/mair

�mfuel/mair�stoich

(6.22)

or, on a molar basis,

	 = nfuel/nair

�nfuel/nair�stoich

(6.23)

With this definition, mixtures with 	<1 are said to be fuel-lean while
those with 	>1 are said to be fuel-rich. Two other dimensionless ratios
that are commonly used to specify the composition of a combustible
mixture relative to the stoichiometric composition are the percent
theoretical air and percent excess air. These are defined respectively as
100/	 and 100�1/	 − 1�. Thus, a mixture that has 	 = 0�8 can also
be said to contain 125 percent theoretical air or 25 percent excess air.

6.5 Adiabatic Flame Temperature

The adiabatic flame temperature is one that occurs when the combus-
tion chamber is well insulated with no heat losses (adiabatic condi-
tions). The peak adiabatic flame temperature occurs at around 	 = 1
in an ideally insulated combustion chamber. Figure 6.1 is a typical
graph of flame temperature for a natural gas–air mixture. As percent
combustion air increases, that is, as we deviate from the stoichio-
metric condition, some of the heat generated is used to heat up the
excess air. As a result, the flame temperature will drop. By the same
token, it is important to note that increasing the fuel at stoichiometric
conditions will reduce the flame temperature as is indicated by the
left-hand side of the temperature peak in Figure 6.1. Therefore, under
controlled conditions, flame temperature can be a useful measure of
air-fuel ratio, that is, how far we deviate from stoichiometric condi-
tions and whether the combustion is fuel-lean or fuel-rich. Note that
although we have illustrated flame temperature with stoichiometric air
(100 percent), the same general rules apply to any combustion condi-
tion. This is helpful because it allows temperature control by changing
the air-fuel mixture. It also gives us a sense of whether unburned fuel
is being released into the atmosphere. In order to maintain the flame
temperature at any set of conditions, one must increase or decrease
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Figure 6.1 Flame temperature versus air-fuel ratio.

the fuel and air proportionately. Increasing fuel alone or air alone will
result in a change in flame temperature. Such a temperature control
mechanism is no different from that encountered in the carburetor of
spark-ignition automobile engines.

Controlling the air-fuel ratios not only controls the flame tempera-
ture but also controls the flame shape or the character of the burning
jet. The flame shape can be illustrated by considering the aeration of
a simple laminar Bunsen burner jet flame (Figure 6.2). The example
shows four systems for introducing air to the fuel in the nozzle. These
include nozzle mix, premix, atmospheric, and use of raw fuel without
any aeration. Figure 6.2 hypothetically illustrates the expected flame
geometry for gaseous fuel as primary aeration diminishes from 100
percent to zero; 100 percent primary air would correspond to a sharp
pale blue flame. This is because all of the air for combustion is mixed
with the fuel and is ready to ignite as soon as it reaches the nozzle.
A flame burning with 75 percent primary air would be characterized
by a double blue cone and would be a little longer than the previous
one. This is because 25 percent of the fuel molecules will need time to
find oxygen from the surrounding air before burning. At 25 percent
primary air, only a slight amount of blue color remains in the flame;
the flame becomes much longer and predominantly yellow in color.
When fuel is burned without any premixing, the flame is normally
lazy or ragged; it is very long and all yellow. Assuming that all the fuel
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Figure 6.2 Aeration effect on flame shape.

molecules are burned in each case, then the same amount of energy
would be generated.

6.6 Types of Fuels Used in Rotary Kilns

Kilns can be fired with natural gas, fuel oil, pulverized solid fuels,
or a combination of all of these. As mentioned earlier, the fuel can
also include waste fuels. Because of the long gas residence time in the
freeboard, kilns have become the combustion chamber of choice for
hazardous waste incineration, in some cases achieving 99.99 percent
(also referred to as “4-nine”) destruction efficiencies. Because most of
the rotary kiln operations are high-temperature processes and require
intense flames, radiation heat transfer is predominant in the mech-
anisms of energy transfer to the material being processed. Thermal
radiation is also maximized because of the cylindrical enclosure of
the freeboard space. Hence fuels having high luminosity as a result of
soot formation during combustion tend to improve thermal efficiency
and consequently fuel use. Because of the high cost and the transpar-
ent nature of natural gas flames, it is normally the last choice of fuel
selection for rotary kilns except in places with strict environmental
restrictions on CO2 emissions. Most rotary kilns use pulverized fuel,
typically coal or petroleum coke as the primary fuel for combustion.
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In this section, we will examine the source and types of these fuels
and also the factors that maximize their combustion in rotary kilns.

6.7 Coal Types, Ranking, and Analysis

Coal consists of a complex range of materials that differ from deposit
to deposit. The differences encountered in coal types result from many
factors including the vegetation from which the coal originated, the
depths of burial of the vegetation from which the coal was formed,
the temperatures and pressures at those depths, as well as the length
of time the coal has been forming in the deposit. The varying amount
of mineral matter in a coal deposit may also have a significant effect
on its properties and classification (Table 6.1). The American Society
for Testing Materials (ASTM) has established a ranking system that
classifies coals as anthracite (I), bituminous (II), sub-bituminous (III),
and lignite (IV). Ranking is determined by the degree of transforma-
tion of the original plant material to carbon. High-rank coals are high
in carbon and therefore heat value, but low in hydrogen and oxygen.
Low-rank coals are low in carbon but high in hydrogen and oxygen
content. Coal ranking and analysis of combustion rely on two types of
analysis of coal composition: the proximate analysis and the ultimate
analysis. The proximate analysis involves thermo-gravimetric analy-
sis (TGA) whereby the sample is continuously heated in the absence
of oxygen (devolatilization or pyrolysis) in a continuously weighing
system. The weight remaining when the temperature of the sample
reaches water evaporation temperature determines the moisture con-
tent (M). Further weight loss, up to the temperature when no further
weight loss occurs, determines the total volatile matter (VM) and the
char remaining. The char is composed of carbon and ash so when
the remaining sample is burned in air or oxygen until only noncom-
bustible minerals remain (A), the weight loss gives the fixed carbon

Table 6.1 Proximate Analysis of Some US Coal by Rank (Watson, 1992)

Source Rank M[%] VM[%] FC[%] A[%] S[%] BTU/lb

Schuylkill, PA I 4�5 1�7 84�1 9�7 0�77 12
745
McDowell, WV II 1�0 16�6 77�3 5�1 0�74 14
715
Sheridan, WY III 25�0 30�5 40�8 3�7 0�30 9
345
Mercer, ND IV 37�0 26�6 32�2 4�2 0�40 7
255
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(FC). The proximate analysis is usually reported as percentages (or frac-
tions) of the four quantities, that is, moisture, ash, volatile matter, and
fixed carbon. The ultimate analysis is a chemical analysis that provides
the elemental mass fractions of C, H, N, O, and S usually on a dry,
ash-free basis.

m = mcomp +mash +mmoist

mcomp

m
= 1−A −M (6.24)

Thus an equation for the wet and ashy volatile matter fraction in the
proximate analysis may be determined from dry, ash-free proximate
analysis using the expression

VMas−fired =
(

mcomp

m

)
�VM�dry
ash−free

= �1−A −M� �VM�dry
ash−free (6.25)

6.8 Petroleum Coke Combustion

Petroleum coke (also known as pet coke) is a carbonaceous solid
derived from the cracking processes of oil refineries and has been a
source of relatively cheap pulverized fuel for the kiln industry. It is
called green coke until it is thermally treated into crystalline or cal-
cined pet coke used in the manufacture of electrodes for steel and
aluminum extraction. Green coke comes from several sources, all from
the petroleum refinery industry. Table 6.2 gives some green coke
analyzed by Polak (1971) showing their sources and their elemental
analyses.

Table 6.2 Some Sources of Petroleum Coke and Their Analyses (Polak, 1971)

Supplier Site VM[%] H[%] C[%] S[%] A[%] O[%] N[%]

Gulf Oil Canada 16�2 4�18 93�4 0�73 0�08 — —
Collier IL 15�0 4�12 90�4 3�04 0�31 1.54 1.25
Esso Argentina 10�6 3�66 90�7 0�76 0�49 1.21 1.67
Standard OH 8�8 3�73 89�6 2�86 0�12 1.83 1.32
Humble Oil LA 6�6 3�69 91�8 1�50 0�16 — —

Heating values range between 14,000–16,000 Btu/lb.
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As seen in the table, some pet cokes are good for their low ash
content and high carbon content, however their high sulfur content
can present environmental problems by emitting SO2, a major source
of acid rain, into the atmosphere unless measures are taken to scrub
the exhaust gas, which can be very expensive. Hence they are used in
the kiln industry by blending it with cheaper, low energy content and
high volatile coal to balance emissions and take advantage of their
high heating value. Other sources of pulverized fuel include wood
and scrap tires, the latter having been used extensively in modern
cement kilns.

6.9 Scrap Tire Combustion

There are over 280 million scrap tires produced annually in the United
States. Of these over 100 million are used as fuel and most of these are
burnt to supplement fuel use in cement and other rotary kiln opera-
tions. The cement process is particularly convenient for tire combus-
tion because the reinforced steel wire in the tire tread can be a source
of iron for the cement chemistry. Kilns burning tires must comply
with the EPA’s boiler and industrial furnace act and hence are heav-
ily regulated as a pollution source. Table 6.3 gives a typical average
composition of tires supplied by the Rubber Manufacturers Association
of America.

Table 6.3 Tire Composition (Rubber Manufacturers Association
of America)

Percent Composition

Material Chemical Formula Car Truck

Natural rubber C5H8 12�43 24�57
Styrene C8H8 5�63 2�99
1,3-Butadiene C4H6 18�34 9�75
Fabric — 15�47 14�85
Carbon Black C 24�86 25�48
Steel (belt and bead) — 18�13 17�40
Fillers — 5�16 4�95
Water (in tires) H2O 0�00 0�00

Average heating value ≈15
000 Btu/lb.
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Combustion of scrap tires and, for that matter, any pulverized
fuels including coal, coke, or biomass proceeds in two phases. First,
the organic solid polymer undergoes pyrolysis upon reaching a tem-
perature of about 250–300�C to release the volatile matter and solid
residue (char). Second, these volatiles and char undergo combustion
(Figure 6.3).

Pyrolysis of tires will yield noncondensable gas (mainly CO and
H2), pyrolytic oil, and solids (char and metal wire). The proportion of
these depends on the pyrolysis temperature, as shown in Figure 6.4.

The char contains carbon black, which is very stable and difficult
to burn. A simple analysis based on burning only the volatile compo-
nent of the pyrolysis (syngas and oil) in a lightweight aggregate kiln
(LWA) that typically burns 1 short ton an hour of coal at 26.75 MJ/kg
(11,500 Btu/lb) indicates a substantial economic advantage. There is
potential savings in replacing 100 percent, 80 percent, and 50 per-
cent (Figure 6.5) of the coal’s energy release with tires at two tire
pyrolysis temperatures, 950�F �500�C� for the low temperature and
1472 �F �800�C� for the high temperature, at a coal price of $37 per
ton and a tire price at $20 per ton, delivered. Burning the entire tire
including carbon black or finding an alternative use for the carbon
black makes tire utilization a lucrative energy-saving proposition.
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Figure 6.3 The mechanisms of polymer decomposition and combustion.
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6.10 Pulverized Fuel (Coal/Coke) Firing in Kilns

Milling of coal or coke produces a powder called pulverized fuel which
contains particles of a wide range of sizes. As we saw in Chapter 3,
the distance at which a particle in a particle-laden jet will travel in a
combustion chamber plays a role in the damping of the jet’s turbu-
lent energy. Therefore theoretical analysis of combustion must take
the particle size distribution of the fuel into account. Pulverized fuel
fineness is therefore an important parameter in the modeling of coal
combustion. An analytical expression of particle size distribution that
has found a wide application for expressing the fineness of pulverized
fuel is the Rosin-Rammler relation. The relationship is given by (Field
et al., 1964)

R = 100 exp
[− �x/x′�n] (6.26)
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where R is the weight percent of particle size greater than x, and x′

and n are adjustable constants. The constant x′ is a measure of the
fineness of a powder and is the size, x, for which the percent oversize
R is 100/e, that is, 36.8 percent. Although x′ is not an average size, it
may be related to the weight mean size. The constant n is a measure of
size dispersion with a low number indicating a wide size distribution.
Equation (6.26) can also be written as

log �log 100/R� = n log x+ const (6.27)

so that a plot of log�log 100/R� against log x should give a straight line
with slope n. With two known mesh sizes of a particle size analysis,
an analytical size distribution of pulverized fuel material can be gen-
erated iteratively from Equation (6.26) by first guessing x′, calculating
components of Equation (6.27), and revising x′ until R values match.
A distribution where 3 percent weight fraction is retained by 100 US
mesh, that is, 150 �m particle size and 77 percent retained by the 200
mesh �75 �m� gives x′ = 108 �m, n = 3�82, and R = −0�91 with the dis-
tribution shown in Figure 6.6. The parameters can also be estimated
using a 2-parameter estimation in a nonlinear regression analysis.
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6.11 Pulverized Fuel Delivery and Firing Systems

Pulverized fuel can be delivered and fired in kilns either directly (direct
system) or indirectly (indirect system). The simplest and most com-
monly used system for pulverized fuel firing is the direct-fired system
(Figure 6.7).

The wet coal is fed into a pulverizer along with hot gases drawn
from the firing hood. The hot gas temperature is controlled by bleed
air. The coal or coke is simultaneously dried and ground in the hot-
air swept pulverizer. The pulverizer can be a hammer mill, ring-roll
mill, or a ball mill type. The ground particles and air are swept by the
primary air fan and delivered to the burner as a dilute suspension of
pulverized fuel and air. A combination of solid fuel materials can be
fired directly or semi-directly using the system shown in Figure 6.8.
Here we envision the firing of coke and coal in a proportion chosen
either by design, for economic, or for environmental consideration.
Using two pulverizers provides an opportunity to fire either of the
fuels independently in the event of a supply shortfall of either fuel.
Also, if a moisture-laden coal provides a cheap source of energy, or if
one is considering wood or biomass firing as part of an environmental
sustainability program, then the second pulverizer can operate as a
semi-direct system whereby the alternative fuel can be delivered into
a cyclone collector where it can be separated.

It is important to ascertain the appropriate conveying velocities in
the pipes that will prevent settling. Low transport velocities or exces-
sively high solids loading may result in unstable operation. If the gas
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Figure 6.7 Direct-fired coal combustion delivery system.
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Figure 6.8 Semi-direct fired coal combustion delivery system.

velocity in a horizontal pipe is reduced progressively, particles will
eventually settle along the bottom of the pipe. The minimum veloc-
ity at which settling occurs is called the saltation velocity. This is
affected by all the resistances to the flow including pipe roughness,
pipe diameter, and particle size, but more importantly, by the gas/solid
loading. Increased solid loading will violate the gas laws and pressure
drop across the pipe may decrease rather than increase with increasing
airflow. Minimum transport velocities recommended based on coal
milling experience are 15 m/s with a specified minimum air tempera-
ture at the mill of 60�C. The minimum figure for air velocity applies to
the lowest coal throughput, which is about 30–40 percent of the max-
imum coal throughput depending upon the turndown ratio. As the
coal loading is increased, the airflow should also increase but not pro-
portionately. So therefore, as the coal feed is increased, the transport
velocity increases but the air-to-coal ratio decreases. At maximum coal
flow, the air-to-coal ratio reaches its minimum, around 1.6:1 wt/wt,
and the flow velocity reaches its maximum. Hence by a combination
of suitably sized transport pipework and suitably controlled air-to-coal
ratios, a system should be operated so that the velocity at minimum
throughput is at least 15 m/s and around 25 m/s at maximum through-
put (Scott, 1995).
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6.12 Estimation of Combustion Air Requirement

We have already discussed under practical stoichiometry how the air
requirements can be estimated based on the fuel composition (ulti-
mate analysis). The primary and secondary air requirements for com-
bustion of pulverized coal or coke are best estimated by mass and
heat balance at the mill. In Appendix 6A we show a calculation taken
from Musto (1997) for the primary and secondary air required for coal
pulverizer with 4.5 metric ton per hour (10,000 lb/hr) coal feed rate
at initial moisture of 15 percent which is required to be ground and
dried to 2 percent with a 200 HP mill. In order to estimate the actual
primary and secondary air, one has to make some estimation of the
evaporation rate, the amount of gas entering the coal mill, and the
bleed air required so that the quantity of air that should be vented
from the hood off-take can be properly estimated. It shows that for
a take-off gas temperature of 315�C �600�F� and vent gas temperature
of 76�C �170�F� and allowing ambient air infiltration of 10 percent
at 15�C �60�F� the primary air will be about 22 percent of stoichio-
metric air and 21 percent of total air. The remaining air (about 79
percent) will be the secondary air. With this information we can size
a burner using a burner pipe diameter based on a Craya-Curtet param-
eter of choice bearing in mind the conditions that ensure the desired
jet recirculation patterns described in Chapter 3.

6.13 Reaction Kinetics of Carbon Particles

In the combustion of pulverized fuel, firing begins with the combus-
tion of volatiles followed by the combustion of the solid particles
remaining after pyrolysis, that is, the oxidation of the carbon in the
char (carbon and ash). Perhaps the char combustion step is the most
important one since it involves heterogeneous reaction of solid and
gas and, hence, requires thorough mixing. The burnout of the carbon
typically follows a shrinking core model that is depicted in Figure 6.9.
In this model a spherical char particle is assumed to be surrounded by
a boundary layer of stagnant gas (oxidant and combustion products)
several particle diameters thick, through which oxygen diffuses from
the free stream and reacts at the surface to form combustion products,
which also diffuse outward into the free stream. The generalized equa-
tions for transport can be deduced by assuming that in the boundary
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Figure 6.9 Char burnout model.

layer, oxygen is conserved and that the rate at which oxygen is trans-
ported through an imaginary surface at any radius is equal to the rate
at which oxygen is transported to the particle surface. The flux of oxy-
gen at the surface of a particle with radius r can be expressed as (Field
et al., 1964).

rG �r�
R′Tm

D̃M
= pg −ps (6.28)

where D̃ is the diffusion coefficient, R′ is the gas constant, M is the
molecular weight, Tm is the mean temperature, and pg and ps repre-
sent the oxygen partial pressures in the free stream (subscript g, for
gas) and at the surface (subscript s). Equation (6.28) gives the rate of
oxygen transport to the particle surface in terms of the concentration
of oxygen in the free stream and at the surface.

Since the carbon particle is porous and also char particle in a stag-
nant environment will leave a residual ash uninterrupted, the diffusion
coefficient involves the resistance to flow of oxygen and combustion
products through the ash layer and through the porous carbon itself.
The rate of reaction of the carbon with oxygen at the reaction front
can be expressed in terms of the oxygen partial pressure at the surface
and the surface reaction rate constant ks as

q = ks ps (6.29)
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where q is the rate of removal of carbon per unit external geometric
surface area, �g/cm2s�. The rate constant ks may be expressed by the
Arrhenius type equation as

ks = A exp �−E/RTs� (6.30)

where Ts is the surface temperature in degrees Kelvin, and the gas
constant R = 1�986 cal/mol �K. Typical values of the frequency factor
A, and the activation energy E, for anthracite coal are A = 8710 g/cm2 s
and E = 35
 700 cal/mol.

6.14 Fuel Oil Firing

Atomization is to liquid fuels as pulverization is to solid fuels. Atom-
ization is required to break down liquid fuel oil into tiny droplets prior
to combustion. Droplet combustion follows the same model as char
combustion shown in Figure 6.9. The size of the droplets and the way
they are dispersed has a critical affect on burner performance. Like pul-
verized solid fuel, the ignition temperature of fuel oils is much lower
than gas, so the mixing is the rate controlling step in the combustion
process. Although some light fuel oils, for example kerosene, may read-
ily vaporize and mix with the oxidant prior to ignition, heavy fuel oils,
which are frequently used in rotary kilns, need to be spray-atomized
into the secondary air to ensure adequate mixing. The droplet combus-
tion process is similar to coal combustion, starting with initial heating
and flaming pyrolysis, which releases volatiles and a porous sphere of
coke particles known as a cenosphere. The volatiles burn at the surface
of the droplet as oxygen diffuses to the fuel molecules through the
combustion products. Like char, the combustion of the coke follows
the shrinking core (see Figure 6.9). Hence, liquid fuels are characterized
by their droplet size and burning rate. The burning rate may be used
to predict the heat and mass release rates of different-sized droplets
as a function of residence time in the kiln environment. Additionally,
the time required to completely consume a given size droplet may be
easily computed from knowledge of the characteristic burning rate.
By performing an energy and mass balance over a single-component,
spherical droplet vaporizing in a uniform, quiescent atmosphere (i.e.,
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low-Reynolds-number droplet vaporization), the instantaneous rate of
droplet evaporation can be expressed by

ṁv = − d
dt
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where � is the thermal conductivity of the gas, and Bh
v is a character-
istic heat transfer number (Law, 1982) defined as

Bh
v = cp �Ta −Tl�

qv

(6.33)

Here qv is the latent heat of vaporization. The heat transfer number,
Bh
v, represents the ratio of the vaporization potential of the ambient
environment to the vaporization energy requirement of the liquid
fuel. Integrating Equation (6.32) yields

d2
d = d2

0 −Kv · t (6.34)

with the evaporation rate constant, Kv, defined by Equation (6.32) as

Kv = −8
(
�/cp

)
l

· ln
(
1+Bh
v

)
(6.35)

Equation (6.34) is the so-called “d2 law” which shows that the
square of the droplet diameter decreases linearly with time. The equa-
tion also reveals that the residence time for complete consumption of
a droplet may be expressed as

� = d2
0
/
Kv

(6.36)

This demonstrates a quadratic dependence of burnout on the diam-
eter of the initial liquid droplet. For burning droplets, the droplet
flame front acts as a nearby source of heat for droplet vaporization,
otherwise the mechanism is the same as pure vaporization. For a single-
component, uniform droplet burning under quasi-steady gas-phase
conditions

d2
d = d2

0 −Kc · t (6.37)
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with the combustion rate constant, Kc, defined as

Kc = −8
(
�/cp

)
l

· ln
(
1+Bh
c

)
(6.38)

and the combustion heat transfer number given by

Bh
c = cp �T� −Tl�+ (YO2
�/�O2

)
qv

(6.39)

where YO2
� and �O2 are the oxidizer mass fraction in the far field and
the stoichiometric mass fraction of the oxidizer to the fuel, respec-
tively. Therefore, under idealized conditions, the d2 law holds for
droplet combustion. However, in reality, what is not accounted for in
the d2 law are the effects of multicomponent fuels, transient droplet
heating, fuel vapor depletion or accumulation between the droplet
and the flame, and various gas-phase transport properties (as functions
of concentration and temperature). Experiments have shown that
droplet combustion often begins with the droplet heating (transient)
period during which the droplet diameter is relatively constant because
of thermal expansion offsetting initial weak vaporization. After the
transient period, whose duration is dependent on size, ambient envi-
ronment, and fuel properties, single-component fuels and fuels with
narrow volatility ranges typically exhibit d2 law behavior throughout
the majority of the droplet burning (Shaddix and Hardesty, 1999).
Calculated droplet evaporation and burning rates for diesel No. 2 fuel
oil, water, and some pyrolysis oils derived from wood, grasses, and
their mixtures are presented in Table 6.4 (Shaddix and Hardesty, 1999).
For fuels containing water, such as the pyrolysis liquids derived from
biomass, the droplet burning rates are reduced as the water content
increases due to the higher heat of vaporization and higher stoichio-
metric air requirements.

Most atomizers produce a range of droplet sizes with the smallest
on the order of a few micrometers in diameter. Large droplets can
range anywhere between 100 and 1000 �m (Mullinger et al., 1974). In
a typical industrial rotary kiln flame a droplet particle of 100 �m diam-
eter will take about half a second to burn out according to the burning
rate calculations presented here. With a residence time of only a few
seconds in the freeboard of a rotary kiln, atomization, which produces
droplets larger than 200 �m, might not ensure a complete burnout of
the fuel. Therefore, in order to ensure carbon burnout and proper flame
shape and length in kiln burners, either droplet sizes are made smaller,
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Table 6.4 Calculated Droplet Vaporization and Combustion for Liquid
Burnable Fuels (Shaddix and Hardesty, 1999)

�l qv Kv qc Kc

Liquid Fuel �g/ml� �J/g� �mm2/s� �ox �J/g� �mm2/s�

Diesel No. 2 0.86 267 0.56 12.6 41.0 0.99
Water 1.00 2257 0.099 – – –

Biomass derived pyrolysis liquids produced by National Renewable
Energy Lab (NREL)

NREL 154 (oak) 1.20 613 0.25 5.6 17.6 0.52
NREL 175 (poplar) 1.20 711 0.23 6.3 16.0 0.45
NREL 157 (switchgrass) 1.20 887 0.19 8.2 19.3 0.40
NREL 175+water 1.18 842 0.20 5.7 14.6 0.42
NREL 175+methanol 1.16 738 0.23 6.3 16.3 0.45
NREL 175+ethanol 1.16 720 0.23 6.4 16.8 0.46

or larger spray droplets must undergo microexplosions. Microexplo-
sions occur in multicomponent droplets that have a broad range of
volatiles as associated with liquid burnable fuels such as solvents or
waste-derived liquid fuels. The driving force for microexplosions is the
much faster process of thermal transport (diffusion) within the liquids
compared to mass transport. The ratio of the thermal diffusivity, �l,
and the mass diffusivity, Dl, is the dimensionless Lewis number �Le =
�l/Dl�. Since the droplet surface temperature is at the boiling point of
the instantaneous molecular mixture at the surface, it increases rapidly
as more volatile components become depleted. The temperature rise
at the surface sets up a temperature gradient between the interior and
the surface which results in heat transfer to the interior. A microex-
plosion occurs when the characteristic temperature (superheat limit) is
reached by the liquid mixture at any location within the droplet. This
limit is about 90 percent of the thermodynamically defined critical
temperature at 1 atmosphere pressure (Shaddix and Hardesty, 1999).

6.15 Combustion Modeling

As was shown in Figure 6.9, combustion begins with flaming pyrol-
ysis, which is an endothermic reaction requiring initial heat to pro-
ceed when the fuel particle, whether liquid droplets or pulverized,
reaches a certain threshold temperature. This is followed by the
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homogeneous combustion of the released gaseous compounds and
the exothermic heterogeneous reaction of the solid carbon particles
with the oxygen in the air. Combustion modeling requires knowledge
of the kinetics of all the reaction steps involved. However, since the
fuel particles are suspended in a surrounding jet fluid in direct-fired
systems, the effect of flow on combustion as well as the combustion
chamber boundaries are important considerations. We also discussed
that mixing is the rate-controlling step in the combustion of pulver-
ized fuels as well as liquid droplets. For a more accurate estimation
of the combustion process one must model the turbulent gas-particle
flows and combustion simultaneously. In Chapter 3 we presented a
set of equations in a reactive flow system involving mass, momentum,
and energy conservation (cf., Equations 3.17 through 3.28):

Continuity Equation:

�

�t
+ �

�xj

(
uj

)= 0

Momentum Equation:
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Concentration Transport Equation:
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Enthalpy Transport Equation:
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Arrhenius Equation:

ws = B2YFYox exp�−E/RT�

Equation of State:

P = RT
∑

Ys/Ms

Ideally, one would numerically model these equations using com-
putational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling, which we will discuss later.
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However, before such tools became available there were qualitative
assessments based of the simplification of these equations that helped
the burner designer or kiln operator evaluate combustion performance
based on a set of rules and experiences. In Chapter 3 we explored,
based on the dimensionless numbers derived from the reactive flow
conservation equations, the importance of mixing in the combustion
process and stated that if the reactants are mixed then the fuel is burnt
because mixing is the slowest step. The importance of turbulent mix-
ing in the form of recirculation eddies is that it returns combustion
products to the flame front and increases the residence time in the
combustion chamber. Although the correct estimation and use of the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), which is a linear function of retention
time, through CFD predictions is preferred, a combination of flow visu-
alization techniques and mixing parameters such as the Craya-Curtet
parameter calculations are equally powerful tools that are still used in
the industry today. We will explore the two methods to determine the
flame character before proceeding to a full CFD analysis.

6.16 Flow Visualization Modeling
(Acid-Alkali Modeling)

It is said that the technique of modeling of mixing processes using a
mixture of dilute acid and alkaline was first employed by Hawthrone
in 1939 at MIT in his thesis work on the mixing of gas and air in
flames (Moles et al., 1973). He developed a method of accurately
modeling physical jet mixing by discharging a jet of dilute sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) solution colored with phenolphthalein indicator
into a surrounding fluid of dilute hydrochloric acid (HCl), the reaction
of which visually simulates the combustion process and thereby the
flame boundary. Ruhland (1967) used this technique later to investi-
gate fuel/air mixing and combustion processes in cement kilns. The
technique was later employed by Jenkins and Moles (1981) who, with
Mullinger, later founded Fuel & Combustion Technology (FCT) to
optimize burner operations in rotary kilns. To this date such tech-
niques are still useful and are often employed by kiln burner providers
as a viable alternative to CFD modeling. To model the combustion
chamber, a physical model of the hood and the combustion zone of
the kiln are constructed to an appropriate scale in clear acrylic plas-
tic. In order to simulate combustion, the fuel is represented by the
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alkali with the phenolphthalein coloring. Once the alkali is neutral-
ized by the acid, which represents the fuel oxidant (air), the mixture
solution becomes clear, thereby providing a visual representation of
the physical location where combustion is complete, that is, where
all the fuel is presumed consumed. The technique involves isothermal
flows. However, in real combustion systems buoyancy effects result
due to temperature changes. One way of introducing buoyancy in a
cold model such as this is to distort the flows in the physical model
so as to make it representative of the full site plant. Hence an essential
feature of the technique is to maintain a dynamic similarity. The con-
centration of the alkali (simulated fuel), and the stoichiometric ratio
of the acid (simulated air) and alkali reactions are chosen to repre-
sent the correct air-fuel ratio requirement for the particular fuel used
in practice. For example, when natural gas is the primary fuel rather
than fuel oil, the higher air-fuel ratio requirement for natural gas is
represented by higher alkali concentration and the acid flow rate is
adjusted to simulate the levels of excess air. Figure 6.10 is an acid-alkali
representation of a pulverized fuel flame with a low (Figure 6.10a) and
high (Figure 6.10b) burner momentum conditions.

Experience has shown that for a confined flame, sufficient primary
air jet momentum is required to create mixing via external recircula-
tion zones. As the acid-alkali model shows, high momentum and, for
that matter, intense and perhaps complete mixing, is tantamount to
efficient combustion. We discussed in Chapter 4 that, for confined jets,
the onset of flame recirculation can be described by the Craya-Curtet

(a) Low burner momentum (b) High burner momentum

Figure 6.10 Acid-alkali modeling of combustion in rotary kilns; (a) low
burner momentum, (b) high burner momentum.
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parameter M , which is essentially the momentum ratio between the
primary and secondary air streams. Although M can be anywhere
between zero and infinity �0 <M <��, practical experience has shown
that M = 1�5 is the threshold momentum ratio that generates the recir-
culation associated with good mixing. M = 1�5 will ensure that the
burner jet will have momentum in excess of that required to entrain
all the secondary air in the near field and to cause vortex shedding
that returns combustion products to the flame front, resulting in an
attached flame (Figure 6.10b). Hence Figure 6.10a representing a low
momentum burner has a Craya-Curtet number M<1�5. Experience has
also shown that burners with excessively high jet momentum will suf-
fer poor combustion. Some of the adverse effects include inadequate
flame length, unstable flame, pulsating flows, and so on. The opti-
mum Craya-Curtet parameter value for coal-fired kilns is somewhere
between 1.5 and 2.5. For cement kilns, experience has shown that the
short and intensive flames needed to complete the bed reactions are
achieved with a Craya-Curtet parameter value between 2 and 2.5. Lime
kilns requiring less intense and longer flames operate with M values
between 1.5 and 2.0. Employing these techniques provides the kiln
engineer or the operator an avenue of evaluating the flame character
without resulting to full blown computational fluid dynamics model-
ing. However, CFD provides a means of achieving all of the above and
more including heat fluxes, combustion product, and other species
concentrations that are associated with emissions.

6.17 Mathematical Modeling Including CFD

Computational fluid dynamics is a virtual prototyping that guides in
building accurate flow models by solving transport equations. The
features of combustion flows can be analyzed in detail with CFD.
In particular, mixing, temperature, flow velocity, flame stability, and
concentration of combustion species can accurately be computed for
different geometry. CFD modeling of gas flow inside the rotary kiln
chamber provides three-dimensional analyses of the general flow pat-
tern by mapping the pressure field and velocity vectors that show
recirculation zones, mixing, and resident time within the chamber
and further provides temperature and species concentration of the
combustion products. It therefore makes it possible to evaluate use-
ful operational parameters of interest for design optimization prior
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to prototyping, or troubleshooting an existing design for operational
performance.

The physical and chemical phenomena of the reacting flow may
be simulated by numerically solving a set of generalized conservation
equations for flow (Navier Stokes equations), and an associated set
of equations involving enthalpy, combustion, and so on. A funda-
mental method for the numerical simulation of the governing equa-
tions is the finite-difference or finite-element approximations. The
formal steps involved in the application of the methods follow four
steps (Vichnevetsky, 1981): (i) the domain of the problem is covered
by a simple mesh, (ii) values of the numerical solution are labeled
at the intersections or nodes of the mesh, (iii) a finite-difference or
finite element approximation to the differential equation is formu-
lated in each node resulting in a system of algebraic finite-difference
or finite-element equations, and (iv) the system of equations approx-
imating the problem is solved to produce a numerical solution. This
process generally involves solving numerically large systems of lin-
ear algebraic equations and the corresponding computer algorithms
are those of numerical linear algebra. Until recently when computer
power improved, it was not possible to apply CFD modeling to indus-
trial rotary kilns because of the large aspect ratio and the large number
of mesh points involved to accurately represent the problem. A typical
3 m diameter by 30 m long rotary kiln �L/D = 10� may require a couple
million mesh points for the calculation domain and require several
days or even weeks to execute the program depending on the power
of the computer used. However, several CFD providers have improved
their modeling capabilities and CFD has become a powerful tool in
modeling the complex rotary kiln phenomena including combustion
and flames. CFD solves the conservation equations involving mass,
momentum, combustion, and enthalpy equations within the bound-
aries of the kiln. The two-phase flow nature of pulverized fuel combus-
tion requires tracking of the particles as localized sources and brings an
added complexity to CFD modeling of such operations. To model the
combustion in kilns, mathematical expressions are required for the tur-
bulent reactive flow, coal pyrolysis or devolatilization, homogeneous
volatile combustion, heterogeneous char reaction, particle dispersion,
radiation, and pollutant emission. There are several CFD providers that
offer software packages for the simulation of rotary kiln processes. They
all treat the mathematical expressions and the numerical schemes
required for their solution slightly differently. We will present some of
the generalized equations that are common to combustion modeling.
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As pointed out earlier in Chapter 3 and will be covered in more
detail later on in this chapter, the flow in a rotary kiln is typically gas-
solid turbulent flow with chemical reactions, mainly combustion. The
building blocks behind the user-defined functions (UDF) in commer-
cial CFD codes applied to rotary kiln combustion modeling consist of
“renormalization group” (RNG) k-� turbulent model for gas phase and,
in the case of pulverized combustion particles, the statistical (stochas-
tic) trajectory model for homogeneous volatile and heterogeneous
solid-phase char combustion. The underlying equations are discussed
in the next section.

6.18 Gas-Phase Conservation Equations Used
in CFD Modeling

The set of conservation equations that are solved in most CFD analyses
are as presented earlier but expanded to include the stress generation
as in Equations (6.40) through (6.45) (Wang et al., 2006).

Continuity:

�

�t
+ �

�xi

�ui� = Sp (6.40)

where the variable in the continuity equation represents a source term
typical to fuel injection or combustion of particles in a control volume.
The components of velocity in a three-dimensional coordinate system
are represented by the momentum equation

Momentum:
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which includes pressure, turbulent shear stresses, gravitational force,
that is, buoyancy effects, and the source terms arising from gas-solid
interactions. The �ij term in Equation (6.41) represents Reynolds stress as
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(6.42)

Turbulence modeling is implemented as a closure model for the
Reynolds stress with the most commonly used k-� turbulence model
being
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where the generation of turbulence denoted by G in Equation (6.43)
comprises two terms, (i) the generation of turbulence kinetic energy
due to the mean velocity gradients, and (ii) that due to the generation
of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy. S� is the turbulence
source term in Equation (6.44). The turbulent Navier Stokes equations
are presented with the standard nomenclature and the enthusiastic
reader is referred to the appropriate CFD literature.

In order to include temperature distribution, the Navier Stokes
equations are accompanied by an energy equation that solves for
enthalpy �h = cpT�. The balance equation for enthalpy is
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+Sh (6.45)

The source term, Sh, includes combustion, that is, the heat source
and the heat transfer within the system that affect temperature. In
rotary kilns, the dominant heat transfer mode is radiation and there are
several models to evaluate its value, some of which will be examined
in detail later.

CFD providers treat gas-phase combustion by using a mixture frac-
tion model (Wang et al., 2006). The model is based on the solution
of the transport equations for the fuel and oxidant mixture fractions
as scalars and their variances. The combustion chemistry of the mix-
ture fractions is modeled by using the equilibrium model through the
minimization of the Gibbs free energy, which assumes that the chem-
istry is rapid enough to assure chemical equilibrium at the molecular
level. Therefore, individual component concentrations for the species
of interest are derived from the predicted mixture fraction distribution.
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6.19 Particle-Phase Conservation Equations Used
in CFD Modeling

Most CFD providers track particles in the reactive flow field by solving
the pertinent equations for the trajectory of a statistically significant
sample of individual particles that represents a number of the real
particles with the same properties. For example, following the Rosin-
Rammler size distribution (Figure 6.6), coal particles are tracked using
a statistical trajectory model followed by the modeling of the kinetics
of devolatilization and subsequent volatile and char combustion as
discussed previously in this chapter (Figure 6.9). Models similar to the
d2 law presented earlier are used for droplet combustion of atomized
fuel oil.

In CFD modeling numerical solutions are sought by discretizing
Equations (6.40–6.45) and integrating over each control volume rep-
resented by the mesh following

∫
V

��

�t
dV+

∮
A

 ·� ·u ·dA =
∮

A
� ·�� ·dA+

∮
V

SdV (6.46)

where � is the property value, for example, velocity, temperature,
species concentration, and so on. Usually, specific to a problem to
be analyzed, boundary and initial conditions are provided and these
equations are solved iteratively until the convergent criteria are met.
A typical mesh generation for the combustion zone of an industrial
rotary kiln firing pulverized fuel is shown in Figure 6.11. There is no
need to extend the calculation domain to the entire kiln if the focus
is to evaluate burner performance.

Figure 6.11 CFD mesh generation for rotary kiln combustion modeling.
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6.20 Emissions Modeling

6.20.1 Modeling of Nitric Oxide (NOx)

Nitric oxide (NOx) is one of the main pollutants in combustion sys-
tems and rotary kilns are no exception particularly for pulverized fuel
combustion. NOx formation depends on three factors, namely (i) the
amount of nitrogen present in the fuel, (ii) the combustion tempera-
ture, and (iii) the stoichiometric conditions for the combustion reac-
tion. Hence NOx production is classified into fuel NOx, thermal NOx,
and prompt NOx. Some of the mechanisms for the formation of these
species during pulverized coal combustion in rotary cement kilns have
been described in commercial CFD packages (e.g., FLUENT, CINAR).

6.20.1.1 Fuel NOx
Most models assume that the fuel-bound nitrogen that is released by
the devolatilization of coal is in the form of HCN, or some instanta-
neous transforms of HCN, which in turn form the base species of NO
formation. It is believed that the HCN not only contributes to fuel
NOx formation but also to some destruction of NOx and that the net
formation might depend on the chemical as well as the thermal state
of the mixture. The global chemical reactions involved for coal flames
might therefore be expressed as

HCN +O2 = NO+Products (6.47)

HCN +NO = Products (6.48)

Kinetic studies have shown that the principal pathways of NO for-
mation and reduction by hydrocarbon radicals are

NO+CH2 ↔ HCN +OH (6.49)

NO+CH ↔ HCN +O (6.50)

NO+C ↔ CN +O (6.51)

where the reactions proceed mainly in the forward path. Detailed
kinetic studies have also established the following set of reactions
(Visser, 1991)

CH4 +H = CH3 +H2 (6.52)

CH3 +OH = CH2 +H2O (6.53)
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CH2 +H = CH+H2 (6.54)

CH+H = C+H2 (6.55)

which, for hydrocarbon diffusion, the flames can be considered, within
reasonable accuracy, to be in partial equilibrium.

The concentration of H radicals in the post flame regions of hydro-
carbon diffusion flames have been observed to be on the same order
as the H2 concentration, and the OH radical can be estimated by the
observed partial equilibrium of the reaction

OH+H2 = H+H2O (6.56)

in these flames.
These fast chemistry multi-mixture fraction combustion models

and similar models have been incorporated into several CFD packages
including CINAR, FLUENT, and others.

6.20.1.2 Thermal NO
One source of thermal NO is the oxidation of the molecular nitrogen
in the combustion air. The activation energy, the threshold energy
required for the formation of thermal NO is high, hence its formation
is highly temperature dependent and important only at high tem-
peratures. Thermal NO is usually modeled by the so-called “extended
Zeldovich” mechanism (Westenberg, 1971), which follows these reac-
tion mechanisms:

O+N2 ↔ NO+N (6.57)

N +O2 ↔ NO+O (6.58)

N +OH ↔ NO+H (6.59)

Reactions (6.57) and (6.58) are important and reaction (6.59) is
significant only under highly fuel rich conditions. The reaction step
(6.59) is usually neglected for coal combustion because coal flames are
normally very lean in fuel.

6.20.1.3 Prompt NO
Prompt NO is formed by the attack of hydrocarbon fragments on
molecular nitrogen in the flame zone. The contribution of prompt NO
to the total NO is normally very small in rotary kilns and is usually
ignored.
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6.20.2 Modeling of Carbon Monoxide (CO)

The predictions of CO are based on a thermodynamic equilibrium
computer program in which the chemical equilibrium compositions
for assigned thermodynamic states are calculated. Most often temper-
ature and pressure, calculated from the main CFD code, are used to
specify the thermodynamic state. The method for evaluating the equi-
librium compositions is based on the minimization of Gibbs energy as
mentioned earlier (Wang et al., 2006).

6.21 CFD Evaluation of a Rotary Kiln Pulverized
Fuel Burner

The combustion of pulverized coal in a 3.66 m (12 ft) rotary kiln was
modeled using the commercial CFD code offered by FLUENT, which
employs a user-defined function (UDF) that one can program and that
can be dynamically loaded with the software’s solver. The problem at
hand involves a burner hood arrangement with a primary air jet issuing
from a burner pipe and secondary air from a product cooler at the
bottom and discharged into the combustion chamber. The objective
function is to compare the performance of two burner nozzles with
two different flow areas, one with a swirl vane (Burner A), and the
other with a 7.62 cm insert installed for flame stabilization (Burner B;
Figure 6.12). The kiln geometry and operating conditions including
pulverized fuel flow rate and tip velocities are presented in Table 6.5.
The flow was such that the Craya-Curtet parameters were respectively
1.34 and 1.82 for Burner A and Burner B.

Burner A Burner B

Y

Z
X

Y

ZX

Figure 6.12 Burner nozzle geometry for pulverized fuel combustion in a
rotary kiln. Left: swirl vanes; Right: center insert for flame stabilization.
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Table 6.5 Input Variables for CFD Modeling of a Rotary
Kiln Combustion System

Burner A Burner B

Kiln diameter (m) 3�66 3�66
Stoichiometric air/fuel ratio(wt/wt) 8�41 8�41
Fuel flow rate (kg/s) 2�38 2�47
Primary air (% of stoichiometric) 22�75 23�02
Secondary air temperature ��C� 760�0 760�0
Primary air temperature ��C� 63�89 73�89
Excess air (%) 4�50 4�50
Fuel specific gravity 1�30 1�30
Nozzle diameter (mm) 336�55 298�18
Burner insert diameter (mm) None 76�2
Burner pipe flow area �m2� 0�0889 0�0844
Primary air flow rate (kg/s) 4�55 4�78
Primary air nozzle velocity (m/s) 62�21 83�75
Secondary air velocity (m/s) 5�44 5�62
Momentum ratio 0�10 0�11
Craya-Curtet parameter 1�34 1�82

The burner performance, as predicted by the CFD results, is pre-
sented in Figures 6.13 through 6.16. The model is validated when pre-
dicting the interaction of the jet flow from the nozzle and secondary
air from the cooler. Figure 6.13 shows slightly asymmetrical flow with
the nozzle of Burner A without an insert and an almost symmetrical
flow Burner B, which has the flame stabilizer. It has been shown that
for self-similar turbulent eddies the vortex rotation period must be a
linear function of the diffusion timescale. The effect of flame stabiliz-
ers includes increased tip velocity due to lesser flow area and mani-
fests as a higher momentum ratio between the primary and secondary
air, thereby inducing stronger recirculation zones as depicted by the
vortex shedding. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is a linear func-
tion of time. For confined flows, where recirculation eddies return solid
particles to the flame front, stronger TKE means longer retention for
particles at the flame front for combustion. For a good mixing, one
would expect increased diffusion exhibited by internal and external
recirculation zones with return of solid particles to the flame region.
Hence, Burner B, with the flame stabilizer, provides a better mixing
as expected due to a high Craya-Curtet parameter. The Craya-Curtet
number for Burner B was 1.82 compared to 1.34 for Burner A. As we have
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Figure 6.13 CFD results for the velocity distribution of the flow field in
the combustion zone of a rotary kiln with a pulverized fuel burner showing
interaction between primary air jet and the entrained secondary air.
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Figure 6.14 CFD predictions for three-dimensional temperature distribution
mapping the combustion and flame shape.

already discussed, a nozzle with a higher Craya-Curtet parameter is
expected to provide a more intense flame and this flame will be drawn
closer to the burner tip as the CFD results show (Figures 6.14 and
6.15). As indicated in the theoretical section, combustion efficiency
depends on the ratio of the diffusion time to that of the chemical
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reaction. Since diffusion has the lowest timescale, it determines the
combustion outcome. The bad news is that due to the intensity of
the flame associated with the flame stabilizer, a three-fold increase in
the NOx emission is predicted based on the equations shown earlier.
As a result of the more intense recirculation eddies (vortex shedding) a
higher rate of combustion products including unburned char particles
return to the flame front for a prolonged residence time. The burnout
of coal particles for Burner B completes at almost half of the axial
distance of burnout in Burner A (Figure 6.16).

It has been demonstrated that CFD has the capacity to pre-
dict the flame character and the temperature profiles observed by
experience. Although intrinsic details of the combustion and flame
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Figure 6.16 Predicted coal particle burnout.
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can be obtained from such models, large computational demands
are required as shown by the large number of calculation cells in
Figure 6.12. Even with a high-speed computer, it is not uncommon
to expect 3–4 days of real time running before results are obtained for
a medium sized rotary kiln. The good news is that qualitative results
by flow visualization and partially quantitative estimates (e.g., the use
of similarity parameters such as that of Craya-Curtet) can suffice with
some experience in making interim judgments on rotary kiln combus-
tion performance.
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Appendix 6A

Calculation of Primary Requirements for 10,000 lb/hr Coal Combustion

CALCULATIONS FOR ESTIMATING COMBUSTION AIR USING COAL/COKE PULVERIZER

SI SI
Feed rate [FR]: 10000 lb/hr 4535.9 kg/hr Specific heat capacity of gas, cp 0.24 Btu/lb. °F 1004.9 J/kg K

Initial moisture content [IM]: 15% 15% Specific heat capacity of solid, cp 0.3 Btu/lb. °F 1256.1 J/kg K

Final moisture content [FM]: 2% 2% Latent Heat of Evap. 996.3 Btu/lb 553.5 cal/g

Initial gas temperature [IT]: 600 F 315.6 C Specific volume of dry air @ 170°F 15.88 ft3/lb

Vent gas temperature [VT]: 170 F 76.7 C Specific volume of water vapor @ 170°F 25.3 ft3/lb

Product temperature [PT] 130 F 54.4 C Infiltration [INFIL]: 10% 10%

Mill horsepower [BHP] 100 981 kW Ambient temperature [AT]: 60°F 15.6°C

Entering gas, E lb/hr

EVAPORATION CALCULATION GROSS HEAT INPUT FROM GAS

Evaporation = GROSS-HEAT = E x Cp X (IT - AT) 1993325 Btu/hr 584.0 kW
FR x [(IM-FM)/(1-FM)] 1326.5306 lb/hr 601.7 kg/hr

Product Rate [PR] = VENT QUANTITY
[FR - EVAP]. 8673.469 lb/hr 3934.2 kg/hr

PRIMARY AIR + EVAPORATION
Dry Solids Rate [DSR] = 
[PR x (1-FM)] 8500 lb/hr 3855.5 kg/hr PRIMARY AIR:

Entering gas (E) + infiltration (10% of E) 16918.7 lb/hr 7674.2 kg/hr
Moisture remaining in coal =
[PR - DSR] 173.469 lb/hr 78.7 kg/hr TOTAL VENT QUANTITY 18245.18 lb/hr 8275.9 kg/hr
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CALCULATION OF ENTERING GAS [E] VENT VOLUME (AT TEMP)
Primary (Dry Air) 268668.22 ft3/hr

System heat input: Water Vapor 33561.224 ft3/hr
Total 302229.44 ft3/hr

Contribution from mill motor
BHP × 0.75 × 2545 190875 Btu/hr 55.9 kW Primary Air 5037.1574 ACFM

Net heat input from gas [E]
E × Cp × ΔT = ΔH × E STOICHIOMETRIC AIR/FUEL RATIO (SAR) 9 wt/wt 9 wt/wt
ΔH 103.2
Net heat input from gas = 103.2E Theoretical air requirement = SAR × DSR 76500 lb/hr 34699.9 kg/hr

Total heat input = For the kiln to operate at 5% excess air 5%
A1 103.2E + 190875 Btu/hr Actual air = 80325 lb/hr 36434.9 kg/hr

Heat absorbed and lost: SECONDARY AIR

B1 Heat absorbed in evaporation: SA = ACTUAL AIR - PA 63406.347 lb/hr 28760.7 kg/hr
EVAP x [Cp(VT-AT) + Latent Heat of evap.] 1467540.8 Btu/hr 430.0 kW

Primary air percent (of total air) 21.1%
C1 Heat absorbed in heating the product: Primary air percent (of stoic. air) 22.1%

PR × Cp × ΔT
Solids: 178500
Moisture: 12142.857

Total 190642.86 Btu/hr 55.9 kW

D1 Radiation heat loss:
5% of E = 0.05 × 103.2E = 5.16E 5.16

E1 Infiltration heat loss:
10% of E = 0.1E × Cpg × ΔT = 2.64E 2.64

Estimate E by balance as:
Heat Input = Heat absorbed and lost
A1 + B1 = C1 + D1 + E1
103.2E + 190,875 = 1,467,541 + 190642 + 5.16E + 2.64E 

E = 15380.6 Btu/hr 4.5 kW
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7
Freeboard Heat Transfer

We saw in Chapter 6 that the energy required to drive the direct-fired
rotary kiln process is produced as a result of combustion, typically
from fossil or waste fuel, in the freeboard. We also saw that the heat
source to sustain the flame must come from heat transfer, hence the
need to include enthalpy in the conservation equations. Heat transfer
in the freeboard is more than just to sustain combustion at the com-
bustion zone; it involves the exchange of energy from the freeboard
to the bed to carry out the material process operation. For a process
to be efficient, we must get most of the energy into the material and
later exhaust the rest. In addition to driving the process, heat transfer
is also important for its control. Since the rates at which chemical
reactions proceed are strong functions of temperature, controlling the
temperature profiles in the freeboard is tantamount to controlling the
bed process. Heat transfer in rotary kilns encompasses all the modes of
transport mechanisms, that is, conduction, convection, and radiation.
In the freeboard, radiation is believed to be the dominant mode of
heat transfer constituting over 90 percent, primarily due to the large
flame and curvature of the combustion chamber. Convection in the
freeboard occurs as a function of the turbulent flow of gases and partic-
ipates in the transfer of heat to the bed’s free surface and the refractory
wall in a manner similar to flow over heated plates. Convection also
occurs in the interparticle interstices within the particulate bed. Heat
is conducted from the freeboard to the outside environment through
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174 Chapter 7 Freeboard Heat Transfer

the refractory wall and must overcome the resistances to heat flow
through the composite walls of refractory materials to reach the outer
kiln shell. Within the bed, heat transfer is by interparticle conduction,
which, together with interparticle convection and radiation, form an
effective conductance of heat through the particulate medium. In this
chapter we will review classic heat transfer mechanisms and point
out where the phenomenon comes into play in the freeboard of the
rotary kiln. This will be followed, in Chapter 8, by similar treatment
for the bed.

7.1 Overview of Heat Transfer Mechanisms

As we have mentioned virtually all the various modes of heat trans-
fer, that is, conduction, convection, and radiation, occur in the kiln
although each contribution may vary depending on the temperature
and for that matter on the axial location or zone. Conduction and
radiation are fundamental physical transfer mechanisms, while con-
vection is really conduction as effected by fluid flow. Classical defi-
nitions have it that conduction is an exchange of energy by direct
interaction between molecules of a substance subjected to tempera-
ture difference. Conduction can occur in gases, liquids, or solids but it
normally refers to heat transfer within solid materials. Radiation, on
the other hand, is a transfer of thermal energy in the form of electro-
magnetic waves emitted by atomic agitation at the surface of a body.
Like all electromagnetic waves, for example, light, X-rays, microwaves,
and so on, thermal radiation travels at the speed of light passing most
easily through vacuum or nearly transparent gases such as oxygen
or nitrogen. CO2 and H2O transmit a portion of thermal radiation.
Radiation normally occurs between solid surfaces but does not require
any contact or intervening medium. Radiation may also occur within
some fluids or between these fluids and solid surfaces. Generally this
mechanism is important only at elevated temperatures. Convection
may be described as conduction in a fluid as enhanced by the motion
of the fluid. It normally refers to heat transfer between a fluid and a
solid surface.

Although the division of heat transfer into these modes oversim-
plifies the situation, it is adequate provided it is realized that all three
modes possess some common features. Despite the fact that each mode
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is represented by different types of equations they all reduce to the
common form defined by the heat flux as

Heat Flux = Driving Force÷Resistance� or

Conductance×Driving Force (7.1)

where the driving force is the temperature difference and the resistance
is a measure of the material’s ability to transport energy. We might
note that the units for heat flux are

Energy
Area ×Time

� for example,
kJ

m2s
= kW

m2
(7.2)

Since energy is the property of systems, that is, of mass or, more
specifically, molecules, we might correctly expect similarities with
other transport processes which involve the transport of molecules, for
example, mass transfer and momentum transfer. Hence many process
problems involve the transfer and conservation of mass, momentum,
and heat as we saw in the description of reactive flow equations in the
CFD approach.

7.2 Conduction Heat Transfer

In solid materials such as refractory walls or the shell of a rotary kiln
the molecules form a rigid lattice structure. Although molecules do
not migrate within the lattice, they possess internal energy in vari-
ous forms, such as vibrational and rotational kinetic energy, which, in
turn, are in proportion to the local temperature. If the material is not
uniform in temperature, that is, if there is a temperature difference
within the material, energy will be transferred by molecular interac-
tion from the more energetic molecules in the region with higher
temperature to the less energetic molecules in the region with lower
temperature. The rate at which this energy transfer occurs depends
both on the temperature gradient in the direction of transfer and on
the modes of molecular interaction present in that particular mate-
rial (thermal conductivity), that is, Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
Fourier’s law states that the flux of energy or the heat flux by conduc-
tion across a plane normal to, for example, the x-axis (Figure 7.1) is
proportional to the temperature gradient, that is,

q′′ = −k
�T

�x

[
kW
m2

]
(7.3)
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x

T

q″ = –k ∂T
∂x

Figure 7.1 Fourier’s definition of conduction heat transfer.

By combining Fourier’s law and the requirements of energy conser-
vation, one can derive the governing equation for conduction when
the temperature varies in only one coordinate, for example, the x-axis.
We do that by considering a control volume of infinitesimal size in
the solid lattice (Figure 7.2).

For a surface with area dy ·dz at coordinate x−dx/2,

qx−dx/2�t = qx�t +
�

�x
�q�x�t

(
−dx

2

)

= −
[
kdydz

�T

�x

]
x�t

+ �

�x

[
−kdydz

�T

�x

]
x�t

(
−dx

2

)
(7.4)

Similarly for the surface with area dy ·dz at coordinate x+dx/2,

qx+dx/2�t = −
[
kdydz

�T

�x

]
x�t

+ �

�x

[
kdydz

�T

�x

]
x�t

(
+dx

2

)
(7.5)

dy

dx

dz (x, y, z )

x – dx /2 x + dx /2

qx

Figure 7.2 Control volume.
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Adding Equations (7.4) and (7.5) gives the rate at which energy
crosses into the control volume over the surfaces x±dx/2

qCS�t = �

�x

[
kdydz

�T

�x

]
x�t

(
dx

2
+ dx

2

)

qCS�t = kdxdydz
�2T

�x2
(7.6)

For constant pressure processes the specific enthalpy h is the mea-
sure of the internal energy possessed by the material. The specific heat
is related to the internal energy as

cp =
(

�h

�T

)
p�T

⇒ dh = cpdT (7.7)

Equation (7.7) can be equated to the rate of energy accumulation
in the control volume as

�

�t
�h�dV� = �dV

�h

�t
= �cpdxdydz

�T

�t
(7.8)

If there is no source term generating energy within the control
volume, then the first law of thermodynamics requires energy conser-
vation for which the rate of heat accumulation must equal the rate at
which heat crosses into the control surfaces, that is, Equations (7.6)
and (7.8) are equal

cp�

k

�T

�t
= �2T

�x2
(7.9)

If there is a source of heat within the control volume, then the
heat of accumulation within the control volume must equal the rate
at which heat crosses the control surfaces plus rate at which heat is
evolved within the control volume (source of heat within, q̇), that is,

cp�

k

�T

�t
= �2T

�x2
+ q̇ (7.10)

Equation (7.10) is the representation of a transient (unsteady-state),
one-dimensional heat conduction that must be satisfied at all points
within the material. The combination of properties, � = k/cp�, which
has units of m2/s, is known as the thermal diffusivity, and is an
important parameter in transient conduction problems. � is a mea-
sure of the efficiency of energy transfer relative to thermal inertia.
For a given time under similar heating conditions, thermal effects will
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penetrate farther through material of relatively high diffusivity. That
is to say that heat will penetrate faster in metals, for example, alu-
minum with �≈1×10−4 m2/s, than through a fireclay refractory brick
with � ≈ 1×10−7 m2/s, but variations in temperature during heating
will be less in aluminum.

Following the same analysis, the transient conduction for a multi-
dimensional temperature field would be

cp�

k

�T

�t
= �2T

�x2
+ �2T

�y2
+ �2T

�z2
+ q̇ (7.11)

and for steady-state conduction with no heat source, the equation
reduces to what is known as the Laplace equation, that is,

�2T

�x2
+ �2T

�y2
+ �2T

�z2
= 0 (7.12)

Equation (7.12) is the form that is required to solve for the temper-
ature distribution in any rectilinear block of material as those encoun-
tered in the refractory linings of rotary kilns. Consider a section of a
plane wall that is some distance from any edge or corner, for example,
a refractory section in the freeboard with certain thickness, receiving
heat from the freeboard gas (Figure 7.3).

For this case, the Laplace equation will take on the very simple
form, �2T

�x2 = 0, which has a general solution, T�x� = C1x+C2. If we have
temperature measurements for the boundaries such that

at x = x1� T = T1

at x = x2� T = T2

Hot freeboard Cold ambient air

Q

x

x1 x2

∂T
∂y

 ≈ 0

Figure 7.3 Conduction through a plane wall.
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then the general solution yields a linear temperature distribution
within the refractory lining at the location of interest as

T�x� = �T2 −T1�

�x2 −x1�
x+T1 (7.13)

Equation (7.13) is the analytical solution yielding the distribution
of temperature from which heat transfer by conduction through the
wall can be established. The rate of heat transfer through the lining
can be estimated by invoking the Fourier law as

Q = Aq′′ = −kA
�T2 −T1�

�x2 −x1�
= constant (7.14)

Although the local heat loss through a lining can be approximated
by a plane slab, the global heat loss through a refractory lining in a
rotary kiln is through a cylindrical surface. Nonetheless, the Laplace
equation for a rectilinear control volume can be extended to a cylin-
drical control volume as well (Figure 7.4).

From Figure 7.4, conservation of energy requires that

�cp

�T

�t
= 1

r

�

�r

(
rk

�T

�r

)
+ 1

r2

�

�	

(
k

�T

�	

)
+ �

�z

(
k

�T

�z

)
+ q̇ (7.15)
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Figure 7.4 Cylindrical control volume for heat conduction.
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and for steady state conduction within material of uniform conduc-
tivity, the equation reduces to the Laplace equation in cylindrical
coordinates

�2T

�r2
+ 1

r2

�2T

�	2
+ �2T

�z2
= 0 (7.16)

For the specific case of one-dimensional steady-state heat transfer
through a cylindrical wall, the Laplace equation reduces to

d2T

dr2
+ 1

r

dT

dr
= 0 (7.17)

which, for the case of a refractory lining section a distance away from
edges, presented earlier, has a specific solution,

T�r� = T1 + �T2 −T1�
ln �r/r1�

ln �r2/r1�

or, with some rearrangement, gives the temperature distribution,

T�r�−T1

T2 −T1
= ln �r/r1�

ln �r2/r1�
(7.18)

Equation 7.18 shows that unlike the rectilinear plane wall, the tem-
perature distribution is not linear. The heat flux declines as r increases
due to increasing area, rd	dz. Nonetheless, we can apply Fourier’s law
to this result to obtain an expression for the heat transfer rate through
the wall of a pipe with length L or for that matter a rotary drum
cylinder of length L as

Q = T1 −T2

ln �r2/r1�

2
kL

(7.19)

7.3 Convection Heat Transfer

As mentioned earlier, convective heat transfer occurs between a solid
surface and an adjacent moving fluid. The rate of heat transfer between
a surface at temperature Tw and a fluid at Tf can be calculated from
Newton’s law of cooling, which is mathematically stated as

Q = hA�Tw −Tf� (7.20)

The simplicity of Equation (7.20) should not obscure the com-
plexity of determining h, the heat transfer coefficient which is a
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complicated function of both flow and the thermophysical properties
of the fluid, that is, viscosity, density, and their relationships such as
the Reynolds number �uL/�, Prandtl number �cp/k, the ratio of the
momentum diffusivity ��/�� to thermal diffusivity �k/cp��, and so on.
Convection problems are classified as (i) forced convection, where the
fluid is induced by a fan, pump, and so on, or (ii) free convection,
where the flow is driven by temperature induced density variations
in the fluid, that is, buoyancy or a combination thereof. The study of
convection heat transfer concerns the ways and means of calculating
values for the convective coefficient, h. This involves solution of the
Navier Stokes equations given previously in Chapter 6.

Some analytical solutions of boundary layer flows have been used to
deduce the relationships between the heat transfer coefficient and the
flow properties. For example, fluid flow over heated surfaces develops
two boundary layer thicknesses, that is, the hydrodynamic boundary
layer and the thermal boundary layer. When these two layers coincide,
then, Pr = 1. For flow over a flat surface the condition of “no slip” at
the wall suggests that the heat transfer in the fluid directly contacting
the wall, that is, in the thin layer adjacent to the wall, occurs by pure
conduction. Therefore the heat flux is given by

q′′ = kf

(
�T

�y

)
y=0

= h�T� −Tw� (7.21)

where

h = kf

(
�T

�y

)
y=0

(
1

T� −Tw

)
(7.22)

Like the dimensionless Reynolds number, the non-dimensional
form of the heat transfer coefficient is defined by the Nusselt number,
Nux = hx/kf over the boundary layer. One correlation relating heat and
flow over heated surfaces is

Nux = 0�322 Re1/2
x Pr1/3 (7.23)

One can also integrate the local values of the Nusselt number to
obtain the average value for a plate of length L as

Nux = 0�664 Re1/2
x Pr1/3 (7.24)

There is also flow around heated bluff bodies and other complex
surfaces for which modified forms of the Nusselt correlations have
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been deduced. For rotary kiln applications, the convective component
of the heat transfer is small and in most cases Equation (7.23) may
suffice in estimating the convective heat transfer coefficient, h.

7.4 Conduction-Convection Problems

Conduction usually occurs in conjunction with convection, and if the
temperatures are high, they also occur with radiation. In some practical
situations where radiation cannot be readily estimated, convection
heat transfer coefficients can be enhanced to include the effect of
radiation. Combined conduction and convection led to the concept
of thermal resistances, analogous to electrical resistances, which can
be solved similarly.

We will now consider the problem of calculating the heat transfer
from a hot fluid to a composite plane of refractory wall and through
an outer steel shell.

1. Convection from the freeboard to the inside refractory surface will
follow Newton’s law of cooling as

q′′
g = hg

(
Tg −TiR

)
(7.25)

2. This is followed by one-dimensional steady state conduction
through the refractory lining

q′′
R = kR

(
TiR −TRs

LR

)
(7.26)

3. The next step is one-dimensional steady state conduction through
the steel shell

q′′
s = ks

(
TRs −Tsa

Ls

)
(7.27)

4. After leaving the shell, heat is transferred to the atmosphere by
convection to the air at ambient temperature, that is,

q′′
a = ha �Tsa −Ta� (7.28)

For steady-state conditions with no accumulation of energy within
the wall or the gas

q′′
g = q′′

R = q′′
s = q′′

a = q′′ (7.29)
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Assuming that Tg and Ta are known and we want an expression for
determining q in terms of these temperatures and h, k, and L, we can
rearrange the equations and sum them up as follows:

q′′
g

1
hg

= Tg −TiR

+q′′
R

LR

kR
= TiR −TRs

+q′′
s

Ls

ks
= TRs −Tsa

+q′′
a

1
ha

= Tsa −Ta

q′′
(

1
hg

+ LR

kR

+ Ls

ks
+ 1

ha

)
= Tg −Ta (7.30)

The heat flux between the gas and ambient air can be calculated
from their temperatures only using an expression from electrical resis-
tances, that is, I = E/R, as

q′′ = Tg −Ta

1
hg

+ LR

kR

+ Ls

ks
+ 1

ha

= Tg −Ta

R
(7.31)

where R is the thermal resistance for heat transfer between the
gas and the ambient air. A similar expression for a composite cylin-
der shown in Figure 7.5 can be deduced using Equation 7.19 as
follows:

q′′ = Tg −Ta

1
hg2
r1

+ ln �r2/r1�

2
Lk1
+ ln �r3/r2�

2
Lk2
+ ln �r4/r3�

2
Lk3
+ 1

ha2
r4L

(7.32)

From these we can also define the thermal conductance through
the composite wall as U = 1/RA, that is, the rate of heat transfer per
degree of temperature drop per square meter, from which follows the
heat transfer as

Q = UA�T (7.33)
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Figure 7.5 Thermal resistances in composite walls.

7.5 Shell Losses

Shell heat loss plays a major role in rotary kiln operation. For some
applications such as cement kilns, the shell temperature scans can be
one way of controlling the process. Heat losses through the shell can
give an indication of what is happening inside the kiln. Even if the
kiln is equipped with cameras, refractory failure can only be detected
by increased shell temperature at that particular location of failure.
Conditions such as these are normally evidenced by hot spots. Some
modern cement kiln operations are equipped with temperature scan-
ners that continuously scan the shell and record real time temperature
profiles. Any causes that effect temperature changes inside the kiln,
for example, increased feed rate, low fuel rate, changes in airflow rate,
and so on, will change the shell temperature profile. The drawback in
using the shell wall for kiln control is that the refractory lining has a
large thermal mass and its response time to temperature change inside
the kiln is slow. That is the reason why some operators prefer to use
the inside wall temperature as a control point by pointing cameras
equipped with temperature sensors (e.g., Micron or Ircon).

7.6 Refractory Lining Materials

The type and thickness of the refractory material used for kiln lining
are critical to heat losses through the kiln shell and play a major
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role in the design and maintenance of the process. The mechanics of
wall-shell heat transfer are treated later. The critical thickness required
for a lining to insulate the kiln is a heat transfer problem because
beyond a certain threshold it no longer performs as an insulator. The
thermal properties of the refractory materials, particularly their ther-
mal conductivity, do control the rate of shell heat loss. Considering
that about 25 percent of the total heat loss is through the shell, such
losses can dramatically influence process efficiency, fuel efficiency,
and lining life.

Materials for refractory lining are chosen based on several factors,
including their stability and durability. While the main intention is to
protect the steel shell, they can serve as an insulation material neces-
sary to retain the heat within the kiln interior. At the sections near the
combustion zone, conductive materials are preferred for lining so as to
dissipate some heat away and prevent excessive temperature build-up
and thereby avoid thermal stresses and associated refractory damage.
Lining materials come in all forms including bricks and mortars of all
consistency that can be spread or sprayed on surfaces. The material
composition and thermo-physical properties of some lining materials
are presented in Table 7.1.

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 are calculated shell losses based on refrac-
tory type and thickness. Although the actual mechanism of heat loss
through a rotary kiln wall is more involved, the obvious result is that

Table 7.1 Composition and Thermal Properties of Some Refractory
Materials Used in Rotary Kilns

Refractory Type

Chemical Analysis
(Calcined Basis), %

High Alumina
Brick

High Alumina
Brick

Burnt
Magnesite
(Basic Brick)

Silica �SiO2� 24�6 15�2 2�7
Alumina �Al2O3� 70�8 78�7 10�9
Titania �TiO2� 3�0 3�4 0�3
Iron oxide �Fe2O3� 1�3 1�8 1�1
Lime (CaO) 0�1 0�3 1�9
Magnesia (MgO) 0�1 0�2 83�1
Alkalies �Na2O+K2O� 0�1 0�4 —

(Continued)
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Table 7.1—Cont’d

Refractory Type

Chemical Analysis
(Calcined Basis), %

High Alumina
Brick

High Alumina
Brick

Burnt
Magnesite
(Basic Brick)

Properties
Bulk density �kg/m3� 2579 2707 2835
Apparent porosity (%) 17 19.8 19.4
Crushing strength at 45 56 22
21�C �N/mm2�

Modulus of rupture 10 9 5
Linear change at +2�0 +1�2 0 at 1482 �C
temperature (%) at 1600�C at 1599�C

Thermal conductivity
at temperature
�W/m ·K�

at 1000�C 1.78 1.79 2.56
at 1200�C 1.77 1.82 2.47
at 1400�C 1.78 1.85 2.37
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Figure 7.6 Refractory thermal conductivity and shell losses.
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Figure 7.7 Flame temperature and shell losses.

heat loss increases with conductivity and also with reduced refrac-
tory thickness. The shell heat losses also depend on the temperature
difference between the freeboard and the ambient temperature as is
demonstrated in Figure 7.7.

7.7 Heat Conduction in Rotary Kiln Wall

Heat transfer in a rotary kiln wall is composed of heat loss through
the freeboard gas or flame to the exposed wall and heat loss from the
material being processed to the wall covered with material. Because the
wall is rotating, the problem is not that of a steady state heat transfer
but a cyclic equilibrium including transient responses. As shown in
Figure 7.8, the kiln wall can be divided into two regions: (i) the active
layer at the inner surface that undergoes a regular cyclic temperature
change as the wall rotates through the freeboard and beneath the bed
burden, and (ii) a steady state layer extending from the active region to
the outer surface, which does not experience any temperature variation
as a function of kiln rotation.

The governing equation for heat conduction in the cross section of a
rotating wall can be approximated by that of transient heat conduction
in spherical coordinates as (Gorog et al., 1982)
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Figure 7.8 Cross sectional view of heat conduction through rotary kiln wall.
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It can be assumed that heat conduction in the longitudinal and the
circumferential directions are negligible, that is,

�Tw

�z
= �Tw

��
= 0 (7.35)

For Ri ≤ r ≤ Rf , that is, in the active region

�2Tw

�r2
+ 1

r

�Tw

�r
= 1

�w

�Tw

�t
(7.36)

with the following boundary conditions

1. At the inner surface of the exposed wall, for 0≤�≤2�
 − �L�
and t > 0,

−kw
�Tw

�r

∣∣∣∣
r=Ri

= hg→ew�Tg −Tw�

Steady state

Cyclic equilibrium

Covered wall

Bed

Gas

ω

φExposed wall
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2. At the covered wall, for 2�
 −�L�<�L < 2
 and t > 0,

−kw
�Tw

�r

∣∣∣∣
r=Ri

= hch→cw�Tb −Tw�

3. At the interface between the two regions, for r = Rf� 0 ≤ � ≤ 2
,
and t > 0,

Tw = Tf

For the steady-state region, that is, Rf ≤ r ≤ R0, Equation (7.34)
reduces to

�2Tw

�r2
+ 1

r

�Tw

�r
= 0 (7.37)

With a boundary condition for 0 ≤ � ≤ 2
,

−kw
�Tw

�r

∣∣∣∣
r=R0

= ha�Tsh −Ta�

The solution of Equations (7.36) and (7.37) with their respective
boundary conditions gives temperature distribution for the steady
state region as

T�r� = Tf −
Tf −Ta

ln
(

R0

Rf

)
+ kw

haR0

− ln
(

r

Rf

)
(7.38)

For the transient region the reader is referred to any heat transfer
text for Heisler charts. Alternately, the transient region can be solved
numerically by first guessing the location of the interface and iterating
the procedure until the heat loss between the cyclic equilibrium region
equals that of the steady state region. The heat transfer coefficients
include that of convection and radiation, which we will evaluate after
treating radiative heat transfer.

7.8 Radiation Heat Transfer

Heat transfer by thermal radiation requires no intervening medium.
Thermal radiation is the energy emitted by a body solely due to the
temperature of the body and at a frequency that falls within a small
portion of the electromagnetic wave spectrum as shown in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9 The electromagnetic wave spectrum.

7.8.1 The Concept of Blackbody

When radiation is incident on a homogeneous body, some of it is
reflected and the remainder penetrates into the body. The radiation
may then be absorbed as it travels through the medium. When the
dimensions, that is, the thickness allows transfer of energy such that
some of the radiation is transmitted through the body, then the trans-
mitted radiation will emerge unchanged. If the material is a strong
internal absorber then the radiation that is not reflected from the body
will be converted into internal energy within the layer near the sur-
face. To be a good absorber for incident energy, a material must have
a low surface reflectivity and sufficiently high internal absorption to
prevent the radiation from passing through it. A surface is said to be
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radiatively “black” when it has zero surface reflection and complete
internal absorption. A hypothetical blackbody is defined as an ideal
body that allows all the incident radiation to pass into it (no reflected
energy) and absorbs internally all the incident radiation (no transmit-
ted energy). This is true for radiation for all wavelengths and for all
angles of incidence. Hence a blackbody is a perfect absorber of incident
radiation and in radiation heat transfer serves as the standard with
which real absorbers can be compared. The Stefan Boltzmann Law
states that the total (hemispherical) emissive power of a blackbody is
proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature

Eb = �T4

[
W
m2

]
(7.39)

where a hemispherical surface is defined as one that embodies all
directions of the half space. So therefore, the total emissive power of a
real surface can only be a ratio of the blackbody. This ratio is defined
by the emissivity � = E/Eb of the body

E = �Eb = ��T4

[
W
m2

]
(7.40)

This total emissive power includes all wavelengths within the ther-
mal energy band. However, even a blackbody does not emit equally at
all wavelengths. The blackbody emissive power at a particular wave-
length is called the monochromatic emissive power and is related to
the wavelength and temperature according to Plank’s Law as

Eb�� = C1�−5

eC2/�T −1
= f ���T�

[
W

m2m

]
(7.41)

where C1 = 3�742×10−16 �W/m2� and C2 = 1�439×10−2 [mK]. Therefore
plots of Eb�� indicate that as the temperature of the blackbody increases
the maximum monochromatic emissive power shifts to shorter wave-
lengths leading to Wein’s Displacement Law which states that the
product of the temperature and the wavelength must be a constant,
that is, �maxT = 2�898×10−3. The relationship was derived by solving
Plank’s Law for

(
dEb��

d�

)
T

→ 0. Similarly, real surfaces do not emit with
equal efficiency at all wavelength hence one can define a monochro-
matic emissivity as �� = E�/Eb�� leading to an idealized “gray” surface
for which �� = � = const .
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7.9 Radiation Shape Factors

We have said earlier that the cylindrical enclosure of the rotary kiln
maximizes radiation heat transfer in the freeboard. This is due to the
fact that radiation exchange is geometry dependent. A fundamen-
tal problem in radiation heat transfer is estimating the net radiant
exchange between surfaces. One can define the total energy stream-
ing away from a surface as the radiosity and the energy incident on a
surface as the irradiation. Figure 7.10 illustrates the concept whereby
the surface is emitting its own energy at a rate E and is also reflecting
energy incident on the surface or part of the irradiation G at a rate, �G,
where � is the reflectivity. The total energy leaving the surface, that is,
the radiosity, J , is

J = E +�G = �Eb +�G (7.42)

where � is the surface emissivity. If a number of surfaces i are involved
in radiation exchange, each surface has a radiosity Ji. For non-diffuse
surfaces, Ji will depend on the direction of the radiation as well.

One can derive the net radiative exchange between two surfaces sep-
arated by a nonabsorbing medium by considering Figure 7.11 which
shows elemental areas dA1 and dA2 that form portions of the finite
areas A1 and A2. If we define I1 as the net intensity of radiation leav-
ing surface 1 in the direction 	1, then the total energy intercepted by
surface dA2 is

dE1→2 = I1dA1 cos 	1d�1� d�1 = dA2 cos 	2/r2 (7.43)

Radiosity, J = E + ρG

Irradiation, G Reflection, ρG Emission, E

Figure 7.10 The concept of radiosity and irradiation.
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Figure 7.11 Radiation view factor.

The total energy leaving surface I is

dE1 = dA1

[
2


∫ 
/2

0
I1 �	� sin 	 �cos 	� d	

]
(7.44)

The ratio of Equations (7.43) and (7.44) is what is known as the
shape factor. It is also known as the geometric view factor, configu-
ration factor, or angle factor dF1→2, and is the fraction of the total
radiation leaving surface 1 that is intercepted by surface 2

dF1→2 = dE1→2/dE1 (7.45)

View factor analysis is greatly simplified by assuming that both
surfaces are diffuse, that is, both radiant intensities I1 and I2 are inde-
pendent of 	1 and 	2 which implies that I1 = J1/
 and dE1 = J1dA1.
Then Equation (7.45) becomes

dFdA1→dA2
= cos 	1 cos 	2


 r2
dA2 (7.46)

dFdA2→dA1
= cos 	2 cos 	1


 r2
dA1 (7.47)
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The reader is referred to heat transfer texts for evaluation of the
view factors for specific surfaces and enclosures (Siegel and Howell,
1981; White, 1988).

7.10 Radiation Exchange Between Multiple
Gray Surfaces

As Equation (7.45) indicates, knowledge of the view factor allows for
the calculation of the net radiation between any two blackbodies as

Q�net�1→2 = A1F1→2�
(
T4

1 −T4
2

)
(7.48)

For non-black surfaces, the net interchange must account for the
reflected radiant energies from other surfaces. For refractory material
surfaces encountered in rotary kilns, perhaps one can assume that all
surfaces are gray, diffuse, and opaque, that is,

� = 0� � = �� � = 1−� (7.49)

Hence, knowledge of the emissivity completely characterizes the
surface. Of course, non-gray and non-diffuse surfaces bring several
degrees of complication into the calculations. By employing the con-
cept of radiosity and irradiation illustrated in Figure 7.10, the net ther-
mal radiation heat exchange between surfaces i can be computed by

Qi = Ai �Ji −Gi� (7.50)

Substituting Ji from Equation (7.42) and �i from Equation (7.49)
gives

Qi = �iAi

1−�i

�Ebi − Ji� (7.51)

Equation (7.51) can be interpreted either algebraically or electrically
as was done for Newton’s Law of cooling in convection or for Fourier’s
Law of conduction through composite materials. The electrical analogy
for Equation (7.51) can be made by comparing �Ebi − Ji� to the driving
potential difference and Qi as the electrical current.

Qi = Ebi − Ji

Ri

Ri = �1−�i� / ��iAi� (7.52)
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where Ri is the radiative resistance of the gray surfaces. Similarly, the
shape factor relation between surfaces in Equation (7.48) can be inter-
preted as

Q �net�1→2 =
(
T4

1 −T4
2

)
R12

R12 = 1
A1F1→2�

(7.53)

where R12 is a “shape” or “view” resistance between the two surfaces.
With the help of the electrical analogy, all the three heat transfer
modes (conduction, convection, and radiation) can be linked into an
electrical network to calculate the net heat transfer in an enclosure.

7.11 Radiative Effect of Combustion Gases

The term emissivity relates the radiant ability of a surface to the actual
temperature of the surface. Because of the formation of radiatively
emitting gaseous products of combustion, especially CO2 and H2O,
all hydrocarbon flames produce significant levels of radiative heat
transfer. Also, the presence of particles in a flame can enhance radiative
transfer on account of emission from these particles. Flame luminosity
is primarily associated with soot particle emission. Flames that do not
contain particulates or do not generate significant levels of carbon by
pyrolysis, for example natural gas flames, are invisible, while those
with high levels of carbon loading, for example coal and oil, are clearly
visible. The flame shape, color, emissivity, and temperature together
with bed movement will determine the effectiveness of heat transfer
from the flame to the bed.

It was mentioned earlier that over 90 percent of the heat transfer
in the rotary kiln is by radiation. It is not surprising, therefore, that
natural gas, despite its high energy content (about 44–48 MJ/kg), does
not sustain heat as effectively as coal (with 23–28 MJ/kg) in kilns. Most
of the constituents in liquid waste fuels used in kilns are solvents and
alcohols that contain a low carbon-hydrogen ratio. This therefore pro-
duces barely visible flames which have low radiant energy emission.
It is not uncommon for the kiln operator to face a situation where
the measured energy content of such fuels would be high but cannot
produce a quality product even when it is possible to increase fuel flow
rate within compliance limits.

In modeling the radiative heat transfer from flames, the emissivity
and absorptivity of combustion gases are usually represented by the
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weighted gray gas mixture model first developed by Hotel (Guruz and
Bac, 1981; Jenkins and Moles, 1981). This stems from the fact that
gases having a dipole moment (e.g., CO2, CO, H2O, and hydrocar-
bons) are selective absorbers and emitters of radiation, that is, they
absorb and emit radiation only within certain wavelengths and this
selectivity varies with the gas temperature, pressure, and the geometric
shape. Gray gases absorb and emit the same fraction of energy at each
wavelength. Hottel and Sarofim (1967) have shown that the emissiv-
ity and absorptivity of an equimolar CO2—H2O mixture, each with
a partial pressure of 11.65 kPa, can be represented as a series of one
“clear” where the gray gas absorption coefficient is zero �K1 = 0� and
three nonzero gray gases �K2� K3� K4�. The absorptivity and emissivity
are related to the temperature and wavelength as

�g

(
Tg

)=
4∑

n=1

an

(
Tg

)
�1−exp �−KnpL�� (7.54)

�g

(
Tg

)=
4∑

n=1

bn �Ts� �1−exp �−KnpL�� (7.55)

where the gray gas absorption coefficients are treated as independent
of temperature but the weighting factors are temperature dependent.

7.12 Heat Transfer Coefficients for Radiation
in the Freeboard of a Rotary Kiln

Several models exist for estimating the radiative heat transfer in kiln
enclosures based, in part, on some of the theoretical foundations
presented herein (Barr et al., 1989; Boateng and Barr; 1996; Gorog
et al., 1981; Gorog et al., 1983; Guruz and Bac, 1981; Jenkins and
Moles, 1981; and others). Almost all of these follow the zone model
of Hotel and Cohen (1958) whereby models for calculating radiative
exchange within enclosures are constructed by subdividing the enclo-
sure, including the gas contained within, into numerous zones and
then formulating the expressions for radiative exchange among the
zones. What is different among the several radiation models presented
by the various authors is the tools used for the solution of the large
number of algebraic equations that result from the large number of
zones involved in practical combustion chambers, for example, large
rotary kilns. While the early researchers used a statistical solution
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approach such as the Monte Carlo method to simulate the radiative
interchange (e.g., Guruz and Bac, 1981), the advent of high-speed
computers have made it possible to apply such models through their
inclusion in CFD modeling. We will follow a model by Barr et al.
(1989) and Boateng (1993) to illustrate the estimation of the radiative
heat transfer coefficients in the rotary kiln enclosure.

The radiant heat transfer between the freeboard gas and the kiln
enclosure occurs by the exchange mechanism shown in Figure 7.12.

Radiant heat is transferred either from the gas volume composed of
emitting products of combustion, that is, CO2 and H2O, or by particu-
late emission in the freeboard region to the bed surface, Qg-eb, or to the
exposed wall, Qg-ew. The wall (refractory lining) interacts radiatively
with the bed with radiative heat transfer, Qeb-ew. In addition, some
sections of the wall do exchange radiant energy with other sections of
the wall once the enclosure is such that they see each other. Only a
portion of the energy absorbed by the inside wall (refractory) surface
during exposure to freeboard gas is lost through the outer shell (by
conduction) of the refractory lining. The remainder is transferred to
the bottom of the bed (regenerative heat transfer).

Calculations of radiative exchanges are carried out by tracing indi-
vidual beams of radiation from their source to the surface of interest.

Q sh

Q ew-ew

Q ew-eb

Q g-ew

Q g-eb

Q eb-ew

ω

Figure 7.12 Radiant heat transfer paths.
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Figure 7.13 Radiative exchange in the axial zones.

The circumferential strip of the kiln freeboard (Figure 7.13) is isolated
and subdivided in N small area elements. The portion of the kiln free-
board, approximately three kiln inside diameters in each axial direc-
tion viewed by these area elements, is subdivided into volume zones
such as Vj comprising the freeboard gas, and the surface zones such
as Aj that form the exposed bed and wall surfaces. The exchange areas
between each of the zones and the elements of the circumferential
strip are then evaluated and used to calculate the radiation streaming
to these elements from the various volumes and surface zones, either
directly or after undergoing one or two reflections.

7.13 Radiative Exchange from the Freeboard Gas
to Exposed Bed and Wall Surfaces

Radiative exchange between elements Ai (exposed bed) or refractory
wall and the gas volume Vj is calculated by using the expression for
gray surfaces.

QVj↔Ai
≈ �i +1

2

4∑
n=1

(
gjsi

)
n

(
Ej −Ei

)
n

(7.56)

Equation (7.56) accounts for the irradiation of the surface elements
by the contribution of each component of the gas emissivity. Barr
et al. (1989) found that for a rotary pilot kiln of about 40 cm diameter
and 3.5 m long, more that 80 percent of reflected gas radiation leaving
a surface was reabsorbed by the freeboard gas without impinging on
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another surface. Hence the effect of reflections could be ignored to
simplify the calculations. The freeboard viewed by elements Ai can
be considered as two symmetric regions one upstream and the other
downstream. The geometrical exchange areas gjsi can be calculated for
one region and take advantage of the symmetry to further simplify
the model. The net radiative heat transfer computed by summing up
Equation (7.56) over the subdivided volume zones is

Qg↔Ai
= �i +1

2

N∑
j=1

4∑
n=1

(
gjsi

)
n

(
Ej −Ei

)
n

(7.57)

where N is the number of zones or volume elements typically greater
than 300. Like any computational domain, the larger the number of
divisions N, the better the accuracy of the computations.

7.14 Radiative Heat Transfer among Exposed
Freeboard Surfaces

The direct radiation exchange between a freeboard surface zone such
as Aj and an area element Ai, that is, exposed wall-to-exposed bed on
the circumferential strip may be calculated using the expression

Q0
Aj↔A =

4∑
n=1

(
sjsi

)
n

(
�j�iEj −�i�jEi

)
n

(7.58)

The energy streaming between Ai and Aj must traverse the inter-
vening freeboard gas hence the view factors �sjsi� must be computed
first. For surface emissivities less than 0.9, which is the case for refrac-
tory and bed surfaces, reflectivity can be significant. To account for
the reflected energy in the interchange one can simplify the calcu-
lation by assuming a single reflection from the intermediate surfaces
or multiple reflections depending on the accuracy of interest. For a
single reflection depicted in Figure 7.14, the net radiative exchange
between the element Ai and zone Ai involving a single reflection from
an intermediate surface Ak can be expressed as

QAj↔Ak↔Ai
=

4∑
n=1

�i�j�k

(
sjsk

)
n

�sksi�n

Ak

(
Ej −Ei

)
n

(7.59)
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Figure 7.14 Radiative exchange with reflectivity.

By summing over all the reflecting surfaces, an expression for the
radiative exchange between Ai and Aj involving a single reflection is
obtained as

Q1
Aj↔Ai

= ∑
all−k

QAj↔Ak↔Ai
(7.60)

Extending the analysis to include an additional reflection will yield
a net radiative exchange between Ai and Aj as

QAj↔Ai
= Q0

Aj↔A +Q1
Aj↔Ai

+Q2
Aj↔Ai

(7.61)

Barr et al. (1989) found that the error introduced by accounting for
only two reflections was only 3 percent in pilot rotary kilns except the
lining material is such that the emissivity is below 0.5. For large rotary
kilns, an emissivity of 0.7 is typical for the refractory walls.

For the process or kiln engineer perhaps the important application
is to develop a catalog of radiative heat transfer coefficients, which can
be combined with convection heat transfer coefficients to estimate the
kiln heat balance. Cognizant of the fact that the radiative exchange
between an area element and any zone in the freeboard is a function
of temperature, pressure, and geometry, the radiative heat transfer
coefficient can be cast into the form

hVj→Ai
= QVj↔A

Ai

(
Tj −Ti

) (7.62)

Barr et al. (1989) employed the equations presented herein to assem-
ble the radiative heat transfer coefficients for the entire freeboard gas,
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that is, hg→ewi, and hg→ebi, the entire exposed bed surface, heb→ewi, and
the entire exposed wall, hew→ewi. Some radiative heat transfer coeffi-
cients from the freeboard gas to the participating surfaces are presented
in Figures 7.15–7.17 for a 41 cm diameter pilot kiln (Barr et al., 1989).

These show that except near the corners formed by the exposed bed
and wall, both hg→ewi and hg→ebi are nearly uniform and for all practical
reasons can be replaced by one averaged value for both coefficients. As
implied by Equations (7.54) and (7.55) heb→ew varies with the partial
pressure and with the temperature difference between the gas and the
participating surface, that is, the driving potential as per the electri-
cal analogy. Calculations show that for larger kilns, for example, 4 m
diameter kilns at the same operating conditions, these coefficients can
be an order of magnitude greater than for the pilot kilns essentially
due to the geometric view factors. What can also be deduced from the
plots is the effect of freeboard gas temperature, Tg, on the magnitude
of the exposed wall heat transfer coefficient, that is, hew increases with
increased freeboard gas temperature. The regenerative action of the
wall may see a temperature variation at the inside face showing that
as the kiln rotates, the wall will pick up energy from the freeboard
gas and will give it to the bed at the covered wall. Aside from the
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Figure 7.15 Predicted radiation heat transfer coefficients from freeboard gas
to the exposed wall for a 41 cm diameter pilot kiln (Barr et al., 1989).
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wall as a function of gas-to-wall temperature difference (Barr et al., 1989).
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regenerative effect, the thickness of the wall active region depends on
the freeboard gas temperature. The modeling of the bed heat transfer
will be covered in detail in Chapter 8.
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8
Heat Transfer Processes in the
Rotary Kiln Bed

Thus far we have evaluated the freeboard heat transfer and quantified
the radiation heat transfer to the walls and the exposed bed. The com-
bined radiation and convection heat transfer is the total heat input
into the bed. Perhaps the most important concern is what happens to
the energy after it is directed to the bed. A truly complete evaluation
must include the subsequent distribution of energy within the bed
where the temperature dependent process that we intend to make hap-
pen takes place, at least for materials processing. We saw from the CFD
modeling of pulverized fuel combustion that the temperature in the
flame region, one meter around the centerline was not dramatically
different from the centerline temperature (cf. Figure 6.15). The assump-
tion that the freeboard is well mixed has previously been applied to
rotary kilns and has allowed the use of one-dimensional modeling
of the axial temperature there (Sass, 1967; Tscheng and Watkinson,
1979; and others). In fact the IFRF CEMFLAM modeling of rotary kiln
flames that drew on the work of Jenkins and Moles (1981) was based
on one-dimensional representation. By assuming that the bed is also
well mixed and axially moves in plug flow, the axial gradients of bed
temperature and gas temperature could be related to the local rates
of gas-to-exposed bed and wall-to-covered bed heat transfer by ordi-
nary differential equations (Sass, 1967). This allows one to establish a

205
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representative “averaged” bed temperature at each axial location. One
of the first early representations of one-dimensional modeling was by
Sass (1967).

dTs

dz
= 1

CpsGs

[
�2

(
Tg −Ts

)+�3 �Tw −Ts�
]

(8.1)

dTg

dz
= 1

CpgGg

[
�2

(
Tg −Ts

)+�1

(
Tg −Tw

)]
(8.2)

where �i = hiAi is the product of the heat transfer coefficient h of the
interface with area A� Cpg, and Cps are the specific heats of gas and
solid respectively, T is the local thermodynamic temperature, and G
is the mass flow rate.

These equations formed the basis for the various one-dimensional
kiln models that have appeared in the literature (Brimacombe and
Watkinson, 1978; Wes et al., 1976; and others). In these models an
energy balance on the wall must be included, as well as the kinetic
expressions for any reactions. The latter led to a set of mass conserva-
tion expressions that must be solved along with the energy equation.
For example, if the evaporation of free moisture is controlled by heat
transfer, rather than mass transfer, an additional thermal balance on
the moisture can be included as

dW

dz
= 1

G1�

[
�2

(
Tg −Ts

)+�3 �Tw −Ts�
]

(8.3)

� = �0 +Cv

(
Tg −Ts

)
(8.4)

where W is the mass of water, �0 is the latent heat of liquid water, and
Cv is the specific heat of water vapor.

Such models did not take into account the distribution of energy
and, for that matter, temperature differences within the bed as a result
of the process chemistry, bed segregation, and so on that become man-
ifest in product quality issues. To address these one has to consider how
heat is transferred to the bed, distributed, and later extracted. We saw
in Chapter 7 how the heat transfer to the bed can be evaluated and how
the wall takes heat from the freeboard and dumps it to the bottom of
the bed (cf. Figures 7.16 and 7.17). In this chapter we will evaluate the
heat transfer mechanisms between the wall and the particle bed and
the redistribution of this heat and the heat from the free surface within
the particle bed. These heat transfer mechanisms are the same as that
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used for packed beds except that there is an effect of flow induced by
the rotating wall and the flow of granules within the bed.

8.1 Heat Transfer Between the Covered Wall
and the Bed

Various estimated heat transfer coefficients have been employed to
calculate the covered wall-bed exchange. Evaluation of this coefficient
has generally been either by pure guesswork or by adopting some type
of surface renewal or penetration model. Typical guess-estimated val-
ues for the wall-solid heat transfer coefficient lie within the range of
50–100 W/m2K (Gorog et al., 1982) which might, perhaps, depend on
the kiln conditions. However, the problem at hand can be equated
to that of heat transfer between a heated surface and a flowing gran-
ular material where the influence of gas within the bed might have
an effect. In the absence of chemical reactions such a process might
represent a kind of moving pebble-bed heat exchanger in which par-
ticles form an extended surface. One of the early models employed
for the situation was based on the surface renewal-penetration theory
(Wes et al., 1976) and modifications thereof (Sullivan and Sabersky,
1975). In such a case, heat conduction between a wall and granular
material might be calculated using the equation for a one-dimensional
unsteady state conduction

�T

�t
= �

�2T

�y2
(8.5)

Implicit in Equation (8.5) is that the granular material might be
treated as a continuum having average or effective thermo-physical
properties from which the heat transfer coefficient at the wall might
be calculated as

h�x� =
√

2nR

x

(
k�Cp

)
eff

(8.6)

where x = 2	nRt is the distance traveled by a particle from the lower
edge along the circumference of the kiln, R is the kiln radius, and
n is the kiln revolution. Since these models appeared, several mod-
ifications and variations have manifested, some very complex (Barr
et al., 1989; Gorog et al., 1982; Lehmberg et al., 1977). We will fol-
low the modified penetration model for the wall-to-bed heat transfer
(Figure 8.1) developed by Ferron and Singh (1991) below.
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Figure 8.1 Wall-to-bed heat transfer—the modified penetration model
(Ferron and Singh, 1991).

8.2 Modified Penetration Model for Rotary Kiln
Wall-to-Bed Heat Transfer

Figure 8.1 presupposes that the kiln radius is large compared to the
penetration depth, d�
�, that develops during contact of the heated
wall coming from the exposed wall with the bed. We can set the
initial conditions and boundary conditions for the solution of a two-
dimensional transient heat transfer equation, similar to Equation (8.5),
using the time variable in terms of the rotation as t = �
+ �/2�/2	�,
which is zero at the instant of initial wall-to-bed contact. The final
time is t = �/2	� when the wall exits the covered bed. Between the
time of initial contact and the maximum time, y = R− r where R is the
kiln radius and r is the radius at the penetration depth, that is,

for 0 ≤ t ≤ �/2	�� y = R− r (8.7)

By replacing the time variable with the subtended angle 
 we can
rewrite Equation (8.5) and its boundary conditions to include the
degree of fill, which is in essence a function of 
.

2	�
�Tb

�

= �b

�2Tb

�y2
(8.8)
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Tb �0� 
� = Tw (8.9a)

Tb

[
R− (R2 −L2

)1/2
� 

]

= Tbs (8.9b)

Tb y� 
0 �y�� = T−
⌊
− (y2 −2Ry +L2

)1/2
��
⌋

(8.9c)

where t → � is the steady state condition, that is, when Tb → Tbs and


0 �y� = −cos−1

(
R2 −L2

)1/2

�R−y�
for 0 ≤ y ≤ R− �R2 −L2�1/2 (8.9d)

The first boundary condition, Equation 8.9a, implies that we are
assuming the wall and bed temperatures are equal at the initial point
of contact. Also, the mean free path for the gas at the contact wall
is sufficiently large that convective heat exchange by the gas is not
in local equilibrium with the conduction through the bed. However,
radiative heat transfer can play a vital role within the penetration
layer (Ferron and Singh, 1991). As we did for the freeboard, the most
practical approach is not only to solve the differential equation but
to establish a heat transfer coefficient that can be used for practical
calculations. The heat transfer coefficient per unit contact area may
be written in terms of the overall heat balance using Newton’s law of
cooling,

hcw−cb = −2LQ

�R�Tw −Tbs�
(8.10)

Ferron and Singh (1991) solved the governing equations using the
dimensionless temperature distribution

� �y� 
� = Tb �y� 
�−Tw�

�Tbs −Tw�
(8.11)

and found a solution to the transient equation after several mathe-
matical manipulations as

� �y� 
� = erf
	1/2�

2�
+2S

�∑
j=1

Bj ��� exp
(−j2	�2

)
sin �j	�� (8.12)

for R�d�
� and where

� = y

R− �R2 −L2�1/2 (8.13a)
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��
� = d �
�

R− �R2 −L2�1/2 (8.13b)

and

Bj��� =
∫ 1

0
sin �j	�� ln

[
L

∗
/L+����

L∗/L−����

]
d� (8.14a)

Here, we have used a case in which the heat capacity of the bed, mc,
is constant and the heat delivered to the free surface is independent
of position, then

L
∗

L
=
(

1+8�38
�R

Vm

cos
�

2

)1/2

(8.14b)

where Vm is the free surface velocity.

���� = a2

(
�2 −2�/a2 +a1/a2

)
sin ��/2�

� (8.14c)

with a1 = 1+cos��/2�, and a1 = 1−cos��/2�.
By setting the heat balance as

Rkb �Tw −Tbs�
∫ �/2

−�/2

(
��

�y

)
y=0

d
 = hcw-cbR��Tw −Tbs� (8.15)

recognizing the Nusselt number, Nu = hcw-cbR�/kb and Pe = R2��/�b

Nu = 2
√

2Pe

1+ �∑
j=1

[
Bj ���

	a1

][
1−exp

(−j2	�2

2a2
2Pe

)] (8.16)

If the Peclet number is large, the sum of the denominator of Equa-
tion (8.16) does not contribute much and the heat transfer coefficient
reduces to

Nu = 2
√

2Pe (8.17)

Other relationships based on conventional penetration theory for
packed bed have deduced that Nu = 23/2

√
Pe and for low Peclet num-

bers to the order of 104, Tscheng and Watkinson (1979) deduced an
empirical correlation, where Nu = 11�6×Pe0�3. Any of these would suf-
fice in estimating the wall-to-bed heat transfer coefficient as functions
of the kiln’s rotational speed, �, and the dynamic angle of repose, �.
The calculated values of Nusselt numbers using Ferron and Singh’s
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Figure 8.2 Wall-to-bed heat transfer a: Nu = 23/2
√

Pe� b� Nu = 11�6 × Pe0�3�

c� Nu = 2
√

2Pe at �R/Vm = 0�05 and � ≤ 110�� d� �R/Vm = 0�05 and � ≤ 140��
e� �R/Vm = 0�05 and � ≤ 180� (Ferron and Singh, 1991).

analytical deduction (Ferron and Singh, 1991), the classical penetra-
tion theory, and the correlation equation of Tscheng and Watkinson
(1979) have been compared in Figure 8.2 (Ferron and Singh, 1991).

8.3 Effective Thermal Conductivity of Packed Beds

Heat transfer in the bed of a rotary kiln is similar to heat transfer in
packed beds except that in addition to the heat flow in the particle
assemblage of the static structure (Figure 8.3), there is an additional
contribution of energy transfer as a result of advection of the bed
material itself. The effective thermal conductivity of packed beds can
be modeled in terms of thermal resistances or conductance within the
particle ensemble. As shown in Figure 8.3 almost all the modes of
heat transfer occurs within the ensemble, that is, particle-to-particle
conduction and radiation heat transfer as well as convection through
the interstitial gas depending upon the size distribution of the material
and process temperature. Several models are available in the literature
for estimating the effective thermal conductivity of packed beds.

We saw in Chapter 7 that the heat flow between a temperature
difference �T across a planar gap of �x and area A is Q = kA�T/�x =
UA�T = G·�T where G is the conductance. If we consider the unit
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Figure 8.3 Particle ensemble for heat conductance in a static bed structure.
1. Within particle conduction. 2. Particle-particle conduction. 3. Particle-
particle and gas-particle radiation. 4. Gas convection.

cell in any spherical packing as shown in Figure 8.3, it is evident that
the overall conductance can be expressed as a combination of series
and parallel conductances including GS, the conductance across the
solid sphere, GC, conductance through the points of direct contact
between the two spheroids, GR, the radiation component of the heat
conductance, GI , heat flow through the inner gap of average width, g,
and the conductance, GO for the gas in the outer gap of width of the
order of the radius of the spheroid. If T1 and T2 are the midpoint
temperatures of the two spheres we can define the effective thermal
conductivity over the entire cell using (Slavin et al., 2000)

Q = keff4R2 �T1 −T2�

2�eR
= G �T1 −T2� (8.18)

where R is the radius of the sphere and �e is a geometrical correction
factor for the conductances. Using the electrical analogy, it is evident
from the flow paths in Figure 8.3 that the conductance GS is in series
with the parallel combination of GO� GI , and GC, and all of which in
parallel with GR, that is,

G = GR + GS �GO +GI +GC�

GS + �GO +GI +GC�
(8.19)

It is worth mentioning that in a vacuum, GO and GI are zero and
since GS �GC, Equation (8.19) becomes G = GR + GC (Slavin et al.,
2000). The use of this equation is for all practical purposes sufficient.
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The radiant heat transfer coefficient can be expressed in terms of the
average temperature, T (Wakao, 1973)

hR = 4�T
3

2
(

1
�

−1
)

+ 2
1+F12

(8.20)

where � is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, � is the emissivity, and F12 is
the view factor which was calculated as a simple cubic array by Wakao
(1973) as F12 = 0�151. If the void is filled with gray gas at uniform tem-
perature, where several gas emissivities in the void can be replaced by an
average emissivity value, �g , then the heat transfer coefficient becomes

h
∗
R = 4�T

3

2
(

1
�

−1
)

+ 2
1+F12

(
1−�g

)
(8.21)

For solid particles larger than 0.5 mm, that is, nonradiating gas
systems, the effective thermal conductivity at atmospheric pressure
is little affected by solid-solid conductivity. The Nusselt number for
radiation is defined as

Nu = hRdp

ks
(8.22)

keff = �ke�COND + �ke�RAD (8.23)

from which the effective thermal conductivity of the unit cell can be
established from Figure 8.4 knowing the thermal conductivity of the
solid, ks and the fluid medium, kf .

The radiative heat factor has been calculated using a cubic array
packing with a void fraction e = �0�5 − 0�35�. The effective thermal
conductivity involving the void fraction, which is frequently used in
estimating the bed heat transfer, is expressed as (Schotte, 1960)

kr
eff = 1− e

1
ks

+ 1
4��dpT

3

+ e4��dpT
3 (8.24)

For most applications Equation (8.24) may be adequate since the
advantages of more complex models have not been extensively veri-
fied. The porosities for body-center cubic array (BCC) and face-center
cubic array (FCC) are in the range of 0.3–0.25 and 0.2, respectively
(Figure 8.5).
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Figure 8.5 Packing arrangements for different porosity ranges. a) Simple cubic
(SC), NC = 6�e = 0�5 – 0�35�. b) Body-center cubic (BCC), NC = 8�e = 0�3 – 0�25�.
c) Face-center cubic (FCC), NC = 12�e ≤ 0�2�.

8.4 Effective Thermal Conductivity in Rotating
Bed Mode

While the effective thermal conductivity for the packed bed applies
to the bulk of the bed mainly in the plug flow region, the effective
conductance is enhanced by a self-diffusion coefficient component
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established by the bed motion. For good mixing, this component can
increase the effective heat conductance by tenfold (Boateng, 1998).

k′
eff = keff +�cpD̃y or �eff = �e +Dy (8.25)

where �e = f�Tb� �� dp�, and Dy = f�T̃ � �� dp�, and with the solid fraction
� = 1−e and Dy = �cpD̃y. D̃y is the mass diffusion coefficient calculated
in the flow model using the granular temperature. With these values,
the modified effective thermal conductivity for a flowing active layer
might be expressed as

keff = 1− e

1
ks

+ 1
4��dpT

3

+�4��dpT
3 + �cp

9
√

	

dp

�1− e� g0
T̃1/2 (8.26)

It is evident from these relationships why it is preferable to feed a
kiln with larger size particles as in the limestone calcination process so
as to take advantage of the radiation effect enabled by the interparticle
spacing. Through Equation (8.26), the effect of mixing on effective
thermal conductance is achieved through two thermal diffusivities.
For kiln control purposes, we can recast Equation (8.25) in the form

keff = ke

1−Le′ (8.27)

where Le′ = �cpDy/keff is a modified dimensionless Lewis number
bounded by 0 ≤ Le′
1. For the no flow condition, that is, as Le′ → 0,
the effective thermal conductivity is only by packed bed. As flow is
induced by rotation, superimposed on the convective transport will be
particle velocity fluctuations defined by granular temperature which,
like thermodynamic temperature, will enhance granular conduction
through small-scale particulate mixing (Boateng, 1998).

8.5 Thermal Modeling of Rotary Kiln Processes

In Chapter 6, we considered the combustion of fuel and discussed
some results of combustion modeling using CFD. In Chapter 7 we
discussed heat transfer in the freeboard and the type of radiation
models that go into modeling combustion and establishing freeboard
temperature profiles. Having now established the physical models for
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heat conduction through the bed, it is appropriate, at this time, to
combine these models into a modeling process to establish the tem-
perature and heat distribution in a rotary kiln system. Obviously, one
can incorporate all these into a commercial CFD code through the
help of some user-defined functions. Modeling the entire rotary kiln
from the feed end to the discharge end will require the discretization
of the entire freeboard space, bed, refractory walls, and so on, which
not only is expensive and time-consuming but unnecessary. We saw in
Chapter 6 (Figure 6.15) that the temperature profiles for the centerline
and the surroundings are almost the same especially when freeboard
gas mixing is optimized. This result means that we can perhaps rep-
resent the freeboard temperature distribution by a single temperature
profile with little error in the calculations. It is rather the bed tem-
perature nonuniformity that determines product quality. So we can
construct a combination of one-dimensional freeboard model and use
that to estimate a two-dimensional bed temperature distribution so the
temperature-dependent chemical/physical reactions can be evaluated.
Doing so will provide an opportunity to evaluate the effect of the flow
behavior of the bed material as well as particulate mixing and segrega-
tion on the bed process. The objective of this section, therefore, is to
describe the development of a thermal model for a transverse section
of bed material and incorporate this two-dimensional representation
of the bed into a conventional one-dimensional, plug flow type ther-
mal model for the rotary kiln. The resultant quasi-three-dimensional
thermal model is used to examine the role of the various mechanisms
for heat transfer within the cross section, for example the regenera-
tive action of the wall and the effect of the bed active layer on the
redistribution of energy within the bed without resorting to CFD.

8.6 Description of the Thermal Model

A quasi-three-dimensional bed model is envisioned as one that com-
prises both an axial model (one-dimensional) and a cross sectional
model (two-dimensional). The former is used to independently deter-
mine the one-dimensional axial temperature profiles for the freeboard
gas and the bulk bed. It is implicitly assumed that the details of the
energy redistribution that occurs within the bed do not significantly
influence heat transfer between the bed and the freeboard. As part
of the procedure for calculating these axial temperature profiles, the
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surface heat flux to the bed is determined from the freeboard heat
transfer and this becomes the thermal boundary condition employed
to drive the cross sectional model. In doing so, the bed temperature
gradient computed from the axial model is used as a sink term that rep-
resents the rate of energy removal due to the material flow in the axial
direction. The one-dimensional bed temperature is also employed as a
check on the mass-averaged temperature, which is estimated from the
bed cross sectional model. The two-dimensional model is employed to
determine the thermal condition of the bed material and the kiln wall
over successive transverse sections (or slices) of the kiln and incorpo-
rates both the flow and segregation models developed in the previous
chapters. The interaction of the heat transfer model with other mod-
els in the global setup for heat and mass transport calculations in the
rotary kiln can be envisioned as depicted in Figure 8.6.

Global model

1-D Model

axial temperature

dTT G,T B,
dz

2-D
granular flow

model

Submodels

hr

hew

keff

2-D
mixing and
segregation
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model
cross sectional

temperature distribution
and heat transfer

Ux 
, Uy 

, Δ

GT, ϑ, Dy

Figure 8.6 Global model layout.
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8.7 One-Dimensional Thermal Model for Bed
and Freeboard

Various models for the rotary kiln (Barr et al., 1989; Sass, 1967; Tscheng
and Watkinson, 1978; and others) have the capability of predicting
average conditions within both the bed and the freeboard as functions
of axial position. The thermal component of these one-dimensional
models can be derived by considering the transverse slice (Figure 8.7a),
which divides the section into separate control volumes of freeboard
gas and bed material. Under steady state conditions energy conserva-
tion for any control volume requires that

Q̇NET =∑
�ṅH�out −

∑
�ṅH�in (8.28)

If conditions in the freeboard and bed are each assumed to be uni-
form in the transverse plane (the plug flow assumption), application

Q sh

Q ew

T g
ω

Q eb

Q ew

Gas

Bed
Feed

ew

eb

cw

dz

(b)

(a)

Figure 8.7 Axial and transverse slice—control volume.
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of Equation (8.28) to the control volume of freeboard gas and bed
material, respectively, yields a pair of ordinary differential equations
relating axial gradients of temperature and composition to the net
rates of heat transfer for each control volume

Q̇g =
Ng∑
i=1

[
ṅgicpgi

dTg

dz
+Hi

dṅi

dz

]
(8.29a)

Q̇b =
Nb∑
i=1

[
ṅbjcpbj

dTb

dz
+Hj

dṅj

dz

]
(8.29b)

where N represents the total number of species in each region and T
is the average or bulk temperature at that axial position.

In the absence of any chemical reaction or phase transformations
these equations simplify to

∑
ṁgcpg

dTg

dz
= Qg→ew +Qg→eb (8.30a)

∑
ṁbcpb

dTb

dz
= Qg→eb +Qew→eb +Qcw→cb (8.30b)

where the various heat transfer paths are shown in Figure 8.7b. One
additional condition that must be met is that no net energy accumu-
lation can occur within the wall. This yields an auxiliary condition

Qg→ew +Qeb→ew +Qcb→cw = Qshell (8.30c)

The system of equations, Equations (8.30a,b,c), can be solved for suc-
cessive axial positions by any of a variety of techniques (e.g., Runge
Kutta) provided that the various heat transfer terms are character-
ized in terms of the local gas, bed, and wall temperatures. Thus, by
starting at either end of the kiln, a complete solution of the thermal
problem can be developed. It is chiefly the methodology employed
in evaluating the heat transfer terms that distinguishes the various
one-dimensional models.

Heat transfer at the interfacial surfaces is complex and involves radi-
ation, convection, and at the covered bed/covered wall interface, con-
duction as well. Although a heat transfer coefficient can be allocated to
each transport path shown in Figure 8.8 (Gorog et al., 1983) this should
not obscure the difficulty associated with realistic determination of val-
ues for these coefficients. As mentioned earlier, the one-dimensional
model is required only to produce a framework from which to operate
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Figure 8.8 Heat transport paths and their thermal resistances.

the two-dimensional thermal model for the bed and therefore exist-
ing models can be used to evaluate heat transfer at the interfaces. In
the freeboard, the radiation model in Chapter 7 is utilized to develop
coefficients for radiative heat transfer, that is, hr�g→ew� hr�g→eb� hr�eb→ew�
hr�ew→ew. Convection to the exposed wall and exposed bed may be
calculated as per Gorog et al. (1983);

hc�ew = 0�036
kg

Dk
Re0�8Pr0�33

(
Dk

Lk

)0�055

(8.31)

hc�eb = 0�4G0�62
g

Gg = ṁg ×3600

Ag
kg ·m2h−1� (8.32)

In applying these expressions the hydraulic diameter and transverse
area of the freeboard must be utilized in evaluating the dimension-
less groupings and mass flux terms. At the covered wall/covered bed
interface the model described earlier is applied.

Since there is no intent to restrict the work to nonreactive con-
ditions in the bed and freeboard, Equation (8.30) can be expanded
to include the reactive terms, which are originally present in Equa-
tion (8.29), to yield the system

(∑
nicpi

) dTg

dz
= hewAew

(
Tg −Tw

)+hebAeb

(
Tg −Tb

)+∑�iAg (8.33)

(∑
njcpj

) dTb

dz
= hebAeb

(
Tb −Tg

)+hcwAcw �Tb −Tw�+∑�jAb (8.34)

where Tb and Tw are the average temperature over the interfacial sur-
faces and � are the production rates for various species involved in
either chemical reactions, for example freeboard combustion or phase
changes (such as evaporation of free moisture), each to be determined
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by the appropriate kinetic expressions. Since mass must also be con-
served for the control volumes of the bed and freeboard, a system
of ordinary differential equations representing the mass balance also
results from these same kinetic expressions. For example, the calcina-
tion reaction for limestone, which is

CaCO3 = CaO+CO2 (8.35)

generates the interrelated mass balance expressions

dṅCaCO3

dz
= −dṅCaO

dz
=
(

dṅCO2

dz

)
freeboard

(8.36)

where

dṅCaCO3

dz
= �CaCO3

Ab = A0 exp
(
E
/

RT
)

(8.37)

In developing the global solution for the kiln model the complete
system of ordinary differential equations (i.e., the two energy balance
equations, the mass balance equations, and the auxiliary energy con-
dition for the wall) must be solved simultaneously.

8.8 Two-Dimensional Thermal Model for the Bed

Although useful results can be obtained from one-dimensional mod-
els, the assumption that conditions will be uniform across any trans-
verse section of the bed material will hold only for a well mixed bed.
Since segregation is known to occur within the bed, a two-dimensional
model provides the opportunity to examine the effects of “de-mixing”
within the bed on kiln performance. As we saw in Chapter 5, segre-
gation in the transverse plane is driven by the bed motion which is
established by the rotation of the kiln. However it was not until an ade-
quate granular flow model was developed that mixing and segregation
effects on temperature distribution could be modeled. For example,
during rotary kiln limestone calcination, product quality is tested by
checking the extent of dissociation of fine particles at the discharge
end rather than larger particles. One would think that smaller particles
would have a quicker thermal response and reach dissociation tem-
perature earlier than the larger ones. However, they segregate to the
core and do not see higher freeboard temperatures, due to temperature
gradient across the free surface and the core.
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We had mentioned earlier that the rolling bed mode would be
the preferred mode of operation in most kiln processes due to its
potential to achieve adequate mixing. We will set out the bed model
by applying a Cartesian coordinate to the active layer since the flow
there is primarily parallel to the free surface. For simplicity, we begin
by first modeling an inert bed and by assuming it to behave like a
continuum. Energy conservation for a control volume in the active
layer (Figure 8.9a) requires that

�

�x

(
keff

�T

�x

)
−�cpux

�T

�x
+ �

�y

(
keff

�T

�y

)
−�cpuy

�T

�y
+ ṁbcpb

dTba

dz
= 0 (8.38)

We will further assume that mixing is sufficient to ensure that,
within the active layer, the temperature gradient in the axial direction
of the kiln (i.e., dTba/dz) in Equation (8.38) is uniform. Since transverse
mixing is at least two orders of magnitude more effective than axial
mixing (Barr et al., 1989) this latter condition appears justified. The
last term in Equation (8.38) includes the axial gradients of temperature
in the active layer, and accounts for the removal of energy from the
control volume by axial bed flow. It is assumed that all particles within
the active layer advance axially at the same rate and that, because the
plug flow region behaves as a rigid body, this axial advance occurs
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Figure 8.9 Control volumes for bed heat transfer calculations: (a) active layer;
(b) plug flow region and refractory lining.
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only within the active layer. Thus the mass flux ṁb in Equation (8.38)
is set by the kiln feed rate and the transverse area of the active layer,
ṁ = Ṁ/AAL.

Because the plug flow region rotates as a rigid body about the kiln
axis, a cylindrical coordinate system is employed in this region and
for the refractory wall. Energy conservation for any control volume in
the plug flow region and the wall (Figure 8.9b), requires that

�

�r

(
kpf

�T

�r

)
+ 1

r

�

�


(
kpf

�T

r�


)
−�cppf

�r
�T

r�

= 0 (8.39a)

�

�r

(
kw

�T

�r

)
+ 1

r

�

�


(
kw

�T

r�


)
−�cpw

�r
�T

r�

= 0 (8.39b)

where the first two terms constitute the radial and transverse con-
duction respectively, and the third term represents the movement of
energy through the control volume due to the rotation of the kiln.
Since the bed particles are assumed to advance axially only in the
active layer, Equation (8.39a) does not include any term for energy
transport in the axial direction, it being implicitly assumed that axial
conduction in the plug flow region is negligible. The effective thermal
conductivity is applied with the appropriate diffusional contribution
depending on the flow field.

8.9 The Combined Axial and Cross Sectional
Model—The Quasi-Three-Dimensional Model
for the Bed

In order to apply the understanding of the bed motion in the dis-
tribution of energy within the bed over the entire length of the
kiln, we combine the two-dimensional model with a conventional
one-dimensional axial model for the kiln to derive a quasi-three-
dimensional model for the bed material. Although a rigorous
three-dimensional formulation of the problem might be easily
accomplished, the extreme aspect ratio of most kilns, L/D ≥ 10, makes
the solution of the resulting equations somewhat cumbersome. The
impetus for the quasi-three-dimensional model is the need to signifi-
cantly improve the capability of predicting conditions within the bed
while maintaining relatively modest demands on computing capabil-
ity. Two solution approaches are possible.
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1. Synchronous solution of the individual formulations. Here, the heat
transfer problem external to the bed might be determined using
current values of the freeboard gas temperature and mean bed tem-
perature. Once the net rate of heat transfer to the bed is determined
(including the flux distribution to the covered wall surface) the
axial gradients of the freeboard gas and mean bed temperatures
become available to advance the temperatures to the next axial
position by solving Equation (8.33). Before doing so the axial tem-
perature gradient in the bed could be used to obtain a solution for
Equations (8.38) and (8.39) and hence determine the temperature
distribution within the bed at the current axial position.

2. Asynchronous solution of the one-dimensional and two-dimensional
problem. The approach involves developing the one-dimensional
solution over the entire kiln length before returning to the charge
end to expand the axial bed temperature profile into the trans-
verse plane. Implicit in doing so is the assumption that, at any
axial position, heat transfer in the transverse plane (within the bed)
will not significantly alter the freeboard, bed, and wall. The axial
temperature profiles for the freeboard gas, bed, and wall are first
developed using the one-dimensional model. The gas temperature
and axial gradient of the bed temperature are then employed to
drive the transverse model of the bed and kiln wall at a series of
axial kiln positions and thereby determine, for each position, the
temperature field in the bed and wall material. It should be pointed
out at this stage that the two-dimensional model employs only the
freeboard gas temperature and the axial bed temperature gradient
at the given axial location in order to calculate the bed and wall
temperatures. Both may also be supplied either from experimental
data or by a one-dimensional model. Thus a check on the model
can be made by comparing the computed bed and wall tempera-
tures with either the measured values or, once the one-dimensional
model has been verified, with values obtained from the latter.

8.10 Solution Procedure

The axial temperature profiles can be developed beginning from either
end of the kiln by means of Equations (8.30) and (8.33). However,
because direct-fired kilns operate in a countercurrent flow mode, we
can employ a shooting method (Tscheng and Watkinson, 1979) to
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arrive at a solution. We can start from the charge end where the mate-
rial temperature is known but the gas temperature is unknown. We
show an example of the calculation using an inert bed medium and a
freeboard gas consisting of carbon dioxide and water vapor as the only
combustion products. The thermal properties of the gas, as well as the
calculation of the gray gas emissivities and absorptivities required for
computing the radiation boundary conditions, are based on these two
gas constituents. The exit gas temperature and composition are needed
to initiate the solution (e.g., the Runge Kutta solution procedure) but
the measured data may be used if available so as to avoid destabilizing
the calculation as a result of the large number of unknowns involved.

At this point, the finite difference method described for convective-
diffusion equations (Patanker, 1980) might be used for the solution of
the governing bed/wall equations derived for the kiln cross section

�u
�T

�xj

− �

�x

(
�

�T

�xj

)
= S (8.40)

where S is the source term and � is the effective mass flux which can
be given as

� = keff

cp

kg/m · s�

Equation (8.40) may be rearranged to be

�

�xj

(
�uT −�

�T

�xj

)
= S (8.41)

where the term in the parentheses, represented by Ji, is the sum of
the convection and diffusion fluxes. By introducing the continuity
equation into the above equations, the general algebraic form of the
discretized differential equations for the bed and wall become

ApTi�j = AETi+1�j +AWTi−1�j +ANTi�j−1 +ASTi�j+1 − ṁcp

dTb

dz
(8.42)

The coefficients, A, are expressed as

AE = DeA �Pe�+ −Fe� 0�

AW = DwA �Pw�+ Fw� 0�

AN = DnA �Pn�+ −Fn� 0�
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AS = DsA �Ps�+ Fs� 0�

AP = AE +AW +AN +AS (8.43)

The heat diffusion flux, De, the convection flux, Fe, and the associ-
ated Peclet number are

De = ��y

�xc

� Fe = ��ux�i+1�j �y and Pe = Fe

De

� etc�

Within a numerical model, the function A�P� is represented by a
power law scheme as (Patanker, 1980)

A��P�� =
[
0�
(

1−0�1 �P�5
)]

(8.44)

The term in the square brackets represents the greater of the two
quantities. Because of the inclusion of the source term, ṁcpdT/dz in
Equation (8.42), we multiply Equation (8.43), which represents the
coefficients of the discretized equation, by cp so as to obtain the desired
units, that is, W/m−1 K−1.

For the plug flow region and the refractory wall, the discretized
equations are the same as for the active region of the bed except
that they are in cylindrical coordinates. For the radial direction, only
the conduction component is considered and the coefficient of the
algebraic (discretized) equation is equal to, for example,

AS = kw�r 
�

�R

with all units being consistent with that of the term, ṁcpdT/dz.
The mesh employed for the cross sectional model is shown in

Figure 8.10. Rectangular grids can be used for most of the nodes except
at the interface between the plug flow and the active layer where
triangular nodes automatically emerge as a result of the merging of
the two coordinate systems; such nodes are considered as half of the
rectangular nodes in the calculation of the nodal areas. Higher den-
sity mesh is required for the active layer of the bed and in the active
region of the refractory wall. The latter is needed to capture temper-
ature cycling that results due to kiln rotation. Although the specific
depth of the wall active region is not known a priori, 10 percent is
a good guess based on measurements. This value is only needed to
establish the mesh because the actual depth is found from the results
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Figure 8.10 Mesh generation for cross sectional modeling.

of the numerical calculation. Outside the active wall region, a steady
state one-dimensional conduction can be applied

QSS = 2	kw

(
Twr

−Twr+�r

)
ln ��r +�r�/r� (8.45)

Doing this speeds up the numerical calculation, which otherwise is
slow because of the slow thermal response of the wall. From here the
Gauss Siedel iteration method can be employed to solve the system
of algebraic equations with a reasonable convergence criterion, for
example, ∣∣Tn

ij −Tn+1
ij

∣∣
max

< 10−5 (8.46)

The solution requires an under-relaxation technique because of the
numerous nonlinear temperature dependent terms. To apply the seg-
regation of binary mixture of particles with diameter dpS, with dpL

being the effective thermal conductivity for each node, modified by
the jetsam concentration as

CJ �i� j� keff�dps
+ [1−CJ �i� j�

]
keff�dpL

(8.47)
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8.11 Model Results and Application

The mathematical model presented here has been validated using a
well instrumented 0.41 m diameter pilot kiln (Figure 8.11, Boateng and
Barr, 1996). The predicted bed cross sectional temperature distribution
for uniformly sized (well-mixed) and a binary mixture (segregated bed)
in the same pilot kiln are shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.13, respectively
(Boateng and Barr, 1996).

As shown, radial segregation will tend to generate a cooler region
that coincides with the segregated core of fine particles. This means
that, for example in limestone calcination, either the fine particles
may not be fully calcined, or the larger particles at the peripheral
region may be overburned at a specified freeboard gas temperature. In
other processes, for example incineration of solid waste and cement
clinkering, there is the possibility that the charge will contain mate-
rials of varied density. Density differences also result in segregation.
These are the areas where the thermal model can be used to control
the temperature nonuniformities that accompany segregation. At the
moment the only means of determining bed temperature in industrial
kilns is through the use of a pyrometer, which usually measures bed
surface temperature only and will not detect a lower core temperature,
if any segregated core exists. Therefore the kiln operator will not know
whether the core materials are fully calcined until the material is dis-
charged. The usual practice is to sample the fines in the discharge by
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Figure 8.11 Predicted and measured temperature profiles, pilot kiln (Boateng
and Barr, 1996): (a) and (b) are two different experimental measurements.
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Figure 8.12 Contour plots for “mixed-bed” temperature distribution:
Tg = 631�C, 12 percent fill: (a) 1.5 rpm, (b) 3 rpm, and (c) 5 rpm (Boateng and
Barr, 1996).

breaking them apart and visually inspecting the extent of calcination
or by using a dissociation test in the laboratory. A typical case follows,
where the thermal model may be applied to establish the bed tempera-
ture distribution at a particular axial position and thereby evaluate the
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Figure 8.13 Contour plots for “segregated” temperature distribution:
12 percent fill, Tg = 804�C, (a) 1.5 rpm, (b) 3 rpm, and (c) 5 rpm (Boateng and
Barr, 1996).

quality and energy problems that may arise as a result of segregation. If
the kiln operator, upon noticing under-calcined fine particles, decides
to increase the gas temperature (the obvious and usual practice), he or
she will have to decide by how much the gas temperature should be
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increased to. It is likely that increased gas temperature will result in an
increase the of core temperature and overcook the larger particles at
the periphery. In the case of density differences, for example during
solid waste incineration, the particle size of the feed can be controlled
by using the model to decide jetsam loading so that the material with
low heat capacity will be fed as fines in order to accomplish uniform
burning.

The model was applied to the process of calcining limestone in a
3 m (10 ft) diameter rotary kiln with 20 ton per hour product capacity.
Figure 8.14 shows the prediction of the axial temperature and con-
centration profiles. Here the temperatures for the surfaces and inter-
faces suggest heat exchange as a function of axial location. The bed
temperature strictly follows the freeboard temperature. At about 35
percent along the axial distance, the bulk bed temperature supersedes
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Figure 8.14 One-dimensional temperature and concentration profiles for
3.04 m (10 ft) diameter preheater kiln for limestone calcination.
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Figure 8.15 Two-dimensional temperature contours for 3.04 m (10 ft) di-
ameter preheater kiln for limestone calcination.

the covered wall temperature showing that prior to that point the wall
gives heat to the bed. The figure also shows that dissociation is com-
plete by mid-length at least for the conditions modeled. Figure 8.15
predicts the temperature distribution in the cross section including
the bed and the refractory lining at an axial location with freeboard
gas temperature of 2000 K.

8.12 Single Particle Heat Transfer Modeling
for Expanded Shale Processing

We had mentioned previously that most of the chemical reactions in
a rotary kiln take place in the active layer. The cross sectional model
shows that the extent of the reaction will depend on the exposure
time. The modeling of the exposed bed heat transfer coefficients allows
for the possibility of modeling the temperature response of a single
particle that emerges from the plug flow region into the active layer
and tumbles down the free surface. We will examine the ramification
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of the time-temperature history using an expanded shale process. This
process is described later in Chapter 10 but for now we will look at
the material transport in the cross section of such a kiln (Figure 8.16)
and examine the classical transient heat transfer problem in the con-
test of material processing and kiln control that might affect product
quality. From the illustration in Figure 8.16 one can write balance
equations in the Lagrangian framework and examine the temperature
response and the expansion kinetics of an individual shale particle
tumbling down the incline based on its velocity and the fluid-particle
heat transfer rate. Assuming the particle emerges at the free surface at
a specific temperature Ts and density �0. Within the time the particle
travels along the chord length, Lc it will soak up heat and when the
temperature reaches a certain threshold, called the bloating temper-
ature, it will undergo an expansion. With little mass loss and large
expansion, the density will reduce to form a lightweight aggregate.
The dependent property for the balance equation is the conversion,
that is, ��0 − ��/��0 − �f� which represents the extent of particle den-
sity or specific gravity change. This can be related to the Arrhenius
equation as

�

�t

(
�0 −�

�0 −�f

)
= −A0 exp

(−E

RTs

)
(8.48)

where ��x� 0� = �0 for −L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2. Furthermore, it may be assumed
that significant gradients exist within the particle due to the large size
particles, typically about 2.5–5 cm, and therefore the dimensionless
Biot number is large �hL/ks�1�. The unidirectional energy balance on
the particle (Figure 8.16b) is
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I.C. (initial condition)

T �x� 0� = T0 for −xL/2 ≤ x ≤ xL/2 (8.50a)

B.C. (boundary condition)

ks
�T

�x
�±L/2� t� = h�Tfb −Ts�+��

(
T4

fb −T4
s

)= Q (8.50b)

For symmetry, if the particle centerpoint is chosen for x = 0, the
B.C. there is

�T

�x
�0� t� = 0 (8.50c)
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Figure 8.16 Modeling a single particle temperature response using expanded
shale kinetics, (a) cross section of kiln, (b) modeled particle (Boateng
et al., 1997).
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The density or specific gravity change of the shale particle to three-
dimensional diffusion will result in a three-dimensional expansion.
The incremental change in each direction may be calculated indepen-
dently using the unidirectional expression

1
L0

�L

�t
= �0�

�T

�t
+�f �1−��

�T

�t
+ �

�0

��

�t
(8.51)

where L0 is the initial particle length, L is the instantaneous length,
�0 and �f are, respectively, the initial and final coefficient of expan-
sion, � is a decomposition or expansion factor and � is the dimen-
sionless density. The activation energy for dehydroxylation of kaolin
in a flash calciner has been reported as ranging between 27 and
70 kJ/mol (Meinhold et al., 1994). The initial density for shale is
about 2785 kg/m3 while the final density, achieved at 1400�C is about
442 kg/m3 (Boateng et al., 1997).

The system of equations, Equations (8.49) through (8.51), can be
solved analytically, graphically, or numerically using implicit finite
difference methods utilizing the unidirectional nodal system shown
in Figure 8.16b. Since the problem is one-dimensional, it reduces to a
system of algebraic equations, A�T� = R′� where A� is the coefficient
tri-diagonal matrix, T� is the temperature distribution, and R′� is the
set containing residual constant terms. A solution can be found by
solving the matrix using the Thomas algorithm with the result shown
in Figure 8.17. These results can be plotted using two dimensionless
groupings for control of the operation (Figure 8.18). The first grouping
is the Peclet number for heat transfer, Pe�usLc/��, and representing
the ratio of the heat absorption time to the time of traverse at the
exposed bed surface. The second is the modified Damkohler group II
grouping, D

(
�m/�L2

0

)
, where � is the expansion rate constant in units

(1/s), defined as the ratio of the timescales of particle self-diffusion
in the active layer and the particle expansion time. This parameter
is essentially material dependent and can be related to the activation
energy that governs the kinetics of the expansion. Since the surface
velocity depends on the rotational rate, Pe is similar to the rotational
Froude number Fr��2R/g� which is more convenient and practical for
an operator.

The graph in Figure 8.18 can be employed as a control procedure
for quality assurance. For example, if it is desirable for the lightweight
aggregate kiln operator to change the kiln feed rate and maintain the
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Figure 8.17 Predicted temperature and density changes at the exposure time
for shale materials of various origin (Boateng et al., 1997).
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Figure 8.18 Kiln and product quality control curves for shale expansion in a
2.44 diameter rotary kiln (Boateng et al., 1997).

same degree of fill (i.e., constant chord length), then the kiln speed
must be altered according to Pe. If the heat transfer rate is not changed
after this action, then the quality � will change for that particular
material. If each curve represents a specific material, that is, easy to
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cook (low E) or hard to cook (high E), then the desired quality can
be achieved by following the appropriate path on the curve either by
reducing kiln speed or by increasing the heat flux.
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9
Mass and Energy Balance

Heat balance calculations are usually carried out when developing new
rotary kiln chemical processes or when improving old ones. No ther-
mal process would work if too much heat is released or if there is a
lack of sufficient thermal energy to drive the process, in other words,
to maintain the reaction temperature. Heat balance can only be calcu-
lated with given mass balances as the boundary conditions, hence a
quantitative description of the chemical processes on the basis of phys-
ical or chemical thermodynamics is required. While chemical thermody-
namics establishes the feasibility of a particular reaction under certain
reactor conditions, chemical kinetics determines the rate at which the
reaction will proceed. Before we establish the global rotary kiln mass
and energy balance, it is important to examine some fundamental
concepts of thermodynamics that provide the pertinent definitions
essential for the design of new rotary kiln bed processes.

9.1 Chemical Thermodynamics

Chemical processes are normally carried out at constant pressure (iso-
baric). Under isobaric conditions, the total enthalpy, or the total heat
content of a chemical species consists of three thermodynamic prop-
erties (i) the heat of formation, (ii) sensible heat, and (iii) heat of
transformation. When chemical elements react to form a compound,

239
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a certain amount of heat is released to the environment in accordance
with the First Law of Thermodynamics, which states that the internal
energy, U , of a system changes as a result of the exchange of energy
with the surroundings, in the form of heat, Q, or through some form
of work, that is, �U = Q +Ẇ . Hence, consistent with energy conserva-
tion, the heat of formation of the reaction or for short heat of reaction,
�H , is equal to the sum of the total enthalpies of the products minus
the total enthalpies of the reactants as we saw in stoichiometric bal-
ances. The sensible heat is literally the heat that can be sensed because
it is associated with temperature change, that is,

Qs =
∫ T

0
CpdT (9.1)

where Cp is the molar heat capacity of the species in J · mol−1K−1,
that is, its specific heat times its molecular weight �CpM�. The heat
of transformation is usually associated with phase change such as
crystal transformation, melting, or evaporation and is expressed in
J ·mol−1. For convenience, the total enthalpies of all chemical species
are tabulated with respect to a reference temperature, T0, at a standard
pressure, p0 which are usually taken to be 25�C (298.15 K) and 1 bar
(0.9869 atm). Therefore, the enthalpy of a chemical species, i, might
be expressed as (Themelis, 1995)

�Hi = �Ho
i +

∫ T

T0

CpdT +∑ ��H trans� (9.2)

where �Ho
i is the total enthalpy of species at T0. The last term in

Equation 9.2 represents the heat that is absorbed or released in the
phase transformations if any. For chemical compounds, the term �Ho

i

is equal to the heat of formation of the compound at T0, that is,
�Ho

i = �Ho
f .

9.2 Gibbs Free Energy and Entropy

The Second Law of Thermodynamics, as was introduced by Clausius
and Kelvin, is formulated on the basis of theoretical analyses of
reversible cycles established by Carnot (Knacke et al., 1991). From the
reversible Carnot cycle, it follows mathematically that the reversible
exchange of heat, dQrev between systems and surroundings, divided
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by the absolute temperature T is a total differential dS, where S is the
property of the state called entropy, that is,

dS = dQ

T
(9.3)

The Second Law can therefore be stated as: The total entropy change
in a system resulting from any real processes in the system is positive
and approaches a limiting value of zero for any process that approaches
reversibility (Themelis, 1995). The entropy of a reversible process is
equal to the heat absorbed during the process, divided by the tempera-
ture at which the heat is absorbed (Equation 9.3). Reversibility denotes
a process which is carried out under near-equilibrium conditions and
therefore means that it is carried out most efficiently. Combining the
First Law and the Second Law gives the expression

dS = dU +PdV

T
= dH

T
(9.4a)

from which can be deduced that
(

�S

�U

)
V

= 1
T

(9.4b)

(
�S

�V

)
U

= P

T
(9.4c)

S = S �U�V� (9.4d)

With these expressions, the derivation from cyclic processes and
reversible heat exchange could be abandoned in exchange for the state
functions T, P, V, U, and S of the individual systems.

Similarly to the First Law, the total entropy of a chemical species, i,
at its equilibrium state, temperature, T , and standard pressure, p0, can
be expressed as

�Si = �So
i +

∫ T

T0

CpdT

T
+∑

(
�H trans

Ttrans

)
(9.5)

where �So
i is the total entropy of the species at its equilibrium state

and at T0 (298.15 K) and standard pressure p0 (1 bar or 1 atm). Equa-
tion (9.5) applies at absolute zero temperatures by setting �So

i = 0 and
T0 = 0. At 0 K, the entropy of all crystalline elements and compounds is
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zero and for all other species, may be zero, that is, �Sf�0 = 0; a statement
that defines the Third Law of Thermodynamics.

According to Gibbs, a phase is understood to be a chemically and
physically homogeneous substance, irrespective of the amount and
shape. Every phase has a limited region of existence with respect
to composition, temperature, and pressure. Phases in equilibrium
with each other are called coexisting phases. Single-phase systems are
homogeneous phases while multi-phase systems are heterogeneous.
Closed, homogeneous or heterogeneous equilibrium systems have
maximum entropy that is a function of U and V (Equation 9.4). The
Gibbs free energy of a species is a function of its enthalpy and entropy
and is defined as:

G�T�P� = H −TS (9.6)

G is a thermodynamic characteristic function that can be expressed in
terms of its derivatives with respect to the corresponding independent
variables. From the equilibrium requirement of maximum entropy
follows the minimum Gibbs energy for chemical equilibrium, that is,

G = min at constant T� P (9.7)

From the general definition of the Gibbs free energy, one can express
the Gibbs free energy of a chemical species i at equilibrium in terms
of its total enthalpy and total entropy at T , and standard pressure, p0,
that is,

�Go
i = �Ho

i −T�So
i (9.8)

The heat capacities, enthalpies, entropies, and Gibbs free energies of
chemical species at their equilibrium state and at standard temperature
and pressure can be found in the public domain (e.g., Knacke et al.,
1991). Some of these are presented in the Appendix. Usually, included
in such tables are the dimensionless Planck’s function B that allows a
simple calculation of the equilibrium constant as

Bo
i = −Go

i /RT log 10 (9.9)

log Kr =∑
nr

i B
o
i (9.10)

where ni are the stoichiometric mole fractions of the reaction (Knacke
et al., 1991). A reaction will proceed at a given temperature when
log Kr > 0, similar to the situation that water boils when the tempera-
ture reaches 100�C. A useful tool for estimating chemical thermody-
namic conditions of several processes is the HSC Chemical Reaction
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and Equilibrium software (Outokumpu, 2002). Several example chem-
ical equilibrium calculations using the HSC software can be found in
Themelis (1995).

9.3 Global Heat and Material Balance

Thus far we have covered all the transport phenomena and transport
processes that determine the conditions within the rotary kiln. These
include bed material flow, fluid flow in the freeboard, combustion, and
associated heat transfer that result in temperature distribution at any
section of the kiln. With these, the extent of temperature-dependent
chemical reactions involved in the pyroprocessing of minerals and
materials can be established and from that, product quality can be
estimated. While all the models covered thus far can provide details of
the intrinsic behavior within the kiln, including whether the reactions
will or will not proceed at the reactor temperatures, it is important
to step outside and look at the kiln as a thermodynamic system that
interacts with the atmosphere and, like all thermodynamic systems,
determine the thermal efficiency. The basic approach to doing this is
to consider the kiln as a furnace system composed of a control volume
with well-defined spatial boundaries into which mass and energy enter
at a certain rate and leave at another rate. It is important to keep
track of material and energy crossing the boundaries by doing some
accounting. The bookkeeping relation for keeping track is the mass
and energy balance that is based on the steady-flow form of the First
Law of Thermodynamics. If one mass flow rate exceeds the other, then
mass is either accumulated or depleted. Also, if Q̇ is the rate of heat
flow into the furnace and Ẇ is the rate at which work is delivered
to the surroundings, then the first law for conservation of energy
requires that

Q̇ =∑
o

moho −∑
i

mihi +Ẇ = m2h2 −m1h1 +Ẇ (9.11)

where m and h are rates of mass and enthalpy crossing the system
boundary. We know by now that rotary kilns are the equipment
of choice when material processing requires high temperatures and
long residence times. Because of these two important attributes, rotary
kilns have also become the equipment of choice for waste destruction
including hazardous waste fuels under the EPA’s Resource Conserva-
tion Recovery Act (RCRA). Every kiln must therefore be permitted to
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operate within certain operational limits so as to ensure that harmful
pollutants, whether they be dust, metals, or any other chemical com-
pounds, are not discharged into the atmosphere. A mass and energy
balance must, therefore, be carried out for the operation to show, at a
minimum, mass flow rates, temperatures, and pressures of all process
input and output streams at each discrete unit operation within the
overall process such as the rotary kiln and all auxiliary devices includ-
ing coal mills, air pollution control devices, and so on. A mass and
energy balance is also required to ensure that process variables do not
exceed the design or permitted limits. Additionally, it is necessary to
establish the thermal efficiency of the process so that necessary action
can be taken to optimize fuel use and conserve energy.

9.4 Thermal Module for Chemically Reactive System

The problem of the mass and energy balance is addressed by consid-
ering the kiln as a combustion system in which fuel and oxidizer flow
into a control volume and combustion products flow out. Without the
details of all the transport models that have been discussed in the pre-
vious chapters, one should be able to relate the combustion products
to the input mass flow rates and energies and to account for any mass
or energy accumulation or destruction that might take place and how
they do. The steady flow First Law Equation, Equation (9.11), may be
written for the balance as

Q = Hp −Hr +Ẇ (9.12)

It is easy to envision that no shaft work is involved and that the
work done on the surroundings is what transforms the raw material
into usable material and which can be accounted for as energy of
formation of the intended product. Therefore H includes chemical as
well as thermal energy. The enthalpy Hp is the sum of the enthalpies of
all product streams leaving the system and Hr is that for the entering
reactant streams. The individual enthalpies may each be written as
the product of the number of moles of the component in the reaction
equation and the respective enthalpy per mole of the component. For
example, for k number of products

Hp = n1h1 +n2h2 +· · ·+nkhk �kJ� (9.13)
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Figure 9.1 Thermal module for mass and energy balance calculations.

where n is the stoichiometric coefficient of the chemical equation and
the enthalpies are on a per-mole basis. The enthalpy of any com-
ponent of the reactants or products may be written as the sum of
(i) its enthalpy of formation at the standard or reference temperature,
T0, and standard pressure, and (ii) its enthalpy difference between
the actual state and the standard state of the components. Assum-
ing pressure independence for now, the enthalpy for each component
becomes

h�T� = hf �T0�+ �h�T�−h�T0�� �kJ/mol� (9.14)

where the term in the square brackets is the sensible enthalpy relative
to the standard reference state. Hence the thermal module for the kiln
component (Figure 9.1) can be balanced by balancing the streams and
assigning enthalpies at the temperature state.

9.5 Mass Balance Inputs

As Figure 9.1 shows, a mass and energy balance requires knowledge
of the conditions of the state; hence measurements of temperatures
and pressures are required. For existing operation a complete audit is
required to take measurements in addition to the data gathered by
supervisory or monitoring instrumentation if any. The input to the
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mass balance module may consist of mass quantities, chemical compo-
sition, and any other pertinent qualitative information. These include
feed rate or product rate, fuel input, and measured or calculated prod-
uct rates, and so on.

9.6 Chemical Compositions

The chemical compositions must include air composition in weight-%,
fuel composition in weight-%, feed composition and moisture in
weight-% dry feed basis, effective volatile content in weight-% on dry
feed basis; for solid fuel combustion, volatile composition in weight-%
dry feed basis, and product composition by specification on product
weight basis.

9.7 Energy Balance Inputs

Energy inputs include (i) thermodynamic data such as specific heats,
heats of combustion, enthalpies of phase change, densities, and so
on, (ii) kinetic rate data, and (iii) their state, that is, input and output
temperatures.

The mass and energy balance for a 15 by 300 ft (4.57 by 92 m) kiln
for the dolomitic limestone calcination process is presented here. The
procedure starts with information on the kiln dimensions and layout
(Figure 9.2) followed by process audit, which provides the necessary

Lime kiln balance

Exit gas

Damper
Open tee

Cooling air for
burner

Lime stone feedTo burner

Open ductFan
Fan

Lime product

COOLER

HOOD

Dust
collector

Rotary kiln

Coal mill

Figure 9.2 Process flow and component layout for dolomitic limestone cal-
cination used for mass and energy balance calculation.
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process data. The reference temperature used for enthalpy calculations
is set at 25�C (298 K). Mass and energy balance is achieved from which
the thermal efficiency and any other process efficiency indicators can
be estimated.

9.8 Site Survey—Measured Variables

The tables that follow go through a site survey. Table 9.1 covers the
ambient air to the cooler. Table 9.2 covers the cooling air to the
burner. Table 9.3 covers the coal conveying air, and Tables 9.4 and 9.5
cover the limestone and the dust. Table 9.6 covers the properties of
the natural gas input and the kiln exit gas. Table 9.7 covers the kiln
dimensions and shell temperatures.

Table 9.1 Ambient Air to the Cooler∗

Measurement
Number∗∗ (#)

Value
(m/s)

Measurement
Number (#)

Value
(m/s)

Average
Velocity
(m/s)

Area
�m2�

Volume
�m3/s�

1 8	45 14 9	00 8	73 0	237 2	069
2 10	8 13 9	00 9	90 0	201 1	987
3 14 12 12	00 13	00 0	164 2	134
4 14	5 11 12	60 13	55 0	13 1	730
5 15	5 10 14	60 15	05 0	091 1	373
6 15	5 9 14	80 15	15 0	055 0	829
7 14 8 14	00 14	00 0	018 0	255

Total — — — — — 0	894 10	4

∗ Cooler fan outside diameter is 42 in. (1.07 m). Temperature is 78�F �25	6�C�. Total area
is 0	894 m2. Note that the velocity of air into the fan (given in units of m/s) is usually
measured at variable points on a radius. The numbered pair points (1 & 14, 2 & 13,
etc.) are opposite sides of same radius. Density = 1	18 kg/m3. Mass flow = 12	27 kg/s.
∗∗ Note that the distance between two measurement radial points is 0.08 m.

Table 9.2 Cooling Air to the Burner∗

Fan Side Center Volume �m3/s�

Velocity (m/s) 11 9 –
Area �m2� 0	02 0	01 –
Volume 0	2 0	1 0.3

∗ Internal diameter (ID) of fan is 0.1905 m (7.5 in.). Density =
1	19 kg/m3. Flow rate = 0	36 kg/s.
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Table 9.3 Coal Conveying Air∗

Measurement
Number

Value
(m/s)

Area
�m2�

Volume
�m3/s�

1 6 0.456 2	736
2 6 0.355 2	128
3 5 0.253 1	267
4 3	5 0.152 0	532
5 2 0.051 0	101
Total 1.267 6	76

∗ Temperature = 149�C. Pipe outside diameter (OD) = 50 in	
(1.270 m), total area 1	267 m2. Distance between two measured
points is 0.127 m. Density = 0	84 kg/m3. Mass flow = 5	66 kg/s.
Flows are split before entering the coal mill. The mixing air going
to the coal mill m0 = 5	66, with a temperature T0 = 278�F. The air
from the hood to the coal mill m1 = 0	28%, with a temperature
T1 = 800�F. The tempering air to the duct m2 = 0	72%, at a temper-
ature T2 = 78�F. The coal mill off-take m1 = 1	57 kg/s through the
hood duct. The tempering air m2 = 4	09 kg/s ambient air.

Table 9.4 Limestone∗

HI-CAL

MW Weight % %C Ca/Mg

CaCO3 100 95	61 11	47 42	96
MgCO3 84	3 1	7 0	24 –
S – 0	06568 – – N2 1	52
H2O 18 1	96 – – O2 6	51
Inert 100 0	66 – – C 79	28
Total – 100	00 – – H 5	02

DOLOMITE H2O 3	00

MW Weight % %C Ca/Mg S 0	080

MgCO3 84	3 43	94 6	25 – Ash 4	58
S – 0	016 – –
H2O 18 1	94 – –
Inert 100 1	46 – –
Total – 99	99 – –

∗ The temperature of both the HI-CAL and the dolomite inputs was 78�C. For the
HI-CAL, the %C in product was 0.08, and the flow rate was 47 short tons per hour
(STPH) (11.48 kg/s). For the dolomite, the %C in product was 0.16 kg/s, and the flow
rate was 52 STPH (13.1 kg/s).
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Table 9.5 Dust and Coal Composition (Weight-%)

% dust 15
Dust/product
Temperature ��F�

1148

Composition
(lab)

CaCO3% CaO% MgCO3% MgO% S% Ash%

Weight-% 0.7 56.4 0.6 40 – 2.6

Coal 170	5 Composition N% O% C% H% H2O% S% Ash%
Temperature ��F� Weight-% 1.52 6.51 79.28 5.02 3.0 0.08 4.58

∗ The flow rate for coal is 6.7 STPH (6.08 metric ton/hr, or 1.69 kg/s).
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Table 9.6 Natural Gas and Exit Gas Components∗

Natural gas
Composition N2% O2% CO2% CH4% C2H6% C3H8% C4H10% C5H12% C6H14%

1.35 0 1.25 94.5 2.5 0.011 0.03 0.04 0.02
Molecular
weight (MW)

28 16 44 16 30 44 58 72 86

MW of
Natural
Gas

= 16.9

Kiln exit gas
Composition N2% NO% NO2% O2% CO% CO2% H2O% SO2%

– – – 0.5 – – – –

∗ Temperature = 1326�F, flow rate = 15�000 standard cubic feet per hour (424	75 m3/hr, or 0.089 kg/s).
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Table 9.7 Kiln Dimensions and Shell Temperatures∗

Measured temperature on the surface of the kiln ��F�

655 605 617 595 593 605 638 608 424
550 570 581 581 588 550 547 517 506
535 530 533 528 508 535 508 535 540
518 308 669 635 885 886 890 774 810
668 495 428 435 524 700 640 786 675
763 766 766 739 742 735 712 660 708
635

Measured temperature on the surface of the kiln ��C�

346 318 325 313 312 318 337 320 218
288 299 305 305 309 288 286 269 263
279 277 278 276 264 279 264 279 282
270 353 354 335 474 474 477 412 432
353 257 220 224 273 371 338 419 357
406 408 408 393 394 391 378 349 376
335

∗ Kiln diameter, 15 ft (4.57 m); kiln length = 300 ft (92 m).
Note: Measurements run left to right and top to bottom.

9.9 Shell Heat Loss Calculations

Table 9.8 covers the calculated heat loss from the shell.

9.10 Calcination Module Calculation

Table 9.9 covers the calcinations module calculation, including heat
of formation, heat of calcinations, and heat of water evaporation.

9.11 Combustion

Table 9.10 covers the heat of combustion reactions. Tables 9.11 and
9.12 cover the calculation of energy, of fuel for Table 9.11, and of
natural gas for Table 9.12. Table 9.13 covers the calculation of the
percent of water in air. Table 9.14 covers the heat capacity of the
different components of fuel.
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Table 9.8 Shell Heat Loss Calculated∗

Heat Loss

Shell Zone
Temperature
��C�

Shell Zone
Temperature
(K) Q1 Q2 Q3

Q5 �kcal/
m2/hr�

Length
(m)

Area
�m2� kcal/h kJ/h

346 619 0.51 4,177.75 5,628 7,763 1.75 18.434 143� 107 598,189
318 591 0.45 4,235.58 4,701 6,595 1.75 18.434 121� 580 508,203
325 598 0.46 4,221.55 4,923 6,877 1.75 18.434 126� 769 529,896
313 586 0.44 4,245.42 4,547 6,398 1.75 18.434 117� 950 493,031
312 585 0.43 4,247.37 4,516 6,360 1.75 18.434 117� 232 490,029
318 591 0.45 4,235.58 4,701 6,595 1.75 18.434 121� 580 508,203
337 610 0.49 4,196.83 5,319 7,376 1.75 18.434 135� 963 568,325
320 593 0.45 4,231.60 4,764 6,675 1.75 18.434 123� 050 514,347
218 491 0.25 4,397.47 2,189 3,283 1.75 18.434 60� 516 252,959
288 561 0.38 4,292.27 3,822 5,465 1.75 18.434 100� 748 421,129
299 572 0.41 4,272.16 4,131 5,865 1.75 18.434 108� 125 451,961
305 578 0.42 4,260.85 4,306 6,091 1.75 18.434 112� 275 469,309
305 578 0.42 4,260.85 4,306 6,091 1.75 18.434 112� 275 469,309
309 582 0.43 4,253.19 4,426 6,243 1.75 18.434 115� 092 481,085
288 561 0.38 4,292.27 3,822 5,465 1.75 18.434 100� 748 421,129
286 559 0.38 4,295.84 3,768 5,394 1.75 18.434 99� 439 415,657
269 542 0.34 4,324.99 3,323 4,812 1.75 18.434 88� 703 370,778
263 536 0.33 4,334.76 3,175 4,615 1.75 18.434 85� 078 355,627
279 552 0.36 4,308.10 3,581 5,150 1.75 18.434 94� 934 396,825
277 550 0.36 4,311.54 3,528 5,081 1.75 18.434 93� 669 391,536
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278 550 0.36 4,311.54 3� 528 5� 081 1.75 18.434 93� 669 391� 536
276 549 0.36 4,313.25 3� 502 5� 047 1.75 18.434 93� 040 388� 906
264 537 0.33 4,333.15 3� 199 4� 648 1.75 18.434 85� 677 358� 128
279 552 0.36 4,308.10 3� 581 5� 150 1.75 18.434 94� 934 396� 825
264 537 0.33 4,333.15 3� 199 4� 648 1.75 18.434 85� 677 358� 128
279 552 0.36 4,308.10 3� 581 5� 150 1.75 18.434 94� 934 396� 825
282 555 0.37 4,302.89 3� 660 5� 254 1.75 18.434 96� 850 404� 835
270 543 0.35 4,323.34 3� 349 4� 845 1.75 18.434 89� 315 373� 338
353 626 0.53 4,162.60 5� 877 8� 073 1.75 18.434 148� 814 622� 042
354 627 0.53 4,160.41 5� 913 8� 118 1.75 18.434 149� 640 625� 494
335 608 0.49 4,201.00 5� 251 7� 291 1.75 18.434 134� 404 561� 810
474 747 0.85 3,859.52 11� 325 14� 604 1.75 18.434 269� 218 1� 125� 330
474 747 0.85 3,859.52 11� 325 14� 604 1.75 18.434 269� 218 1� 125� 330
477 750 0.86 3,850.99 11� 490 14� 796 1.75 18.434 272� 745 1� 140� 075
412 685 0.68 4,024.52 8� 252 10� 973 1.75 18.434 202� 274 845� 503
432 705 0.73 3,973.56 9� 176 12� 077 1.75 18.434 222� 637 930� 624
353 626 0.53 4,162.60 5� 877 8073 1.75 18.434 148� 814 622� 042
257 530 0.32 4,344.23 3� 030 4423 1.75 18.434 81� 538 340� 829
220 493 0.25 4,395.14 2� 228 3� 337 1.75 18.434 61� 513 257� 124
224 497 0.26 4,390.33 2� 308 3� 446 1.75 18.434 63� 532 265� 563
273 546 0.35 4,318.33 3� 425 4� 946 1.75 18.434 91� 167 381� 077
371 644 0.57 4,122.42 6� 547 8� 902 1.75 18.434 164� 098 685� 928
338 611 0.49 4,194.73 5� 352 7� 418 1.75 18.434 136� 746 571� 599

(Continued)
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Table 9.8—Cont’d

Heat Loss

Shell Zone
Temperature
��C�

Shell Zone
Temperature
(K) Q1 Q2 Q3

Q5 �kcal/
m2/hr�

Length
(m)

Area
�m2� kcal/h kJ/h

419 692 0.69 4,006.92 8,568 11,352 1.75 18.434 209� 269 874,745
357 630 0.54 4,153.82 6,022 8,253 1.75 18.434 152� 134 635,920
406 679 0.66 4,039.40 7,987 10,654 1.75 18.434 196� 389 820,908
408 681 0.67 4,034.46 8,074 10,759 1.75 18.434 198� 339 829,059
393 666 0.63 4,070.99 7,431 9,981 1.75 18.434 183� 993 769,090
394 667 0.63 4,068.59 7,472 10,032 1.75 18.434 184� 929 773,005
391 664 0.62 4,075.77 7,347 9,880 1.75 18.434 182� 128 761,296
378 651 0.59 4,106.33 6,821 9,237 1.75 18.434 170� 281 711,777
349 622 0.52 4,171.29 5,734 7,895 1.75 18.434 145� 537 608,344
376 649 0.58 4,110.96 6,742 9,141 1.75 18.434 168� 501 704,333
335 608 0.49 4,201.00 5,251 7,291 1.75 18.434 134� 404 561,810
Total – – – – – – – 7,255,192

kcal/hr
(8,424
kJ/s)

30,326,702
kJ/hr

(28,507,100
Btu/hr)

∗ Kiln shell diameter = 3	353 m, ambient air temperature = 301 K.
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Table 9.9 Heat of Formation (For Calcination Calculation)∗

Heat of Formation∗

Heat of
Formation
at 25�C kcal/kmol kJ/kmol kJ/kg MJ/kg Btu/lb

Hf −CaCO3 289�500 1�211�246 12�100 12	10 5	22
Hf −CaO 151�700 634�701 11�314 11	31 4	88
Hf −MgCO3 261�700 1� 094�933 12�985 12	99 5	60
Hf −MgO 143�840 601�816 14�926 14	93 6	44
Hf −CO2 −94�052 −393�507 −8�943 −8	94 −3	86

Heat of calcination∗∗

Heat of Reaction
at 25�C kJ/kmol kcal/kmol kJ/kg MJ/kg Btu/lb

CaCO3 →
CaO+CO2

183�038 43�748 1�829 1.829 0.79

MgCO3 →
MgO+CO2

99�611 23�808 1�181 1.181 0.51

Heat of Water Evaporation∗∗∗

Heat of
Evaporation kJ/kmol kcal/kmol kJ/kg MJ/kg Btu/lb

H2O�l� → H2O�g�

25�C
– – 2,452 2.45 1.06

H2O�l� → H2O�g�

57�C
– – 2,365 2.37 1.02

∗ Boynton, 1980; Perry, 1984.
∗∗ Note: CaCO3 = CaO+CO2
 770 kcal/kgCaO ⇔ 180�734 kJ/kmol CaCO3 or CaO.

∗∗∗ Note: H2O → H2 +0	5O2 → 970 Btu/lb of water at 212�F.

Table 9.10 Heat of Combustion Reactions

Heat of
Reaction kcal/kmol kJ/kmol kJ/kg MJ/kg Btu/lb

N +O2 = NO 21�600 90�373 6�455 6	46 2�783
C+O2 = CO2 −94�052 −393�507 −32�792 −32	79 −14�139
C+O2 = CO −26�416 −110�523 −9�210 −9	21 −3�971
H+O2 = H2O −57�798 −241�822 −120�911 −120	91 −52�135
S+O2 = SO2 −70�940 −296�808 −9�275 −9	28 −3�999
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Table 9.11 Calculation of Energy of Fuel

Fuel Composition Heat of Combustion

Elements Weight % Coefficient
kJ/kg
Fuel

MJ/kg
Fuel Btu/lb

C 70 36	2 25�340 25	3 10�926
H 4	4 90 3�960 4	0 1�707
S 1	6 10	6 170 0	2 73
N2 0	9 8 72 0	1 31
O2 1	8 −10	6 −191 −0	2 −82
H2O 0 0 0 0	0 0
Ash 15	3 0 0 0	0 0
Total 94 – 29�351 29	4 12�656

Table 9.12 Calculation of Energy of Natural Gas

Stoichiometric Combustion

O2 CO2 H2O Gross Net
Required Produced Produced (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol)

CH4 2 1 2 212	798 191	759
C2H6 3	5 2 3 372	820 341	261
C3H8 5 3 4 530	605 488	527
iso-C4H10 6	5 4 5 686	342 633	744
n-C4H10 6	5 4 5 687	982 635	384
iso-C5H12 8 5 6 843	240 780	120
n-C5H12 8 5 6 845	160 782	040
C6H14 9	5 6 7 1� 002	570 928	930
O2 −1 0 0 0 0

Table 9.13 Calculation of Percent of Water in Air

Ambient Air
Conditions

Calculation
Factors

Temperature 20 �C 0.00856
Relative
humidity

60 % 0.99977

Humidity 0.00856 kg H2O/kg dry air
Humidity 0.01378 mol H2O/mol dry air
× H2O 0.01359 mol H2O/mol H2O+mol dry air
Humidity 1.38 %

N2% O2% CO2% H2O% Total %
77.43 20.71 0.49 1.38 100.02
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Table 9.14 Heat Capacity of Constituents

Component T (K) Heat Capacity �Cp� Formula Kcal/kmol ·K kJ/kmol ·K kJ/kg Btu/lb

CaCO3 400 19	68+0	01189T −307600/T2 22	51 94	2 0	94 0.41
CaO 700 10	0+0	00484T −108000/T2 13	17 55	1 0	98 0.42
MgCO3 692 16.90 16	90 70	7 0	84 0.36
MgO 692 10	86+0	001197T −208700/T2 11	25 47	1 1	17 0.50
C 662 2	673+0	002617T −116900/T2 4	14 17	3 1	44 0.62
CO 662 6	6+0	0012T 7	39 30	9 1	10 0.48
CO2 962 10	34+0	00274T −195500/T2 12	76 53	4 1	21 0.52
N2 962 6	5+0	001T 7	46 31	2 1	12 0.48
NO 962 8	05+0	000233T −156300/T2 8	11 33	9 1	13 0.49
NO2 963 36	07+0	0397× T −0	0000288T2 47	59 1	03 0.45

+7	87× �10−9�×T3

O2 962 8	27+0	000258T −187700/T2 8	07 33	8 1	05 0.45
S 389 3	63+0	0064T 6	12 25	6 0	80 0.34
SO2 962 7	7+0	0053T −0	00000083T2 12	03 50	3 0	79 0.34
Cl2 962 8	28+0	00056T 8	82 36	9 0	53 0.23
H 962 4.97 4	97 20	8 20	79 8.97
H2 962 6	62+0	00081T 7	40 31	0 15	48 6.67
H2O(l) 283 4.18 4	18 17	5 0	97 0.42
H2O(g) 283 8	22+0	00015T +0	00000134T2 8	37 35	0 1	95 0.84
Coal 283 0	205+ �0	205×10−3�×%VM+

�3	104×10−4�×T + �2	77×10−6�×%VM
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9.12 Energy Balance Module

Table 9.15 covers the formulas for use to determine the sensible energy
for input streams, as well as the sensible heat for the coal conveying
air, the inlet air, and the limestone.

Table 9.15 Sensible Energy for Input Streams

Coal kJ/s
H2O MH2O ×0	97kJ/kg ·K × �T −298� 2	6
Dry coal Mcoal × �0	205+0	205×10−3 × �%VM�+3	104×10−4

× �T �C�+2	77×106 × �%VM�× �T �C�× �25−T �C�

85

Total 87

Natural gas
N2 MO2

× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �11/0	23901�× �T −298�

0

O2 MO2
× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

0

CO2 MCO2
× �10	34 + 0	00274T − 195500/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

0

CH4 ��MCH4/16� × ��33300 + 79930 ×
��2086	9/T�/ sinh�2068	9/T��2 + 41600
× ��991	96/T�/ cosh�991	96/T��2�× �T −298���/1000

0	2

C2H6 �MC2H6/16�× ��40330 + 134220 × ��1655	5/T�/

sinh�1655	5/T��2 + 73220 × ��752	87/T�/

cosh�752	87/T��2��× �T −298��/1000

0

C3H8 ��MC3H8/13�× ��51920+192450× ��1626	5/T�/

sinh�1626	5/T��2 + 116800 × ��723	6/T�/

cosh�723	6/T��2��× �T −298��/1000

0

C4H10 ��MC4H8/13�× ��71340 + 243000 × ��1630/T�/

sinh�1630/T��2 + 150330 × ��730	42/T�/

cosh�730	42/T��2��× �T −298��/1000

0

C5H12 ��MC5H12/13�× ��88050+301100× ��1650	2/T�/

sinh�1650	2/T��2 + 189200 × ��747	6/T�/

cosh�747	6/T��2��× �T −298��/1000

0

C6H14 ��MC6H14/13�× ��10440 + 3	523 × ��1694	6/T�/

sinh�1694	6/T��2 + 236900 × ��761	6/T�/

cosh�761	6/T��2��× �T −298��/1000

0

(Continued)
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Table 9.15—Cont’d

Coal conveying air
N2 MO2

× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �11/0	23901�× �T −298�

114

O2 MO2
× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

27

CO2 MCO2
× �10	34 + 0	00274T − 195500/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

1

H2O MH2O × �8	22 + 0	00015T + 0	00000134/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

6

Inlet air
N2 MO2

× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �11/0	23901�× �T −298�

4213.4

O2 MO2
× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

1157.7

CO2 MCO2
× �10	34 + 0	00274T − 195500/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

29.2

H2O MH2O × �8	22 + 0	00015T + 0	00000134/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

227

Limestone
CaCO3 MCaCO3

× �19	68 + 0	01189T − 307600/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

5.8

MgCO3 MMgCO3
×16	9× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 4.8

H2O MH2O × �4	1812kJ/Kg ·K�× �T −298� 1.1

S MS × �3	63+0	0064T�× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 0.0

Inerts Minert × �10	0 + 0	00484T − 108000/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

0.0

9.13 Sensible Energy for Output Streams

Table 9.16 covers the sensible heat of the components of the output
gas. Table 9.17 covers the lime product output sensible heat. Table 9.18
covers the sensible heat from the dust. Table 9.19 covers the heat
releases from the combustion reaction. Table 9.20 covers the heat
consumed by calcinations. Table 9.21 covers the material and energy
balance for the dolomitic lime process. Table 9.22 gives a summary
and analysis, including the material balance and the heat balance.
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Table 9.16 Sensible Heat for Flue Gas Constituents

Flue Gas T(K) Formula kJ/s

N2 MN2
× �6	5+0	001T�× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 10�750

NO MNO × �8	05+0	000233T −156300/T2�× �T −298� 0
O2 MO2

× �8	27 + 0	000258T − 187700/T2�
× �0	23901�× �T −298�

57

CO MCO × �6	6+0	0012T�× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 0
CO2 MCO2

× �10	34 + 0	00274T − 195500/T2�
× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�

8�017

H2O MH2O × �8	22 + 0	00015T + 0	00000134T2�
× �1/0	23901�

2�028

SO2 MSO2
× �7	7 + 0	0053T − 0	00000083T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�
1

Table 9.17 Sensible Heat for Lime Products

Lime Product Formula kJ/s

CaCO3 MCaCO3
× �19	68 + 0	01189T − 307600/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�
86

CaO MCaO × �10	0+0	00484T −108000/T2�× �T −298� 5,659
MgCO3 MMgCO3

×16	9× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 35.5
MgO MMgO × �10	86 + 0	001197T − 208700/T3�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�
4013.9

S MS × �3	63+0	0064T��1/0	23901��T −298� 4.4
Inert Minert × �10	0 + 0	00484T − 108000/T2�

× �1/0	23901�× �T −298�
146

Table 9.18 Sensible Heat for Constituents of Dust

Dust Formula kJ/s

CaCO3 MCaCO3
× �19	68+0	01189T −307600/T2� 1	7

×�1/0	23901�× �T −298�

CaO MCaO × �10	0+0	00484T −108000/T2�× �T −298� 121	9
MgCO3 MMgCO3

×16	9× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 1	1
MgO MMgO × �10	86 + 0	001197T − 208700/T3�× �1/0	23901�

× �T −298�

104	7

S MS × �3	63+0	0064T�× �1/0	23901�× �T −298� 0	1
Inert Minert × �10	0 + 0	00484T − 108000/T2�× �1/0	23901�

× �T −298�
3	1
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Table 9.19 Heat Releases from the Combustion Reaction

From C
C + O2 = CO2 → −94�052 kcal/kmol ↔
−393�507 kJ/kmol

→ �−393�507 kJ/kmol�C�×kmol�C

From H
H + O2 = H2O → 57�798 kcal/kmol ↔
−241� 822 kJ/kmol

→ �−241�822 kJ/kmol H�×kmol H

From S
S + O2 = SO2 → −70�940 kcal/kmol ↔
−296� 808 kJ/kmol

→ �−296�808 kJ/kmol S�×kmol S

Heat of formation (J/mol) CH4 802,319 C4H10 2,658,446
C2H6 1,427,836 C5H12 3,272,055
C3H8 2,043,996 C6H14 3,886,643

Table 9.20 Heat Consumed by Calcination �Hr�

From CaCO3 = CaO+CO2

Hr = Hf�CO2�+Hf�CaO�−Hf�CaCO3�

Hr = −94�052 kcal/kmol − 151�700 kcal/kmol
+298�500 kcal/kmol = −43�798 kcal/kmol

Heat consumed by
CaCO3 = �183�038 kJ/kmol CaCO3�× �kmol CaCO3 reacted) 12�668

From MgCO3 = MgO+CO2

Hr = Hf�CO2�+Hf�MgO�−Hf�MgCO3�

Hr = −94�052 kcal/kmol − 143�840 kcal/kmol
+261�700 kcal/kmol = −23�808 kcal/kmol

Heat consumed by
MgCO3 = �99�611 kJ/kmol MgCO3�× �kmol MgCO3 reacted) 0
Heat of water evaporation (kJ/kg), 2�365×0	27 629

Heat loss (First Law of Thermodynamics)
Heat loss = Inlet sensible heat + Heat of combustion − Outlet
sensible heat − Heat of calcination − Heat of water evaporation

10�994



Table 9.21 Material and Energy Balance for Dolomitic-Lime Process
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Table 9.22 Summary and Analysis for Material Balance and Heat Balance

Material Balance (kg/s)

Feed Stream Actual Balanced Exit Stream Actual Balanced

Limestone feed 13.1 13.1 Flue gas – 29.50
Coal 1.69 – Dust – 1.59
Conveying air 2.8 – Lime product – 5.30
Natural gas 0.09 – – – –
Cooling air 0.36 – – – –
Inlet air – 18.3 – – –
Material feed total – 36.4 Outlet material total – 36.4

Heat Balance (kJ/kg)

Feed Stream Actual Calculated Exit Stream Actual Calculated

Sensible heat kJ/s kJ/s Sensible heat kJ/s kJ/s
Limestone – 12 Flue gas – 20� 853
Coal – 87 Flue gas dust – 524
Conveying air – 141 Hot lime – 9� 944
Natural gas – 0.2 Heat of

calcination
– 19� 439

Inlet air – 5,400 Heat of water
evaporation

– 629

Cooling air – 1 Total heat loss – 10� 994
Heat of

combustion
– 56,741 Kiln heat loss 8,424 –

Total – 62,383 – – 62� 383
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10
Rotary Kiln Minerals Process
Applications

The processes that employ the rotary kiln as the primary reactor are
many and they encompass all industries including food, dedicated
dryers, minerals processing, and so on. We will focus on minerals and
materials processing and provide some of the key industrial processes
that use a rotary kiln as the primary workhorse. As we saw from the
history of cement in Chapter 1, rotary kiln technology as we know it
today evolved from the struggles of the early engineers and inventors
to produce cement and lime in an efficient, safe, and economic way. It
is only prudent that we begin this chapter with these processes. We will
first describe the cement and lime processes, then move on to describe
some of the carbothermic reduction processes that employ the rotary
kiln as the primary device. Here we will examine two processes, iron ore
reduction (the SLRN process) and illmenite ore reduction (the Becher
process). We will then examine the lightweight aggregate process.

10.1 Lime Making

Lime manufacturing is one of the oldest processes known to man,
having been carried out since prehistoric times. The remains of fos-
sils, according to geologists, formed the limestone bed thousands of
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years ago. The abundance of limestone as well as high magnesium
limestone, called dolomite, in much of the world, have played an
important part in the development of many area communities. Lime-
stone is a rock composed of calcium, carbon, and oxygen. When it is
heated, the carbon escapes as carbon dioxide, leaving calcium oxide,
which is known as quicklime or, simply, lime. This process is what is
called lime burning or limestone “calcinations.” In the United States,
probably the first settlement to obtain lime from limestone was in
Rhode Island, followed by the Quakers when they settled in Philadel-
phia and Dutch settlers of the Hudson River valley (Oats, 1998). It has
been reported that cargoes of lime were shipped by boat from Maine
to Boston and New York City in the early 1800s. The lime burning
industry we see today came into prominence at the end of the 1890s.
With so much suitable stone readily available and right at hand, it
was natural that the first homes should have used lime burnt on the
site. Hence, there were several lime kilns operating in many areas of
the United States at the time. Surface stones were cracked for burn-
ing in kilns that were originally fired by wood. Often large kilns were
set in cliff faces as the sea winds assisted the burning process. How-
ever, much of the work was manual, including the crushing, until
the crusher machine was designed which was used primarily to crush
limestone for road beds.

Lime was and still is used in soil stabilization, road building, chem-
ical manufacture, the tanning process, and the purification of water,
whitewashing buildings, treating animal hides and leather, and for
plaster and mortar. The US National Lime Association tends to think
that lime is “the versatile chemical.”

10.2 Limestone Dissociation (Calcination)

When limestone (calcium carbonate) is heated, it dissociates into
quicklime and carbon dioxide in a process known as calcination. The
calcination reaction follows.

CaCO3�s� ⇔ CaO�s�+CO2�g� (10.1)

where s and g denote solid and gaseous states. The equilibrium Gibbs
free energy of the reaction at atmospheric pressure �po = 1�, can be
expressed as a function of temperature, that is,

�Go
rx = 182837+13�402T ln T −251�059T �Jmol−1� (10.2)
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Recall that,

�Go
rx = −RT ln Ke

ln Ke = −21990
T

−1�6119 ln T +30�196
(10.3)

We assume that the activities of the solid phases are equal to unity.
For the gaseous phase, the activity is a function of the dissociation
pressure; therefore the partial pressure of CO2 at equilibrium with
CaCO3 is (Themelis, 1995)

PCO2�e
≈ Kepo (10.4)

HSC calculations show that decomposition will proceed at about
900�C. An alternative means of attaining decomposition at a lower
temperature than 900�C is to decrease the bulk concentration of CO2

in the reactor by providing a flow of air, or any other gas with the
exception of CO2, over the decomposing limestone. The task is to
select the appropriate reactor with the least heat transfer resistance so
as the reactor temperature is well above the dissociation temperature
necessary to accomplish the reaction. We will examine the appropriate
heat transfer resistances later. The heat of reaction can be estimated
from Table 10.1.

CaCO3 = CaO+CO2 �H = −1768 kJ/kg�−760 Btu/lb� CaCO3

(10.5)

Magnesium carbonate, which is found in some quantities with lime-
stone deposits, also dissociates as according to the reaction

MgCO3 = MgO+CO2 �H = −1298 kJ/kg�−558 Btu/lb� MgCO3

(10.6)

For the purpose of feedstock quality classification, mineral deposits
that contain a significant amount of MgCO3 (5–39 percent) are called
dolomitic limestone, while those containing >40 percent are known
as dolomite.

The dissociation of both calcium and magnesium carbonate is
endothermic and needs elevated temperature to drive the reaction
(see Figures 10.1 and 10.2). The reaction rate increases with increas-
ing temperature. For magnesium carbonate, the reaction commences
at 250�C �480�F� and requires 410�C �770�F� to go to completion at
atmospheric pressure (Figure 10.2) compared with calcium carbonate
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Table 10.1 HSC Calculations

CaCO3 = CaO+CO2(g)

T (�C) �H (kcal) �S (cal/K) �G (kcal) K log(K)

0 42.604 38.345 32�13 1�95×10−26 −25�709
100 42.475 37.954 28�313 2�61×10−17 −16�584
200 42.258 37.442 24�543 4�60×10−12 −11�337
300 41.99 36.928 20�824 1�15×10−08 −7�941
400 41.68 36.432 17�156 2�69×10−06 −5�571
500 41.334 35.952 13�537 1�49×10−04 −3�827
600 40.949 35.485 9�965 3�20×10−03 −2�495
700 40.525 35.026 6�44 3�58×10−02 −1�446
800 40.062 34.573 2�96 2�50×10−01 −0�603
900 39.556 34.123 −0�475 1.23 0�088
1,000 39.007 33.674 −3�864 4.61 0�663
1,100 38.416 33.227 −7�209 1�41×101 1�148
1,200 37.781 32.78 −10�51 3�63×101 1�559

Formula
MW
(g/mol)

Concentration
(wt-%)

Amount
(mol)

Amount
(g) Volume

CaCO3 100�089 100 1 100�089 36�933 mL
CaO 56�079 56�029 1 56�079 16�79 mL
CO2�g� 44�01 43�971 1 44�01 22�414 L

where the reaction occurs between 500–805�C �930–1480�F�. How-
ever, the decomposition of dolomites and magnesium/dolomitic lime-
stone precursors is more complex than for their pure compounds. It
is still not clear whether the decomposition reactions proceed in a
single path, two discrete paths, or a combination of both (Oats, 1998),
that is,

CaCO3 ·MgCO3 +Heat = CaCO3 ·MgO+CO2 (10.7)

CaCO3 ·MgO+Heat = CaO ·MgO+CO2 (10.8)

CaCO3 ·MgCO3 +Heat = CaO ·MgO+CO2 (10.9)

All dolomites and magnesium/dolomite limestone decompose at
higher temperatures than magnesium carbonate with the onset of
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Figure 10.1 Equilibrium decomposition of calcium carbonate as a function
of temperature.

the dissociation varying between 510 and 750�C. If the feedstock is
heated to temperatures much greater than 900�C, the quicklime prod-
uct can become very dense with very low internal surface area and
is described as overburnt. Overburning results in low reactivity lime,
which, although useful for certain applications such as refractory lin-
ings, is unacceptable for many chemical applications. The temperature
at which overburning becomes serious is about 1400�C for pure lime-
stone, and may be as low as 1200�C for some of the less pure materials.
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Figure 10.2 Equilibrium decomposition of magnesium carbonate as a func-
tion of temperature.

For the many applications of quicklime, active lime is the preferred
product, hence careful control of the dissociation (calcination) pro-
cess is necessary, bearing in mind that the time required for complete
calcination depends on factors such as kiln temperature, stone size,
and porosity of feed material. The dissociation of limestone above the
decomposition temperature is a heterogeneous reaction (Figure 10.3).
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Figure 10.3 Limestone dissociation process steps.

This dissociation can be regarded as being made up of the five pro-
cess steps.

1. Heat is transferred from the furnace gases to the surface of the
decomposing particle.

2. This is followed by heat conduction from the surface to the reaction
front through the micro-porous lattice structure of lime.

3. Heat arrives at the reaction front and causes the dissociation of
CaCO3 into CaO and CO2.

4. The CO2 produced migrates from the reaction front, through the
lime layer, to the particle surface.

5. CO2 migrates away from the particle surface into the kiln’s
atmosphere.

Each of these events poses some degree of resistance to the overall
process of achieving complete dissociation (calcination) and can be
an impediment to achieving quality product. The step controlling the
process will ultimately be the one with the highest degree of resistance.
Since the decomposition reaction is fast once the particle attains the
appropriate temperature, perhaps the rate controlling step will depend
upon how fast one can get the heat to the reaction front and get rid of
the CO2 accumulated at the front so as to prevent recarbonation of the
quicklime already formed. Hence, process development and the evo-
lution of lime kiln design over the years have been based on mixing
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that improves heat and mass diffusion. The selection of the appropri-
ate kiln technology, the kiln’s dimensions, and internal mixing aid
structures such as lifters, as well as operational procedures such as feed
particle size distribution, are all factors that influence effective heat
transfer to the material and the gas diffusion to the atmosphere.

10.3 The Rotary Lime Kiln

From the fuel requirement point of view, rotary kilns are the most
flexible of all lime kilns (Oates, 1998). They are successfully fired with
natural gas, fuel oil, and pulverized fuels of all types including coal,
coke, and sawdust. According to Boynton (1980) the United States is by
far the world’s leader in rotary kiln lime production with about 88 per-
cent of its commercial and about 70 percent of captive plant capacity
provided by kilns. The conventional rotary lime kiln has a length-
to-diameter �L/D� ratio in the 30–40 range with lengths of 75–500 ft
(22.7–152.5 m) and diameter of 4–11 ft (1.2–3.3 m). Lime kilns are usu-
ally inclined at about a 3–5� slope with material charged at the elevated
end and discharging at the lower end. The degree of fill is relatively
deep, about 10–12 percent. Owing to its low thermal conductivity
limestone with a large diameter of about 2 in. (5 cm) results in higher
effective bed heat conduction than smaller stones. The larger feed
material sizes tend to have larger pore volume in the bulk and thereby
maximizes the particle-to-particle heat transfer which is usually dom-
inated by radiation at the dissociation temperatures. The smaller feed
stones tend to pack themselves upon rotation and render the bed a
poor conductor of heat. For many years most long kilns operated with
deplorable fuel efficiencies because of poor or lack of heat recuperation
such as coolers and preheaters (Figure 10.4) with thermal consumption
as high as 12–15 million Btu/ton (3336–4170 kcal/kg) of lime. Thanks
to ingenious heat recuperation systems such as coolers, preheaters,
lifters, and so on, today thermal efficiencies of rotary lime kilns are in
the 6–8 million Btu/ton range (1668–2224 kcal/kg), using fuel at about
half the rate of early long kilns.

Some rotary lime kilns operate under reducing conditions by cur-
tailing the combustion air to substoichiometric levels so as to volatilize
any sulfur that may be in the limestone in order to meet the stringent
sulfur specifications imposed by steel and chemical users. For most
operations except for dead-burnt dolomite, the burner tip velocities
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Figure 10.4 Photo of preheater lime kiln. (Courtesy of Graymont, Inc.,
Cricket Mountain Plant.)

can range between a low of 25 m/s and a high of about 60 m/s.
These are significantly lower than cement kilns, which operate around
80–100 m/s. The momentum ratio and associated Craya-Curtet pa-
rameter is usually lower than 2, which means the burner jet recir-
culation will have eddies and that fuel/air mixing is moderate and
the flame is less intense than that in dead-burnt dolomite kilns or
cement kilns. A simple heat and mass balance for the kiln section of a
lime-making process is shown in Figure 10.5.
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Figure 10.5 Lime kiln heat and material balance.
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10.4 The Cement Making Process

Rotary kilns are synonymous with cement making, the rotary kiln
being the workhorse of that industry. There are all types of rotary
kiln arrangements for producing cement clinker with each incremen-
tal design goal aimed at improving energy efficiency, ease of opera-
tion, and product quality, and minimizing environmental pollutants.
Rotary cement kilns can be classified into wet-process kilns, semi-dry
kilns, dry kilns, preheater kilns, and precalciner kilns. All of these are
described in the book by Peray (1986) and many others, hence we will
not dwell upon them here. Rather, we will briefly show the pertinent
process chemistry and the heat requirements that drive them so as to
be consistent with the transport phenomena theme.

10.5 The Cement Process Chemistry

The raw mixture of the cement kiln feedstock (or charge, raw meal)
includes some formulations of limestone �CaCO3�, alumina �Al2O3�,
hematite �Fe2O3�, and silica �SiO3�. As we discussed earlier, in its jour-
ney through the kiln, the charge undergoes all kinds of processes
depending on the temperature, including drying, preheating, chem-
ical reactions, a phase change, restructuring or sintering, and cool-
ing. For kilns equipped with preheaters and precalciners (Figure 10.6)
all the drying and some of the calcination reactions, for example,
partial or full dissociation of limestone, take place there before enter-
ing the kiln proper. When the kiln feed enters the high tempera-
ture zones in the rotary kiln, a series of chemical reactions occur in
which the quicklime, alumina, ferric oxide, silica, and other metal
oxides react to form four main compounds of cement (Wang et al.,
2006) namely, CaO ·SiO2 �C3S�� 2CaO ·SiO2 �C2S�� 3CaO ·Al2O3 �C3A�,
and 4CaO ·Al2O3 ·Fe2O3 �C4AF�. The formation temperatures of these
compounds differ, which therefore defines the axial zones in which
each compound is formed. The kiln’s axial temperature profile can be
divided by three zones where all the reactions occur either indepen-
dently or simultaneously. These delineations include: (i) the decom-
position zone �900�C�, (ii) the transition zone �900–1300�C�, and the
sintering zone �1300–1400�C�.
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Figure 10.6 Typical schematic of a cement kiln with preheater, precalciner,
and grate cooler.

10.5.1 Decomposition Zone

The amount of unreacted raw material in the outlet of the pre-
calciner can be as much as 85–95 percent (Wang et al., 2006).
Upon entering the decomposition zone small amounts of CaO ·
Al2O3 �CA�� CaO ·Fe2O3 �CF�� 2CaO ·Fe2O3, and 5CaO ·3Al2O3 �C5A3�
are formed following the reactions below

CaCO3 = CaO+CO2 �600–900�C� (10.10)

CaO+Al2O3 = CaO ·Al2O3 �800�C� (10.11)

CaO+Fe2O3 = CaO ·Fe2O3 �800�C� (10.12)

CaO+CaO ·Fe2O3 = 2CaO ·Fe2O3 �800�C� (10.13)

3�CaO ·Al2O3�+2CaO = 5CaO ·3Al2O3 �900–950�C� (10.14)

After the decomposition zone, that is, at the location with axial
temperature greater than 900�C, it can be assumed that the dissocia-
tion of calcium carbonate, Equation (10.10), an endothermic reaction
with �H = −1660 kJ/kg CaCO3, is essentially complete.
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10.5.2 Transition Zone

The key reactions in this zone are exothermic beginning with silica
�C2S�� ��H = +603 kJ/kg C2S� followed by the formation of C4AF��H =
+109 kJ/kg C4AF�, and C3A��H = +37 kJ/kg C3A�, that is,

2CaO+SiO2 = 2CaO ·SiO2 �1000�C� (10.15)

3�2CaO ·Fe2O3�+5CaO ·3Al2O3 +CaO

= 3�4CaO ·Al2O3 ·Fe2O3� �1200–1300�C� (10.16)

5CaO ·3Al2O3 +4CaO = 3�3CaO ·Al2O3� �1200–1300�C� (10.17)

10.5.3 Sintering Zone

In this zone liquidus phase reactions are formed. The main compo-
nent, C3S ��H = +448 kJ/kg C3S�, is formed by a reaction between C2S
formed earlier and any available free lime as,

2CaO ·SiO2 +CaO = 3CaO ·SiO2 �1350–1450�C� (10.18)

The kinetic rate constants for the dissociation, Equation (10.10),
and Equations (10.15) through (10.18) assembled by Guruz and Bac
(1981) are presented in Table 10.2. Similar rates were obtained by
Mastorakos et al. (1999) by trial and error to give the expected (mea-
sured) composition of charge at the exit of cement kilns.

Obviously these equations are by no means the only reactions
involved, since there are traces of other metal oxides that evolve or

Table 10.2 Parameters for Reaction Rate Constant, k = A exp�−E/RT��∗

Reaction

Frequency
Factor,
A (1/hr)

Activation
Energy
(kJ/kg
mol)

CaCO3 = CaO+CO2 9�67×1024 1�092�947
2CaO+SiO2 = C2S�2CaO ·SiO2� 1�41×1015 346�014
CaO+C2S = C3S�3CaO ·SiO2� 4�18×108 461�352
3CaO+Al2O3 = C3A�CaO ·Al2O3� 1�81×109 251�208
4CaO+Al2O3 +Fe2O3 = C4AF�4CaO ·Al2O3 ·Fe2O3� 5�59×1011 188�406

∗ Note that the following combinations are given in shortened form: 2CaO ·
SiO2 �C2S�� CaO · SiO2 �C3S�� 3CaO ·Al2O3 �C3A�, and 4CaO ·Al2O3 ·Fe2O3 �C4AF�.
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go into reaction as well. For example, magnesia, MgO, from the dis-
sociation of MgCO3, which usually accompanies CaCO3 as dolomite
or dolomitic magnesia, will, as we saw under lime kilns, undergo reac-
tions similar to quicklime. It is said that the maximum permissible
MgO in clinker should not exceed 6 percent. Alkaline metals such
as potassium and sodium and also sulfur are present in the cement
feedstock. K2O generally enters the raw meal as a natural mineral in
the form of K ·AlSi3O6 and exits with the clinker as K2SO4. It is often
referred to as double alkali salt, since Na2SO4 also forms similarly, or
in an even more complex form (Haspel, 1998). Sulfur also enters the
kiln system through the raw material or fossil fuels used for combus-
tion and forms in the clinker as SO3. The sulfur that is exhausted from
the kiln through the exhaust gas stream does so as SO2. Various sulfur
and alkali cycles exist in the rotary cement kiln and, when proper
measures are not taken to have them bypass the heat transfer surfaces,
they can condense on the heat transfer surfaces, causing them to foul.
Obviously, there is more to cement making than described here, and
readers interested in a more detailed process description, including
the effect of each component on cement quality, should refer to the
appropriate text.

10.6 Rotary Cement Kiln Energy Usage

The distribution of energy within the cement-making process is based
on the theoretical minimum process heat of formation of the clinker
(Table 10.3) (Haspel, 1998). From the table, the theoretical minimum
process heat required to form 1 kg of clinker, which is defined as the
difference between heat input and heat output of the process, is about
420 kcal/kg (about 1.5 MBtu/ton). This amount will decrease if the pro-
cess is carried out in a rotary kiln equipped with preheater. Although
this energy accounts for heat losses through the ancillary equipment
(Table 10.4) the bulk of it (about 52 percent) goes to the transforma-
tion of the raw meal into clinker material. The energy usage or the
specific heat consumption is about 800 kcal/kg clinker (2.88 MBtu/ton)
compared to about 6 MBtu/ton for a lime-making kiln with preheater.
This is because of the exothermic reactions associated with the clinker-
making process and perhaps more efficient preheating systems, given
the fact that the raw material is fed as powder with high particle sur-
face area, thereby enhancing gas-solid heat exchange in the cyclone
preheaters.
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Table 10.3 Theoretical Minimum Process Heat of Formation
of Cement Clinker

Event/Process
Temperature
Range (�C)

Energy
(kcal/kg
clinker)

Heat in
Sensible heat to raw material at temperature 20–450 170
Dehydration of clay at temperature 450 40
Sensible heat into raw material at 450–900 195
Dissociation of CaCO3 at 900 475
Sensible heat into material at 900–1400 125
Net heat of melting 1400 25
Subtotal 20–1400 1030

Heat out
Exothermic crystallization of dehydrated clay — 10
Exothermic formation of cement compounds — 100
Cooling of clinker 1400–1420 360
Cooling of CO2 900–920 120
Cooling and condensing of steam 450–470 20
Subtotal 1400–1420 610
Theoretical minimum process heat required

to form 1 kg of clinker
420

Table 10.4 Typical Cement Kiln Heat Balance (Haspel, 1998)

Heat Loss/Transfer
Kcal/kg
Clinker

Percent of Total
(800 kcal/kg basis)

Raw meal to clinker 417 52�1
Preheater exhaust 183 22�9
Cooler exhaust 78 9�8
Clinker discharge 17 2�1
Dust loss 17 2�1
Shell loss 88 14�75

Total 800 100

Cement kilns have been successfully modeled using the chemistry
described above with the one-dimensional zone method for radiation
heat transfer (Guruz and Bac, 1981) with plausible results. They have
also been recently combined in commercial CFD packages for example
that offered by CINAR. Mastorakos et al. (1999) modeled the chemistry
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with an axisymmetric commercial CFD code (FLOW-3D) and obtained
axial concentration of species similar to the one-dimensional concen-
tration profiles reported by Guruz and Bac (1981).

10.7 Mineral Ore Reduction Processes in Rotary Kilns

In the field of extractive metallurgy, solid state reduction of oxide ore
is an important beneficiation process. Reduction of oxide minerals in
the presence of suitable reducing compounds or elements (reductants)
to metallic state or to lower oxide levels enables changes in the grain
structure and the chemical activation in downstream pyrometallur-
gical metal extraction processes such as an electric arc furnace. The
reductants for the direct reduction of iron ore used in the production
of sponge iron and some important oxides such as rutile �TiO2� can
be either in a gaseous state (CO and H2) or in the solid state (carbon).
The latter route, known as carbothermic reduction process employs
the rotary kiln as the primary roasting (calcination) reactor. We will
examine two carbothermic reduction processes the SL/RN process for
DRI and the Becher process for the carbothermic reduction of ilmenite
ore, which employ rotary kilns as their primary reactor.

10.7.1 The Rotary Kiln SL/RN Process

SL/RN is an acronym for steelmaking companies Stelco, Lurgi, and
Republic National. The process essentially involves a rotary kiln in
which both solid reductant and the oxide ore are fed at one end and
direct reduction iron (DRI) is collected at the opposite end. The ability
of this process to use a wide range of carbonaceous matter comes
from an important advantage the rotary kiln offers. The kiln allows
the coexistence of a reducing bed and an oxidizing freeboard at the
same axial location, something unique to rotary kilns. The first DRI
plant based on the SL/RN process was established in the 1960s by
Lurgi Metallurgie, the predecessor of Outotec Oyj. Since then there
have been a number of commercial plants commissioned worldwide
operating with the widest range of iron bearing materials including
pellets, lump ores, beach sand, and ilmenite ore. The wide range of
reductants used includes anthracite, bituminous and sub-bituminous
coals, lignite, petroleum coke, and charcoal from biomass.
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Figure 10.7 Schematic of the SL/RN process.

The kiln process can be described as per the schematic of the layout
shown in Figure 10.7 (Venkateswaran and Brimacombe, 1977). The
rotary kiln is charged with iron ore along with coal, recycled char, and
dolomite. Some SR/LN kilns operate on a mixture of iron sand and char
in a 10:3 ratio. The purpose of adding dolomite is to scrub the sulfur in
the coal, if needed. Air is blown into a countercurrent freeboard with
onboard (shell) fans located at several positions along the kiln’s axial
length. Because the bed is under reducing conditions, the onboard
fans sustain combustion of evolved gas into the freeboard. Although
the coal in the charge provides the energy needed to drive the pro-
cess, provision is made for the supply of auxiliary fuel. Unlike cement,
where four reaction zones can be distinguished, in the SR/LN process
there are two major zones of interest, that is, a preheat zone (about
40–50 percent of axial length) and a reduction zone. The span of the
preheating zone is large, encompassing all the rotary kiln sequential
process beginning from drying, coal devolatilization, and the dissoci-
ation of dolomite, if present. Also in the preheat zone, the hydrogen
released during the devolatilization of coal initiates DRI, that is, “pre-
reduction” of the iron ore. As the charge advances axially and reaches
a temperature in excess of 900�C, the reduction zone begins where the
reduction reactions ensue. There is a two-step process that begins with
the Boudouard reaction whereby the carbon in the char, a product of
the coal devolatilization reaction in the preheat zone, reacts with CO2
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to yield CO. The CO, in turn, reacts with the iron sand or iron oxide
pellet or metallic iron in the following reactions

C+CO2 = 2CO (10.19)

FexOy +CO = FexOy−1 +CO2 (10.20)

The overall reaction for Fe2O3 and FeO are

Fe2O3 +3C = 2Fe+3CO (10.21a)

FeO+C = Fe+CO (10.21b)

Because the Boudouard reaction is highly endothermic, char reactiv-
ity is an essential process consideration. Owing to the lack of external
preheaters and precalciners as encountered in cement processing, the
retention time for an SR/LN kiln with a 4.1 m diameter and 65 m length
processing about 40 metric tons/hr iron sand and rotating at 0.5 rpm
is in the 8–12 hr range. As in all heterogeneous reactions, good gran-
ular mixing is essential to achieving an efficient operation. Mixing is
even more important in carbothermic processes because the reactions
involve several solid-gas interactions, which might be subject to mass
transfer limitations associated with packed beds and slow rotational
rates. With the density differences between the sand and char/coal, the
process can also encounter severe axial and radial segregation patterns,
which can manifest themselves into temperature and concentration
gradients. These shortcomings can lead to product quality issues if
mixing is inadequate. Venkateswaran and Brimacombe (1977) mod-
eled the SR/LN process using the bed chemistry and the zone-type
radiative heat transfer model described in Chapter 7 with considerable
success. Such models have been extended to other carbothermic reduc-
tion processes such as ilmenite and laterite ore reduction in rotary
kilns (Nicholson, 1995).

10.7.2 Roasting of Titaniferous Materials

The success of the carbonaceous reduction of iron oxide has opened
doors for the beneficiation of other minerals that coexist with oxides of
iron also known as mineral sands. Examples of these ores are ilmenite,
containing titanium dioxide and laterite ore, containing nickel oxide.
Titanium dioxide �TiO2� is one of the most important inorganic mate-
rials used as a pigment for paper, plastics, paints, textile, and so on.
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Titanium metal is also used to produce various types of surgical equip-
ment, and used extensively in the aerospace industry. Rutile, an almost
pure TiO2, is the preferred mineral precursor for titanium extraction.
However, with its limited availability and recent instabilities encoun-
tered in rutile-rich deposit regions, efforts have intensified to exploit
the more abundant titaniferous ilmenite �Fe2O3·TiO2�. In order to ren-
der it as a suitable feedstock, it is necessary to upgrade these mineral
ores by selective removal of the iron and thereby enrich the TiO2 to
a grade known in the industry as synthetic rutile. Selective removal
of iron from ilmenite minerals has been an area of extensive growth
and a number of beneficiation processes have been suggested and
tried. The most commonly practiced process of considerable impor-
tance is the thermal treatment (roasting) of titaniferous materials, for
example, ilmenite ore in a rotary kiln, known as the Becher process
(Becher, 1963). The Becher process involves several steps beginning
with a reduction, in rotary kiln, of the iron oxides contained in the
ilmenite feedstock largely to metallic iron using coal as the reductant
as is done in the DRI process (Figure 10.8). This results in a mixture
of metallic iron and titanium phases known as “reduced ilmenite.” It
has been reported (Welham, 1997) that the solid state pre-reduction
of ilmenite by carbon takes place at >400�C, followed by a carbon
monoxide reduction to elemental iron at >1000�C. After cooling and
discharging from the reduction kiln the product is dry-separated to
remove the reduced iron and the excess char remaining after the reac-
tion. The reduced ilmenite is then subjected to aqueous oxidation (also
know as aeration) to convert the metallic iron to iron oxide particles
discrete from the TiO2-rich mineral particles. Aeration is followed by a
wet physical separation to remove the iron oxide enriching the mix to
synthetic rutile. Depending on the desired purity, further refinement
might be carried out to remove the residual iron and traces of man-
ganese and magnesium that naturally coexist with the ore using acid
leaching followed by washing, dewatering, and drying.

The first commercial plant that employed the Becher process was
built by Lurgi Metallurgie, the predecessor of Outotec, Oyj in 1968
following the SR/LN experience. It was for the reduction of Australian
ilmenite at Western Titanium N.L. at Capel, Australia. It consisted of
a 2.4 m diameter by 30 m long rotary kiln and is still in operation. It
opened up many possibilities for the beneficiation of ilmenite to syn-
thetic rutile without the consumption of acids and the generation of
acidic iron effluents as associated with hydrometallurgical processes.
Lurgi later built a slightly larger rotary kiln in 1969 (4 m diameter by
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Figure 10.8 The Becher process kiln with onboard fans. (Courtesy of
Outotec Oyi.)

75 m long kiln) at New Zealand Steel Corporation at Glenbrook for
processing TiO2 containing iron sands �FeTiO3�. Instead of a long kiln,
a moving grate preheater can be installed upstream of the rotary kiln
where prehardened green pellets containing iron sands and lignite
reductant can be heated to a prereduction temperature using waste
gases from the rotary kiln. The Becher process has undergone a tremen-
dous improvement thanks to research at CSIRO, which embarked on
several mechanistic modeling and engineering endeavors aimed at
understanding the chemistry and operation of the process (Nichol-
son, 1995). Figure 10.9 shows the 4.6 by 68 m rotary kiln for direct
reduction of ilmenite concentrates with subbituminous coal at Iluka
Resources I, Australia built in 1984. It has a capacity of 900,000 metric
tons per year ilmenite feed.
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Figure 10.9 4.6 by 68 m rotary kiln for direct reduction of ilmenite concen-
trates with subbituminous coal at Iluka Resources I, Australia built in 1984.
Capacity: 900,000 metric tons per year ilmenite feed. (Courtesy of Outotec,
Australasia, Pty).

10.8 The Rotary Kiln Lightweight Aggregate
Making Process

A process that does not involve a purely chemical reaction but a
combination of both physical and chemical ones is the processing of
shale, clay, or slate at high temperatures �900–1200�C� in a rotary kiln
to produce a lightweight aggregate. Lightweight aggregate belongs to
the general body of aggregates used for mortar, plaster, concrete, and
other masonry works. Naturally occurring lightweight aggregates are
pumice, lava, slag, burned shale, slate, and clay. These lightweight
aggregates are similar to other naturally occurring aggregates such
as stone and sand in particle shape and gradation except for the
aggregates’ weight (some aggregates float on water). The aggregates’
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lightness is attributable to the multitude of tiny pores generated within
each particle during formation. The origin of the lightweight aggre-
gate industry as it is known today can be traced to shipbuilding
in the early 1900s. Studies at the time by marine engineers indi-
cated that a concrete ship would be practical if the concrete used
could meet strengths exceeding 35 MPa (5 psi) at a density less than
1760 kg/m3 �110 lb/ft3�. Extensive investigations revealed that while
naturally occurring lightweight aggregates could not meet these spec-
ifications, rotary-kiln-produced expanded shale could. The American
shipbuilding authority then commissioned one Stephen J. Hayde to
develop a strong, inert, and durable lightweight aggregate from shale,
slate, and clays in the rotary kiln. Shipbuilding during the great wars
took advantage of this development and made extensive use of rotary
kiln produced lightweight aggregate for constructing ship decks. Since
then the lightweight aggregate industry has employed the rotary kiln
as the primary device for high temperature processing of shale, slate,
or clay achieving densities lower than 440 kg/m3. For further reading
on this role, the reader is referred to Holm (1995).

The thermal treatment of shale, slates, and clay to produce
lightweight aggregate involves the expansion of the material as a result
of an evolution of gases at elevated temperatures. Upon heating, the
shale, slate, or clay particle undergoes a sequential process beginning
with drying, followed by preheating, then expansion (also known as
bloating). The last step occurs as particle temperature approaches the
900–1000�C �1650–1830�F� range, and is believed to be caused by
bloating agents such as CO2 that evolve as the compounds in the raw
material decompose. Because there is no appreciable mass loss asso-
ciated with the bloating process, an increase in volume results in a
decrease in specific gravity, a property that is important to structural
concrete applications of lightweight aggregate. In addition, the porous
structure that results from bloating gives lightweight aggregates the
added advantage of enhanced thermal and acoustical insulating prop-
erties (Holm and Bremner, 1990). Today, applications are found in
many masonry works such as high-rise building construction, roofing,
bridge decks, and so on. In the 1950s, it was used to roof the House
and Senate wings of the U.S. Capitol (Figure 10.10) and to deck the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge in Maryland. Mechanical properties, strength
and notable engineering applications of rotary kiln lightweight aggre-
gates and concrete are widely published in the open literature (Holm,
1995; Holm and Bremner, 1990).
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Figure 10.10 Concrete replacement with LWA structural concrete on the
roof of the U.S. Capitol by Southern Lightweight Aggregate Corporation, later
Solite Corporation of Richmond, sometime in 1950s. (Courtesy of Northeast
Solite Corporation.)

In the United States today there are many lightweight aggregate
(LWA) manufacturing companies some of which have been in oper-
ation for over 60 years. Many of these can be easily identified by
the suffix “lite,” which appears to be associated with the lightness of
the material. The nature of the rotary kiln, which allows flame res-
idence times on the order of 2–5 s and temperatures of over 2000 K
(3100 F), also gives such kilns a competitive alternative to commer-
cial incinerators of organic wastes and solvents. Today, there are a
handful of LWA manufacturing facilities that use such wastes as sup-
plemental fuels for combustion. Such kilns are regulated by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as industrial furnaces
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and operate under the Boiler & Industrial Furnace (BIF) compliance
act. Like all rotary kiln processes, achieving product uniformity is the
key attribute to achieving the early shipbuilder’s dream of light, strong,
and durable material. This, coupled with the responsibility of protect-
ing the environment, makes LWA manufacturing a challenging task.

10.8.1 LWA Raw Material Characterization

We mentioned that bloating or the expansion of slate, shale, or clay
occurs at high temperatures in rotary kilns. In essence, the temperature
window at which expansion occurs is quarry dependent. Even within
the same quarry this temperature window may change from strata to
strata (or from bench to bench). In order to maintain a certain product
quality it is important to keep track of the mining operation to provide
assays of the deposits so as to adjust the kiln temperature profiles to
match their expansion rate. Figure 10.11 shows the mining of shale
deposits strata by strata.

Figure 10.11 Mining of shale feedstock for high-temperature rotary kiln
lightweight aggregate. (Courtesy of Utelite Corporation, Coalville, UT.)
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10.8.2 LWA Feedstock Mineralogy

The mineralogy of shale, slates, and clays that bloat when subjected to
elevated temperatures has been widely reported (Boateng, et al., 1997;
Epting 1974). These minerals generally constitute, by volume, 80–97
percent mica clay, 0–10 percent quartz-feldspar, and 2–7 percent acces-
sory minerals, for example, calcite, pyrite, and so on. X-ray analyses
have indicated that the major mica-clay constituent of expandable
materials is either kaolinite or montmorillonite in still clays, illite and
chlorite in the slightly metamorphosed mudstones (shale), and mus-
covite and chlorite in the more strongly metamorphosed slates. Assays
on the raw materials indicate that the oxides may be grouped as shown
in Table 10.5.

There has been a considerable amount of discrepancy on the ori-
gin of the gas producing agent that causes bloating. Ehlers’ work
(Ehlers, 1958) suggested that the bloating agents are calcite, CaCO3,
and ankerite, Ca�Fe� Mg��CO3�, both of which decompose at around
923�C �1693�F�, and that the gases that cause bloating are CO2 and
traces of SO2. Later, Phillips (1974) surveyed all the relevant litera-
ture and concluded that most of the mica-clay deposits can absorb
various types of hydrocarbons and reasoned that as a result, they
can retain some of their hydroxyl water beyond its major loss at
the 500–700�C �932–1292�F� range, suggesting dehydroxylation as the
cause of bloating. Notwithstanding, he concluded that CO2 is the
single gas common to the bloating of all the expandable materials. Dif-
ferential thermal analysis (DTA) work (Epting, 1974) on these minerals
indicate that there is an endothermic loss of bound water (dehydroxy-
lation) at 600�C �1112�F� and another endothermic reaction at a
relatively higher temperature around the 900–1200�C �1652–2192�F�
range. The latter reaction may perhaps substantiate the claim that CO2

Table 10.5 Metal Oxide Composition of Expanded
Shale, Clay, and Slate (Boateng et al., 1997)

Compound Percent

SiO2 61–73
Al2O3 11–26
Fe2O3 3.5–9
Oxides of Ca, Mg, Na, and K <5
Loss on ignition ≈ 0�12
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is the bloating gas and that it evolves by the decomposition of calcite
as claimed by Ehlers or, perhaps, by subsequent reduction reactions
involving carbon.

Work on kinetics of the bloating of shale, slate, or clay has been
lacking. However, there is little doubt that the process involves het-
erogeneous gas-solid chemical reactions coupled with a mass trans-
fer phenomenon. Such reactions may proceed through the following
three steps (Boateng et al., 1997) as: (i) chemical reaction involving the
evolution of gas; (ii) diffusion of the gaseous product through the core
of the particle; and (iii) diffusion of the gas through the outer bound-
ary of the particle. Although it is not readily known which one of the
three steps controls particle expansion, the internal voids created by
the process suggest that the gases evolve at a rate faster than they can
diffuse through the particle. Furthermore, like most ceramic materi-
als, thermal conductivity tends to decrease at elevated temperatures
(Zdaniewski et al., 1979) so that fusion of the periphery of the particle
may lead to the formation of a pyroplastic exterior that is likely to
increase the resistance to gas transport to the outer boundary layer.
This phenomenon results in swelling with almost negligible mass loss.
Since the particle is sealed on the periphery, the work done by internal
gas movement goes to generate the internal porous structure. The low
specific gravity of an LWA product is a result of volume increase with
negligible mass loss.

To determine the extent of bloating or expansion in an industrial
rotary kiln, one must carry out laboratory tests using bench scale fur-
naces for the evolution kinetics and further correlation tests in a pilot
rotary kiln for appropriate temperature profiles. The temporal events
determined are, in turn, used to plan quarry operations for product
quality control. The same data may also be useful in developing a
mechanistic mathematical model that can predict temperature dis-
tribution and density changes in the raw material as they journey
through the kiln (Boateng et al., 1997). Such tools have proven to be
useful for the control of product quality as new mines are explored or
even as different strata of the existing mine are explored for feedstock.
Some of these time-temperature histories are discussed herein.

10.8.3 LWA Thermal History

The physical events that occur as a shale, clay, or slate particle under-
goes temperature changes can first be explored in the laboratory by
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Figure 10.12 Density versus temperature curve for expanded shale precursor.

various techniques. Thermogravimetric analysis, TGA used for coal
characterization, is usually employed to determine the temperature
at which mass changes occur in a sample. For instance, the tempera-
ture at which evaporation of free moisture or volatile evolution occurs
can be established using this technique. Since there is no apprecia-
ble mass change during bloating itself, TGA is not appropriate for
characterizing shale, slate, or clay expansion in the LWA making
process. TGA data on materials from a Virginia mine (Figure 10.12)
shows that there is a progressive decrease in sample density within
the 1950–2150�F �1066–1778�C� temperature range but within the
same range the percent weight loss remains unchanged. Differential
thermogravimetric analysis (DTA), on the other hand, can be used to
establish the temperature ranges where any chemical reaction is likely
to occur.

The density changes as a function of temperature and time can be
established by following standard ASTM methods for measuring den-
sity. Usually the particle is placed in a muffle furnace that is set at a
predetermined temperature and is removed at a predetermined time.
This is followed by a density test. Successive repetition of the procedure
will map out density-temperature history. Since some expanded shale,
clay, or slate may float on water, at times some of these experiments
are carried out using kerosene as the displacement agent. As seen from
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Figure 10.12, the density drop for this particular material begins at
1600�F �870�C� and achieves the lowest density at 2250�F �1232�C�
after which density rebound occurs as a result of pore collapse (vitri-
fication). The expansion or coefficient of expansion, for that matter,
can be determined using dilatometry. This is a technique employed
to measure the change in length of a specimen as a function of tem-
perature. The slope of the change in length per unit starting length is
the coefficient of linear expansion. Highly metamorphosed shale (or
slate) from quarries in the North Carolina area and the Hudson Valley
in New York require a slightly higher temperature than the others to
achieve complete expansion. From these it is possible to determine the
activation energies for the expansion process from which kinetic mod-
els can be developed for each quarry and used for quality control of the
LWA. Density-temperature plots for several expanded shale and clay
precursors from some quarries in the Eastern Seaboard of the United
States and their likely kinetic data are shown in Figure 10.13 (Boateng
et al., 1997). The activation energy for the expansion or bloating lies
in the 30–70 kJ/mol range.

The tests described in the preceding section are carried out in a muf-
fle furnace and are only useful as a first step in quantifying the behavior
of the raw material. Specifically, they are only good for fundamental
work on prospecting new quarries. For the purpose of designing large
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rotary kiln operations or in order to properly simulate the rock behav-
ior in an industrial rotary kiln, pilot kiln studies are essential. It is a
good engineering practice to collect yearly pilot kiln data on all sam-
ples so as to establish where to mine, what material requires extra heat
and which one gives better weights, etc.

Figure 10.14 shows typical pilot kiln test results for intermediate
strata material from two quarries. The plot also shows the effect of
raw material gradation on product density. Most LWA correlation tests
have shown that product quality improves with quarry depth. This is
in part due to the fact that the rock from the top bench is likely to
be withered by atmospheric conditions. As Figure 10.14 shows, there
is a significant difference between the product qualities with regard
to feeding coarse particles as compared to feeding fine particles. These
tests reinforce that interparticle voids play a key role in bed heat trans-
fer. More importantly the variation in particle size impacts greatly on
quality as smaller particles in a mix of larger ones will tend to segregate
to the core and will not receive adequate heat. Depending on the raw
material type and the operating conditions in the kiln, unit weights
of the clinker can range between 45–65 lb/ft3 for most LWA. Data also
show that at a temperature of 2100�F, the same material will expand
to 28 lb/ft3 if it is retained for an additional 5 minutes. This means
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Figure 10.14 Unit LWA weight (density) as a function of rotary kiln
temperature.
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Figure 10.15 Combustion zone region of an LWA kiln with material at incip-
ient fusion. (Courtesy of Utelite Corporation, Coalville, UT.)

that careful control of the kiln’s temperature profile is essential due to
the narrow temperature window within which one needs to operate
to achieve the desired quality. Owing to the narrow temperature win-
dow of expansion for most of these materials, LWA kilns are prone
to severe agglomeration, forming large balls at the burning zone that
have the tendency of obstructing the operation. Figure 10.15 shows
an incipient fusion of expanded shale in the combustion zone of an
industrial LWA kiln. A trained eye will notice that the product is well
expanded and ready for discharge. However, further increases in tem-
perature can increase the size and can cause severe agglomeration if
not discharged.
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Appendix

Nomenclature

    

a Velocity of sound (m/s)
A Interfacial area, or bed cross-sectional area, m2

(ft2�
Ap, AE, AW, AN, AS Coefficients in finite difference formulations
b Body force (N)
b′ Coefficients resulting from velocity profile
c Particle local velocity vector (m/s)
C Velocity fluctuation vector (m/s)
CF Flotsam concentration (-)
C′

f Skin friction coefficient
Ci Bagnold’s constant for grain inertia
CJ Jetsam concentration (-)
Co Normalized bed surface velocity (-)
Cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure,

(kJ/kg)
Csp Characteristic particle spacing (1/m)
Cv Specific heat of water vapor (kJ/kg)
C′ Apparent viscosity defined
C1, C2 Constants in Plank’s equation
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CRZ Central recirculation zone
dp Particle diameter (m)
D Kiln diameter, m (ft) or Diffusion coefficient

(m2/s)
DI, DII Damkohler Number
DPM Dry particle mass burnout rate (kg/s)
e Emissivity, also void fraction where appropriate
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ep Coefficient of restitution of particles (-)
E Emissive power (W/m2�

Ē Mean void diameter ratio (-)
Eh Thermal energy, sensible heat (W)
Ek Kinetic energy associated with local average

velocity
Em Void diameter ratio that results in spontaneous

percolation
EPT Pseudo-thermal energy associated with velocity

fluctuations
Eu Euler Number (-)
ERZ External recirculation zone
F Feed rate (kg-dry/hr or lb-dry/hr), also view factor
fc�% fill Percent fill
fp Frequency of precession
Fr Rotational Froude number, �2R/g (-)
g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2�
go Pair distribution function in collisional theory
g1���, g2���, … Terms defined in granular flow constitutive

equations
G Mass flow rate of gas (kg/s) or freeboard gas velocity

(lb/h/ft2�, Irradiation, (W/m2�, Conductance, Gibbs
free energy, and also turbulence

Ġo Linear momentum
h Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2� or specific

enthalpy (kJ/kg)
H Bed depth (m) or Molar enthalpy (kJ/mol)
HHV High heating value (kJ/kg)
�Ho Molar enthalpy of reaction (Hprod – Hreact�

Hi, Hj Species enthalpy (kJ/kg)
J Radiosity, (W/m2�
k Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
K Dissociation constant (atm-units), also a factor in

Craya-Curtet number determination
k̄ Segregation flux (m2s2�
kav Ratio of mean voids projected area and mean

projected total area
Kc, Kv, ks Rate constant
L, Lc Distance from apex of bed cross-section to

mid-chord, chord length
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Le′ Lewis Number (-)
LHV Low heating value (kJ/kg)
L̇o Angular momentum
ṁ Mass flow rate (kg/s)
mf Mass fraction component
M Craya-Curtet Number (-), also Molar mass (kJ/kmol)
Ma Mach Number (-)
M/N Ratio of number of voids to number of particles in a

layer
n Number of revolutions (l/s)
ṅ Species fraction
Nc Number of cascades per kiln revolution
Nu Nusselt Number (-)
P Total stress tensor
p Absolute pressure, (bar)
Pe Peclet number (-)
Pr Prandtl number, cp�/k (-)
q Energy flux (W/m2�, or Bed’s axial volumetric flow

rate, m3/s (ft3/hr)
q′ ′ Heat flux, (W/m2�
q̇ Heat source term, (W/m2�
qd Dimensionless axial volumetric flow rate, (-)
qh, q, Q Flux of sensible energy
qPT Flux of pseudo-thermal energy
Q Solids mass flow rate (kg/s) or volume flow rate

(m3/s) or, Net heat transfer (W), also a factor in
Craya-Curtet number determination

r Radius of particle path in bed, m (ft)
ro Radius at bed surface, m (ft)
r̄ Diffusion flux (1/s)
R Cylinder radius or kiln internal radius, (m, ft), or

Specific gas constant (kJ/kg K), Resistance to heat
flow, also Rosin-Rammler relation

Re Reynolds Number (-)
R′�Ro Universal gas constant, (kJ/kmol K)
s Kiln slope, (degree, radians, ft/ft)
S Deviatoric stress
S Molar entropy (kJ/kmol K)
Stp Strouhal Number
t Temperature (�C) or time (s)
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T Temperature (K)
TKE Turbulent kinetic energy
u Velocity parallel to bed surface (m/s), or specific

internal energy (kJ/kg)
U Velocity (m/s) or Molar internal energy, (kJ/kmol)
uax Averaged axial bulk velocity, m/s (ft/s)
Ū Tangential velocity of rotary drum (m/s)
Vs Solids velocity in axial direction (m/s)
vp Percolation velocity (m/s)
VM Volatile matter
W Mass of water in material (free moisture) (kg)
ws Reaction rate (1/s)
y Distance variable, arbitrary distance in active layer

(m) or Bed depth, m (ft)
Y Mass fraction
z Axial distance (m)
zo Particle axial advance per cascade, m (ft)

Greek
	 Thermal diffusivity (m2/s), also dimension in active

layer (m)
	g Absorbtivity

 Kiln slope (radians), or ratio relating hydrodynamic

force to weight of particle, or coefficient of expansion
� Emissivity
� Energy dissipation due to inelastic collisions, also

specific heat ratio
 Effective mass flux, (kg/m.s)
�� �x Active layer depth at distance, x� from apex (m)
� Active layer depth at mid-chord (m)
� Expression for coefficient of restitution of particle (-),

also ceramic or aggregate expansion factor
�̄ Particle number ratio
� Angle subtended by bed material at cylinder center

(radians) or half bed angle, (degree, radians)
�′ Variance on residence time
� Ratio of surface velocity to plug flow velocity near

yield line (-)
�̄ Dilation factor
� Conductivity (granular of thermal), also, latent heat

of water vapor, also mean free path
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� Dynamic viscosity (kg/m.s)
� Solids volume concentration (solids fraction) (-),

or kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
� Bulk density (kg/m3�
�p Particle density (kg/m3�

� Stefan Boltzmann’s constant
�xx, �yy Normal stress components
�̄ Particle size ratio (-)
�ox Oxidizer mass fraction
� Shear stress, also time
�̄ Residence time
�̄d Dimensionless residence time
T̃ Granular temperature (grain temperature) (m2/s2�
� Static angle of repose of material or Kiln slope in

angular measure, (degree, radians)
� Equivalent ratio
� Angular velocity (1/s)
� Angle between surface of bed material and kiln

axis, (degree, radian)
� Dynamic angle of repose

Subscript
ax Axial
AL Active layer
b Bed
c Collisional
cb Covered bed
cw Covered wall
eb Exposed bed
ew Exposed wall
eff Effective
f Frictional
g Freeboard gas
k Kinetic
L Large
m Mean
PF Plug flow
s Small
w Wall
Shell Outer wall (shell)
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SI to British Conversion Factors

Mass: 1 kg = 1/0�45359237 lb = 2�205 lb

Length: 1 m = 1/0�3048 ft = 3�281 ft

Volume: 1 m3 = 103 dm3 �l� = 35�31 ft3 = 220�0 gal �UK� = 264 gal (US)

Time: 1 s = 1/60 min = 1/3600 hr

Temperature unit: 1 K = 1�8 R

Force: 1 N (or kg/m/s2� = 105 dyn = 1/9�80665 kgf = 7�233 pdl =
7�233/32�174 or 0�2248 lbf

Pressure p: 1 bar = 105 N/m2 �or Pa� = 14�50 lbf/in2 = 750 mmHg =
10�20 mH2O

Specific volume v: 1 m3/kg = 16�02 ft3/lb

Density �: 1 kg/m3 = 0�06243 lb/ft3

Energy: 1 kJ = 103 Nm = 1/4�1868 kcal = 0�9478 Btu = 737�6 ft · lbf

Power: 1 kW = 1 kJ/s = 103/9�80665 kgfm/s = 103/�9�80667 × 75�
metric hp = 737�6 ft · lbf/s = 737�6/550 or 1/0.7457 British hp =
3412 Btu/hr

Specific energy �u� h�: 1 kJ/kg = 1/2�326 Btu/lb = 0�4299 Btu/lb

Specific heat �c� R� s�: 1 kJ/kg K = 1/4�1868 Btu/lb R = 0�2388 Btu/lb R

Thermal conductivity k: 1 kW/mK = 577�8 Btu/ft hr R

Heat transfer coefficient: 1 kW/m2K = 176�1 Btu/ft2 hr R

Dynamic viscosity �� 1 kg/m/s = IN s/m2 = 1 Pa · s = 10 dyn · s/cm2

(or poise) = 2419 lb/ft ·h = 18�67×10−5 pdl ·hr/ft2

Kinematic viscosity �� 1 m2/s = 104 cm2/s (or stokes) = 38�750 ft2/h
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General Information

Standard acceleration: go = 9�80665 m/s2 = 32�1740 ft/s2

Standard atmospheric pressure: 1 Atm = 1�01325 bar = 760 mmHg =
10�33 mH2O = 1�0332 kgf/cm2 = 29�92 in�/Hg = 33�90 ft�/H2O = 14�696
lbf/in�2

Molar (universal) gas constant: Ro = 8�3144 kJ/kmol K∗= 1�986 Btu/
lb ·mol R = 1545 ft lbf/lb ·mol R

1 kmol occupies 22�41 m3 at 1 Atm and 0�C

1 lb ·mol occupies 359�0 ft3 at 1 Atm and 32�F

Composition of Air

Table A.2 Composition of Air

Volume Basis Mass Basis

Nitrogen
�N2 = 28�013 kg/kmol�

0�7809 0�7553

Oxygen �O2 = 31�999 kg/kmol� 0�2095 0�2314

Argon �Ar = 39�948 kg/kmol� 0�0093 0�0128

Carbon dioxide
�CO2 = 44�010 kg/kmol�

0�0003 0�0005

Molar mass M = 28�96 kg/kmol

Specific gas constant

R = 0�2871 kJ/kg
K = 0�06856 Btu/lb
R = 53�35 ft lbf/lb R

∗ The kilomole (kmol) is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many
elementary entities as there are atoms in 12 kg of carbon 12. The elementary entities must
be specified, but for problems involving mixtures of gases and combustion they will be
molecules or atoms.
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The Stefan-Boltzmann Constant

� = 56�7×10−12 kW/m2 K4 = 0�171×10−8 Btu/ft2 hr R4

Mass

1 metric ton= 1000 kg

1 short ton (sht)= 2000 lb = 907�2 kg

1 long ton (ton)= 2240 lb = 1015�9 kg

Velocity

1 rpm = 0�1047 radian/s

1 mph = 0�4470 m/s = 1�609 km/h

1 knot = 0�5144 m/s

Temperature

C = 5
9

× �F −32�

F = 9
5

× �C +32�

K = C +273�15

R = F +459�67

Heat Content

1 cal/g = 1�80 Btu/lb = 4187 J/kg

1 cal/cm3 = 112�4 Btu/ft3

1 kcal/m3 = 0�1124 Btu/ft3 = 4187 J/m3

1 cal/g�C = 1 Btu/lb�F = 4187 J/kg�K

1 Btu/lb = 0�5556 cal/g = 2326 J/kg
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1 Btu/US gal = 0�666 kcal/l

1 hp = 33�000 ft · lb/min = 745�7 J/s = 641�4 kcal/hr

Pressure

Technical Atmosphere

1 bar = 1 Atm = 1 kg/cm2

10 m/H2O = 100 kPa

Normal Atmosphere

1 Atm = 101�3 kPa = 101�325 N/m2

= 10�330 mm/H2O = 407�3 in�/H2O

= 760�0 mmHg = 29�92 in�/Hg

= 235�1 oz/in�2 = 14�70 lb/in�2

= 1�033 kg/cm2

= 1�013 bar

Thermodynamic Tables—Gases

Reference: C. F. C. Rogers and Y. R. Mayhew. Thermodynamic and Trans-
port Properties of Fluids. Basil Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, 1982.

T = Temperature in Kelvin

cp = Molar heat in cal/mol

G = Free enthalpy in kcal/mol

H = Enthalpy in kcal/mol

B = B-function B�T� = −103G�T�/4�575T
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Table A.3 Useful Conversion Factors

Physical Quantity Symbol SI to English Conversion English to SI Conversion

Length L 1 m = 3�2808 ft 1 ft = 0�3048 m
Area A 1 m2 = 10�7639 ft2 1 ft2 = 0�092903 m2

Volume V 1 m3 = 35�3134 ft3 1 ft3 = 0�028317 m3

Velocity v 1 m/s = 3�2808 ft/s 1 ft/s = 0�3048 m/s
Density p 1 kg/m3 = 0�06243 lbm/ft3 1 lbm/ft3 = 16�018 kg/m3

Force F 1 N = 0�2248 lbf 1 lbf = 4�4482 N
Mass m 1 kg = 2�20462 lbm 1 lbm = 0�45359237 kg
Pressure p 1 N/m2 = 1�45038 ×10−4 lbf/in�2 1 lbf/in�2 = 6894�76 N/m2

Energy, heat q 1 kJ = 0�94783 Btu 1 Btu = 1�05504 kJ
Heat flow q 1 W = 3�4121 Btu/hr 1 Btu/hr = 0�29307 W
Heat flux per unit area q/A 1 W/m2 = 0�317 Btu/hr · ft2 1 Btu/hr · ft2 = 3�154 W/m2

Heat flux per unit length q/L 1 W/m = 1�0403 Btu/hr · ft 1 Btu/hr · ft = 0�9613 W/m
Heat generation per unit volume q̇ 1 W/m3 = 0�096623 Btu/hr · ft3 1 Btu/hr · ft3 = 10�35 W/m3

Energy per unit mass q/m 1 kJ/kg = 0�4299 Btu/lbm 1 Btu/lbm = 2�326 kJ/kg
Specific heat c 1 kJ/kg · �C = 0�23884 Btu/lbm · �F 1 Btu/lbm · �F = 4�1869 kJ/kg · �C
Thermal conductivity k 1 W/m · �C = 0�5778 Btu/hr · ft · �F 1 Btu/hr · ft · �F = 1�7307 W/m · �C
Convection heat transfer coefficient h 1 W/m2 · �C = 0�1761 Btu/hr · ft2 · �F 1 Btu/hr · ft2 · �F= 5�6782W/m2 · �C
Dynamic viscosity � 1 kg/m · s = 0�672 lbm/ft · s =

2419�2 lbm/ft ·hr
1 lbm/ft · s = 1�4881 kg/m · s

Kinematic viscosity and thermal
diffusivity

1 m2/s = 10�7639 ft2/s 1 ft2/s = 0�092903 m2/s
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Table A.4 Dry Air at Low Pressure

At 1 Atm

T/�K�

cp

�kJ/kg K� cv �

�

10−5

[kg/m s]

k
10−5

[kW/mK] Pr
�

�kg/m3�

�

10−5

�m2/s�

175 1�0023 0�7152 1�401 1�182 1�593 0�744 2�017 0�586
200 1�0025 0�7154 1�401 1�329 1�809 0�736 1�765 0�753
225 1�0027 0�7156 1�401 1�467 2�020 0�728 1�569 0�935
250 1�0031 0�7160 1�401 1�599 2�227 0�720 1�412 1�132
275 1�0038 0�7167 1�401 1�725 2�428 0�713 1�284 1�343
300 1�0049 0�7178 1�400 1�846 2�624 0�707 I�k 77 1�568
325 1�0063 0�7192 1�400 1�962 2�816 0�701 1�086 1�807
350 1�0082 0�7211 1�398 2�075 3�003 0�697 1�009 2�056
375 1�0106 0�7235 1�397 2�181 3�186 0�692 0�9413 2�317
400 1�0135 0�7264 1�395 2�286 3�365 0�688 0�8824 2�591
450 1�0206 0�7335 1�391 2�485 3�710 0�684 0�7844 3�168
500 1�0295 0�7424 1�387 2�670 4�041 0�680 0�7060 3�782
550 1�0398 0�7527 1�381 2�849 4�357 0�680 0�6418 4�439
600 1�0511 0�7640 1�376 3�017 4�661 0�680 0�5883 5�128
650 1�0629 0�7758 1�370 3�178 4�954 0�682 0�5430 5�853
700 1�0750 0�7879 1�364 3�332 5�236 0�684 0�5043 6�607
750 1�0870 0�7999 1�359 3�482 5�509 0�687 0�4706 7�399
800 1�0987 0�8116 1�354 3�624 5�774 0�690 0�4412 8�214
850 1�1101 0�8230 1�349 3�763 6�030 0�693 0�4153 9�061
900 1�1209 0�8338 1�344 3�897 6�276 0�696 0�3922 9�936
950 1�1313 0�8442 1�340 4�026 6�520 0�699 0�3716 10�83

1000 1�1411 0�8540 1�336 4�153 6�754 0�702 0�3530 11�76
1050 1�1502 0�8631 1�333 4�276 6�985 0�704 0�3362 12�72
1100 1�1589 0�8718 1�329 4�396 7�209 0�707 0�3209 13�70
1150 1�1670 0�8799 1�326 4�511 7�427 0�709 0�3069 14�70
1200 1�1746 0�8875 1�323 4�626 7�640 0�711 0�2941 15�73
1250 1�1817 0�8946 1�321 4�736 7�849 0�713 0�2824 16�77
1300 1�1884 0�9013 1�319 4�846 8�054 0�715 0�2715 17�85
1350 1�1946 0�9075 1�316 4�952 8�253 0�717 0�2615 18�94
1400 1�2005 0�9134 1�314 5�057 8�450 0�719 0�2521 20�06
1500 1�2112 0�9241 1�311 5�264 8�831 0�722 0�2353 22�36
1600 1�2207 0�9336 1�308 5�457 9�199 0�724 0�2206 24�74
1700 1�2293 0�9422 1�305 5�646 9�554 0�726 0�2076 27�20
1800 1�2370 0�9499 1�302 5�829 9�899 0�728 0�1961 29�72
1900 1�2440 0�9569 1�300 6�008 10�233 0�730 0�1858 32�34

(Continued)
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Table A.4—Cont’d

At 1 Atm

T/�K�

cp

�kJ/kg K� cv �

�

10−5

[kg/m s]

k
10−5

[kW/mK] Pr
�

�kg/m3�

�

10−5

�m2/s�

2000 1�2505 0�9634 1�298 — — 0�1765 —
2100 1�2564 0�9693 1�296 — — 0�1681 —
2200 1�2619 0�9748 1�295 — — 0�1604 —
2300 1�2669 0�9798 1�293 — — 0�1535 —
2400 1�2717 0�9846 1�292 — — 0�1471 —
2500 1�2762 0�9891 1�290 — — 0�1412 —
2600 1�2803 0�9932 1�289 — — 0�1358 —
2700 1�2843 0�9972 1�288 — — 0�1307 —
2800 1�2881 1�0010 1�287 — — 0�1261 —
2900 1�2916 1�0045 1�286 — — 0�1217 —
3000 1�2949 1�0078 1�285 — — 0�1177 —

Table A.5 Specific Heat cp for Some Gases and Vapors

T/[K] CO2 CO H2 N2 O2 H2O CH4 C2H4 C2H6

175 0�709 1�039 13�12 ′1�039 0�910 1�850 2�083 1�241 —
200 0�735 1�039 13�53 1�039 0�910 1�851 2�087 1�260 —
225 0�763 1�039 13�83 1�039 0�911 1�852 2�121 1�316 —
250 0�791 1�039 14�05 1�039 0�913 1�855 2�156 1�380 1�535
275 0�819 1�040 14�20 1�039 0�915 1�859 2�191 1�453 1�651
300 0�846 1�040 14�31 1�040 0�918 1�864 2�226 1�535 1�766
325 0�871 1�041 14�38 1�040 0�923 1�871 2�293 1�621� 1�878
350 0�895 1�043 14�43 1�041 0�928 1�880 2�365 1�709 1�987
375 0�918 1�045 14�46 1�042 0�934 1�890 2�442 1�799 2�095
400 0�939 1�048 14�48 1�044 0�941 1�901 2�525 1�891 2�199
450 0�978 1�054 14�50 1�049 0�956 1�926 2�703 2�063 2�402
500 1�014 1�064 14�51 1�056 0�972 1�954 2�889 2�227 2�596
550 1�046 1�075 14�53 1�065 0�988 1�984 3�074 2�378 2�782
600 1�075 1�087 14�55 1�075 1�003 2�015 3�256 2�519 2�958
650 1�102 1�100 14�57 1�086 1�017 2�047 3�432 2�649 3�126
700 1�126 1�113 14�60 1�098 1�031 2�080 3�602 2�770 3�286
750 1�148 1�126 14�65 1�110 1�043 2�113 3�766 2�883 3�438

(Continued)
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Table A.5—Cont’d

T/[K] CO2 CO H2 N2 O2 H2O CH4 C2H4 C2H6

800 1�168 1�139 14�71 1�122 1�054 2�147 3.923 2�989 3�581
850 1�187 1�151 14�77 1�134 1�065 2�182 4.072 3�088 3�717
900 1�204 1�163 14�83 1�146 1�074 2�217 4.214 3�180 3�846
950 1�220 1�174 14�90 1�157 1�082 2�252 4.348 3�266 —

1000 1�234 1�185 14�98 1�167 1�090 2�288 4.475 3�347 —
1050 1�247 1�194 15�06 1�177 1�097 2�323 4.595 3�423 —
1100 1�259 1�203 15�15 1�187 1�103 2�358 4.708 3�494 —
1150 1�270 1�212 15�25 1�196 1�109 2�392 4.814 3�561 —
1200 1�280 1�220 15�34 1�204 1�115 2�425 —
1250 1�290 1�227 15�44 1�212 1�120 2�458 T/[K] C6H6 C8H18

1300 1�298 1�234 15�54 1�219 1�125 2�490
1350 1�306 1�240 15�65 1�226 1�130 2�521 250 0�850 1�308
1400 1�313 1�246 15�77 1�232 1�134 2�552 275 0�957 1�484
1500 1�326 1�257 16�02 1�244 1�143 2�609 300 1�060 1�656
1600 1�338 1�267 16�23 1�254 1�151 2�662 325 1�160 1�825
1700 1�348 1�275 16�44 1�263 1�158 2�711 350 1�255 1�979
1800 1�356 1�282 16�64 1�271 1�166 2�756 375 1�347 2�109
1900 1�364 1�288 16�83 1�278 1�173 2�798 400 1�435 2�218
2000 1�371 1�294 17�D1 1�284 1�181 2�836 450 1�600 2�403
2100 1�377 1�299 17�18 1�290 1�188 2�872 500 1�752 2�608
2200 1�383 1�304 17�35 1�295 1�195 2�904 550 1�891 2�774
2300 1�388 1�308 17�50 1�300 1�202 2�934 600 2�018 2�924
2400 1�393 1�311 17�65 1�304 1�209 2�962 650 2�134 3�121
2500 1�397 1�315 17�80 1�307 1�216 2�987 700 2�239 3�232
2600 1�401 1�318 17�93 1�311 1�223 3�011 750 2�335 3�349
2700 1�404 1�321 18�06 1�314 1�230 3�033 800 2�422 3�465
2800 1�408 1�324 18�17 1�317 1�236 3�053 850 2�500 3�582
2900 1�411 1�326 18�28 1�320 1�243 3�072 900 2�571 3�673
3000 1�414 1�329 18�39 1�323 1�249 3�090 — — —
3500 1�427 1�339 18�91 1�333 1�276 3�163 — — —
4000 1�437 1�346 19�39 1�342 1�299 3�217 — — —
4500 1�446 1�353 19�83 1�349 1�316 3�258 — — —
5000 1�455 1�359 20�23 1�355 1�328 3�292 — — —
5500 1�465 1�365 20�61 1�362 1�337 3�322 — — —
6000 1�476 1�370 20�96 1�369 1�344 3�350 — — —
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The specific heats of atomic H, N, and O are given with adequate
accuracy by cp = 2�5Ro/M , where M is the molar mass of the atomic
species.

H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

By definition U = H − RoT and G = H − TS. H and U are virtually
independent of pressure. S and G are tabulated for states at 1 Atm and
are denoted by Sa and Ga. (Note that superscript “0” has been used in
some parts of the text). At any other pressure p� S, and G at a given
temperature T can be found from

S −Sa = Ro ln
[

p

Atm

]

G−Ga = �H −Ha�−T �S −Sa� = +RoT ln
[

p

Atm

]

For individual gases and vapors, changes in S and G between states
�p1� T1� and �p2� T2� are given by

S2 −S1 = �S2 −Sa
2�+ �Sa

2 −Sa
1�+ �Sa

1 −S1�

= �Sa
2 −Sa

1�−Ro ln
p2

p1

G2 −G1 = �G2 −Ga
2�+ �Ga

2 −Ga
1�+ �Ga

1 −G1�

= �Ga
2 −Ga

1�+RoT2 ln
p2

�Atm�
RoT1 ln

p1

�Atm�

where p1 and p2 are partial pressures of a constituent mixture.
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Table A.6 H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Water Vapor (H2O)

H U Sa Ga H U Sa Ga

[kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol] T/[K] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmoI] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol]

−9364 −9�364 0 −9�364 0 −9�904 −9�904 0 −9�904
−6456 −7�287 178�90 −24�346 100 −6�615 −7�446 152�28 −21�843
−3414 −5�077 199�87 −43�387 200 −3�280 −4�943 175�38 −38�356

0 −2�479 213�69 −63�710 298�15 0 −2�479 188�72 −56�268
67 −2�427 213�92 −64�108 300 63 −2�432 188�93 −56�616

4�008 683 225�22 −86�082 400 3�452 126 198�67 −76�017
12�916 7�927 243�20 −133�000 600 10�498 5�509 212�93 −117�260
22�815 16�164 257�41 −183�110 800 17�991 11�340 223�69 −160�960
33�405 25�091 269�22 −235�810 1�000 25�978 17�664 232�60 −206�620
44�484 34�507 279�31 −290�680 1�200 34�476 24�499 240�33 −253�920
55�907 44�266 288�11 −347�440 1�400 43�447 31�806 247�24 −302�690
67�580 54�277 295�90 −405�860 1�600 52�844 39�541 253�51 −352�780
79�442 64�476 302�88 −465�750 1�800 62�609 47�643 259�26 −404�060
91�450 74�821 309�21 −526�970 2�000 72�689 56�060 264�57 −456�450

103�570 85�283 314�99 −589�400 2�200 83�036 64�744 269�50 −509�860
115�790 95�833 320�30 −652�940 2�400 93�604 73�650 274�10 −564�230
128�080 106�470 325�22 −717�490 2�600 104�370 82�752 278�41 −619�490
140�440 117�160 329�80 −782�990 2�800 115�290 92�014 282�45 −675�580
152�860 127�920 334�08 −849�390 3�000 126�360 10�1420 286�27 −732�460
165�330 138�720 338�11 −916�620 3�200 137�550 110�950 289�88 −790�080
177�850 149�580 341�90 −984�620 3�400 148�850 120�590 293�31 −848�390
190�410 160�470 345�49 −1�053�360 3�600 160�250 130�320 296�57 −907�390
203�000 171�400 348�90 −1�122�800 3�800 171�720 140�130 299�67 −967�010
215�630 182�370 352�13 −1�192�900 4�000 183�280 150�020 302�63 −102�725
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Table A.7 H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

Hydrogen (H2) Carbon Monoxide (CO)

H U Sa Ga H U Sa Ga

[kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol] T/[K] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol]

−8�468 8�468 0 −8�468 0 −8�699 −8�669 0 −8�669
−5�293 −6�124 102�04 −15�496 100 −5�770 −6�601 165�74 −22�344
−2�770 −4�433 119�33 −26�635 200 −2�858 −4�521 185�92 −40�041

0 −2�479 130�57 −38�931 298�15 0 −2�479 197�54 −58�898
54 −2�440 130�75 −39�172 300 54 −2�440 197�72 −59�263

2�958 −368 139�11 −52�684 400 2�975 −351 206�12 −79�475
8�812 3�823 150�97 −81�769 600 10�196 5�208 218�20 −12�0730

14�703 8�051 159�44 −112�850 800 15�175 8�524 227�16 −166�550
20�686 12�371 166�11 −145�430 1�000 21�686 13�371 234�42 −212�740
26�794 16�817 171�68 −179�220 1�200 28�426 18�449 240�56 −260�250
33�062 21�422 176�51 −214�050 1�400 35�338 23�698 245�89 −308�910
39�522 26�219 180�82 −249�790 1�600 42�384 29�081 250�59 −358�560
46�150 31�184 184�72 −286�350 1�800 49�522 34�556 254�80 −409�110
52�932 36�303 188�30 −323�660 2�000 56�739 40�110 258�60 −460�460
59�860 41�569 191�60 −361�650 2�200 64�019 45�728 262�06 −512�520
66�915 46�960 194�67 −400�290 2�400 71�346 51�391 265�25 −565�260
74�090 52�473 197�54 −439�510 2�600 78�714 57�096 268�20 −618�610
81�370 58�090 200�23 −479�280 2�800 86�115 62�835 270�94 −672�530
88�743 63�799 202�78 −519�590 3�000 93�542 68�598 273�51 −726�980
96�199 69�592 205�18 −560�390 3�200 101�000 74�391 275�91 −781�930

103�740 75�469 207�47 −601�650 3�400 108�480 80�210 278�18 −837�340
111�360 81�430 209�65 −643�370 3�600 115�980 86�044 280�32 −893�190
119�060 87�469 211�73 −685�510 3�800 123�490 91�900 282�36 −949�460
126�850 93�589 213�73 −728�060 4�000 131�030 97�769 284�29 −1�006�120
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Table A.8 H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

Oxygen (O2) Nitrogen (N2)

H U Sa Ga H U Sa Ga

[kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol] T/[K] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol]

−8�682 −8�682 0 −8�682 0 −8�669 −8�669 0 −8�669
−5�778 −6�610 173�20 −23�098 100 −5�770 −6�601 159�70 −21�740
−2�866 −4�529 193�38 −41�541 200 −2�858 −4�521 179�88 −38�833

0 −2�479 205�03 −61�131 298�15 0 −2�479 191�50 −57�096
54 −2�440 205�21 −61�509 300 54 −2�440 191�68 −57�450

3�029 −297 213�76 −82�477 400 2�971 −355 200�07 −77�058
9�247 4�258 226�35 −126�560 600 8�891 3�902 212�07 −118�350

15�841 9�189 235�81 −172�810 800 15�046 8�394 220�91 −161�680
22�707 14�392 243�48 −220�770 1�000 21�460 13�145 228�06 −206�600
29�765 19�788 249�91 −270�120 1�200 28�108 18�131 234�12 −252�830
36�966 25�325 255�45 −320�670 1�400 34�936 23�296 239�38 −300�190
44�279 30�976 260�34 −372�260 1�600 41�903 28�600 244�03 −348�540
51�689 36�723 264�70 −424�770 1�800 48�982 34�016 248�19 −397�770
59�199 42�571 268�65 −478�110 2�000 56�141 39�512 251�97 −447�800
66�802 48�510 272�28 −532�210 2�200 63�371 45�079 255�41 −498�540
74�492 54�537 275�63 −587�010 2�400 70�651 50�696 258�58 −549�940
82�274 60�657 278�74 −642�440 2�600 77�981 56�364 261�51 −601�950
90�144 66�864 281�65 −698�490 2�800 85�345 62�065 264�24 −654�530
98�098 73�155 284�40 −755�100 3�000 92�738 67�795 266�79 −707�640

106�130 79�521 286�99 −812�240 3�200 100�160 73�555 269�19 −761�230
114�230 85�963 289�44 −869�880 3�400 107�610 79�339 271�45 −815�310
122�400 92�467 291�78 −928�010 3�600 115�080 85�149 273�58 −869�800
130�630 99�034 294�01 −986�590 3�800 122�570 90�976 275�60 −924�730
138�910 105�660 296�13 −1�045�590 4�000 130�080 96�819 277�53 −980�040
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Table A.9 H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

Hydroxyl (OH) Nitric Oxide (NO)

H U Sa Ga H U Sa Ga

[kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol] T/[K] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol]

−9�171 −9�171 0 −9�171 0 −9�192 −9�192 0 −9�192
−6�138 −6�969 149�48 −21�086 100 −6�071 −6�902 176�92 −23�763
−2�975 −4�638 171�48 −37�271 200 −2�950 −4�613 198�64 −42�678

0 −2�479 183�60 −54�740 298�15 0 −2�479 210�65 −62�806
54 −2�440 183�78 −55�080 300 54 −2�440 210�84 −63�198

3�033 −292 192�36 −73�909 400 3�042 284 219�43 −84�729
8�941 3�953 204�33 −113�660 600 9�146 4�158 231�78 −129�920

14�878 8�227 212�87 −115�420 800 15�548 8�896 240�98 −177�240
20�933 12�618 219�62 −198�690 1�000 22�230 13�915 248�43 −226�200
27�158 17�181 225�30 −243�200 1�200 29�121 19�143 254�71 −276�540
33�568 21�928 230�23 −288�760 1�400 36�166 24�526 260�14 −328�030
40�150 26�847 234�63 −335�250 1�600 43�321 30�018 264�92 −380�550
46�890 31�924 238�59 −382�580 1�800 50�559 35�594 269�18 −433�960
53�760 37�131 242�22 −430�670 2�000 57�861 41�232 273�03 −488�190
60�752 42�460 245�55 −479�450 2�200 65�216 46�924 276�53 −543�150
67�839 47�885 248�63 −528�870 2�400 72�609 52�655 279�75 −598�780
75�015 53�397 251�50 −578�890 2�600 80�036 58�418 282�72 −655�030
82�266 58�985 254�19 −629�460 2�800 87�492 64�211 285�48 −711�860
89�584 64�640 256�71 −680�540 3�000 94�977 70�034 288�06 −769�220
96�960 70�354 254�09 −732�130 3�200 102�480 75�873 290�48 −827�070

10�4390 76�118 261�34 −784�170 3�400 110�000 81�733 292�77 −885�410
111�860 81�927 263�48 −836�670 3�600 117�550 87�613 294�92 −944�170
119�380 87�783 265�51 −889�550 3�800 125�100 93�507 296�96 −1�003�360
126�940 93�680 267�45 −942�860 4�000 132�670 99�417 298�90 −1�062�950
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Table A.10 H, U, S, G for Some Gases and Vapors

Methane Vapor (CH4) Ethylene Vapor (C2H4)

H U Sa Ga H U Sa Ga

[kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol] T/[K] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol] [kJ/kmol K] [kJ/kmol]

−10�025 −10�025 0 −10�025 0 −10�519 −10�519 0 −10�519
−6�699 −7�530 149�39 −21�638 100 −7�192 −8�024 180�44 −25�236
−3�368 −5�031 172�47 −37�863 200 −3�803 −5�466 203�85 −44�573

0 −2�479 186�15 −55�499 298�15 0 −2�479 291�22 −65�362
67 −2�427 186�37 −55�843 300 79 −2�415 291�49 −65�767

3�862 536 197�25 −75�038 400 4�883 −1�557 233�24 −88�412
13�129 8�141 215�88 −116�400 600 17�334 12�346 258�24 −137�610
24�673 18�022 232�41 −161�260 800 32�849 26�197 280�47 −191�520
38�179 29�865 247�45 −209�270 1�000 50�664 42�350 300�30 −249�640
53�271 43�293 261�18 −260�150 1�200 70�254 60�276 318�13 −311�510
69�609 57�969 273�76 −313�660 1�400 91�199 79�558 334�27 −376�780
86�910 73�607 285�31 −369�590 1�600 113�180 99�878 348�94 −445�120

104�960 89�994 295�93 −427�720 1�800 135�970 121�010 362�36 −516�270
123�600 106�970 305�75 −487�900 2�000 159�390 142�760 374�69 −589�990
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Table A.11 International Standard Atmosphere

p � k a �

z [m] [bar] T/[K] �/�0 10−5 [m2/s] 10−5 [kW/mK] [m/s] 10−8 [m]

−2�500 1�3521 304�4 1�2631 1�207 2�661 349�8 5�251
−2�000 1�2778 301�2 1�2067 1�253 2�636 347�9 5�497
−1�500 1�2070 297�9 1�1522 1�301 2�611 346�0 5�757
−1�000 1�1393 294�7 1�0996 1�352 2�585 344�1 6�032

−500 1�0748 291�4 1�0489 1�405 2�560 342�2 6�324
0 1�01325 288�15 1�0000 1�461 2�534 340�3 6�633

500 0�9546 284�9 0�9529 1�520 2�509 338�4 6�961
1�000 0�8988 281�7 0�9075 1�581 2�483 336�4 7�309
1�500 0�8456 278�4 0�8638 1�646 2�457 334�5 7�679
2�000 0�7950 275�2 0�8217 1�715 2�431 332�5 8�072
2�500 0�7469 271�9 0�7812 I�787 2�405 330�6 8�491
3�000 0�7012 268�7 0�7423 1�863 2�379 328�6 8�936
3�500 0�6578 265�4 0�7048 1�943 2�353 326�6 9�411
4�000 0�6166 262�2 0�6689 2�028 2�327 324�6 9�917
4�500 0�5775 258�9 0�6343 2�117 2�301 322�6 10�46
5�000 0�5405 255�7 0�6012 2�211 2�275 320�5 11�03
5�500 0�5054 252�4 0�5694 2�311 2�248 318�5 11�65
6�000 0�4722 249�2 0�5389 2�416 2�222 316�5 12�31
6�500 0�4408 245�9 0�5096 2�528 2�195 314�4 13�02
7�000 0�4111 242�7 0�4817 2�646 2�169 312�3 13�77
7�500 0�3830 239�5 0�4549 2�771 2�142 310�2 14�58
8�000 0�3565 236�2 0�4292 2�904 2�115 308�1 15�45
8�500 0�3315 233�0 0�4047 3�046 2�088 306�0 16�39
9�000 0�3080 229�7 0�3813 3�196 2�061 303�8 17�40
9�500 0�2858 226�5 0�3589 3�355 2�034 301�7 18�48

10�000 0�2650 223�3 0�3376 3�525 2�007 299�5 19�65
10�500 0�2454 220�0 0�3172 3�706 1�980 297�4 20�91
11�000 0�2270 216�8 0�2978 3�899 1�953 295�2 22�27
11�500 0�2098 216�7 0�2755 4�213 1�952 295�1 24�08
12�000 0�1940 216�7 0�2546 4�557 1�952 295�1 26�05
12�500 0�1793 216�7 0�2354 4�930 1�952 295�1 28�18
13�000 0�1658 216�7 0�2176 5�333 1�952 295�1 30�48
13�500 0�1533 216�7 0�2012 5�768 1�952 295�1 32�97
14�000 0�1417 216�7 0�1860 6�239 1�952 295�1 35�66
14�500 0�1310 216�7 0�1720 6�749 I�952 295�1 38�57
15�000 0�1211 216�7 0�1590 7�300 1�952 295�1 41�72
15�500 0�1120 216�7 0�1470 7�895 1�952 295�1 45�13
16�000 0�1035 216�7 0�1359 8�540 1�952 295�1 48�81
16�500 0�09572 216�7 0�1256 9�237 1�952 295�1 52�79

(Continued)
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Table A.11—Cont’d

p � k a �

z [m] [bar] T/[K] �/�0 10−5 [m2/s] 10−5 [kW/mK] [m/s] 10−8 [m]

17,000 0�08850 216�7 0�1162 9�990 1�952 295�1 57�10
17,500 0�08182 216�7 0�1074 10�805 1�952 295�1 61�76
18,000 0�07565 216�7 0�09930 11�686 1�952 295�1 66�79
18,500 0�06995 216�7 0�09182 12�639 1�952 295�1 72�24
19,000 0�06467 216�7 0�08489 13�670 I�952 295�1 78�13
19,500 0�05980 216�7 0�07850 14�784 1�952 295�1 84�50
20,000 0�05529 216�7 0�07258 15�989 I�952 295�1 91�39
22,000 0�04047 218�6 0�05266 22�201 1�968 296�4 126�0
24,000 0�02972 220�6 0�03832 30�743 1�985 297�7 173�1
26,000 0�02188 222�5 0�02797 42�439 2�001 299�1 237�2
28,000 0�01616 224�5 0�02047 58�405 2�018 300�4 324�0
30,000 0�01197 226�5 0�01503 80�134 2�034 301�7 441�3
32,000 0�00889 228�5 0�01107 109�62 2�051 303�0 599�4

Density at sea level �o = 1�225 kg/m3.

Thermodynamic Tables—Inorganic Materials

Ref: O. Knacke, O. Kubaschewski, and K. Hesselmann (Eds.). Thermo-
chemical Properties of Inorganic Substances, Volumes I and II. Springer-
Verlag, New York, 1991.

T = Temperature in Kelvin

cp = Molar heat in cal/mol

G = Free enthalpy in kcal/mol

H = Enthalpy in kcal/mol

B = B-function B�T� = −103G�T�/4�575T
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Table A.12 Alpha-Aluminum Oxide, Al2O3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 18�871 −400�4 12�174 −404�030 295�202
300 18�979 −400�365 12�291 −404�052 294�391
400 22�987 −398�243 18�369 −405�590 221�634
500 25�179 −395�826 23�754 −407�702 178�231
600 26�656 −393�230 28�482 −410�319 149�479
700 27�797 −390�505 32�680 −413�381 129�081
800 28�757 −387�677 36�456 −416�841 113�891
900 29�354 −384�770 39�878 −420�661 102�164

1�000 29�845 −381�809 42�997 −424�807 92�854
1�100 30�265 −378�803 45�862 −429�252 85�296
1�200 30�638 −375�758 48�512 −433�972 79�048
1�300 30�976 −372�677 50�978 −438�948 73�804
1�400 31�290 −369�563 53�285 −444�162 69�346
1�500 31�586 −366�420 55�454 −449�600 65�516
1�600 31�868 −363�247 57�501 −455�249 62�192
1�700 32�139 −360�046 59�441 −461�097 59�286
1�800 32�402 −356�819 61�286 −467�134 56�725
1�900 32�658 −353�566 63�045 −473�351 54�455
2�000 32�909 −350�288 64�726 −479�740 52�431
2�100 33�156 −346�985 66�338 −486�294 50�616
2�200 33�399 −343�657 67�886 −493�006 48�982
2�300 33�639 −340�306 69�376 −499�869 47�505
2�327 33�703 −339�396 69�769 −501�748 47�130

Liquid
2�327 34�623 −311�096 81�930 −501�748 47�130
2�400 34�623 −308�568 83�000 −507�768 46�245
2�500 34�623 −305�106 84�413 −516�139 45�127
2�500 34�623 −301�644 85�771 −524�649 44�107
2�700 34�623 −298�181 87�078 −533�292 43�173
2�800 34�623 −294�719 88�337 −542�063 42�316
2�900 34�623 −291�257 89�552 −550�958 41�527
3�000 34�623 −287�795 90�726 −559�972 40�799
3�100 34�623 −284�332 91�861 −569�101 40�127
3�200 34�623 −280�870 92�960 −578�343 39�504
3�300 34�623 −277�408 94�025 −587�692 38�926
3�400 34�623 −273�945 95�059 −597�147 38�389
3�500 34�623 −270�483 96�063 −606�703 37�889
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Table A.13 Aluminum Silicate (Andalusite), Al2O3 ·SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
400 29�177 −619�52 22�28 −626�163 459�051
300 29�363 −619�466 22�461 −626�204 456�251
400 36�117 −616�148 31�960 −628�932 343�679
500 39�556 −612�348 40�424 −632�561 276�529
600 41�692 −508�279 47�838 −536�982 232�052
700 43�212 −504�030 54�385 −542�099 200�499
800 44�404 −599�547 60�235 −647�835 177�004
900 45�405 −595�156 65�525 −554�128 158�865

1�000 46�287 −590�570 70�355 −650�925 144�455
1�100 47�092 −585�901 74�805 −558�185 132�774
1�200 47�844 −581�154 78�935 −675�875 123�110
1�300 48�559 −576�333 82�793 −683�964 115�000
1�400 49�247 −571�443 85�417 −692�425 108�107
1�500 49�915 −566�484 89�838 −701�241 102�184
1�600 50�568 −551�450 93�080 −710�388 97�048
1�700 51�210 −556�371 95�155 −719�851 92�556
1�800 51�842 −551�218 99�110 −729�616 88�599
1�900 52�457 −546�003 101�930 −739�669 85�093
2�000 53�085 −540�725 104�637 −749�998 81�957

Table A.14 Aluminum Disilicate Dihydrate, Al2O3 ·2SiO2 ·2H2O

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 59�141 −964�94 40�5 −977�015 716�268
300 59�316 −964�830 40�866 −977�090 711�906
400 66�671 −958�504 59�017 −982�110 536�672
500 71�972 −951�562 74�485 −988�804 432�264
600 76�464 −944�136 88�012 −996�943 363�185
700 80�574 −936�281 100�111 −1� 006�359 314�242
800 84�480 −928�028 111�127 −1� 016�929 277�850
900 88�268 −919�389 121�297 −1� 028�557 249�801
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Table A.15 Aluminum Disilicate, Al2O3 ·2SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 53�559 −767�5 32�612 −777�223 569�797
300 53�623 −767�401 32�944 −777�284 566�327
400 56�195 −761�898 48�757 −781�401 426�995
500 57�858 −756�191 61�485 −786�933 344�015
600 59�163 −750�338 72�153 −793�629 289�118
700 60�300 −744�364 81�360 −801�315 250�216
800 61�346 −138�281 89�481 −809�865 221�275
900 62�340 −732�096 96�764 −819�184 198�952

1� 000 63�302 −725�814 103�382 −829�196 181�245
1� 100 64�242 −719�436 109�460 −839�842 166�884
1� 200 65�168 −712�966 115�089 −851�073 155�022
1� 300 66�084 −706�403 120�342 −862�847 145�077
1� 400 66�992 −699�749 125�272 −875�131 136�632
1� 500 67�895 −693�005 129�925 −887�893 129�383
1� 600 68�794 −686�170 134�336 −901�108 123�102
1� 700 69�690 −679�246 138�533 −914�753 117�615
1� 800 70�583 −672�233 142�542 −928�808 112�788

Table A.16 Trialumino Disilicate (Mullite), 3Al2O3 ·2SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 77�559 −1�519�25 55�7 −1�538�838 1�201�053
300 78�054 −1�519�105 55�181 −1�638�950 1�194�142
400 95�503 −1�510�250 91�503 −1�545�851 899�924
500 105�071 −1�500�089 114�151 −1�557�169 724�445
500 112�079 −1�589�152 131�055 −1�659�501 508�234
700 116�348 −1�577�730 151�580 −1�583�906 525�810
800 119�638 −1�555�924 157�439 −1�699�876 454�447
900 122�311 −1�553�823 181�590 −1�717�344 417�084

1�000 124�559 −1�541�476 194�695 −1�735�172 379�491
1�100 125�491 −1�528�921 205�551 −1�756�248 348�981
1�200 128�172 −1�515�186 217�741 −1�777�475 323�755
1�300 129�443 −1�503�294 228�059 −1�799�771 302�510
1�400 130�931 −1�490�254 237�715 −1�823�055 284�632
1�500 132�054 −1�477�113 245�788 −1�847�295 259�187

(Continued)
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Table A.16—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�500 133�025 −1�453�858 255�342 −1�872�405 255�793
1�700 133�855 −1�450�513 253�432 −1�898�348 244�082
1�800 134�548 −1�437�091 271�103 −1�925�078 233�758
1�900 135�110 −1�423�608 278�394 −1�952�555 224�525
2�000 135�544 −1�410�074 285�335 −1�980�745 216�475

Table A.17 Kaolinite, Al2O3 ·2SiO2 ·2H2O

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 58�618 −979�47 48�5 −993�930 728�669
300 58�885 −979�361 48�863 −994�020 724�241
400 69�445 −972�893 67�399 −999�853 546�368
500 76�115 −965�596 83�654 −1�007�423 440�404
600 81�253 −957�720 98�000 −1�016�520 370�317
700 85�668 −949�369 110�864 −1�026�974 320�679

Table A.18 CalciumCarbonate, CaCO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid aragonite
298 19�568 −288�4 21�03 −294�670 216�028
300 19�663 −288�364 21�151 −294�709 214�724
323 20�730 −287�899 22�644 −295�213 199�775

Solid calcite
323 20�730 −287�854 22�783 −295�213 199�775
400 23�201 −286�154 27�494 −297�152 162�378
500 25�120 −283�730 32�895 −300�177 131�225
600 26�402 −281�151 37�594 −303�707 110�640
700 27�383 −278�460 41�740 −307�678 96�074
800 28�203 −275�579 45�452 −312�041 85�257
900 28�931 −272�822 48�816 −316�757 76�929

1�000 29�600 −269�895 51�899 −321�795 70�338
1�100 30�232 −265�903 54�750 −327�129 55�003
1�200 30�837 −253�850 57�407 −332�738 50�508
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Table A.19 CaO ·MoO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 117�04 −1�546�783 122�591 −1�583�333 277�386
300 117�41 −1�546�566 123�316 −1�583�561 275�715
400 131�19 −1�534�058 159�203 −1�597�740 208�638
500 139�13 −1�520�514 189�393 −1�615�211 168�736
600 144�79 −1�506�306 215�282 −1�635�475 142�377
700 149�35 −1�491�593 237�954 −1�658�160 123�730
800 153�34 −1�476�454 258�162 −1�682�984 109�885
900 157�00 −1�460�935 276�437 −1�709�729 99�228

1�000 160�44 −1�445�062 293�158 −1�738�220 90�793
1�100 163�75 −1�428�852 308�605 −1�768�318 83�968
1�200 166�96 −1�412�316 322�992 −1�799�906 78�346
1�300 170�11 −1�395�462 336�481 −1�832�886 73�644
1�400 173�22 −1�378�295 349�201 −1�867�176 69�663
1�500 176�28 −1�360�820 361�257 −1�902�704 66�256
1�600 179�32 −1�343�039 372�731 −1�939�408 63�314
1�700 182�34 −1�324�955 383�693 −1�977�233 60�751
1�718 182�89 −1�321�668 385�616 −1�984�157 60�325

Table A.20 CaO ·WO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 113�23 −1�624�019 126�357 −1�661�692 291�114
300 113�61 −1�623�809 127�058 −1�661�927 289�360
400 127�55 −1�611�666 161�896 −1�676�425 218�913
500 135�12 −1�598�502 191�240 −1�694�122 176�979
600 140�17 −1�584�724 216�346 −1�714�532 149�260
700 144�04 −1�570�507 238�255 −1�737�285 129�635
800 147�27 −1�555�937 257�705 −1�762�101 115�051
900 150�14 −1�541�064 275�220 −1�788�762 103�814

1�000 152�78 −1�525�916 291�177 −1�817�093 94�913
1�100 155�27 −1�510�512 305�857 −1�846�955 87�702
1�200 157�66 −1�494�865 319�470 −1�878�229 81�755
1�300 159�98 −1�478�982 332�182 −1�910�819 76�776
1�400 162�25 −1�462�870 344�121 −1�944�640 72�554
1�500 164�47 −1�446�534 355�391 −1�979�621 68�935
1�600 166�67 −1�429�976 366�077 −2�015�699 65�804
1�700 168�85 −1�413�200 376�246 −2�052�819 63�074
1�800 171�01 −1�396�207 385�959 −2�090�933 60�676
1�853 172�15 −1�387�113 390�938 −2�111�521 59�521
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Table A.21 CaO ·Cr2O3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 146�65 −1�829�663 125�227 −1�866�999 327�082
300 147�00 −1�829�369 126�209 −1�867�232 325�106
400 159�98 −1�813�937 170�517 −1�882�136 245�776
500 166�70 −1�797�572 207�005 −1�901�060 198�597
600 170�96 −1�780�676 237�799 −1�923�333 167�437
700 174�05 −1�763�419 264�395 −1�948�466 145�393
800 176�53 −1�745�886 287�803 −1�976�092 129�022
900 178�64 −1�728�125 308�720 −2�005�929 116�418

1�000 180�53 −1�710�166 327�641 −2�037�754 106�439
1�100 182�27 −1�692�025 344�929 −2�071�388 98�360
1�200 183�91 −1�673�715 360�860 −2�106�680 91�699
1�300 185�48 −1�655�245 375�643 −2�143�507 86�125
1�400 187�01 −1�636�620 389�445 −2�181�762 81�400
1�500 188�49 −1�617�845 402�398 −2�221�353 77�352
1�600 189�95 −1�598�923 414�609 −2�262�202 73�851
1�700 191�38 −1�579�856 426�168 −2�304�238 70�799
1�800 192�80 −1�560�647 437�147 −2�347�401 68�118
1�900 194�20 −1�541�298 447�609 −2�391�636 65�749
1�918 194�45 −1�537�800 449�441 −2�399�708 65�352

Table A.22 3CaO ·V2O5

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 257�03 −3�777�608 274�889 −3�859�566 676�163
300 257�22 −3�777�132 276�479 −3�860�076 672�082
400 267�35 −3�750�904 351�863 −3�891�649 508�184
500 277�48 −3�723�662 412�609 −3�929�967 410�550
600 287�62 −3�695�407 464�096 −3�973�865 345�947
700 297�75 −3�666�139 509�193 −4�022�574 300�161
800 307�88 −3�635�857 549�614 −4�075�548 266�099
900 318�02 −3�604�562 586�463 −4�132�378 239�831

1�000 328�15 −3�572�254 620�494 −4�192�747 219�001
1�100 338�28 −3�538�932 652�245 −4�256�401 202�115
1�200 348�42 −3�504�597 682�114 −4�323�133 188�176
1�300 358�55 −3�469�248 710�402 −4�392�771 176�499
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Table A.22—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�400 368�69 −3�432�886 737�345 −4�465�169 166�593
1�500 378�82 −3�395�511 763�127 −4�540�202 158�100
1�600 388�95 −3�357�122 787�899 −4�617�761 150�751
1�653 394�32 −3�336�366 800�661 −4�659�859 147�247

Table A.23 2CaO ·V2O5

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 213�90 −3�082�683 220�497 −3�148�424 551�517
300 214�12 −3�082�287 221�821 −3�148�833 548�241
400 226�22 −3�060�270 285�016 −3�114�300 414�511
500 238�32 −3�031�043 336�856 −3�205�411 334�865
600 25Q �42 −3�012�606 381�316 −3�241�432 282�185
100 262�52 −2�986�959 420�888 −3�281�580 244�868
800 214�62 −2�960�102 456�132 −3�325�481 211�121
900 286�12 −2�932�034 489�111 −3�312�833 195�149

1�000 298�82 −2�902�151 520�612 −3�423�369 118�814
1�100 310�92 −2�812�270 549�660 −3�416�896 165�100
1�200 323�02 −2�840�513 511�233 −3�533�252 153�195
1�288 333�61 −2�811�619 600�465 −3�585�011 145�389

Table A.24 CaO ·V2O5

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 170�75 −2�328�772 179�075 −2�382�163 417�335
300 170�97 −2�328�456 180�132 −2�382�496 414�819
400 182�89 −2�310�763 230�951 −2�403�143 313�810
500 194�81 −2�291�878 273�042 −2�428�399 253�687
600 206�72 −2�271�801 309�612 −2�457�569 213�945
700 218�64 −2�250�533 342�374 −2�490�195 185�816
800 230�56 −2�228�073 372�347 −2�525�951 164�924
900 242�47 −2�204�422 400�190 −2�564�593 148�841

1�000 254�39 −2�179�579 426�354 −2�605�933 136�117
1�051 260�46 −2�166�451 439�157 −2�628�005 130�608
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Table A.25 3CaO ·2TiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 239�59 −4�003�962 234�722 −4�073�945 713�720
300 240�41 −4�003�518 236�207 −4�074�380 709�395
400 269�83 −3�977�807 309�971 −4�101�796 535�626
500 284�29 −3�950�030 371�895 −4�135�978 432�072
600 292�88 −3�921�139 424�545 −4�175�866 363�532
700 298�69 −3�891�545 470�154 −4�220�653 314�941
800 303�02 −3�861�450 510�333 −4�269�717 278�777
900 306�48 −3�830�970 546�230 −4�322�577 250�870

1�000 309�42 −3�800�172 578�676 −4�378�848 228�722
1�100 312�00 −3�769�099 608�290 −4�438�218 210�748
1�200 314�34 −3�737�780 635�540 −4�500�427 195�894
1�300 316�52 −3�706�235 660�787 −4�565�259 183�430
1�400 318�58 −3�674�479 684�320 −4�632�528 172�837
1�500 320�54 −3�642�523 706�367 −4�702�074 163�737
1�600 322�44 −3�610�373 727�116 −4�773�758 155�843
1�700 324�29 −3�578�036 746�719 −4�847�459 148�941
1�800 326�09 −3�545�517 765�306 −4�923�068 142�860
1�900 327�86 −3�512�819 782�985 −5�000�490 137�470
2�000 329�61 −3�479�945 799�846 −5�079�638 132�663
2�013 329�83 −3�475�659 801�982 −5�090�050 132�077

Table A.26 4CaO ·3TiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 337�76 −5�671�663 328�444 −5�769�589 1�010�782
300 338�94 −5�671�037 330�537 −5�770�198 1�004�655
400 381�17 −5�634�745 434�653 −5�808�607 758�507
500 401�87 −5�595�490 522�163 −5�856�572 611�816
600 414�11 −5�554�645 596�598 −5�912�604 514�725
700 422�34 −5�512�800 661�087 −5�975�561 445�891
800 428�44 −5�470�247 717�899 −6�044�567 394�660
900 433�30 −5�427�152 768�652 −6�118�949 355�125
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Table A.26—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1,000 437�40 −5�383�612 814�522 −6�198�135 323�749
1,100 440�98 −5�339�690 856�382 −6�281�710 298�286
1,200 444�23 −5�295�427 894�894 −6�369�300 277�241
1,300 447�24 −5�250�851 930�571 −6�460�594 259�583
1,400 450�07 −5�205�985 963�820 −6�555�333 244�576
1,500 452�77 −5�160�842 994�964 −6�653�288 231�682
1,600 455�37 −5�115�434 1�024�269 −6�754�264 220�499
1,700 457�90 −5�069�770 1�051�951 −6�858�088 210�718
1,800 460�37 −5�023�857 1�078�194 −6�964�607 202�103
1,900 462�79 −4�977�699 1�103�150 −7�073�684 194�464
2,000 465�17 −4�931�301 1�126�948 −7�185�198 187�653
2,078 467�00 −4�894�946 1�144�780 −7�273�800 182�837

Table A.27 Calcium Oxide, CaO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 10�315 −151�6 9�5 −154�432 113�217
300 10�340 −151�581 9�564 −154�450 112�532
400 11�254 −150�495 12�680 −155�568 85�010
500 11�736 −149�344 15�248 −155�968 68�620
600 12�047 −148�154 17�417 −158�604 57�779
700 12�277 −146�937 19�292 −160�441 50�099
800 12�465 −145�700 20�944 −162�455 44�387
900 12�627 −144�445 22�422 −164�624 39�982

1�000 12�774 −143�175 23�760 −166�935 36�488
1�100 12�911 −141�891 24�984 −169�373 33�656
1�200 13�041 −140�593 26�113 −171�928 31�317
1�300 13�166 −139�283 27�162 −174�593 29�356
1�400 13�287 −137�960 28�142 −177�358 27�691
1�500 13�406 −136�625 29�062 −180�219 26�261
1�600 13�523 −135�279 29�931 −183�169 25�023
1�700 13�639 −133�921 30�755 −186�204 23�941
1�800 13�753 −132�551 31�538 −189�319 22�990
1�900 13�866 −131�170 32�284 −192�510 22�147
2�000 13�978 −129�778 32�998 −195�774 21�396
2�100 14�090 −128�374 33�683 −199�109 20�724
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Table A.27—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

2�200 14�202 −126�960 34�341 −202�510 20�120
2�300 14�313 −125�534 34�975 −205�976 19�575
2�400 14�423 −124�097 35�585 −209�504 19�081
2�500 14�533 −122�649 35�177 −213�093 18�631
2�500 14�643 −121�191 36�749 −216�739 18�221
2�700 14�753 −119�721 37�304 −220�442 17�846
2�800 14�853 −118�240 37�843 −224�199 17�502
2�888 14�959 −116�928 38�304 −227�550 17�222

Liquid
2�888 15�000 −97�928 44�883 −227�550 17�222
2�900 15�000 −97�748 44�945 −228�089 17�192
3�000 15�000 −96�248 45�454 −232�509 16�948
3�100 15�000 −94�748 45�945 −237�179 16�723
3�200 15�000 −93�248 45�422 −241�798 16�516
3�300 15�000 −91�748 45�883 −246�463 16�325
3�400 15�000 −90�248 47�331 −251�174 16�147
3�500 15�000 −88�748 47�766 −255�929 15�983

Table A.28 Magnesium Oxide, MgO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 8�855 −143�7 6�44 −145�620 106�757
300 8�895 −143�684 6�495 −145�632 106�107
400 10�299 −142�714 9�273 −146�424 80�013
500 10�989 −141�647 11�653 −147�473 64�469
600 11�398 −140�526 13�696 −148�743 54�187
700 11�675 −139�371 15�475 −150�204 46�902
800 11�881 −138�193 17�048 −151�831 41�484
900 12�045 −136�997 18�457 −153�608 37�306

1�000 12�185 −135�785 19�733 −155�518 33�993
1�100 12�307 −134�560 20�900 −157�551 31�307
1�200 12�418 −133�324 21�976 −159�695 29�088
1�300 12�522 −132�077 22�974 −161�943 27�229
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Table A.28—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�400 12�619 −130�820 23�906 −164�288 25�650
1�500 12�712 −129�553 24�780 −156�73 24�295
1�000 12�802 −128�277 25�603 −169�242 23�121
1�700 12�889 −126�993 26�382 −171�842 22�095
1�800 12�974 −125�700 27�121 −174�517 21�192
1�900 13�058 −124�398 27�825 −177�265 20�393
2�000 13�141 −123�088 28�496 −180�081 19�681
2�100 13�222 −121�770 29�140 −182�963 19�044
2�200 13�303 −120�444 29�757 −185�908 18�471
2�300 13�383 −119�109 30�350 −188�914 17�953
2�400 13�462 −117�767 30�921 −191�977 17�484
2�500 13�541 −116�417 31�472 −195�095 17�058
2�600 13�619 −115�059 32�005 −198�271 16�668
2�700 13�697 −113�693 32�520 −201�497 16�312
2�800 13�775 −112�320 33�020 −204�775 15�986
2�900 13�852 −110�938 33�504 −208�101 15�685
3�000 13�930 −109�549 33�975 −211�47S 15�408
3�098 14�005 −108�180 34�424 −214�827 15�157

Liquid
3�098 14�500 −89�680 40�396 −214�827 15�157
3�100 14�500 −89�651 40�405 −214�907 15�153
3�200 14�500 −88�201 40�866 −218�971 14�957
3�300 14�500 −86�751 41�312 −223�080 14�776
3�400 14�500 −85�301 41�745 −227�233 14�608
3�500 14�500 −83�851 42�165 −231�429 14�453
3�533 14�500 −83�373 42�301 −232�822 14�404

Table A.29 Calcium Magnesium Dioxide, CaO ·MgO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 19�021 −297�1 15�85 −301�826 221�274
300 19�085 −297�065 15�968 −301�855 219�931
400 21�387 −295�026 21�817 −303�753 165�985
500 22�551 −292�824 26�727 −306�187 133�852
600 23�267 −290�530 30�906 −309�074 112�595
700 23�771 −288�177 34�532 −312�350 97�533
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Table A.29—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

800 24�163 −285�780 37�733 −315�966 86�330
900 24�489 −283�347 40�598 −319�885 77�689

1�000 24�774 −280�883 43�194 −324�077 70�836
1�100 25�033 −278�393 45�567 −328�517 65�279
1�200 25�273 −275�878 47�756 −333�184 60�689
1�300 25�501 −273�339 49�788 −338�063 56�841
1�400 25�720 −270�778 51�685 −343�137 53�573
1�500 25�931 −268�195 53�467 −348�396 50�768
1�600 26�138 −265�592 55�147 −353�827 48�337
1�700 26�340 −262�968 56�738 −359�422 46�213
1�800 26�539 −260�324 58�249 −365�172 44�344

Table A.30 2-Calcium 3-Silicate 5/2-Hydrate, 2CaO ·3SiO2 ·5/2H2O

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 70�550 −1�175�7 64�9 −1�185�050 876�113
300 70�860 −1�175�569 65�337 −1�195�170 870�798
400 83�021 −1�167�814 87�564 −1�202�840 657�239
500 90�600 −1�159�111 106�953 −1�212�888 530�093
600 96�375 −1�149�753 123�999 −1�224�152 445�957
700 101�298 −1�139�864 139�233 −1�237�327 386�363
800 105�768 −1�129�508 153�055 −1�251�952 342�063
900 109�973 −1�118�719 165�757 −1�267�901 307�930

1�000 114�015 −1�107�519 177�555 −1�285�073 280�890

Table A.31 Magnesium Carbonate, MgCO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 18�055 −262�0 15�7 −266�681 195�509
300 18�138 −261�967 15�812 −266�710 194�324
400 21�540 −259�968 21�537 −268�583 146�767
500 23�856 −257�693 26�604 −270�995 118�468
600 25�744 −255�211 31�125 −273�886 99�776
700 27�431 −252�551 35�222 −277�206 86�559
800 29�010 −249�728 38�989 −280�919 16�754
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Table A.32 Calcium Magnesium Carbonite (Dolomite), CaCO3 ·MgCO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 37�262 −556� 28�2 −564�408 413�778
300 37�369 −555�931 28�431 −564�460 411�264
400 41�801 −551�955 39�840 −567�890 310�323
500 44�886 −547�614 49�513 −572�370 250�217
600 47�441 −542�995 57�928 −577�751 210�474
700 49�745 −538�134 65�416 −583�925 182�334
800 51�916 −533�050 72�202 −590�811 161�424
900 54�009 −527�753 78�438 −598�347 145�318

1�000 56�054 −522�250 84�234 −606�484 132�565
1�100 58�068 −516�543 89�672 −615�182 122�242
1�200 60�060 −510�637 94�810 −624�409 113�736

Table A.33 Iron Oxide (Wutsite), FeO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 48�04 −265�955 59�409 −283�668 49�696
300 48�10 −265�867 59�706 −283�778 49�409
400 50�34 −260�935 73�879 −290�486 37�933
500 51�83 −255�823 85�279 −298�462 31�179
600 53�02 −250�579 94�836 −307�481 26�768
700 54�07 −245�224 103�088 −317�386 23�683
800 55�04 −239�769 110�372 −328�066 21�420
843 55�45 −237�393 113�264 −332�875 20�625
843 55�45 −237�393 113�264 −332�875 20�625
900 55�97 −234�218 116�909 −339�436 19�700

1�000 56�88 −228�575 122�853 −351�429 18�356
1�100 57�76 −222�843 128�316 −363�991 17�284
1�200 58�64 −217�023 133�380 −377�079 16�413
1�300 59�51 −211�115 138�108 −390�655 15�696
1�400 60�37 −205�121 142�549 −404�691 15�099
1�500 61�22 −199�042 146�743 −419�157 14�596
1�600 62�08 −192�877 150�722 −434�032 14�169
1�645 62�46 −190�075 152�449 −440�854 13�998
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Table A.34 Iron Oxide (Magnetite), Fe3O4

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
300 152�15 −1115�198 147�171 −1�159�349 201�856
400 172�35 −1098�973 193�708 −1�176�456 153�626
500 192�54 −1080�729 234�335 −1�197�896 125�140
600 212�74 −1060�464 271�225 −1�223�200 106�486
700 232�94 −1038�181 305�536 −1�252�056 93�427
800 253�13 −1013�877 337�959 −1�284�244 83�850
900 273�33 −987�554 368�940 −1�319�600 76�586
900 200�83 −987�554 368�940 −1�319�600 76�586

1�000 200�83 −967�470 390�100 −1�357�570 70�910
1�100 200�83 −947�387 409�241 −1�397�553 66�363
1�200 200�83 −927�304 426�716 −1�439�363 62�652
1�300 200�83 −907�221 442�791 −1�482�849 59�580
1�400 200�83 −887�138 457�674 −1�527�882 57�005
1�500 200�83 −867�054 471�530 −1�574�350 54�822
1�600 200�83 −846�971 484�492 −1�622�158 52�957
1�700 200�83 −826�888 496�667 −1�671�222 51�349
1�800 200�83 −806�805 508�146 −1�721�468 49�954
1�870 200�83 −792�747 515�808 −1�757�308 49�086

Table A.35 Silicon Dioxide (Quartz), SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid-A
298 10�660 −217�7 9�91 −220�655 161�766
300 10�709 −217�680 9�976 −220�673 160�782
400 12�761 −216�499 13�361 −221�843 121�226
500 14�209 −215�147 16�371 −223�333 97�632
600 15�420 −213�665 19�071 −225�107 82�006
700 16�518 −212�067 21�531 −227�139 70�925
800 17�556 −210�363 23�805 −229�407 62�680
847 18�031 −209�527 24�821 −230�550 59�496

Solid-B
847 16�113 −209�353 25�026 −230�550 59�496
900 16�240 −208�495 26�008 −231�902 56�321
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Table A.35—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�000 16�480 −206�859 27�731 −234�591 51�277
1�100 16�720 −205�199 29�313 −237�444 47�182
1�200 16�900 −203�515 30�779 −240�450 43�798
1�300 17�200 −201�807 32�146 −243�597 40�958
1�400 17�440 −200�075 33�429 −246�876 38�544
1�500 17�680 −198�319 34�640 −250�280 36�471
1�600 17�920 −196�539 35�789 −253�802 34�672
1�696 18�150 −194�808 36�840 −257�288 33�159

Table A.36 Silicon Dioxide (Cristobalite), SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid-A
298 10�740 −217�1 10�372 −220�192 161�427
300 10�788 −217�080 10�439 −220�212 160�446
400 12�713 −215�897 13�830 −221�429 120�999
500 14�009 −214�558 16�813 −222�964 97�471
543 14�479 −213�945 17�988 −223�712 90�053

Solid-B
543 14�198 −213�624 18�579 −223�712 90�053
600 14�797 −212�797 20�027 −224�813 81�899
700 15�530 −211�278 22�367 −226�935 70�862
800 16�022 −209�699 24�475 −229�279 62�644
900 16�373 −208�078 26�383 −231�823 56�302

1�000 16�637 −206�427 28�123 −234�550 51�268
1�100 16�845 −204�752 29�719 −237�443 47�182
1�200 17�013 −203�059 31�192 −240�489 43�805
1�300 17�154 −201�351 32�559 −243�678 40�971
1�400 17�276 −199�629 33�835 −246�998 38�563
1�500 17�382 −197�896 35�031 −250�442 36�494
1�600 17�478 −196�153 36�156 −254�002 34�700
1�700 17�564 −194�401 ′37�218 −257�671 33�130
1�800 17�644 −192�640 38�224 −261�444 31�748
1�900 17�719 −190�872 39�180 −265�314 30�522
1�996 17�787 −189�168 40�055 −269�118 29�471
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Table A.36—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

Liquid
1�996 20�500 −186�878 41�202 −269�118 29�471
2�000 20�500 −186�796 41�244 −269�283 29�430
2�100 20�500 −184�746 42�244 −273�458 28�463
2�200 20�500 −182�696 43�197 −277�730 27�594
2�300 20�500 −180�646 44�109 −282�096 26�809
2�400 20�500 −178�596 44�981 −286�550 20�097
2�500 20�500 −176�546 45�818 −291�091 25�451
2�600 20�500 −174�496 46�622 −295�713 24�860
2�700 20�500 −172�446 47�396 −300�414 24�320
2�800 20�500 −170�396 48�141 −305�191 23�824
2�900 20�500 −168�346 48�861 −310�041 23�368
3�000 20�500 −166�296 49�556 −314�962 22�948

Table A.37 Magnesium Metasilicate, MgO ·SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid-1
298 19�586 −370�20 16�2 −375�030 274�941
300 19�659 −370�164 16�321 −375�060 273�268
400 22�523 −368�040 22�412 −377�005 206�013
500 24�271 −365�695 27�538 −379�514 155�908
600 25�580 −353�200 32�183 −382�509 139�348
700 26�682 −360�585 36�211 −385�933 120�510
800 27�672 −357�867 39�839 −389�738 106�486
900 28�599 −355�053 43�152 −393�890 95�662
903 28�626 −354�967 43�248 −394�020 95�376

Solid-2
903 28�752 −354�807 43�425 −394�020 S5�376

1�000 28�762 −352�017 46�360 −398�377 87�077
1�100 28�762 −349�141 49�101 −403�152 80�110
1�200 28�762 −346�265 51�503 −408�189 74�351
1�258 28�762 −344�597 52�961 −411�222 71�450

Solid-3
1�258 29�262 −344�207 53�271 −411�222 71�450
1�300 29�262 −342�978 54�232 −413�479 69�522

(Continued)
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Table A.37—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�400 29�262 −340�051 56�401 −419�012 55�420
1�500 29�262 −337�125 58�420 −424�755 51�895
1�600 29�262 −334�199 60�308 −430�692 58�838
1�700 29�262 −331�273 62�082 −436�812 56�164
1�800 29�262 −328�347 53�755 −443�105 53�808
1�850 29�262 −326�884 54�556 −445�313 52�732

Liquid
1�850 35�000 −308�884 74�286 −446�313 52�732
1�900 35�000 −307�134 75�219 −450�051 51�775
2�000 35�000 −303�634 77�015 −457�663 50�018
2�100 35�000 −300�134 78�722 −465�451 48�447
2�200 35�000 −296�634 80�351 −473�405 47�035
2�300 35�000 −293�134 81�906 −481�518 45�761
2�400 35�000 −289�634 83�396 −489�764 44�507
2�500 35�000 −286�134 84�825 −498�195 43�558
2�600 35�000 −282�634 86�197 −506�747 42�602
2�700 35�000 −279�134 87�518 −515�433 41�727
2�800 35�000 −275�634 88�791 −524�249 40�925

Table A.38 Magnesium Orthosilicate, 2MgO ·SiO2

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 28�126 −520�3 22�75 −527�083 386�414
300 28�263 −520�248 22�924 −527�125 384�062
400 33�302 −517�138 31�838 −529�873 289�548
500 35�938 −513�664 39�578 −533�453 233�203
600 37�628 −509�981 46�289 −537�154 195�903
700 38�872 −506�153 52�186 −542�684 169�456
800 39�818 −502�214 57�445 −548�110 149�773
900 40�745 −498�182 62�193 −554�156 134�585

1000 41�527 −494�068 66�527 −560�595 122�534
1�100 42�252 −489�878 70�519 −567�450 112�757
1�200 42�939 −485�619 74�225 −574�689 104�679

(Continued)
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Table A.38—Cont’d

Phase T cp H S G B

1�300 43�599 −481�292 77�688 −582�286 97�904
1�400 44�240 −476�899 80�943 −590�220 92�150
1�500 44�866 −472�444 84�017 −598�469 81�209
1�600 45�481 −467�927 86�932 −607�018 82�926
1�700 46�088 −463�348 89�707 −615�851 79�184
1�800 46�688 −458�709 92�359 −624�955 75�890
1�900 47�282 −454�011 94�899 −634�319 12�973
2�000 47�873 −449�253 97�339 −643�932 70�375
2�100 48�460 −444�436 99�689 −653�784 68�049
2�171 48�875 −440�981 101�307 −660�919 66�542

Liquid
2�171 49�000 −423�981 109�138 −660�919 66�542
2�200 49�000 −422�560 109�788 −664�094 65�981
2�300 49�000 −417�660 111�966 −675�182 64�166
2�400 49�000 −412�760 114�052 −686�484 62�521
2�500 49�000 −407�860 116�052 −697�990 61�026
2�600 49�000 −402�960 117�914 −709�692 59�663
2�700 49�000 −398�060 119�823 −721�582 58�416
2�800 49�000 −393�160 121�605 −733�654 57�272
2�900 49�000 −388�260 123�325 −145�901 56�220
3�000 49�000 −383�360 124�986 −158�317 55�251

Table A.39 Serpentine, 3MgO ·2SiO2 ·2H2O

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 65�465 −1�043�04 53�1 −1�058�872 776�278
300 65�767 −1�042�919 53�506 −1�058�970 771�563
400 77�472 −1�035�696 74�205 −1�015�378 582�174
500 84�588 −1�027�571 92�306 −1�073�724 469�387
600 89�897 −1�018�837 108�215 −1�083�766 394�814
700 94�352 −1�009�619 122�415 −1�095�310 342�017
800 98�353 −999�981 135�279 −1�108�204 302�788
900 102�090 −989�957 147�081 −1�122�330 272�576

1�000 105�662 −979�569 158�023 −1�137�592 248�654
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Table A.40 Anthophyllite, 7MgO ·8SiO2 ·H2O

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 150�332 −2�888�72 133�6 −2�928�553 2�146�976
300 151�119 −2�888�441 134�532 −2�928�801 2�133�917
400 179�952 −2�871�706 182�479 −2�944�698 1�609�124
500 195�130 −2�852�886 224�411 −2�965�092 1�296�215
600 204�932 −2�832�854 260�907 −2�989�399 1�089�034
700 212�197 −2�811�983 293�066 −3�017�129 942�117
800 218�108 −2�790�459 321�798 −3�047�898 832�759
900 223�233 −2�768�387 347�769 −3�081�398 748�366

1�000 227�870 −2�745�829 371�552 −3�117�381 681�395
1�100 232�188 −2�722�824 393�475 −3�158�847 627�054

Table A.41 Nickel Carbide, Ni3C

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 25�491 9�00 25�4 1�427 −1�046
300 25�500 9�047 25�558 1�380 −1�005
400 26�000 11�622 32�962 −1�563 0�854
500 26�500 14�241 38�818 −5�162 2�256
600 27�000 16�922 43�693 −9�294 3�386
700 27�500 19�647 47�893 −13�878 4�333
800 28�000 22�422 51�598 −18�856 5�152

Table A.42 Nickel Carbonate, NiCO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 21�454 −162�5 20�4 −168�582 123�591
300 21�512 −162�460 20�533 −168�620 122�856
400 23�876 −160�181 27�075 −171�011 93�448
500 25�470 −157�710 32�582 −174�001 76�066
600 26�761 −155�096 37�343 −177�502 64�664
700 27�908 −152�362 41�556 −181�451 56�659
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Table A.43 Nickel Monoxide, NiO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid-A
298 10�591 −57�5 9�1 −60�213 44�143
300 10�606 −57�480 9�166 −60�230 43�883
400 12�473 −56�340 12�434 −61�313 33�505
500 15�356 −54�953 15�516 −62�711 27�415
525 16�151 −54�560 16�284 −63�109 26�275

Solid-B
525 13�880 −54�560 16�284 −63�109 26�275
565 13�880 −54�004 17�303 −63�781 24�675

Solid-C
565 12�321 −54�004 17�303 −63�781 24�675
600 12�392 −53�572 18�046 −64�399 23�461
700 12�594 −52�323 19�971 −66�302 20�703
800 12�796 −51�053 21�666 −68�386 18�685
900 12�998 −49�763 23�185 −70�630 17�154

1�000 13�200 −48�453 24�565 −73�018 15�960
1�100 13�402 −47�123 25�832 −75�539 15�010
1�200 13�604 −45�773 27�007 −78�182 14�241
1�300 13�806 −44�403 28�104 −80�938 13�609
1�400 14�008 −43�012 29�135 −83�800 13�084
1�500 14�210 −41�601 30�108 −86�763 12�643
1�600 14�412 −40�170 31�032 −89�820 12�271
1�700 14�614 −38�719 31�911 −92�968 11�953
1�800 14�816 −37�247 32�752 −96�201 11�682
1�900 15�018 −35�755 33�559 −99�517 11�449
2�000 15�220 −34�243 34�334 −102�912 11�247
2�100 15�422 −32�711 35�082 −106�383 11�073
2�200 15�624 −31�159 35�80ft −109�927 10�922
2�257 15�739 −30�265 36�205 −111�980 10�845

Table A.44 Zinc Carbonate, ZnCO3

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 19�139 −194�2 19�7 −200�074 146�578
300 19�200 −194�165 19�819 −200�110 145�800
400 22�500 −192�080 25�794 −202�397 110�500
500 25�800 −189�655 31�169 −205�249 89�726
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Table A.45 Zinc Oxide, ZnO

Phase T cp H S G B

Solid
298 9�621 −83�2 10�4 −86�301 63�269
300 9�654 −83�182 10�460 −86�320 62�893
400 10�835 −82�150 13�421 −87�518 47�824
500 11�448 −81�033 15�910 −88�988 38�902
600 11�836 −79�868 18�034 −90�688 33�038
700 12�119 −78�669 19�881 −92�586 28�911
800 12�345 −77�446 21�514 −94�657 25�863
900 12�539 −76�201 22�980 −96�883 23�530

1�000 12�712 −74�939 24�310 −99�249 21�694
1�100 12�872 −73�659 25�529 −101�742 20�217
1�200 13�023 −72�365 26�656 −104�352 19�008
1�300 13�167 −71�055 27�704 −107�070 18�003
1�400 13�307 −69�731 28�685 −109�890 17�157
1�500 13�443 −68�394 29�607 −112�805 16�438
1�600 13�577 −67�043 30�479 −115�810 15�821
1�700 13�709 −65�679 31�306 −118�899 15�288
1�800 13�839 −64�301 32�094 −122�070 14�823
1�900 13�968 −62�911 32�845 −125�317 14�417
2�000 14�095 −61�508 33�565 −128�638 14�059
2�100 14�223 −60�092 34�256 −132�029 13�742
2�200 14�349 −58�663 34�920 −135�488 13�461
2�243 14�403 −58�045 35�199 −136�996 13�350
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relaxation time, 52–53
residence time, 46, 149, 154

dimensionless, 28–30
residence time-kiln geometry

relation, 18, 23, 26–27
Reynolds number, 36, 41, 46, 150
Reynolds principle, 36, 37, 38
Ricou, F. P., 45–46
rolling bed, 20–22, 73–79, 82
Rosin-Rammler relation,

143–144, 160
rotary kilns. See also specific types of

basics, 3–4, 129
competitive features, 3, 12, 287
dams and tumblers, purpose

of, 7–8
design challenges, 56
efficiency, 51, 56
evolution of, 1–7
fuel types used in, 130–131,

138–139
lifters, energy-savings with, 7–8
other contact kilns compared,

4–7
regulation of, 130, 141,

287–288
sizing, 19
types of, 7–13

rotary kilns, operation basics
axial motion, 26–28
bed phenomenon, 16–19
dimensionless residence time,

28–30
freeboard phenomenon, 15–17
geometrical features and their

transport effects, 18–19

introduction, 15–17
transverse bed motion, 19–23
transverse flow behavior, 24–26

rotary reactor, 15
round jets, 45–46
Ruhland, W., 154
rutile, 283

S

saltation, 53–56, 146
Sarofim, A., 196
Savage, S. B., 62, 104, 111
Schlichting, H., 35
Schneider, G. M., 51
scrubbing, 141
seals, 34
Seaman, W. C., 22, 26, 28, 61
segregation

mechanisms of, 102–104
reducing, 104

segregation equation solutions
mixing and segregation,

116–117, 125–127
radial mixing, 115–116
strongly segregating system,

114–115
segregation model

application, 120–121
within the bed, 106–110
boundary conditions, 113–114
governing equations, 110–113
governing equations numerical

solution, 117–119
introduction, 105–106
validation, 119–120

segregation rates, 103
sensible heat calculations, 66
sensible heat defined, 240
shaft-type kilns, 4, 6
shale, 3, 232–237, 286, 288–294
shell heat loss, 184, 250, 251–254
ships, concrete, 286
short dry kilns, 10, 11f
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skin friction coefficient, 40
slate, 286, 289–294
slipping bed, 20
SL/RN kilns, 280–283
slumping bed, 20, 82
Spaulding, D. B., 45–46
squeeze expulsion, 110
stack gases, 134
stationary kilns, 2
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 300
Strouhal number, 50–51
submerged jets, 43–44
sulfar dioxide (SO2)

emissions, 141
surface velocity, deep beds, 26
swirling jets, 48–49
swirl number, 49

T

Tackie, E. N., 56
temperature, formulas for

calculating, 300. See also
specific types of
temperature

thermal model
description, 216–217
one-dimensional for bed and

freeboard, 218–221
quasi three-dimensional for

the bed, 223–224
of rotary kiln processes,

215–216
two-dimensional for the bed,

221–223
thermal NO, 162
thermodynamics, chemical,

239–240
thermodynamic tables

gases, 301
inorganic materials, 313

Thring, M. W., 47
tire combustion, 141–143
titaniferous materials, 282–285
tongue, 107
trajectory segregation, 102–103
transport phenomenon

history of, 2
modeling, 16

Tscheng, S. H., 211
turbulence modeling, 158–159
turbulent diffusion flames, 34,

42, 46
turbulent jets, 43–46, 154
turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE), 154
turbulent variable swirl burners,

48, 50

V

van der Hegge Zijnen, 45
vaporization, 134–135,

150–152
vapors

H, U, S, G, 306–311
specific heats, 304–305

velocity, units of
conversion, 300

Venkateswaran, V., 282
vertical kilns, 4–7
viscosity, 35–36, 98–99
von Karman, T., 79
vortex shedding, 48–49, 156

W
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waste fuels, 130, 152, 196, 287
Watkinson, A. P., 211
wet kilns, 9
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